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bowlder clay or ti)),, 
B.-View southwest across the head of Biers Run at B. M. 853. Con-
ditions as in the view above. 
C.-View southwest across Anderson Run at altitude 755. The near 
foreground and distant ridge top are bed rock, but the interven-
ing slopes are tough till. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Soon after the entry of the United States into the World W~, a 
sub-committee of the Council for National Defense suggested to each 
of the geological surveys of those states in which cantonments were 
established, the preparation of a bulletin on the topography and mili'-
tary geology of the cantonment. The suggestion was followed, as soon 
as possible, by a carefully prepared outline, showing just what, in the 
judgment of the committee, should be included in such a bulletin. It 
was purposed that the bulletins should be essentially detailed hand 
books on the r1:spective camps and their environs, dealing with all the 
natural features of the camp neighborhood that might have a bearing 
on any military operations or maneuvers thereabouts. The designated 
object was to facilitate t he training of officers by presenting detailed 
information on the physical featurf:s of the camp at which they were 
training, so that in maneuvers they might best adapt t hemselves and 
their commands to these features, and thereby obtain increased safety, 
comfort, and military efficiency. . 
The present bulletin is the direct result of this suggestion. I n so 
far as possible, the plans proposed by the committee were follow1:d but 
since the work was prepared without assistance, on limited funds and 
in the haste incidental to the opening months of the war, it is neces-
sarily less elaborate t han was anticipated by the committee. · 
To prepare a work of any presumable value to the end for which 
it was designed, it was impossible to complete the manuscript and 
drawings untit the fall in which the Armistice was signed . Since t hen, 
publication has }?~en suspended during the period of disbandment and 
dismantling of camps, until the probable future of Camp Sherman 
could be learn1:d. All indications now are that the camp is to be per-
manent. The bulletin is herewith issued as it was prepared during the 
rush of war, except for such slight changes and additions as can be made 
in the proof. I t has not had the advantage of the very excellent volume, 
)Iilitary Grnlogy and Topography, 1 which was issu1:d contemporaneously 
with t he completion of the manuscript. 
As the YOlume was b~·ing set up, theri.' was received a paper on "The 
Gse of Geology on the West Front"2 by Alfred H. Brooks, late Lieu-
tenant Colonel and Chief Geologist at g<-n :>ral headquarters, A. E. F . 
( 1 ) :\l ilitary Geology and Topography, Herbert E . Gregory, Editor, various 
authors. P repared and issued under the auspices of the Division of Geology & Geog-
raphy. Xational Research Council, Yale l"niversityPress, Xew Ha,·en, Conn ., 1918. 
(2) Professional Paper 128-D, l,;. S. Geol. Survey, 1920. This can be had on 
reques t and should be of interest and value to every officer who has to do with men 
or construction in the fi eld. . 
~lention may also be here inser ted of the following: 
In the Xew ,Yorld of Science, Robert :\I. Yerke$. editor, in which " The Role of 
the Earth Sciences in the War" is t reateri· by Douglas W . Johnson as follows: Con-
t ributions of Geography, pp. 177 to 195 . Contr ibutions of Geology, pp. 196,to 217, 
The Century Co.. 1920. . . . . , .. 
( 15) 
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CAMP SHEBIUN QUADRANGLE 
The purpose for which the present bulletin was designed can be 
no better illustrated than by a brief quotation from Colonel Brooks' 
opening paragraphs. 
"During the great battle or Verdun a body or troops waa ordered to 
intrench itself on the high plateau c,f the Cotes de Meuae. Even a casual 
examination of the geological map would have shown that the plateau was 
underlain by hard limestone with le81!1 than a foot of 11oil. This . material 
could not be excavated with the .\ight too~ furnished or even with proper 
equipment in the time available. Aa a conaequence there waa a large and 
needle1111 loes of life. 
"In part of the Lorraine aector the fronfr.line dugouts were located by 
the French without any consideration of the underground-water conditions. 
Aa a conaequence a large part of the dugouts colll!tructed at great labor were 
quickly rendered uaelees by filljng with water. We did the IJIUlle thing. I 
recall an attempt at dugout colll!truction at a locality where the rel!J)onsible 
officer bad been warned that he coulo not excavate to the depth required to 
obt.ain shelter . . 'The location wu in an expOl!ed p08ition, and a number of 
ijve11 were sacrificed before the· project was abandoned becauae of water. 
"In the.ear~ part of the war, when transportation facilities were crowded 
to the limit, the British brought road metal from England in ignorance of the 
fact that a geologist was able to designate readily acoossible sources in the 
theater of operations. A rel!J)Onsible officer in our own service made a requi-
sition for filter sand to be transported acroee the Atlantic, though the geolo-
l!iets of the American Expeditionary Foree had already found localities where 
such sand could be procured in France. 
"During 1915 the German troops in the St. Mihiel sector were giving 
official recognition to the uae or the witch-hazel stick in locating sources of 
underground water. The first duty of the geologist detailed to this sector 
was to collect data on the results achieved by this impJement, so as to shake 
the confidence of the authorities in its efficacy. In our Army many large 
plants, such as hospitals and flying fields, were located without any definite 
knowledge of the 80U1'Ce of needed water. In t.be British Army, after the 
first year, no ~ell drilling was permitted without the approva.l of the geolpgist 
in charge of water-reeourre investigations. There was no such rule in the 
American Expeditionary Force, and many wells were drilled with no a.~ 
quate knowledge of the underground-water conditions. In many instances 
it was not until h011Pitals or other large plants actually had a shortage of 
water that the geologist was called into consultation. 
" In the early part of the war neither the British nor Germans recognized 
the need of geologic knowledge as a preparation for mi~tary mining. The 
success of the British in gaining control of the underground situation must 
in large measure be credited to the refinement of the geologic studies and 
their interpretations made by Lieut. Col. T. Edgeworth David. The atti-
tude of the British is illustrated by a personal experience. Soon after 1each-
ing France I was sent to the British front to investigate military mining. 
When I wae presented to Brig. Gen. R. N. Harvey, who commanded the 
British mining troops, and .stated my mission, be said, without knowing my 
profel!llion: 'The first requisite for success in military mining is to secure 
the services of experienced geologists. I wish I had known that at the start.' 
"A large part of the German secret official manual of mil\tary geology 
ii! devoted to an attempt to convince army officers of the uaefulneee of geology 
in war. During the first two years of the war t.he German technical pub-
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lications contained many articles advocating the use of geologists in the 
army and pointing out the various applications of the science to war problems. 
This propaganda was finally stopped by the censor under the plea that mili-
tary secrets were being publish<.'<!." 
Colonel Brooks outlines the applicability of geology to the art of 
war as follows: 
"Geology finds its principl'l.l npp)icl'l.tion to 'Mir in forccMting the physichl 
conditions that will be encountered in the execution of certain military pro· 
jects, such as the construction of fortificat ions, the maneuvering of troops, 
and the erection of engineering structures, and in determining the sources 
of water, road metal, and other mineral supplies. 
"The problems of the mi,litary geologist are in general among the simpler 
problems of geology, and deal primarily ";th (1) the physical character of 
the surface formations, (2) the depth to hard rock, (3) the lithology and 
stn1ct.ure of the formations to depths of less than 100 feet, except in deep· 
well drilling, (4) the depth of the ground-water level, (5) the distribution 
of water-bearing beds, including their surface outcrops, (6) the geologic 
control of run-off as affecting stream volume, and (7) the distribution of 
rock suHablc for road metal and of gravel, sand, and materials for concrete." 
The writer is indebted to many who have aided by suggestions as 
to the scope and charactH of the ~-ork, or haYe cont ributed local knowl-
edge of a special sort. Among the former must be especially men-
tioned Profrssor Douglas W. Johnson, later l\lajor Di,·ision of ~filitary 
Intelligence, l". S. A., and Colonel Bain of the 309th Engineers Regi· 
ment, which was stationed at Camp Sherman for some weeks. Among 
the many residents who have supplied local data, special indebtedness 
i,, acknowledged to the late J. Irwin Carson, C. E., of Chillicothe, 
one time assistant city engineer, whose records of ,wather, floods, and 
other physical phenomena have been of very great ,·alue, and who 
freely and promptly deYoted himself to searching out information on 
any points that might be obscure. 
As just stated, the ch.id purpose of this work is the presentation 
of facts bEanng on military occupation. This purpos:- has been ex-
tended by the addition of the last three chapters, a summary of the 
geological and physical history of the region, which have no direct 
military b€aring; these are intended solely for those who desire to 
understand something more of the region than its adaptability to 
military ends. 
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PART I 
THE REGION AS A WHOLE 
CHAPTER I 
THE LOCATION OF CA~IP SHERMAN 
Camp Sherman is located on the banks of the Scioto RiYer one 
mile north of Chillicothe in the south-centrnl part of Ohio. It is on 
the north-south line bet ween the Chillicothe nncl Roxabell quadrangles 
of the United States Geological Surwy, lying in both but chiefly in the 
latter, and just south of the center of the Camp Sherm:rn quadrangle, 
which has been made by combining the t"·o. The area " ·hic-h is described 
in detail in the follo,,·inj?; pages is prac tically thnt of the Camp Sherman 
double quadrangle' . 
Chillicothe.- The cit~· of Chillicot he. for many yea r,, prior t o its 
transformation by the establishment of the Camp. h:ul been a con-
sen·ntiYe community with relati,·ely limit ed manufacturing int erests 
and slow growth, compared with othN cities of its size. The popula-
tion in 1910 was 14,508; in 1890. 11 ,288~. Yet it had been one of the 
most important places in the St.ate in the early days. From 1800 to 
1803 it w::i.s the capital of the X ortlrn-est Territory, and from 1803 to 
1810 and ngain from 1812 to 18IG. it wa;,: the cnpital of the ~tnte of Ohio. 
IThe l'nited St:ites Ceolo~ic:il ~11n·ey is m:iking nncl publishing in <" On; unction 
with the States, a topographic map of the l"nited State~. It is issued in sheets whjch ore 
of staadurcl size, 15 minutes of latitude l,y ]ii minutes of lonp:itude in Ohio. The area 
represcnte-<l hy such n sh(>t>t is called n quridra11gle and each quadranirle gOl'S by the name 
of some localit~· in it. Ohio is one of the few states in which t he map11in~ h:is been 
completed. Tl:c sc:i le of tlie Ohio map~ is npproximately one mile to nn inch and enrh 
sheet 1ep1esents an area nl ,out 13~ 111ilE•s wide I,~· Ii! miles lonJ!. These 111:ips show 
not onlJ county and township sul:clfri~ions, 8Cct.ions, t~wns, cities, shcams, wihond~, 
roads, housrs, etc. , hu t reprrsent the topogrnphy. 01 lulls nod Yalleys also. FM this 
reason these ma1 s arc fre(] 11ently ra llrd to11ographic mars or sheets. The topo~raphy 
is represented in Lr<'\l'IJ l,y contour line;a...\ contour i.~ :in im:l!!:inmy line drawn on a 
map along the fo re of the hills, through 111! points of :i defini te :1ltitudc : thus, the iOO-foot 
contour would pnss th rouirh nil points ill() feet al:oYe sen le,·el, nnd woul,I l•e foi.ncl on 
~oth sides of an,· yalJry whose Lot tom is IE'ss t h:in iOO feet anti whose boundin~ hills 
ate more than ;i,o fC'!t ·al,o,·e se:i Jc, el , windin.!! around the face of 1,ills, and extending 
u/1 both sides of nnY tril ,n tar,· Y:tl!c,· t o the point where it rises aho,·e the i(}(J-foot 
C emtion. Such II line hd1:i,·es much· like the high-water mmk of !l flood. The!'e linf'S 
are dra,rn :it definite Yertic:il intc1rnls. :?O feet in the Chillicothe :ind Ilmmbell qnnd-
rnncdes, an,l it is possible to dete1minc q11itE' nccmatel.,· from the 111:1ps, the " lay of the 
land "' at all points. T hese maps a rc 1:y for the moot nccurnte a,·ailal,Je. They m:1y lie 
obtniae-<l from the Director, U. S. Geolngicol 811ney, for 10 rt•nts caehl cash or J><.>Stflffire 
money 01dcr. or frequently fo, the same price hom some dealer in t 1e l:irge1 towns of 
a region. 
2 The population in l!.120, 15,831. 
( 10) 
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Fig. 1.-Block diagram of the chief topographic features of the State of Ohio, to 
show the location of Camp Sherman with reference thereto. All valleys which 
are indicated with streams are actual occurrences. In the representation of the 
hill country of southeastern Ohio, the degree of dissection is only partially in-
dicated. There are very few flat-topped uplands. To have attempted even an ap-
proximate representation of the dissection in that part of Ohio would have been 
confusing. 
TRANSPORTATION 
Railroads.-Two of the eight railroad systems between the central 
northern states and the Atlantic seaboard pass through Chillicothe. 
The Norfolk & Western railway h'ls its western terminus at Columbus, 
50 miles to the northward, and reaches the Atlantic Ocean by a long 
run southward along the west line of West Virginia, thence east-
ward through southern Virginia to Norfolk. The Baltimore & Ohio 
main line, from St. Louis by Cincinnati to Washington and Baltimore, 
passes by the Camp. Two of the remaining systems, the Penn-
sylvania and New York Central, may be reached by either of these 
roads within 70 miles to the north and west, and a third, the Chesapeake 
& Ohio, may be reached at Cincinnati or at Kenova on the Norfolk & 
Western. Another line of the Baltimore & Ohio railroad, the one-time 
Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton, runs from Chillicothe northwestward 
to Dayton and eastward into southeastern Ohio. The Baltimore & Ohio 
railroad brings coal direct from the eastern Ohio coal fields to Camp 
Sherman, and the double track line of the Norfolk & Western from the 
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great West Virginia fields to central Ohio passes within a mile, with 
ample opportunity to place cars on the Camp sidings through the Balti-
more & Ohio. 
The Scioto Valley Traction line, electric, extends from Chilli-
cothe to Columbus, where it connects with steam and electric lines to 
all parts of Ohio. 
Roads.-Few places in the State, of any size, are possessed of a 
set of pikes radiating in all directions to so many distant towns as 
Chillicothe. The condition is inherited largely from the d'1ys of its 
political ascendency in the beginning of the last century when stage 
roads were the only means of travel to the Capital of the Stll.te. This 
condition is memorialized in the names of some of the roads, Cin-
cinnati Pike, Portsmouth Pike, Jackson Pike, Old Marietta Road, 
Zanesville Pike, and Columbus Pike, names whose use long antedates 
rapid transportation by automobile, and has been only refreshened by it. 
SITUATION OF CAMP SHERMAN WITH REFERENCE TO THE 
TOPOGRAPHY OF OHIO 
Two chief topographic subdivisions in the Camp Sherman region, The 
Allegheny Plateau and Central Lowland 
The Camp Sherman quadrangle is unusual for Ohio in the great 
variety of its topographic forms. However, two areas of prime topo-
graphic importance stand out. 
The northern third, roughly, is an area of rolling plain and low 
hill land across which the streams flow in open valleys of little depth. 
The central and southern portion of the quadrangle rises to much 
greater altitudes, is rough and hilly, in places rugged, and the streams 
draining it flow through deep and usually narrow valleys. (S2e Plate I.) 
These are the two chief topographic features of the region, more 
important from the larger geographic point of view than even the Scioto 
Valley which traverses both from north to south, though perhaps less 
impressive on first thought. 
The central and southern portion of both quadrangles is a small 
part of a generally hilly, rugged, upland area that stretches eastward 
to the Appalachian Mountains. The name Allegheny Plateau is given 
to this upland, and it is one of the important topographic subdivisions 
or provinces in North America. The Allegheny Plateau is terminated 
westward by a more or less abrupt descent of several hundred feet to 
lower-lying regions of less relief,that, in Ohio, are largely rolling plains. 
These rolling plains constitute another great topographic province, the 
Central Lowland, and the lowland in the northern third of the Camp 
Sherman quadrangle is its eastern margin. 
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The escarpment boundary bet.\Yeen these two proYinces extends in 
a generally north-south direction neaF the median line of the State, but 
across the Camp Sherman quadrangle, it locally trends irregularly 
nearly east and west. Because of this, though t he Allegheny Plateau 
lies east of the Central Lowland in Ohio, locally in the Chillicothe dis-
trict it lies south of the Lo,Y!and. (See Fig. I , pa!):e 19.) 
The Central Lowland of western Ohio.- The physiographic (or to-
pographic) province known as t he Central Lowland, with small excep-
tions, con.•rs the entire upper :\lississippi Valley north of the Ohio and 
Missouri ri\·ers. It includes, for our purposes, all of the western half of 
Ohio and a narrow border around the shore of Lake Erie in the north-
e':1-stern portion. In Ohio it is essentially a rolling plain which owes its 
character chiefly to the Yast amount of day, sand, and graYel brought. 
from the north by the glaciers and dropped while t heir outer portions 
stood across Ohio. In this way, many of the ,·alleys which formerly 
cut the western portion of the State into n moderately hilly region \\·ere 
obscured or filled entirely and buried from sight. T here is exception 
to this in the southwestern portion where the ice \\':IS thin and less 
actiw near its outer limit; there \·alleys remain, dissecting the plain 
to a depth of 200 to 300 or eYen -lOO feet, and show \Yhat must ha,·e 
been the character of much of the higher portions of western Ohio be-
fore the glncial period. 
The most- essential character of this unobscmed southern portion 
is its plainness, and the fact that this plain surface is cut up by numerous 
valleys 300 or 400 feet deep does not in any \\"UY negatiYe the fact that 
the surface is a phin. :\Jany large remnants of the original plain yet 
remain in the fht or rolling diYides bet ween the n1lleys a nd much 
erosion by streams must yet be aceompfo:hed, hundreds of thousands of 
years of it as men count time, before these large segments of the plain 
will be destroyed. Since t he stre:1 ms haYe accomplished. relatiwly, 
only a small propo11ion of \\"h:1t may be accomplished by them in the 
dissection of this plain, it i;. properl>· de:-:cribed ns a plain in the !Jt)11/hf11l 
stage of dissection. 
The Central Lowland .is much the better half of the State agrieul-
turally. Transportation is unimpeded1 railroads follow near!~· or quite 
stra ight cour:::es across the plain between the pla(·es which they are 
designed to connect, and were built with .little difficulty ..-\s a rule the 
hills are so gentle t hat the roads follow the section lines. running north 
and south or enst and west at inte1Tals of a mile; tha, they do uot do 
so OYer a yet larger portion is n r , suit of the different local methods 
adopted in laying out the lands in t he pioneer days. 
The Allegheny Plateau in eastern Ohio.- The _-\llegheny Ph1teau. 
stretching from southern Xew York through western Pennsylrnnia, 
West Virginia, the eastern parts of Ohio, Kentucky, and Tennessee 
into Alabama, is a. region of generally higher altitude, greater relief, 
PLATE I. 
A.-View southwestward from near Bethel Chapel (4 miles south of Kingston), across the rolling Interior Low-
land to the escarpment of the Allegheny Plateau. The knob on the right is Sugarloaf. The Lowland is here 
composed of gravel and till of such depth that any excavation would encounter no rock. The hills, of the 
Allegheny Plateau are composed of resistant sandstones resting on shale. 
B.-View eastward from Sand Hill across the Allegheny Plateau, here dissected beyond the stage of maturity, 
to show its more or less disconnected knobs with steep wooded slopes and open valleys. In the distant left 
third is seen the Interior Lowland. 
CONTRAST BETWEEN THE INTERIOR LOWLAND AND ALLEGHENY PLATEAU 
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and much more rugged character than the Interior Lowland. It slopes 
irregularly west ward and northwestwa.rd from t he Appalachian Moun-
tains on the east to its western margin, where the surface. descends ab-
ruptly 200 to 400 feet or more to the lowlands of tlie Mississippi ·basin. 
Its hilltops, at practically a ll places, rise to a higher altitude t han 
the surrounding regions, even equalling or exceeding that of t he ad-
joining portions of the Appalachian Mountains a long its eastern margin. 
Few people would think of it . as a plateau, but rather as the endless 
succession of rugged hills which it certainly is. H is called a plateau 
because it was once a continuous upland plateau wit h its fairly even 
surface at t he level of the present hilltops . In certain portions, notably 
in eastern Tennessee, this rolling upland plateau surface is yet pre-
served intact, though very much cut up a round its margin by deep 
rugged valleys where streams haYe commenced to dissect it. 
In eastern and southeastern Ohio, st reams have almost complet ely 
dissect ed this plateau so that the dfrides between them are seldom flat 
remnants of this surface, but narrow, rolling uplands of limited extent. 
On the other hand, in only a few districts has dissection ·gone so far 
that the divides have been reduced to narrow, sharp ridges. In t his 
last case t he dissection is complete or mature. For t his reason, south-
eastern Ohio is described as a portion of the Allegheny Plateau i n the 
nearly complete or submalure staie of dissection. 
In northern and central Ohio, where .the plateau was heavily over-
run by the glaciers, though the altitude is high, the relief is commonly 
slight ; this is because the Yalle.rs ha ,·e largely been filled, almost to 
the hilltops, just as the valleys in the northern part of the Central 
Lowland were filled. For this reason the northern part of the plateau 
bears more resemblance to the glaciated Central Lowland than to the 
rest of the pb.teau, and is sometimes distinguished as the Glaciated 
Section of the Allegheny Platea u, and the southern and southeastern 
parts in Ohio as the Unglaciated Section. 
Some exceptions must here be mnde to this description of the 
plateau. As a matter of fact, t he hillt op surface docs not stretch east-
ward and southeastward from the brow of the escarpment , as a flat or 
gently rising ~urface, in all places. To the eye it is fht , but actually 
there is an imperceptible, gentle descent to the southeastward for some 
miles. This is true of most of t he outer border of the plateau, '.'I nd in 
Ohio the descent is so far continued t hat much of sout heastern Ohio 
is a brond, shallow basin, with the hilltop surface lower than hrge parts 
nf the plain of western Ohio. Where lowest, the hills commonly rise 
only 200 to 300 feet aboYe the ~reams. but the dissection is much more 
complete anti t he count ry rougher t~:nn in t':e Cent ml L::)\dand. In the 
higher po11ions of the plateau, in the ext reme eastern part of Ohio, and 
along its northern and western margins nNn the limiting escarpment , 
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the hills commonly rise 400 to 600 feet above the streams which cut 
thr~mgh them. 
From Chillicothe southward almost to the Ohio River, is a second 
escarpment, 15 to 20 miles east of the main one, but west of the Scioto 
River, also facing westward. 
Travel or transportation across or through the plateau, excepting 
the glaciated northern portion, is difficult compared with that on the 
plain to the westward. The course of railroads is determined largely 
by stream valleys, along which they are built almost without exception. 
Although true of southeastern Ohio in a notable degree, it is even more 
strikingly so in the higher parts of the plateau farther east and south· 
east. Roads, over large areas, cannot be made to follow the section 
lines because the topography will not permit it; they follow the valleys 
or ridge tops. 
Comparison with topography of northeastern France 
These large topographic features of Ohio are, in kind, exactly like 
the chief topographic features of the French battle front from a point 
northeast of Paris eastward t9 the Vosges Mountains; however, they 
differ very materially in detail. 
In Ohio, there is one plain, with one prominent westwardly facing 
escarpment rising above it and a long gentle slope of dissected hill 
country to the eastward from it, behind which, in southern Ohio, there 
is a second minor escarpment. 
Between Paris and the Rhine Valley, there are a number of such 
escarpments, each facing eastward over a phin, and with westwardly 
sloping back slopes to the plain at the foot of the next escarpment to 
the westward. The escarpments in Ohio compare favorably in height 
and dissection with the French occurrences but the back slopes in Ohio 
are much gentler than the corresponding French features. 
Causes underlying the chief topographic subdivisions 
The cause of the topography is the same in both cases. It is found 
in two factors, 1st, the gentle slope of the rock formations beneath the 
surface, and 2nd, differences in resistance of those formations to erosion. 
Only the Ohio occurrence needs be discussed. In France the explanation 
is exactly the same except that the escarpments face eastward and the 
back slopes slope westward because the rocks dip gently to the west-
ward; in Ohio, where the rocks dip easi;w9.rd, the orientation of the 
topography is reversed. 
Rock formations of Ohio and their structure.-Ohio is underlain by 
sedimentary rocks. That is, the bed rocks at all places (as distinguished 
from the mantle rocks, the soil or surface gravels and sands) were formed 
as sediments on the floor of an old sea that occupied the whole Mississippi 
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Valley. When the region was finally lifted above sea level by move-
ments of the earth's interior, and became land, the rocks did not remain 
flat, but were upwarped mostly in a broad flat fold near the western 
margin of the State. From the crest of this upwarp they sloped west-
ward into Indiana and southeastward across most of Ohio into Penn-
sylva iia and West Virginia. 
' he inclination of the beds is very gentle, on the average perhaps 
20 fe •·· in a mile, greater in some areas, less in others. This is so flat 
that it is inappreciable in ordinary outcrops. Yet it is sufficient to 
cause the rocks which are exposed at the surface in western Ohio, be-
tween Cincinnati and Dayton, to dip below the surface to the eastward, 
so that at Chillicothe they are about 1,000 feet below the river level. 
The Berea Grit, one of the important rock formations of the Camp 
Sherman district, is found at an altitude of 1,040 feet, 7 miles west of 
the Camp; it forms the brow of the hill immediately west of the Camp 
at 900 feet and on the east side of the Scioto it is found 100 feet lower 
on the slopes of Mt. Logan at the rifle range; on the east side of Mt. 
Logan it has descended below drainage and from here eastward has 
been encountered in hundreds of wells at constantly increasing depths 
until at Marietta it is found 1,830 feet below the level of the city, 
which is at the same altitude as Chillicothe, about 600 feet above sea 
level. 
Differences in resistance of the rock formations to erosion.-As a 
result of the gentle southeastward dip over most of Ohio, the rocks 
occur at the surface in distinct belts or zones, more or less parallel. 
The older rocks, which are moderately resistant limestones, form the 
surface of the western half of the State. 
Along the median line of the State, from north to south, is a belt of 
shales with some very resistant sandstone formations; these last are the 
most resistant rocks in the State. The zone of these formations bends 
northeastward along the south margin of Lake Erie, because the dip in 
the northeast corner of Ohio is more to the southward than to the east-
ward. In the eastern portion, except the eastern northern border, the 
Coal Measures rocks form the surface with a decidedly lesser resistance 
than the sandstones of the median belt. 
In the long process of lowering the country to its present altitude 
by erosion, during which hundreds of feet of rock have been removed 
from every part of the State, these three belts of rock have offered un-
equal resist!J.nce and have therefore yielded unequally. The limestones 
and soft shales of the western half yielded to form a broadly undulating 
plain of which the irregularities have been smoothed over by glaciation. 
Although in general a lowland, there are exceptions; the highest point 
in the State is in this part. The Coal Measures shales of southeastern 
Ohio yielded to form the broad, low, hilly bas.in of that district. But 
the obdurate sandstones which outcrop in the medial line of the State 
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and northeastward a few. miles bacJdr~m t,he lake shore, resisted until 
they now ,stand in relief. The Berea. Orit is one of thes.e. Even tho:ugh 
thin, they .amply protect the soft shales under thf:lm w.herever they re-
main. Where removed, t.he shale~, unpr~tected, have also been carried 
away. As a result the~e sandsto.nes .ar:e found at the crest of an es -
carpment which is made up in its lower slopes of shll.le, and the surface 
of the land slopes gently eastw.ard.away from the escarpment, somewhat 
in proportion as the resistant beds dip to the eastward. . . 
In southern Ohio, from Chi!Jicothe to Ohio River, two beds of 
resistant sandstones, separated by 300 feet of soft shale, have given 
origin to the two distinct escarpment6 described aqove, and the infl u-
ence of the resistant beds and gentle easterly dip.is yet further shown in 
the two broad, very gently sloping plateau ~urfaces .that. descend east-
ward, one from each of these escarpment crests. . 
Secondary modific,ation by glaciers.- ln these brief descript,ions of 
the two chief physiographic s.ubdivisions of Ohio, much reference is 
made to the effects of giaciiition b.ecause it contributed so largely to the 
establishment of the topography, as we now find it . However, the Cen-
tral Lowland and the Allegheny.Plateau ~re featµres that long antedated 
the pe!iod of glaciation . . Before the glaciers a_dvanced on them, the one. 
was a ph..in partially dissected by streams,. ~nd the other a plateau, in 
places partially and elsewhere wholly dissected by streams. The effect 
of glaciers WI\S ~o mo~ify the. top.ogr!l.pby f 9r,rqe.d previ9usly ~Y ~tr:e!l-ms, 
and this effect was . chiefly the filling or partial filling of the existiQg 
valleys with clay, gravel, or sand. 
The topographic situation ·of Cam·p Sherman as a part of large military 
problems in Ohio and comparison with similarly located places on 
tlie French 'Jront · ' 
In the event.of war waged in the United States and engagements 
in Ohio of the type . and magnitude of those recently prosecuted in 
Europe, the relation of the hilly highlands and low plains, and partic-
ularly of the intervening escarpment, would become of prime military 
importan~e. It is not proposed, holvever, to predict that importance 
or to discuss the way in which the escarpment might be effective in 
such campaigns. To do so would require military training not possessed 
by the writer, and would necessitate assuming all po~sible attitudes 
and . movements by the enemy 'l}·ith a discussion of each, based OQ a 
much fuller presentation of t he geography of Ohio than is here feasiqle. 
Without seeming to enter any such broad discussion it is intended only 
to point out that t he location of Chillicothe and Camp Sherman, topo-
graphically, is v.ery similar to that of many places on the French_battle 
front which were of first .military importance .because of their topo-
graphic location . 
. As has been ·stated, t his escarpment is 200 to 400 feet high. It is 
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the western termination. of a hilly- upland, and overlooks a broad, roll-
ing lowland across which the rapid movement of large bodies of troops 
would be easy. In northern and central Ohio it is rounded and subdued 
with moderately gentle slopes, the result of glaciation; in southern Ohio 
where it was not glaciated it is abrupt and formidable, even though 
lower than to the northward. 
This escarpment would, if well defended, be a formidable obstacle 
to an army forcibly advancing on the Atlantic states from the upper 
Mississippi Valley and would be the first natural line of defense of large 
proportions against such an army. In such an event, in all its larger 
aspects, the escarpment is very like any one of the half dozen escarp-
ments successively encircling Paris to the eastward and northeastward, 
with their steep faces opposed to the German advance and their gentle 
back slopes (which are not flat but gently sloping as in southern Ohio) 
t oward Paris, a succession of natural defenses. The Argonne is one of 
t hese, and, on a far greater scale, the Vosges another; others have no 
name in common usage in t his country. The furious Battle of Nancy, 
in the fi rst September of the war, where upwards of 400,000 German 
troops failed of t heir purpose, was against another of these escarpments, 
"le Grand Curonne," the first objective of the kaiser's troops which 
they were refused and which never passed from t he French. 
It is significant that the kaiser, at t he beginning of the war, chose 
to invade F1·ance t hrough violated Belgium, at the risk of ant!l.gonizing 
England, because by that route his armies could pl.SS entirely north of 
and around these escarpments. Had he attempted to invade from Ger-
man territory directly into French territory, he would have encountered 
obstacles in the form of t hese escarpments, the full effect of which is 
fairly well indicated by the failure of the Germans in the battles for 
Nancy, Verdun, and in the Vosges.1 
There are several natural gateways through various ones of these 
French escarpments, in the form of valleys cut by streams. Some of 
these have proved critical plac: s in the prosecution of the war. Nancy 
is one; Toul another ; Eperney, Rheims, Laon, and La Fere are located 
at gates through t he innermost escarpments; Verdun is of somewhat 
the same character; Belfort, the gateway between the Vosges and t he 
Swiss boundary line, of military importance since pre-Roman times, the 
Germans dared not approach. 
Camp Sherman is located just inside one of the important gateways 
through the escarpment from the Inner Lowland into the Allegheny 
Plateau. Taken in its largest setting, it is very similar indeed to almost 
every one of the French places mentioned in the last paragraph. 
In the event of operations across Ohio similar to those in Europe 
'The effect of topographic feature;i on the war is set forth in Douglas W. John..on's 
volume, Topo111aphy and Strategy in the War, (Holt & Co., 19171, from which these 
examples ai-e drawn. 
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it would probably prove to be one of the important strategic places. 
But there, the similarity stops, and any operations around this place 
would obviously depend wholly on the local topography and distribu-
tion of f orees. 
CHAPTER II  
THE TOPOGRAPHY OF THE CAMP SHERMAN  
QUADRANGLE  
DRAINAGE 
The drainage lines of the Camp Sherman quadrangle may be easily 
oriented with reference to the Lowland in the northern third and the 
Allegheny Plateau in the southern two-thirds of the quadrangle. 
The chief drainage line of the Camp Sherman quadrangle is the 
Scioto River, which flows southward through the middle of the region 
in a splendid valley 2 miles or more in width. That portion of the Scioto 
basin above Chillicothe would rank as the third largest drainage basih 
in the State, with an area of 4,371 square miles, and lies wholly in the 
Inner Lowland. After flowing for miles through the Inner Lowland, in 
a shallow open valley, it enters the hills of the Allegheny Plateau, 6 
miles north of Chillicothe, and from there southward to the Ohio River 
continues in this hilly upland in a deep, hill-walled trench. 
This is unusual behavior for a stream system. In most stream sys-
tems the headwaters are the highest part of the drainage basin, and 
that country bordering their lower courses is generally lower. This is 
reversed in the Scioto basin. The plateau regions about its lower course 
are much higher than those of its headwaters. Consequently there 
must be a much deeper valley in the hilly lower portion of its course. 
This is because the Scioto formerly flowed toward the northward, but 
its course was reversed by glacial ice. 
Immediately below Chillicothe, the Scioto receives as a tributary 
from the west, Paint Creek, which with its tributary from the northwest, 
the North Fork of Pa.int Creek, adds some 1,300 square miles more to 
the Scioto basin. Paint Creek and North Fork of Paint Creek, the last 
commonly spoken of as North Fork, a.re the second and fourth largest 
streams of the region. 
These streams also head in the Interior Lowland and have the 
largest portion of their respective drainage basins thereon. Both, like 
the Scioto, flow in broad shallow valleys, even less prominent than that 
of the Scioto, to where they enter the Allegheny Plateau, and from there 
in deep, steep-walled trenches. North Fork drains the Lowland in the 
northwest corner of the quadrangle but the main basin of Paint Creek 
lies considerably farther west. 
The fifth stream, in the order of size, but one of no great interest 
here, is Salt Creek, which heads in the Lowland to the northeastward, 
in a shallow rolling valley, drains the northeast corner of the quadrangle, 
then flows southward into the Allegheny Plateau in a deeply trenched. 
(29) 
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valley which lies in the next quadrangle east, and re-enters the Camp 
Sherman quadrangle in the southeast corner; to enter the Scioto a few 
miles below. In its general 'character . arid' behavior it is similar to the 
Fig. :2.---;0~tliri~. ll)ap, of t.he Camp. Sh~rma.n quadrangle, ~howil:1g the. chief drainage 
lines and heights of land. · 
. .. · ·. ·. , . . . ; . . . 
two Paint . Creeks, . and· its· focati:on · on the east side· corresponds fairly 
well to that of Paint Creek on the west side. 
The portion of' the ·Lowfand' Plafo of this regio·n near the Scioto is 
drained· by t,vo streaihs that. are 'fa..irly ·well balanced' iri position; Deer 
Creek from .the northwest drains the portion west bf the Scioto, the 
third largest stream o'Ji the.two'. <iuadrangles; and -'Kinnikinnick. from 
the northeast &aiml the··p·ort1on east 6f the Scioto·. Both of these· streams 
lie wholly in the Lowland, flowing almost along the foot ohhe·escarp:. 
ment in 'th'eit lower courses. · Deer· Creek drains a large basin but most 
of'the Kihnikirinick basin lies in the Camp Sherman quadrangle. · 
-. ; If; now;·we ex'cept the three srru.ll streams that drain the area south 
of·Paint ·c~eek, t'wo·of which ·irow northward' to Paint ·creek and . the 
other to 'th1i' Scioto, · the' tem.a;iilder·· of the drainage .of the two quad·-
rangles heads .at tlie escarpi:ne~t on 'the· margin ·of the· Allegheny Plateau 
and flows inward, in general convergent toward t he arc Iha.de by Pairi't 
Creek and the Scioto below its iiiouith. 'That \:vest of'th'.e 'Scioto is 'gath-
ered . by m'.ariy' de'eply liltre'tiched . small . strealllS' which . flo~ eastward 
and ·soiitheastwatd to the two Paint Creeks. ·.That east of the Scioto is 
g·athe're'd by'fewer ~nd larger stb~ims' which flow ~outh'ward and south~ 
westward to the Scioto. 
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THE CENTRAL WWLAND 
The Lowland iii the northern ·part of ·the Ca.nip Sheriimn quad-
rangle is ·of the S!lme . general rolling characte'r 'obser,;ed . over . most 
of western Ohio. It is composed° almost entirely eif'the clay; gravel, · and 
bowlders brought down by the ice, and the rocks of t ht' tegi"oil. are· sb 
buried beneath tbis a·cc·umulation t hat . outcrops are rare. The plain 
stands at ari altitude 6f 680 to·ooo feet above sea level, but" t he streams 
which traverse it have only sha.llow va.lleys; and th~ 'hill slopes are 
everywhere very gentle, so tnat the range in elevation, though' consid-· 
erable, is not impressive. The topography of ·this region is much di-
versified, and is largely caused by · various types of glacial deposits. 
These deta ils can be better described when we co~e to . consider the 
subdivisions of the quadrangle, and are reserved for that' place.· · (See 
PL 17.) 
BOUNDARY .)IBTWEEN LOWLAND. AND ·ALLEGHENY PLATEAU 
At the southern margin of the Lowland, t he hills of t he Allegheny 
Plateau rise abruptly to a height 200 to 300 feet above .its border . . T his 
steep ascent is the escarpment which limits the plateau from New York 
io Alabama, but it. must · not be imagined .as an unbroken hill slope 
facing to the northward. It is thoroughly c.ut up . py streams and .is 
better pictured as t he norther.n edge of the hills, with numerous valleys 
cut back into it, and occasional isolated hills standing slightly in ad-
vance of the main line. It is a completely dissected escarpment. (See 
Pl. 1 A, 7 A, B, and C; 17 C.) . 
This escarpment extend, from near . the northeast corner of the 
quadrangle southwestward to near Hopetown, 3 miles above Chjllicothe, 
where it is .cut by t he Scioto River; this is opposite the upper end 
of Camp Sherman. F rom about the . upper: end .of Camp Sherman 
northward 5 miles,. the boundary forms the west. wall of the Scioto 
River to Deer Creek. It then bends northwestward, westward, and 
southwestward to Frankfort around a large mass of hills ... At Frankfort 
it is cut by the North Fork of Paint .Creek, .sout hwestward from which 
the escarpment .bends westward across the west..line of the quadrangle. 
Properly, a large. group of scattered hills, north of this escarpment and 
lying chiefly· in the quadrangle to the westward, including t he high hills 
west .of Frankfort, should be . included in the ,Allegheny Plateau; but 
the dominant features of the topography of the part lying in the Camp . 
Sherman quadrangle make it simpler, for descriptive purposes, to include 
that part with the Interior Lowland. 
THE ALLEGHENY PLATEAU 
Within the lt"~ts,o(tµi_s 4~'.u.bl~~~a~ra1;1~1e, ~~ A,l!~~~ny'.Plateau 
presents more diverse features, probably, than any other portion of the. . . . .. . ,. 
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same size in the State. The glaciers which came into this region from 
the northward in the ice age, or Pleistocene period, dissipated 3nd weak-
ened by their long flow t.o low latitude, were here stopped by the north-
wardly facing escarpment, or they overran the northern edge of 
the plateau only slightly. Where they did so overrun, they very con-
siderably modified the plateau by rounding off the hills and filling the 
valleys with clay, (Pl. 9), but with this exception the topography 
of the Allegheny Plateau portion of the two sheets is, in almost every 
detail, the result of stream sculpture long antedating the glacial in-
vasion. This is in sharp contrast to the Lowland just to the north-
ward where most of the topographic features are the result of great 
quantities of debris dropped by the glaciers, the surface of which has 
since been but slightly modified by streams. (See Plates 1 B, 8, 13, 
14, 18.) 
SUBDIVISIONS CF THE CAMP SHERMAN QUADRANGLE 
The natural features of the Camp Sherman region which are of, 
particular military interest are, (1) topography; (2) water, both stream 
and underground; (3) conditions affecting construction and mainten-
ance of excavations, both the resistance to digging and durability of the 
material in which they must be built and the ground water which may 
affect their habitability; (4) material for construction,-stone and gravel; 
(5) forest conditions; (6) roads may be added because of military im-
portance and dependency on topography. 
Both for proper understanding and practical military use of in-
formation under the first four headings, an elementary knowledge of 
underlying geology is essential. As regards the fifth and sixth, forest 
and road conditions in the region depend directly on topography. 
Emphasis has already been laid on the diversity of the topography 
within the quadrangle. Equal diversity exists in each of the other mat-
ters just listed. To such an extent is this the case that it is impossible 
to describe in detail the area as a whole, and it has seemed best to sub-
divide it into nine parts. These subdivisions have been made according 
to two principles: (1) The topography, geology, water conditions, trench-
ing conditions, etc., within each of these nine subdivisions establish 
each as a unit distinct from neighboring subdivisions. (2) The lines 
between subdivisions have, however, been established as nearly as 
possible in coincidence with the major geographic lines of the region, 
rather than to satisfy the requirements of a strictly scientific classifica-
tion of features. Each of these subdivisions is the subject of a chapter. 
They are as follows: 
1. Lowland of the northeastern part of the quadrangle. 
2. Lowland of the northwestern part of the quadrangle. 
3. The Scioto Valley. 
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All of these are underlain almost wholly by glacial gravels and 
clays which determine the character of the topography, of which at 
least six types can be distinguished, the behavior of underground water, 
SOUTHERN PA T 
Chapter 10 
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Fig. 3.-0utline map of the Camp Sherman quadrangle, showing its natural sub-
divisions, the chapter numbers under which each is described, and the location 
of block drawings, Fig. 12 on page 84, and Fig. 16 on page 110. 
trenching conditions, etc. There is an abundant gravel supply, some of it 
of good concrete quality, but almost no stone. 
The following are subdivisions of the Allegheny Plateau, and their 
features, except the eighth, are determined chiefly by the character of 
the bedrocks. 
4. Hills west and northwest of Camp Sherman.-Flat-topped pla-
teaus in the southeast, formed by the resistant Berea Grit, a sandstone 
formation, which also conditions water flowage and excavation thereon; 
rolling shale hills in northwest; valleys broad and open, drift-filled. 
No gravel but excellent supplies of building stone. Routes generally 
direct, across valley and upland, to destination. 
5. Flat-topped plateaus of the southwestern part of the quadrangle. 
-Formed as in the last, by the Berea Grit which similarly affects natural 
conditions; valleys narrow and deep, with forEsted slopes drift-bordered. 
Much gravel in valleys, little of it first-grade, ample stone. A youth-
fully dissected portion of the plateau but with major transportation 
lines mostly in valleys. 
6. Hilly uplands of the southern part of the quadrangle.-To-
pography largely a modification of that of the last subdivision, because 
2-G. B. 23. 
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of rolling hills, rising above the platrau, with material differrnccs in 
ground water and trc,nching. conditions. Valleys not so deep, but 
narrow, steep-walled, and their sloprn forested. Practically no g:ravd, 
ample building stone. Transportation in vallrys aud on uplands. 
1. The knobs east of Camp Sherman.-High, steep-sloped, point-
ed knob;, more or less disconnected, with broad rolling valleys passing 
entirely through them from north to south. Slopes forested, little build-
ing stone, no gmvel. Conditions very diverse. A portion of the plateau 
that has well passed the mature stage of dissection. Tram:portation 
almost wholly in valleys, roads generally fair, but with notable exceptions. 
8. The great gravel terraces southeast of Chillicothe.-Three 
terraces rising from the Scioto River to 300 feet above it, the highest 
much diss:>cttCl, the lowu two but little diss2ctrd. · 
9. Hill country of the eastern part of the quadrangle.-Plateau 
maturely dissected and the subdivision is the most rugged, though not 
the highest, in the region. Abundant forests, no stone or gravel. Trans-
portation local, mostly in valleys, roads poor. 
CHAPTER III 
:MATERIAL IN EXCAVATIONS AND NATURAL 
RESOURCES 
l\lATERIAL IX EXCAYATIOXS 
Of prime importance, in the military occupation of a region, is the 
material which will be encountered in making excavations at any desig-
nated place. If troops are allowed the minimum time to int rench, 
with hand tools, a position where 2 feet below the surface exist bed 
rocks of a r.::sistance that can be excavated only by blast'ng, the result 
may be serious. Data of this character may be obtained readily by 
trained obser,·crs in advance of occupation, but this is seldom permitted 
by the conditions of military occupation. However, even slight data, 
from preYiously published papers or from local residents, in the hands 
of a competently trained man with good maps of the region, may fur-
nish wry important information on such matters. To this, and to 
other ends as well, any information as to character and thickness of 
mantle rocks and underlying bed rocks, is desirable in any region under 
military occupation. In any region, th£s~ follow certain principles, 
which, once learned, may be used in predicting the conditions at any 
given spot. In this general chapter, it is possible to indicate only 
briefly the sew ral rock formations found in the Chillicothe quadrangle, 
and ·n the broadest way, the charact!.'r of the mantle rocks which par-
tially cover them. .All details, (and it is local details that are usually 
most desired) are reserved to the chapt.ers on subdivisions of the quad-
ra:1gle. 
Bed Rocks; T able of Formations 
The following table shows the bed rock formations in the order of 
their deposition, the oldest at the bottom. The distribution of th£S3 
formations at the surface is shown on the map in the pocket. In the 
marginal ex1)lanation of this map, may be found statements of the 
way each formation yields to excaYation, its influence on ground water 
if important, its relation to the t errain and to forests. (PL 2, p. 36). 
Mantle Rocks 
Thes~ are the unconsolidated accumulations of clay, gravel, and 
sand which oYerlie the bed rocks in most plact:s. (See Plates 3 and 4.) 
Practically all such owe their existence directly or indirectly to ice 
sheets "·hicl1 invaded the region from the northward. To review 
(35) 
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PLATE II. 
A.-Ohio shale; gorge of ·Paint Creek, Huntington Township. The Sunbury 
shale is of exactly the same character and gives rise to s imilar outcrops, 
though never as extensive as the one here shown. The blocks in the fore-
ground have fallen from the Berea Grit ledge, nearly 300 feet above the 
stream level, and are apt to be found on any of the steeper slopes of the 
southwes tern part of the quadrangle.-(Plioto by Hathaway, Chillicothe.) 
B.-Lower part of Berea Grit resting on Bedford shale. The upper part has 
less shale. 
BED ROCK FORMATIONS 
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them here, even in summary form, would im·olve a discussion of their 
kinds and mode of origin (for which see Chapter XVII) of no significance 
in a military way. It is sufficient here to indicate that thEse accumu-
lations are of much importance locally, elsewhue of none. The northern 
lowland third of the quadrangle is composed of granls chiefly, ·with 
some clay (till), exceeding 50 feet in thickness at all places, and prob-
ably exceeding 100 feEt in most placEs (Plate 4 A). The open shallow 
valleys between the rock hills of the northwEstern and w£stern central 
portions of the quadrangle are undErlain by stiff bowlder clay or till, 
for the most part thick and in places cxceHling 160 feet deep. This 
can be recognized by its matrix of structureless clay with bowklers and 
pebbles of various kinds of rock, imbedded in it without order or ar-
rangement. It was formed directly by the ic<· (Plate 3). The Scioto 
Valley is bordered with gravel terracEs (Camp Sherman is located on 
one) which are important as sources of gravel, sand, and water, as well 
as from the point of view of excavation conditions. Elsewhere, in the 
southern portion, gravel terractS of very different sort occur (Plate 
4 B). In places, lake clays, treacherous and almost impossible to ex-
cavate, must be avoidEd (Plate 4 C). These and other subdivisions 
of terrain, underlain by mantle rocks affording yet other conditions of 
excavation, ground water, and material, are cksignated on the map, 
and the reader is referred thereto for the list of the different kinds, and 
to Chapter XVII foi a discussion of their origin and history, if inter-
ested in that. DEscriptions of the deposits are giwn at s0me length 
in the chapters on subdivisions of the quadrangle. 
XATl'RAL RESOURCES 
The resources of each subdivision of the quadrangle are presented 
in full in the various chapters on the subdivisions. It is intended to 
present here only a very brief summary of these resources and an index 
to the fuller descriptions given elsewhere. Resources not directly con-
tributory to military occupation, such as possible clay products, mm-
eral waters, oil and gas, have not been considered. 
Water 
Streams.-Much of the subdivision is amply watered by an unusual 
number of large streams, the Scioto, Paint Creek, :!\forth Fork of Paint 
Creek, Deer Creek, and Salt Creek, besides numerous smaller ones. 
The large streams all flow from areas of limestone or drift that is high in 
lime, and the waters at low stage, when the streams are fed from springs, 
are hard. No examination has been attempted to determine the availa-
bility of any of these for human consumption because of lack of facilities 
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and because such use should require constant watch, not an opinion as 
to its condition at the moment when it happened to be sampled. 
Ground Water.-Ground water conditions vary widely within the 
quadrangle. The body of ground water of chief interest to Camp Sher-
man is the one resident in the thick gravels of the Scioto Valley, on 
which the Camp is established. This is the source of an ample supply 
of excellent, though hard, water to the Camp and to Chillicothe (p. 99). 
A similar body resides in the terraces southeast of Chillicothe (p. 137). 
The gravelly lowlands in the northern third of the quadrangle contain 
a great volume of hard waters, which can be encountered almost any-
where at slight depths. (East of Scioto River, p. 121; west of Scioto, 
p. 80). 
The flat upland plateaus of the central-western and southwestern 
part of the quadrangle, almost without exception, carry a fair volume 
of ground water, which endures throughout the year at depths of a few 
feet, and may prove a nuisance in trenching. These waters are usually 
hard and occasionally carry alum and other salts in sufficient quantities 
to render them disagreeable or even almost useless. Their volume is 
sufficient to supply small bodies of men and animals, but is so limited 
that large numbus occupying the region for long reriods would probably 
have to seek other sources. This body is resident a few feet below the 
surface and docs not extend below the Berea Grit, which is the cap 
rock of all thES:' plateaus. The maximum thickness of the water-
bearing portion probably does not exceed 10 or 20 feet, and below 
this, wells will be found only exceptionally (pp. 88 and 105). The valleys 
of these> an as are commonly filled with grawls to considerable depths 
which carry larg.:' volumEs of rnsily accEssible water. 
In the hilly uplands of the southern part, there is a much greater 
percentage of hill slope, largely underlain by shales, and much less of 
porous grawls in the valley bottoms. As a result, the run-off after rain-
fall is greater and the storage space smaller. On the whole, the ground 
water supply is limited, though in certain places there arc abundant 
fine springs. (p. 11-1). A deep source of water, that is, exceeding 50 feet, 
will seldom be found. 
The knobs east of Camp Sherman retain only very limited amounts 
of water, but more is found in the thin filling of the valley bottoms 
between them. (p. 129). The same is true of the hill country of the 
eastern part. (p. 1-!2). 
N"o body of potable water may be expected in the bed rock at any 
depth, though occasionally such are encountered, probably in smaH 
crevicEs. There is no deep bed rock stratum which carries water 
worthy of s:-arch in the region. 
Stone 
Berea Grit.-Almost the only source of stone within the quad-
PLATE III. 
A-Glacial till of the Late Wisconsin ice sheet, exposed in the bed of M"ad 
Run, 8 miles northwest of Chillicothe. This is more stony than usual. The 
line through the middle is a recent flood mark by the stream, the portion 
above it is rainwashed. 
B.-Cliff of Late Wisconsin till, Anderson Run, 1 mile north of Ande·rson. At 
the foot of the cliff, but not shown in the picture, there is about 2 feet 
of stream gravel beneath the till. This is the most striking cliff of till in 
the Camp Sherman region. Such material, if dry, would furnish favorable 
conditions for the excavation of deep dug-outs, but would require com-
plete revetment; should a bed of gravel, fike that occurring here, be dug 
into, it would almost certainly result in the flooding of such works. 
MANTLE ROCK; TILL OR BOWLDER CLAY 
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rangle is the Berea Grit. This is a sandstone which is commonly 25 to 
30 feet thick and is found almost wholly west of the Scioto Ri,·er in the 
southwest quarter of the quadrangle. The stone is a hard, fine-grained, 
gray sandstone of excellent strength and endurance. However, its color 
so generally changes to a characterless brown on a few years exposure 
that it has never been quarried except for local uses. At one time, when 
stone was extensively used in building, it was much used around Chilli-
cothe for buildings, foundations, walls, curbing, and even for gutter 
cobbles. The lock walls of the canal, now nearly 100 years old, were 
built from the same souri::"e, but the condition of the stone in them is 
not to be consiclerNl as an inclfX of its durability, as they were exten-
sively used for burning brush m the early clays of the Camp. 
Two important conditions affect the quarrying. Because of the 
limited thickness of the heels, the maximum thickmss of stone obtain-
able is about 15 inches and much the greater part of the output of 
any quarry will be 6 to 12 inches thick. Cnless quarrying is limited to 
the upper 12 or 15 feet, there will be much thin material to be discarded 
The ledges most available to Camp Sherman and Chillicothe are 
thosl' on the brow of the Scioto \'alley wall, immediately west of the 
Camp, and on the north wall of Paint Cre£ k within 2 n,ih s west of 
Chillicothe. The latter is a line of almost continuous old quarry pits 
which could be rnsily reopened, with little stripping. Thcs:- are de-
scribed in detail hereafter. (p. 92). 
There are abundant supplies of the same stone in the "flat-topped 
plateaus of the southwestern part of the quadrangle" (p. lOi) and in 
the "hilly uplands of the southern part" (p. 116). East of the Scioto, 
within 2 miles of Hopetown to the east and southeast, there are old 
quarries in this rock, but the quarry face apparently will never exceed 
6 feet (p. 131). 
This stone is fine-grained and hard, breaking with a sharp, clean 
fracture and does not, under any circumstance, break down into sand. 
The fragments from a crusher would probably show a strength equal to 
that of crushed limestone fragments. For this reason, it is believed that 
it would make a fairly satisfactory material for concrete, provided that 
in crushing, care was used to exclude blocks with clay-smeared faces. 
This would involve much care in quarrying because of the many thin 
beds of shale between sandstone layers, and would prohibit any rock 
except from the upper 10 or 15 feet (p. 92). Such concrete could not 
be used where subject to abrasion, as on the surface of a roadway. 
Other sources.-The Logan sandstone and the Pennsylvanian 
sandstone, on the high knobs east of Camp Sherman, might supply 
stone for local or temporary structures, but the use of the Logan is not 
advised, and the location of the latter is almost prohibitive to quar-
rying (p. 132). 
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Gravel 
Though there are enormous quantities of gravel within the quad-
rangle, there are very few places where a first-grade concrete gravel 
can be obtained. There are two general types of gravel present. 
Glacial gravels.-These are composed chiefly of limestone pebbles 
and have been brought in from the northward. The terraces bordering 
the Scioto, including the one that underlies Camp Sherman, are of gravel 
of this type. The Lowland of the northern third of the quadrangle is 
largely underlain by a similar .gravel. Great quantities of it are found 
between Anderson and the Cattail School, 5 miles southwest of the Camp. 
As a rule, only limited and scattered patches of such gravels occur in 
the hill region west of the Scioto and north of Paint Creek. On the hills 
south of Paint Creek and east of the Scioto, they are practically absent. 
These gravels, though often not good, are much the better source 
of gravel material. The creek-bed, sandstone gravels, to be noted later, 
are almost worthless. Though chiefly of limestone pebbles, there is 
always a considerable percentage of granitoid, gneissoid, or schistose 
pebbles, frequently partially decaye<l·or crumbly, and in that condition 
elements of weakness. The chief objection to these gravels is the .com-
mon presence of shale pebbles, frequently thin and blade-like, and usually 
disintegrating. These seriously affect the strength of a concrete con-
taining them. 
Both of these undesirable elements may be largely removed by 
washing. The content of sandstone pebbles is negligible. The gravel 
from the banks of the Chillicothe Sand & Gravel Co., after washing, is 
reported accepted by the U. S. Government as a first-class gravel for 
construction work, and is used by the State Highway Commission of 
Ohio as a Grade A gravel, in the wearing course on concrete roadways. 
Yet a random test of the unwashed gravel showed 10 per cent by number 
of undesirable weathered granite and shale pebbles; by weight the per-
centage would have been considerably less due to their smaller size; 
such is the effect of washing. This washed gravel must be regarded as 
the best source available at present. Though a few gravels have been 
seen which, in their natural state, appear to be the equal of this washed 
gravel, they are usually hmited in amount of available gravel and 
frequently difficult of access. These and other sources are commented 
on, in detail, in the citations below. Gravels mapped as Illinoian (see 
geological map in pocket at back of book) are, almost without excep-
tion, valueless. 
The bed of the Scioto River above Paint Creek is the source of 
much good gravel. This is Essentially, glacial gravel which has been 
washed dmvn by floods and in part freed by natural washing of the 
undesirable elements. Below Paint Creek, sandstone fragments are 
present in the river gravels. 
PLATE IV. 
A.-Glacial gravel of the type found throughout the northeastern part of the 
quadrangle; easy to excavate but requires complete revetment; excava-
tions dry if the neighboring streams are cut well below them, but other-
wise wet; moderately good for concrete. Pit just north of Sugarloaf. 
B.-Fluvio-glacial sands in lowest terrace southeast of Chillicothe. Sand suited 
to concrete or filtration purposes. 
C.-Glacial lake clay, fairly common in Paint Creek Valley and in the higher 
terraces southeast of Chillicothe. The clay is too tough and wet to be 
exc'.1vated, and very treacherous. Near Bourneville. 
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Detailed drncriptions are as follows: 
Chapter VI. Lowland of the northwestern part of the quad-
rangle, p. 82. 
Chapter VII. Hills west and northwest of Camp Sherman p. 94. 
Chapter VIII. The Scioto Valley, p. 100. 
Chapter IX. Flat-topped plateaus of ·the southwestern part, p.107. 
Chapter X. Hilly uplands of the southern part, p. 116.  
Chapter XI. Lowland of the northeastern part, p. 122.  
Chapter XII. Knobs east of Camp Sherman, p. 132.  
Chapter XIII. Great gravel terraces southeast of Chillicothe, p.139.  
Chapter XIV. Hill country of the eastern part, p. 142.  
Sandstone gravel.-In three of the subdivisions of the quadrangle, 
X, XII and XIV above, comprising all of the area south of Paint Creek, 
the knobs east of Camp Sherman and the hill country of the eastern 
part, practically the only source of gravel is the stream beds. These 
gravels have been obtained by the streams from the country rock, and 
as the only resistant rocks are sandstones which in small pieces are 
weak, the gravels are very poor. 
Sand 
Sand, for concrete or for filter beds, may be obtained by screening 
at practically every source of fine gravel. In places it may be loaded 
in small quantities directly from the river bed. If desired in large 
quantities, so that handling of gravel from the screens would be, for 
the time, undesirable, much the best source is in the first or Late Wis-
consin gravel terrace (see geological map) on the east side of Scioto 
River within H miles below Chillicothe. Large banks may be opened 
in the first large ravine from the east, one-fourth mile south of the 
Main Street river bridge. Large quantities are also immediately avail-
able in the bed of the stream flowing through the center of Section 27, 
Springfield Township. (See Plate 4B.) 
Forests 
Character.-Without exception the forests are hardwood. ~Iaple, 
oak, hickory, elm, ash, walnut in varying proportion comprise 
them. Pine is seldom seen in isolated small trees. l\Iost of the timber 
has been removed and, with small exceptions, only second growths 
remain. 
Distribution and use as cover for troops.-In the Lowland of the 
northern third of the quadrangle, the forest cover is, without exception, 
of the nature of scattered, small wood-lots, for the most part of about 
20 acres extent. These are distributed as they happen to have survived 
and bear no relation to the topography. They are too small and too 
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s c att e r C' d t o b e of s er vic e i n c o n c ~ali n g lar g e b o d i e s of t ro o p s fr o m 
a e r i al o h s <' r r nti o n .  T h e tr? ( S, h o w e v er, ar e g e n e r a lly l ar g e a n d t h er e 
is  us u a ll ~· littl e u n d er br u s'. 1. 
T h e f or e st s of t h e pl at e a u p or ti o n ar e m u c h m or e e xt e n s i ve, b ut 
t h eir di s tri b uti o n i s  al m ost w h o lly d e p e n d e nt o n t o p o gr a p h y. T h e ir 
ar e a i n :. a n y pl a c e i s cl o s el y pr o p orti o n a l t o t h e a r e a of st e e p sl o p e ·a n d 
t heir di s tri b utio n i s a l mo st c oi n ci' d e nt wi t h t h e hill sl o p e s .  Un d e r br u s h 
i s a l m o st u ni nr s all y pr e s e nt a n d f e w  t r e e s of m ar k e t a ble  si z e r em ai n. 
T h e s e c o n diti o n s m a k e t h e m o v e m e nt or c o n c e al m e nt of tr oo p s i n t. h e · 
f or e st s a m att <'r of diffi c ult y. N ot a si n gl e r o a d is c o n c e al e d b y f or e st s 
fr o m a r ri nl o h s - n· ati o n f o r  a di st a n c e  of m o r e t h a n a f e w h u n d r e d r o d s. 
A s a s o u rc e of m at e ri al f or c o n st r ucti o n w or k. - A b u n d a nt m at e r-
i al m n y br o ht:ii n e d wit hi n a v er y f e w mil e s of t h e C a m p f or a ll p ur p o s e s 
of s m n ll c: > r milit ar y c o n st r u ct i o n. M a t e ri al f or l ar ge ti m b er s, h o  w e v er, 
i s  sc a r c e. C uri o ml y, m o st oft. h e ti m be r  i n t h e r e g i o n i s i n t h e s c att er e d 
s m all w o o d-l ot s of  t h e o p e n f ar m l a n d s of t he  n o rt h er n t hir d. It h a s 
h e <' n m u c h  m o r <' rl o ~ elr c ut i n t h e hill y p ort io n s w h e r e f ar mi n g i s m or e 
diffi c ult. t h ou g h m nt l'ri: d of tie- s i z e i s y e t c o m m o n t h er e. D e t ail ed 
n ot e s will b e f o u n d n s f o llo ws : 
C h a pt e r Y. S c i ot o \' alle y, ( p. 5 - 1). 
C h n p t cr YI. L o \\·J::r n d of t h e n o rt h w e st er n p :i rt, ( p. 8 2 ). 
C h n p t <'I' \' JI. H ills we s t : m d n or t h w c st  o f C:i m p S h er m a n, ( p. 9 5 ) . 
C h a p t er I X. Fl a t -t o p p e d pl at c :t u s of t he  s o ut h w e st e r n p:irt, 
( p. 	1 0 8) . 
C h a pt er X. Hill y u pl n n d s  of t h e s o ut h N n p art, ( p. 1 1 7) . 
C h n pt('r XI. L o \\"l n n cl of 1 h e · n ort h e:1 st er n p: 1rt , ( p. 1 2 3) . 
C h a pt e r  X II. K n o b s c a st  o f C a m p S h cr nr n n ,  (p. 1 3 2) . 
C h n pt e r XII I. Gr n n l t crr:i c es !-o ut h c: 1 st of C hi llic ot h e, ( p. 1- 1 0 ) . 
Cl r n pt c r  X I\'. Hill c o u ntr y of t h e e a s t e r n p art , ( p . 1 4 2 ) . 
CHAPTER IV 
\VEATHER 
SOURCE OF IXFORMATICW 
Although the United States Weather Burea u has had a n observa-
tion s tat ion at Chillicothe for a few years, the period has been t oo short 
and the observations, for Vllrious reasons, ha,·e been too irregular, t o 
admit of a presentation of Chillicothe weat her bnsed on their data. 
Mr. J . Irwin Cnrson, for some yenrs nssistant citr engineer, has 
recorded the weather conditions dnily at Chillicothe since J anuary 1, 
HI02. After due consideration, it has appeared better to build up even 
at considerable labor, a discussion of Chillicot he weather on these ob-
servations, rat her than to use the Weather Bureau's well digested 
observations at Circleville, WaYerly, or Frankfort , distant from Camp 
Sherman respectively 16, 16, and 10 miles. T his is because :\Ir. Carson's 
observations are sufficiently full to permit the deriYation of information 
on some point s that t he Weat her Bureau obsen·ntions do not co,·er. 
T he results so obtained haYe, howe,·er, been repeatedly checked b~· t he 
Weather Bureau's data from neighboring localiti('s and, in some matters, 
have bec•n supplem('nted therefrom. I t is fitting t o h<rc r xprcss ap-
preciation of :\Ir. Carson's wry care fully and apJl:lrrntly accuratdy kC'pt 
record, an<l indebtedness to him for grnc-rously placing it at our disposal. 
Follo,Ying is a sample of :\Ir. Carson's record selected at random to 
show the fullness wit.h which n. clay of Yarinble weath<'r is recorded . 
All days are recorded in proportional detail. 
i A. ~I., 62°. lfatd r.,in al 'l ..\ . ~I., nnd rain nt 10:15 to 10:30. 
12 Koon, 74°. Cloudy till 12:30, then r lcnr and cloudy till 5. then cle~r. 
i P. :\I., 70°. S. E . to S. West to S. E. \\ind. 
The diagram showing the number of dnys with precipitation in 
each month was made up from :.\[r. Carson's obsen ·ations at Chillicot he. 
Almost certai nly it will not admit of 0lose comparison with L. S. Weather 
Bureau data at other places, be caus!' :\Ir. Carson's obsr n·ations clo not 
include the amount of rainfall; hence it is not possible to aeeurately 
distinguish those days with only a trace of rainfall from those with .01 
inch or more, the Wea ,her Bureau's standard. Where the rain or snowfall 
of a day was clearly only a trace, it has not been eounted a day with 
precipitation, nor has it been counted a snowfall. Days on which it 
"sprinkled" only 15 minutes (the duration is usually indica.ted by }Ir. 
Carson) or when it "sprinkled" at 7:30, ha"e been exdu<led; others 
have been included . But, eYe11 though it is uo t possible t o eompare 
(~3) 
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Fig. 4.-Monthly temperature ranges, for t he years 1902 to 1917, inclusive, Chillicothe. 
The three upper cun·es show the maximum temperature conditions throughout 
the year. The three lower curves show the minimum temperature conditions. 
l, The maximum temperature recorded in each month during this period. 
2. The average of all monthly maxima during this period. 
3. T he lowest maximum recorded in each month during this period. 
6. The minimum temperature recorded in each month during this period, 
to which, in dashed lines, is added the minimum of Feb. 10, 1899, the lowest 
known for Chillicothe. 
5. The average of all monthly minima during the period. 
4. The highest minimum that has been recorded in each month during the 
period. 
For example: During the 16 years of which there is continuous record, the 
lowest January temperature was -16°, but one season, +20° was the lowest 
temperature recorded; this is a fair index of the range within which the lowest 
temperature of this month may be expected to fall. The highest temperature 
recorded in January in this period w:as 72°, but in each January, a temperature 
between 50° and 72° has been attained. 
F rom this, there stands out the fact that, from the point of the extremes 
of temperature, July is the hottest.month (as it is from the point of t he average 
temperatures) , and Februacy is the coldest. In the latter case, however, there 
is seen evidences of the incompleteness of a record only 16 years in length, for 
in both December and January, lower minima were recorded than in February, 
although February on the whole, is the coldest month and is to be credited with 
the lowest minimum yet recorded for this region. 
W E A. T B E R 	 4 5 
wit h ot h er l oc a lit i es, it is p o ss i bl e t o  co m p 1 1.r e t h e v ari o u s m o nt h s wit h 
e a c h ot h er , a s t he y ar e r e c or d e d b y t his o b s er v er. 
U nl ess ot h e r wis e i n di c ate d, t he  p e ri o d c o v er e d b y t h e di s c u s s i o n i s 
1 9 0 2 t o 1 9 1 7, i n cl u si v e. 
T E M P E R A T U R E 
Mr. Cs ns o n ' s re a di n g s , o n w hi c h t he f o llo wi n g t a ble s a r e b As e d, a r e 
m a d e  o n  a g o o d  t h e r m o m eter t hat is ess e nti a lly  a c c ur at e, a n d  a  r e gi s-
t eri n g t he r mo m et e r. B ot h a r e pl a c e d i n t he  o p e n o n a bri c k  w a ll, b u t 
s h el t er e rl fr o m t he s u n . T h e r e a di n g s, m a d e t hr e e ti m e s e a c h d a y, a r e n o t 
c o m p a r a b l e  t o  re a di n g s fr o m a ki os k- pr ot e ct e d, st a n d ar di z e d i ns tr u-
m e nt, b ut a r e b eli e v e d t o i n di c ate f airl y  w e ll t em p e r at u r es of w hi c h a n 
i n di vi d u al w al ki n g a b o ut i n t h e o p e n air is  co n s ci o u s. C o m p ar e d wit h 
o b s er v at.i o n s  at  Ci n ci n n ati, t h e mi ni m u m  o b s er v ati o n s  at C hilli c ot h e 
r u n u nif or ml y sli g htl y lo w er a n d t he  m a xi m u m o b s er v a tio n s, o n t h e 
w h ol e, s li g htly hi g h er. 
T h e f oll o w in g t abl e  a n d it s gr a p hi c r e pr e s e n t ati o n s h o w t he r a ng e 
of te m p er a t ure  b y  t h e  F a hr e n h eit s c a le i n a n y  m o nt h, a s w e ll a s i n t he 
y e ar. T h e  l o w es t t e mp er a t ure  w hi c h  h as b e e n  r e c o r d e d at C hilli c o t h e 
w a s pri or t o t k ~  fi- y e a r p eri o d of w hi c h t h e r e  is  a c o nti n u o u s r ec o rd; 
o n F e b . 1 0 , 1 8 9 9 , :\fr. C ar s o n r e!)) ort s  t h at t h e t em p er a t ur e w a s - 2 8 
d e gr e e s F. W h et h er t his w as d et er mi n e d  b y  a f airl y a c c ur at e t h er m o m-
et er i s n ot k n o w n , b u t ot h er i n str u me nt s at t h at ti m e w er e r e p ort e d 
lo w e r . 
T h e n u m b er s  b e f or e t h e d e s cri p t i ve p hr a s e s i n di c at e t he n u m b er 
of t he  c ur v e r e pr es e nti n g t h e s a  m e  d at a gr a p hi c a ll y i n Fi g. 4. 
J a n. F e b . M ar . A p ril M a y J u n e 
7 2 0 8 8 0 9 0 0 9 8 01. 	 A b s o lut e m a xi m u m . •........ . . . ... • i 0 ° 9 6 ° 8 4 0 9 0 03. 	 L e a st m o nt hl y m a xi m u m . ...... . . . .. 5 2 ° 4 5 ° 5 7 ° 7 9 °  6 3 0 8 3 0 2. 	 M e a n of m o nt hl y m a xi m a ... . . • . ...• 6 2° 7 6 ° 9 1 ° 9 4 ° - 80 4 06 . 	 A bs ol ut e mi ni m u m . • ........ . • . ... •- 1 6 ° 2 0 ° 3 1 ° 3 8 0 4 0 0 5 8 04. Hi g h e st m o nt hl y mi ni m u m . • ..... . .. 	2 2 °  1 6° 2 7 ° 3 0 ° 
5. M e a n of m o nt hl y mi ni m a . •... ... . _ _ 2 0 - l o 1 6 ° 2 6 ° 	 3 6 ° 4 7 °  
J u l y A u g. S e pt . O ct. N o v. D e c . Y e ar 
1. A bi! o l ut e t n A x' 1 1 n u n1. .._. _ . ..•. 1 0 1 ° 9 8 0 9 8 ° 8 8 0 7 5 ° 	 6 8 9 1 0 1 ° 
3 . 	 L e a s t m o n t hl y m a xi m u m • • • • •. 9 1 ° 8 7 ° 8 4 0 7 4 ° .5 9 °  5 2° 4 5 ° 9 4 0 9 0 02. M e a n of m o n t hl y m a xi m a ..... 9 7 ° 8 0. 5 ° 7 0 ° 	 6 1 ° 5 0 0 4 4 0 3 0 0 2 2 0 6. A b s ol ut e mi ni m u m • • • • . • • . ... 	 1 2 ° - 16 ° - 1 6 ° 
4. Hi g h e s t  m ont hl y mi ni m u m .. •. 6 2 ° 6 2 ° 5 5 0 3 4 0 3 0 ° 	 1 8 ° 
5. M e an o f m o nt hl y mi ni m a . •... 5 6 ° 	 5 2 ° 3 9. 5 ° 2 7 ° 2 0 ° 6. 5 ° 
P R E CI PI T A TI O N 
A m o u nt. - T h e p eri o d d uri n g w hi c h t h e a m o u nt of pr e ci pit ati o n at 
C hilli c ot h e is k n o w n is s h ort. A c c or di n gl y it h a s b e e n h el d d e s ir a ble t o 
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check its probable amount and show its distribution throughout the · 
year from neighboring stations. Observations have been made at Cir-
cleville, 16 miles north of Camp Sherman, for 22 years, and at Waverly, 
16 miles south of the Camp, for 34 years, both down to 1917. At these 
stations and for these periods, average yearly precipitations of 36.73 
inches and 40.03· inches, respectively, are indicated by the records. 
Frankfort, 10 miles west, northwest of the Camp, has an annual rainfall 
Jan. Feb Mar. Apr. Nay_ June July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec. 
4.13 
4,01 '  
,J.86  
3.00 
Fig. 5.-Amount of precipitation in the Chillicothe region . Graphic representation 
of the average amount oi precipitation in each month of the year. The period 
over which Chillicothe precipitation is known is so short that it has been held 
desirable to show its probable normal amount from neighboring stations. Obser-
vations ha,·e been made at Circle,·ille, 16 miles due north of Camp Sherman, 
for 22 years, and at \\"averly, 16 mi les due south, for 34 years. do,Yn to 1917. 
At these stations and for these periods. a,·erage rainfalls oi 36.73 inches and 
of 40.03 inches, respectiYely, are indicated by the records. The difference is 
unexpectedly and unaccountably large. but the two together amply indicate for 
the region the distribution of rainfall through the year and its approximate 
amount. 
The shaded portion of the columns represent the amount oi rainfaH in frc;1es 
at Circlc,·ille : the entire hei~ht of the columns ( except fo r July and October) 
represents the amount at \\"a,·erly. The a,·erage precipitation a t \\"a,·erh· ex-
ceeded that at Circledlle in all months except July and October, when it iell 
short. and the \\"a,·erly rainfall for these months is indicated by a cross line 
connected by dashed lines with the \\·a,·erly record of adjoining column, . Other-
wise, the horizontal lines indicate the eYen inches. The numerical ,·alues. in 
inches. are given at the left of the columns. 
The chief point in distribution of precipitation, as indicated by these rec-
ords and records of surrounding stations, are the maximum crest in June and 
July with a minor crest in l\Iarch, and the minimum rainfall in September and 
October, with a minor minimum· in April. 
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of 3:3.33 inches, as inclicatccl by a 2-l-ycar record. The difference between 
th<s: th r: <' stat:ons is unexp ect'.'dly large, and is undoubt ~clly to be 
accou ntc-.1 for not "·holly by diffe rcnc.~ in a mou nt of rainfall, b ut in' par t 
by rnrious ll'ngths of obscn·ation pcriorl, difference in conditio ns sur-
rounding rt,in g:lgc::: , and perh:ips in rc:.Hling th~m. The very short rec-
Jan. Feb. Mar: Apr: May June J u&' Aug Sept Oct Nov. Dec 
± 
c. 
Fig. 6.- D istribution o f the days with precipitation, and kind, Chillicothe. Graphic 
representation of the a,·erage number o f days in each month without precipita-
t ion ( without shading) , with rain ( shading inclined t0ward the right ) , with 
snow lShading inclined toward left), and with both ra in and snow (both shad-
ings ), based on the period from 1902 to 1917, inclusive. The numerical ,·aluc 
in days is gi,·en at the left oi each column. Xote that the actual number of days 
in each month is shown and indicated b1· number to the leit. The Februarv 
1·alues appear to fall low because Febrnar)· has only 2814 days agains t 30 o r 3i 
in the other columns. If the columns had been drawn of equal length and the 
,·alucs reduced to percentages, Februa ry would ha,·e sho,,·n a proportion o f days 
oi precipitat ion practically as great a s December and January, but a greater 
proportion o i snowfalls, a considerably less proportion of rainy days, and a lesser 
proportion oi mixed rain and snow. That is, February is the season with the 
relati,·ely greatest number of sno wy clays. and the least number of days wi th 
rain or mixed rain and sno11·. 
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ord available for Chillicothe (Weather Bureau observer) indicates a 
precipitation of 37.46 inches. 
Distribution through the year.-The average monthly precipitation 
at Circleville and Waverly has been plotted in the accompanying dia-
gram, to visualize the amount by months. From this compilation it is 
seen that June and July is the season with the heavit:st precipitation 
and September and October is the season of least precipitation. There 
is a noteworthy decline in the quantity in April and apparently in May, 
from the March !I.Rd June precipitations. Comparison of these results 
with observations at several surrounding but somewhat more distant 
plact:s indicates that this distribution by months is characteristic of the 
region. 
Seasonal character of precipitation.-The difference in the amount 
of precipitation from month to month, taken Rlone, is so slight as to be 
negligible in local military affairs. Of more importance is i.;he character 
of the rainfall at different seasons. The fall, winter, and spring precipi-
tation is of the cyclonic type, and on the whole, apt to he a more or less 
gentle, general rain or snow of one or two days duration. Occasionally 
these rains are hard, and there is a record of one 16-hour February rain-
fall of 2 inches, which, although unusual, is probably not exceptional. 
During May, June, July, and August, the rainfall is dominantly of the 
thunderstorm type, local, convectional storms with sharp downpours of 
rain, in duration from a few moments to two hours or more, usually in the 
afternoon or evening. These are most nµmerous in June and the early 
half of July, and in some years, they may occur daily for a week or 
longer, giving rise to "wet spells", such that outdoor farm work is largely 
suspended, for though the actual number of hours of rainfall is not great, 
the ground or the crops are too wet to admit of operation. The crest 
shown by the May, June, July, and August precipitation may be con-
sidered the direct result of this thunderstorm type of rainfall. 
Something of these conditions may be seen by comparing the dia-
gram showing monthly amount of precipitation with the one showing 
number of days in the month with precipitation. The maximum amount 
of precipitation of June and July falls in a considerably less number of 
days than does the smaller precipitation of March or even April. This 
relationship would he even more strikingly shown if the relative number 
of hours of and the amount of precipitation could be compared for 
these months. 
. Snowfall.-Snow flies from the middle of October until in May, but 
it would be very exceptional to have anything like a real fall of snow 
in either October or May. In plotting the days of snowfall in fig. 6, such 
slight snows as occur in October, April, and May have been excluded· 
from the other months, and to this extent their representations as having 
snowfall is misleading. From mid-November to the end of March is 
the season of snow, with its culmination in January and February. 
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Between 40 and 50 days with snowfall may reasonably be expected in 
this interval, but, as will be seen from the accompanying table, three-
fourths of these produce less than 1 inch of snowfall. Only a very few 
days in each winter may be expected to exceed 4 inches. Very excep-
tionally, there is a single day's snowfall approximating 1 foot in depth. 
Apparently only 5 times in the 16 years of which there is consecutive 
record, has there been a depth of from 10 inches to 13} inches on the 
ground, and 3 of these were due to a fall of 2 days or longer duration. 
Snow seldom lies on the ground for more than a day or two, though 
exceptionally the ground may remain covered for a week or more. The 
short periods of freezing weather are succeeded too closely by milder 
weather and rain. 
The winter of 1917-18 produced a large though apparently not ex-
ceptional amount of snow. It stands out, however, as probably the 
record year within human memory for the duration of snow coat. Snow 
lay on the ground continuously from December 6 to February 10, 65 
days. 
NurnlJer of days with snowfall in u1inters of 1915 to 1918 and 
1 11-2 11depths of snowfall. The headings, as , include 1 inch falls and 
all depths up to the second limit, falls of 2 inches bei'Tl{J recorded in the 
2 11-3 11 cotumn. 
Total Total 
depth No. days 
WIXTER of of Trace i"-1" 1"-2" 2"-3" 3"-4" 
snowfall sno'l'tiall 
1915-16__ _ ------ 2' 101" 44 15 20 4 2 1 
1916-17___ _ _ ---------- 4' 7t" 43 13 15 4 3 4 
1917-1\L_ ----- 4' 81'' 49 17 16 8 2 
WINTER 4"-5" 5"-6" 6"-7" 7"-8" 8"-9" 9"-10" 12"-13" 13"-14" 
1915-16_ -- 1 
1916-17___ _ 1 2 1 
1917-18___ _ 1 1t 1 
CLOUDINESS 
The accompanying diagram of the distribution of cloudiness . 
throughout the year has been compiled from Mr. Carson's observations. 
In assembling this data, the object has not been to determine cloudy 
and partially cloudy days after the formula of the United States Weather 
Bureau; as is to be expected, Mr. Carson's records do not admit of such 
application. They do admit, however, of determining the approxi-
mately average number of days per month that would be felt by one in 
the open air as clear, partly cloudy, and cloudy. 
'Thet'e falls, 61 inches and 13 inches, fell within 24 hours and 23 hours respectively, 
but each on two days. It has appeared desirahle to list each as one 24-houi fall rather 
than as the 1esult of 2 days. 
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Fig. i.-Cloud and fog conditions, Chillicothe. Graphic representation of the aver-
age number of clear, partly cloudy and cloudy days per month, and the num-
ber of days with fog per month. The first three are indicated by the intensity of 
the shading, cloudy being the heaYiest. X umber of days with fog is shown by 
the curYe at the bottom of the diagram. Kote that the blocks do not represent 
percentages within a month, but the actual number of days. Though the line for 
fog falls across the cloudy blocks, it should be pointed out that it is no part of 
the record oi cloudy days. The great majority of fogs are dispersed by 9 o'clock 
in the morning, and these morning fogs are more apt to presage a clear day 
than a cloudy one; such a day is classed as clear in compiling the record. Only 
rarely is a day foggy throughout. 
December and January are the cloudiest months, almost half of , 
the days, on the average, being cloudy. N"or is there often exception to 
this condition; at the least 10 cloudy days may be expected. They also 
show the least number of clear days. September and October are the 
brightest months, both in the low number of cloudy days and the high 
number of clear days. Exceptionally, at this season, there are as many 
as 20 wholly clear days in a month and occasionally no cloudy days are 
recorded. It will be noted that, with the exception of September and 
October, the '.lverage number of clear days remains but little changed 
throughout the year. The differences are accomplished in the diminu-
t10n of the number of cloudy days from J'1nuary to August, and the 
proportionate increase in the number of partly cloudy days. It is very 
likely that many of the summer days here listed as partly cloudy would 
ha ,·e been called clear days by the average individual who was giving 
no particular attention to the weather. 
Visibility as affected by cloud conditions.-The direct effect of 
clouds, in the common use of the word, on visibility in the Chillicothe 
district is yery limited. Often during the late autumn and winter 
storms, clouds hang so low as to sweep the tops of the high hills from 
l\It. Logan north to Sugar Loaf and thence eastward, or the highest 
hills south and southwest of Chillicothe. For a week at a time it is im-
possible to catch more than an occasional short glimpse of any of these 
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hilltops and that from a very good vantage point. Doubtless the same 
condition obtains from time to time throughout the year. 
It should be noted that many of the clear days in the Chillicothe 
district are, due to haze, days of low visibility. This appears to be espe-
cially true of the winter season. The hills east and northeast of Camp 
Sherman rise much above the hilltops west of the Scioto and, at Sugar 
Loaf, are abruptly succeeded by a low plain which extends for miles to 
the northward. These hills, for purposes of observation, dominate what 
is for Ohio a really remarkable range of territory. Yet, owing to the 
commonly hazy condition of the atmosphere, it is very seldom that 
anything like full use of this adyantage can be made. One who attempts 
to secure satisfactory photographs of these hills, or from their tops, 
must watch for his opportunity, often for weeks, and be prepared to 
seize it when the proper hour comes. 
FOG SEASON AND HOURS 
Attention is commonly not given to fog conditions in the publica-
tion of weather data. The fog data have been assembled from 1Ir. Car-
son's records and plotted to show number of days with fog on the di'.l-
gram showing cloud conditions. There is great variability in the number 
of fogs in successive years; the curve, therefore, which was drawn from 
the 16-year monthly averages is unexpectedly regular. Indeed, the 
regularity of the curve is the only reason for believing the fog reconls 
are sufficient to giYe good aYerage results. From this it appears th'.lt 
August, September, and October are the months with the greate•t 
amount of fog. April has the least. By this is not meant merely foggy 
days, days of low-hanging cloud or fog sheets, but thick, general fog, 
sttth d over the face> of the land. (See> Figure 7.) 
As a rule, the fogs are morning fogs. Only exceptionally and then 
usually in the winter, does one last all day. On one occasion since 1901. 
the fog condition endured for 40 hours. Evening fogs or fogs lasting all 
night are more frequent but yet not worthy of speci:11 note; they are 
more apt to occur in fall or winter than in spring or summer. 
Of very considerable importance, howe,·er. are the morning fogs, 
and these it is which give all the character and significance to the CUl'Yl' 
of foggy days. There is good reason to bcliere that this curYe does rn,t 
indicate the average number of such fogs; it is Yery pro ha blv greater. 
But it does appear to indicate fairly well their distribution throughout 
the year. During the winter months, when they are less frequent, thp~· 
endure, on the awrage, from before daybreak until about 10 or 10::30 
in the morning, occasionally until noon. In February and 1Iarch, the~· 
are of shorter duration, from 8 to 9, and from April to December, on the 
average they disappear between 7 :30 and 8 o'clock, wry rarely persisting 
to 9 o'clock. These fogs seldom originate after daybreak. They are 
formed in the morning hours before daybreak and are dispersed by the 
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sun. The later hour of sunrise in winter undoubtedly partially explains 
their late dispersion in winter. They are essentially a phenomenon of 
clear weather, and more often than otherwise, forecast a clear day. 
They are predominantly a lowland phenomenon, but no facts are at hand 
to show how often or for what duration they are found on the uplands 
about Chillicothe. They will undoubtedly be found lingering in the 
deep ravines and valleys tributary to the Scioto as late as in the Scioto 
Valley itself. 
They are exceedingly wet, not so much because they are of the 
nature of a mist, but because the grass or underbrush are brought to the 
condition produced by heavy rain, a condition which endures some-
times for hours after the fog has been dispersed. 
Visibility as affected by fogs.-Fogs are an exceedingly important 
factor in the visibility of the early hours of the day during the summer 
and autumn months. Often for a week at a time, one living in the Scioto 
Valley rises every morning to a bank of white, wet mist, so dense that 
the eye notes objects at more than 100 yards only indistinctly. Work 
on the ranges on the valley floor is impossible until after such a fog has 
been dispersed, which is, as just noted, usually accomplished by 8 
o'clock, though sometimes not until 9. In the event of extensive ma-
neuvers, such conditions might very materially facilitate the extensive 
shifting of effective units by one side, wholly hidden from observation 
by the opposing side, either from heights of land or aeroplanes. 
Though no data are at hand from the Chillicothe district, it is very 
probable that here, as elsewhere in the Scioto Valley, and in other similar 
valleys of southern Ohio, the hilltops bordering the valley are free of 
fog long before the valley is cleared. This would apply particularly to 
the high hills east of Camp Sherman, from Mt. Logan northward, and 
to the high hills some miles south of Chillicothe and west of the Scioto. 
CHAPTER V 
THE SCIOTO RIVER 
VALLEY OF THE SCIOTO 
The trench or valley of the Sdoto River is sharply defined from 
Camp Sherman southward hy high rock hills, and varies in width from 
It miles, 10 miles below Chillicothe and 2 miles below Stony Creek, to 
3! miles, 6 miles below Chillicothe. At Camp Sherman it is 2! miles 
wide. This portion is 300 to 400 feet deep. North of the Camp the 
rock hills are absent except for 5 miles on the w<:st side, the valley is 
shallow, not over 200 feet, and bordered by gently rolling hills of gravel, 
sand, and clay. 
Throughout this length there is a low flat plain, the "bottom", 
which is overflowed by the river in flood, and across which the river 
winds from side to side. Between the flood plain and the valley walls, 
there are in places, higher flats or terraces of gra.vel and sand, some of 
these well above flood waters. Camp Sherman is located on one of 
these, the rifle range on another. The portion of the valley which is 
low enough to be overflowed by heavy floods varies in width; 3 miles 
north of the Camp it is ! mile, but just below Chillicothe it is 2! miles 
wide. 
The river at most places winds across the flood plain in curves that 
are from 1 to 2 or 3 miles around. The portion of the valley here de-
scribed in detail is 22 miles in length, but the river in this distance flows 
31 miles. 
As will be shown in detail, the river at low water is a succession 
of quiet stretches where the water may be 3 to 15 feet deep, with knee-
deep riffles at intervals of rods or miles. 
CHARACTER OF BOTTOM OF CHANNEL 
The bottom is of sand, gravel, and cobble with large bowlders in 
places; only at occasional intervals is there mud bottom. Apparently 
at only one place is there rock bottom, and there only for a part of the 
channel width, directly east of Chillicothe. Snags occur at irregular 
intervals throughout the whole length of this portion of the river. 
They are most numerous on shallow bars, standing 2 to 10 feet abow 
low water, but they are reported in certain quiet places entirely covered 
at low water. 
RIVER BANKS 
The river banks rise normally 8 to 10 feet above low water and a.re 
commonly of sand and gravel overla in by several feet of flood plain silt. 
(53) 
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However, where t he river impinges on a higher t errace the banks may 
be 20 to 40 feet in height, or, rarely, 60 feet. The banks are usually 
steep enough to offer difficulty in climbing. Artificial levees, at many 
places 16 to 20 feet high, have be,en built not. to keep floods out of the 
lowland but to control the direction of their violent current. It is, 
perhaps, not out of place to here insert a note of warning to officers 
who may have come to military service from regions where there is no 
need of levees; the levees should not be broken, either to obtain material 
or lo gain access to a river crossing, for any reason short of actual neces-
sity due to the presence of a real enemy, because the flood current through 
such n breach may wash farm lands for 3 miles below or may perma-
nently change the course of the river. 
FOREST GR0WTH 
Both banks of the Scioto, throughout the length of the portion 
described, are wooded, with the exception of short spaces at long inter-
vals. As a rule, trees occupy only the immediate bank or a few yards 
a t most of the bordering lowland, but in places, commonly on the inside 
curve of river bends, the lowlands may be timbered for 100 or 200 yards 
back. Sycamore is by far the commonest tree, but there is much cot-
tonwood, maple, elm, and willow. Without exception the largest trees 
in the whole region may be found along the river banks. Trees 18 inches 
to 2 feet in diameter are not uncommon; one sycamore 19 feet in cir-
cumference was noted. The tempta tion 1nay be great to obtain materird 
for military construction from the river banks. Locations from which 
such material is t o be t aken should be selected with care t hat its re-
moval may not possibly cause damage by permitt ing washing of the 
banks. The accumulated experience of a cent ury has t aught every land 
owner in the valley that the trees prot ecting his bank or levee are more 
valuable where they stand than as timber. However, it is believed that 
with care to this end, much material is available. The lowlands on the 
inside of curves and abandoned stream channels back from the present 
channel are the most likely places. It is a fair precaution that no trees 
should be removed from any river bank or levee or from any part cf 
t he outside bank of a bend, except, again, under real military necessity . 
The effects of such ;emoval can be seen in every place on t he river 
where the bank is bare of trees; it is being undercut. Such occurrences 
may be seen in the high grovel bank bnck of the corrals in the lower en<l 
of the Camp, or in the low banks immediat ely above the Camp opposite 
the machine gun range. (Sec Plat es 5 and 6 for examples. ) 
With the exception of the trees bordering the present stream bank 
and t.he banks of recently abandoned portions of t he channel, no bot-
tom forest remains. 
Directly opposit e the Camp, the "Miller cut off" of the topographic 
map, surveyed in 1905-6, has become the river channel, and the old 
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channel, is occupied only when t he river is high. The old bed is now 
largely overgrown with willow from an inch to three inches in diameter, 
and t he old banks yet retain their cover of m'.1ple and sycamore from 
post to tie size. In such a place there is a large amount of available 
structural material obtainable with le3s risk to river b:inks. 
CHANGES IN CHAN~L BY UXDF.RCUTTIXG 
In spite of all efforts to keep the river in its place there are changes, 
some slow, some rapid. Knowledge of t hese, pa rticularly of the fo rmer, 
will permit forecast with fair certa1nty of the t imber and bank condi-
tions, position of channel in t he stream bed, etc. The greatest tendency 
to undercut is on the outside of curves, where the current, in high water, 
is thrown strongly against the bank. Any undercutting means that the 
channel shifts by just as much toward the outside of the curve. T he 
bank on the out side of a bend is a lmost a lways IO to 12 feet high, steep, 
perhaps perpendicular, and the deep water lies on that side. The cur-
rent is always less on the inside of such a bend, sand and gravel arc 
dropped there, and the old channel is fill ed · up just as rapidly as the 
opposite side is cut out. but by material from up stream. Such inside 
curves arc almost always t he locus of clean, bare, gravel bars with 
shallow watc-r off shorr, the banks a rc wry low and frequently may b,• 
drh·en over with wagons; commonly there lies back of the river in such 
a bend, a sandy, washed bot.tom with unfilled remnants of old channeb. 
too low t o farm, that is let grow up as it will. There may be a width 
of 100 or 200 yards with hrge trees in it, and since the tendency of 
the river is to wash against the opposite bank, part of the trees from 
within these curns may b<', in some cas::s, remowd. These n•lation-
ships are shown on Plate 5 B and C, and on 6 C. 
So persistently does this condition obtain on the Scioto that it 
should be recognized by everyone having to do with it or its flood plain. 
THOROUGHFARES AXD CCT-OFFS 
There occur, at many places in the flood plain of the Scioto, long. 
narrow, channel-like depressions of which the floors are only about 4 to 
6 feet above low water of the river. These arc called thoroughfare:;:. 
They usually are so located that, when the 1-h-cr .is in flood, they offer 
a more direct route for the water than the channel. In fact, they owe 
t heir existence to that relationship and are merely flood-water chnnncls 
of the rh·er, many of them occupied on a rise of about 6 feet. · Fre-
quent.ly they are too low and wet to be farmed regularly, and often 
small ponds are found in the lowest places. These are not so much 
abandoned channels as potential new channels of the riwr, and they 
.are closely watched by the bot.tom farmers for signs of impending change, 
and their upstream adits are commonly protected by levees. One of 
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these begins below the mouth of Deer Creek, and extends southeastward 
in small development across the bottom for two miles; almost opposite 
its lower end, a prominent one, shown on the map, cuts directly across 
the curve above the County Infirmary, and from its lower end, a similar 
channel runs southward directly alongside the Infirmary buildings. 
Should the Scioto shift its channel to the upper one, it would quickly, 
if permitted, occupy the other two, and a wholly new channel, 4 miles 
in length, would be the result. This thoroughfare is shown in fig. 9, p. 66. 
PERMANENCY OF CHANNEL FEATURE.5 
Though the tendency to shift its bed has been discussed at some 
length, the channel of the Scioto is fairly stable when compared with 
streams like the Missouri or the Mississippi below St. Louis. It is cut 
to such an extent in gravel, that its load does not shift rapidly under 
floods, as it would if its banks were sand or easily caving silt. Within 
the limits of the Camp Sherman quadrangle there have been two small 
abandonments of channel within 12 years, one at the "Miller cut off", 
the other at the mouth of Indian Creek, 4 miles below Chillicothe. The 
shifting of its channel laterally by undercutting is going on slowly at 
many bends. The river road to Columbus, 2 miles northwest of Kinni-
kinnick, has been rebuilt several times to allow for such movement, 
and frequent occurrences of piling or cribbing in present mid-stream 
tell the tale of thwarted effort to hold the slowly shifting channel in 
place. See Plate 5 B for another example. 
The location of riffles and fords, of long reaches of shallow and deep 
water is, even over periods of many years, quite stable, though occa-
sionally changing materially during some heavy freshet. Even the 
snags do not move much; in one known instance they have remained 
imbedded in the sands of a shoal for 18 years at least. 
RIVER CROSSINGS 
Bridges.-The Scioto is amply bridged at Chillicothe for all pur-
poses of civil life. On the north side of the city, the Bridge Street bridge, 
double span, steel truss, double roadway, serves all road traffic between 
Chillicothe and the northeast quarter of the Camp Sherman quadrangle, 
including the east-side pikes to Columbus and Circleville and pikes to 
Lancaster and Laurelville. Just below it are the Scioto Valley Traction 
bridge for the electric line, and the N. & W., double-track railroad 
bridge. On the east the Main Street bridge, steel truss, many sp:i.n, 
double roadway, serves all road traffic in that direction, the most im-
portant being the pike up Walnut Creek to Adelphi. Three miles 
southeast of Chillicothe, a many span, steel truss, double roadway 
wagon bridge serves the Londonderry and Richmondale pikes, and 
just below it, the m<.1.in line of the B. & 0. railroad and its recently-
PLATE V. 
A.-View up-stream at Riffle 13, with bars and snags. 
B.-View up-stream above Riffle 15; bank on right was so far cut back by the 
1913 flood that a road on its top was entirely cut away. Being treeless and 
on the outside of a sharp bend, it continues to yield to floods. 
C.-View below mouth of Paint Creek; opposite bank treeless and caving. 
D.-View up-stream at Riffle 20; a new channel, the old one being to the right. 
The time has been too short since the shift to permit the stream to bring 
this portion into adjustment with the remainder. Hence, the river is swift, 
full of snags, and rapidly undercutting the bare bank on the left. 
SCIOTO RIVER BELOW CHILLICOTHE AT LOW WATER. FROM LO\V 
WATER TO FOOT OF CHANNEL BANKS IS ABOUT 5 FEET 
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acquired subsidiary line, the C. H. & D. railroad, cross by separate 
bridges. Ten miles above Chillicothe is the "County Line bridge", 
due west of Kingston, a steel truss bridge of several spans with a ca-
pacity of two columns or two truck trains. Ten and one-half miles 
below Chillicothe and one-half mile above Higby, a wagon bridge crosses 
the river. 
River depth.-For extensive military operations these bridges are 
inadequate, and must be supplemented by fords and pontoon bridges. 
The valley has been hastily travers?d for a distance of 9 miles above 
Camp and 13 miles below to learn something of the depth and possible 
crossings. At most places this has been supplemented by information 
from residents. This information, which is by no means complete, is 
here summarized, but is given in detail at the end of the chapter. 
The Scioto River, like most streams of its size, is a succession of 
long, quiet-water stretches, with short, shallow riffles where the velocity 
is greater. The riffles are commonly a little greater or a little less than 
knee-deep but range from shin-deep to waist-deep at the lowest stage 
of the river, (I foot below Oof the Bridge Street gage). The riffles, when 
not too deep or too swift, and when easily approached from both banks, 
and with good bottom, may be counted fords. (See Plat s 5 and 6.) 
Between the riffles, stretches of quiet water may be 2 miles in 
length or only 200 yards. These stretches may be deep, in places re-
ported 15 feet for long distances, or they may be less than waist deep 
for half a mile or more, or they may be a succession of shallow places 
and holes. The deeper portions are of interest as possible pontoon bridge 
sites. 
Fords.-Without doubt, there are good places to cross the river by 
wading in the shallower parts of some of the quiet-water stretches but 
it would be impossible to locate them without considerable more explo-
ration and interrogation than has bepn possible. 
The riffles are located on the accompanying outlines of the river 
and are numbered in two series, one up stream, the other down, from 
the riffle just above the Bridge Street bridge at Chillicothe. Above 
Chillicothe the following riffles appear to be most easily adaptable to 
become fords: 2, 3, 4, 5, 8, 9, 12, 13, 14, 16, 17, 19. Of these the best 
are 2, 4, 9, and 17. No. 9 is an excellent ford, and has been used as 
such for years and goes by the name of the Infirmary Ford. Below 
Chillicothe the ones which appear to be most readily adaptable are 
upper end of 3, 4, 5, 12, 14, 15, 18, 19. The few below the mouth of 
Indian Creek are difficult to approach from the west because the 
canal towpath was built directly on the river bank or but a few 
yards back from it. Approach can be had to the river at no point 
in this distance, except by building a roadway down this 30-foot 
bank. 
It is difficult without actual observational experience with the 
PLATE VI. 
A.-Paint Creek. Riffle at Lundbeck dam, south of Chillicothe at low water. 
B.-Paint Creek. Deep holes of quiet water just below riffle shown in A. Same 
stage of water as in A. 
C.-Scioto River opposite Camp Sherman at low water, about ---cl ft. of the 
gage. View up stream; on the right, low brush and tree covered flood 
plain, on the left the gravel terrace on which Camp Sherman is located. 
Since the establishment of the Camp, effects of erosion have been rapidly 
developed on this bank, due to the removal of trees, unprotected ditches 
flo~ing into the river over the gravel, and road-cuts down the bank. 
D.-Deep, quiet stretch of Scioto with tree-covered clay banks. Above County  
Line bridge.  
PAINT CREEK AND SCIOTO RIVER STREAM CHANNELS  
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rh·er nt higher stages to learn what depths on these riffles may be waded 
with safety. The stn.tements of depth of water over the riffles is based 
on obsen·ntions made when the river was practically as low as it ever 
fall s, nt about 1 foot below O of the Bridge Street gage. Anything 
within a foot above this stage would pass as "low· water" among t hose 
familiar with the 1frer. Inquiry among t hose who arc familiar with 
the stream brings out t he opinion t hat with a rise of 1 foot above " low 
water" the riffles mny yet be waded, but that with a rise of 2 feet t he 
swifter, deeper ones would be dangerous. It is doubtful whether this 
statement allows a sufficient margin of safety if applied t o the river 
when the " low water" is at O of the gage. One or two feet over O would 
bring about 2 to 3 feet more onto all the riffles than at the stage to 
which thes!:l notes refer, and the water would be hip to breast deep on a · 
short man on a few of the shallowest riffles, waist to shoulder deep on 
most of the riffles. T he most uncertain element in this is the " low 
water" of the countryside to which we are trying to refer the matter, 
and to which officers in mnking a crossing might be called upon to refer 
it. Referred to the Bridge Street gage, it appears that at O all of the 
riffles cited in the last paragraph may be used, but that a 1-foot stage 
by the gage would give on a short man water hip deep on t hose shallowest 
riffles which are here described as h:alf-way to the knees, and waist deep 
on those which are here described as knee deep. Crossings should be 
attempted only with precaution at t his stage, because it is suspected 
that some of the deeper and swifter riffles will be impassable. 
It is thought best not t o attempt suggestion of the ones from t he 
above list which will be usable at 1-foot of t he gage. l\fore will depend . 
on velocity than on depth. There have been many drownings in the 
Scioto River of those familiar with t he crossings they were at.tempting; 
this is not because the increase makes it too deep but because the ve-
locity becomes too great with increased depth, to keep the feet on the 
bottom. Mobi. accidents in attempt ing to pass swollen riffles or fords 
come about through inaccurately judging t he ability to withstand the 
velocity, not the depth of t he water. 
Changes in the course or channel of a st ream are. a.lways accom-
plished in time of flood. Though t he shallow places of the Scioto are 
fairly permanent during the course of several years, it must never be 
forgotten that a heavy flood may alter one of these features very much 
and a first approach to one of them aft.er such a flood should be made 
with the expectation of finding some. change. Fords that were formerly 
good crossings have been WA.shed out until they are now deep and 
dangerous riffles. 
Pontoon bridge sites.-For pontoon bridges, the water should be 
not less than 4 feet, and should deepen rapidly from both banks. At 
the lowest stage of the river t he last qualification is met in but few 
places, because on one side or the other there is almost always a gently 
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sloping bottom, such that a 4-foot depth can only be obtained 35 to 50 
feet from the water's edge, if at all. 
It is not as easy to determine pontoon sites as riffles, and as the 
knowledge of the deeper portions has been obtained entirely second-
hand, it is highly probable that good .sites exist besides those here indi-
cated. Something of the depths prevailing t:lsewhere than at thcs~ 
sites is given in detail later. 
Above the Camp, there is deep water, 10 to 15 feet maximum, oppo-
site the mouth of Dry Run, just above the Infirmary. Access from the 
west may be easily obtained by Dry Run, but the opposite bank is a long 
way from the road across bottom land. Similar depths obtain down to 
the next riffle but there is a 35-foot bank on the south of bowldery 
gravels and clays, which makes approach impossible without construc-
tion of a road. 
:\Iuddy Bend, 2 miles above the County Infirmary, appears to be 
well adapted. The water is quiet and deep the entire width. A public 
road, graveled, but wide enough for one column or train only, leads to 
within a few rods of the western bank which may be approached from 
there by a short lane. 
Above the County Line bridge, 1! miles north of Deer Creek, 
the depths are ample for a mile, but approach on the east is impeded by 
a 10 or 12 foot levee and wooded lowland. (See Plate 6 D.) 
Korth of Chillicothe, the few gravel bars which border the stream, 
at lowest stage, are apt to rise only a foot or two above the water; at 
most; places there is none and any increase in depth with a rise in the 
river' increases the depth at the water's edge by most or all of the incre-
ment. Below Chillicothe, as far down as the mouth of Indian Creek, 
numerous short holes up to 6 feet or more occur but apparently without 
exception these have shoal water on one side or the other. This portion 
of the river is distinguished by the presence of gravel bars of far greater 
extent than the portions above and below. At almost all places these 
rise gradually back from the water's edge on one or both sides 4 to 6 
feet above the lowest water. Consequently, with few exceptions, any 
rise in the river does not result in greater depth at the water's edge 
because the water creeps over a gently sloping gravel b•u, until the rise 
has amounted to 4 feet or more. This relationship is shown in FigurES 
A, B, and C of Plate 5. 
In the long, nearly straight stretch of river from Indian Creek to 
the County Bridge, 2 miles below Stony Creek, pontoon sites are hamp-
ered by the steep bank rising 25 to 30 feet or more, either directly or in 
two closely spaced steps from the water's edge, with the old canal bed 
between the bank and the road. It would not, however, be difficult to 
construct an approach. 
Between riffles 20 and 21, at the head of this stretch, there is deep 
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water, and apparently the east side is not so shallow but that suitable 
places may be found. 
Between 23 and Spring Run, the depths are very irregular but some 
holei- are of ample depth. 
From Stony Creek to Mill Hollow is reported 8 to 15 feet, channel 
on t he west side, but 4 feet near the east bank at most places. 
From the mouth of Walnut Creek to the bridge, conditions are 
reported very much as between Stony Creek and Mill Hollow. 
Ferries.- Ferries, drawing about 1 foot and worked by a cable 
attached to both banks, were operated for years along the Scioto. As 
late as the month following the 1913 flood, one was used near the Higby 
bridge, which was swept away. They could be easily installed at many 
places, but are a slow method of crossing. To boats of deeper draught 
the remarks on the slope of t he bottom under the last heading appear 
to apply. 
NAVIGABILITY 
The Scioto has not been rega rded as navigable since the first half 
of the 19th century, when loaded flatboats were frequently sent down 
the river on rising stages, destined for New Orleans, and steamboats 
of shallow draught occasionally ran as far up as Chillicothe at favorable 
stages. 
At low water, t hat is 1 foot below O of the Bridge Street gage, a 
rowboat must be dragged over some of the riffles. At O stage, it is reli-
ably report.eel that one may go from Chillicothe to Portsmouth and back 
by skiff with detachable motor, and the same statement will doubtless 
apply to the river for 10 miles above Chillicothe. At this stage there 
will be about 18 inches of water over t he deepest parts of the shallowest 
riffles, and 30 inches over most of them, and propeller blades, unless 
stiff, are apt to be bent against t he bottom. 
At low water st ages, the river is a succession of quiet pools and 
riffles of varying velocity. As the depth increases 2 or 3 feet, the velocity 
over t he riffles will be very much increased so that a rowboat may not 
cross over t hem except by keeping to the banks. But as the river ap-
proaches the bank-full condition, that is about 8 feet of the gage, the 
riffles are partially wiped out in the general sweep of t he whole current. 
Up to bank-full, navigation by small power boats is feasible, but the 
current is so strong that rowing against it is slow work. In yet higher 
stages, as the water spreads over t he bottoms, t he current is said to be 
rather less in the channel t han at the bank-full stage. However, in 
heavy flood stages, when the water sweeps down the t horoughfares and 
across bottom lands, motor boating becomEs increasingly uncertain, and 
in the highest stages, it is sometimes impossible to work a rowboat even 
up the sides of the flood. 
Snags and rocks.- There are snags in t he river at many places. 
It is understood that they occur below t he lowest-water surface in the 
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quiet reaches, but no data is at hand on their location. Since the river 
could only be navigated, even by the smallest motor boa.ts, in the inter-
vals between the riffles at that stage, it is very unlikely that such snags 
will impede any use by boats at higher stages. The same may be said 
of rocks. There are no ledges or reefs, and such rocks as occur are bowl-
ders lying on the bottom. In the shallow reaches of the river they occur 
in considerable numbers and sometimes lie near enough to the surface 
to break the water slightly or to be seen from the banks at the lowest 
stage. Very few of them rise more than 1 foot and probably none of 
them more than 18 inches above the bottoms of the 18-inch riffles which 
will condition any effort to navigate the river. 
At a number of shallow bars and shoals, accumulations of snags 
occur, either stranded stumps or overturned trees with numerous 
branches. These project as much as 10 feet above the lowest water 
and may be counted a menace to navigation in all stages in which navi-
gation is likely to be attempted, that is, up to bank-full. The locations 
where notable accumulations occur are indicated on the accompanying 
maps and some notes are included in the detailed account of the channel 
which follows at the end of the chapter. Such an occurrence is shown 
in Plate 5 A. 
FLUCTUATION IN HEIGHT OF THE SCIOTO RIVER 
Information on this topic is derived chiefly from the observations 
of the U.S. Weather Bureau from a gage on the middle pier of the Scioto 
Traction Line bridge at Bridge Street, Chillicothe. Readings are 
presumed to have been taken daily since December, 1908, though 
the record shows gaps due to negligent observers as well as to an ice-
torn gage, and the observations of certain periods are known to have 
been made at irregular short intervals and the values therefor interpo-
lated or guessed at. Nevertheless, this record supplies a fair knowledge 
of what may reasonably be expected and of what may possibly occur. 
There is no question about the readings of the present observer. 
At the time this gage was set in 1908, the zero mark was put at 
what was thought to be the lmnst stage of the river. It appears, hmY-
ever, that this was done on slight observation, as the river has repeatedly 
been recorded below Oin summer, since the gage was extended downward 
a few years ago, and the condition of the record leaves no doubt that 
this occurred almost every summer prior to this extension. The lowest 
recorded level is 1 foot below low water from September 27 to October 
21, 1916. The altitude of the O mark is 595.5 A. T. 
Danger mark is set at 14.5 feet of the gage, but the reason therefor 
is not apparent. It is understood that about a 9-foot stage is necessary 
to put the river out of banks and over small areas of the lowest farm 
lands. The farmers above Chillicothe maintain that at about 18 feet 
the floods become seriously damaging, that is, the currents across land 
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Fig. 8.-Range of high and low-water conditions in the Scioto River at Chillicothe, 
for 10 years, 1908 to 1917, inclusive. The high-water conditions and low-
water conditions for each month are shown in adjacent columns. The left hand 
column of each pair shows, (a) at the top, the extreme high-water stage for the 
month in the IO-year period; (b) the average of all the high-water marks for 
the 10-year period (at top of the medium shading); (c) the lowest high-water 
mark recorded in the 10 years at top of the heavy shading. The right hand 
column of each pair shows (a) the highest low-water mark for that month at 
the top, the average of all the low-water marks (at top of medium shading), 
and the lowest low-water mark in the 10 years (at top of heavier shade). The 
gage readings are given opposite the graphic representation of the value, in 
feet and tenths of a foot. 
For example: In January, the highest recorded stage of the river in 10 
years was 18 feet (1916), but one year (1909) the highest stage attained was 
only 1 foot, which is less than the average lowest-water stage for the month, 
and considerably less than the low-water stage of January, 1910, when the river 
at no time fell below 2.8 feet. The lowest stage reached by the river in Jan-
uary during these 10 years was O of the gage, which was in 1909. 
The stage attained by the flood of March, 1913, was so exceptional that it 
has been indicated by a dashed line, and the second highest stage in the IO-year 
period is indicated at 22.8 feet, because it is more normal than the 1913 stage. 
However, two other March floods, which occurred before this 10-year period, 
were much higher than the column so limited, and they have been introduced to 
make the representation more complete. 
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become washing. Obviously, a few inches of st.anding wntrr on crops 
at certain stages might ruin them, and considerably kss than 18 feet 
rr.igl.t remove wheat shocks from low Janel. 
late winter and early spring.-From J anuary to early in :'.\fay the 
rivn carries its greatest volume and a ttains its highest stnge, due chiefly 
to ·winter and i::pring rains falling on a land which has become well filled 
with wnter. The low-water stage during these months is about 2 to -1 
feet abcYe O of the gage, and the low-water readjngs, when plotted, 
show an irregular, broad, very gentle curve, with the crest in February 
and l\farch. This may be characterized as its winter-spring, unswollen 
condition, and is maintained by seep.age from the ground. Superposed 
on e,ch annua l rise of the river a re from 6 to 12 or even 15 high-water 
periods which have varied from 6 to 12 or even 20 days in duration; 
these are due to run-off from rains, occasionally influenced by melting 
snows or frozen ground. Each winter and spring from 2 to 6 of these 
rises, on the average less than half, attain to a 10-foot or a higher stage. 
The river is known to have attained a 16-foot stage 14 times in the winter-
springs of t he past 10 yea.rs, an average of 1.4 times to each season with 
the record for one season probably but not certainly complete. Severn! 
of these times in this 10 years it has attained 18 feet, and of t his number 
4 reached or exceeded 20 feet. 
Extreme high waters.- Most, if not all, of the extremely high water 
stages which have been experienced, have come in February or l\Iarch, 
and t he majority in March, particularly in.the lo.tter half. 
The following table shows the heights reached by the four floods 
which, in the past 10 yea.rs, have reached to 20-foot stnge, with t wo 
earlier very serious fioods.1 
'These two were before the establishment of the B1idge Street J?;age, but Mr. J. I. 
Carson, fo1 years assistant city engineer, determined the height oJ-OVe ua ler:el of the 
backwater at Chillicothe. and from thls and tl'le altitude of O of the Bridge Street ga)l.e, 
a stage value has reen asmgned on the basis of the Bridge Street !(age, so that they may 
be compared with other crests recorded thereon. This (!i\·es a stage over 2 feet higher 
than the sta,e which Mr. Carson reported and 1.5 feet higher than reported by U. S. 
De0t. of Agriculture. It appea1s that ~Ir. Carson's slo{it reading was dcri\·ed from an 
old rage that stood for some_yca1s at the B. & 0. pumping st.ation, nea1 U-alnut Street, 
and at the head oi a steep riffle; the present Bridge Stteet gn,g~ is l,ocat~ at the foot of 
the same riffle. This, and differences in the "low wnte1" of the two, and errors in dif-
ferent bench marks used may explain the discrepancy. Mr. Carson concurs in the 
method employed to reduce these floods to the Bric!ge Street gage. 
According to the "Daily Rivc1 Stages at River Gage Stations" . . . . of the U. S. 
Pt. IX! 1909, p. 31, U. S. Dept. of Agriculture, the highest wa'ter st.nge then known 
for Chi licothe was 28.3 feet, on March 24, 1898. 
Stage read at or Altitude A. T. ol 
reduced to Bridge crest , after J. I. 
Street gage Can.on. 
1. Mar. 24, 1898 •• . _..• . •. _. . . • . . • . . . . • . . . . • 29.8 ft. 625.3 ft. 
2. Mar. 24, 1907. ... ... . _. .. . _. . . _. . . . . • • . • 27.1 622.64  
3. Feb. 26, 1909.. . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 20.6 
4. Mar. 2, 1910.. . . . . • . . . ..... . ..•.• . •••.•• 22.8  
5. Mar. 26, 1013. . . .. .. ... . . ... . .. .. . ... . . . . 37.8 633.6  
6. Mar. 29, 1916 ... .... . . . - .. ... . . . .. .. . . .. . 21.2  
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The flood of March 26, 1913 
This was the result of the same storm which so disastrously flooded 
the Miami rivers in 1913. It remains the greatest known on the Scioto 
and did enormous damage in this basin and a fair proportion of it in 
Ross County. Since the establishment of Camp Sherman there has 
been some speculation by visitors as to whether the Camp is above all 
possible high water marks. It may be said here that, although the 1913 
flood covered the lowlands now used for trenches and swept away a. 
house standing on the immediate site of the present Camp water-
supply pumping station, it reached only a small part of the Camp proper. 
There is a long, sharp depression running north and south about 
one-third of a mile east of the main, central road of the Camp, a very 
old, high level channel of the Scioto. It is now occupied in part by the 
stables. Down this there flowed a strong current "probably deep enough 
to swim a horse," according to one observer, a current that would 
probably have been damaging to the presen£ structures. The flood also 
occupied a narrow strip of low ground northeast and east of the General 
Headquarters building, rising into the orchard just back of it. From 
here a narrow stream of no great velocity and possibly 2 feet deep, 
flowed southward and southwestward, and entered the old canal bed 
above the B. & 0. railroad overhead bridge. In the roadway under the 
B. & 0. track, leading into Chillicothe, the water appears to have been 
between knee and thigh deep. This stream, from reports, would not 
have damaged the present Camp structures, except for the wetting. 
It was scarcely wider in most of its course, than the width of one of the 
barracks. 
Above the B. & 0. R. R. overhead bridges, on the pike, its maxi-
mum height was about 635 feet (correct to 3 inches). Even here, the 
height was partly due to the obstruction of the flood waters by the 
N. & W. railway embankment, because the water fell immediately 
when it broke. A much larger opening has been left in that place, and 
future floods will not be held back by it to such an extent. 
The flood w::.s so much greater than any that had previously been 
experienced or thought possible, that there has been considerable specu-
lation as to the possibility of another flood of the same capacity to do 
damage, or even of a supe1;flood that would materially exceed it. 
That flood was the result of heavy rains during several days over the 
Ohio watershed, falling on ground already rain-soaked. Although this 
rain was exceptional in amount, for duration, rainfall, and area involved, 
it has been exceeded three times in the past 18 years in the upper Missis-
sippi Valley. Winter storms of such extent, however, are rare, and the 
March, 1913, rain was the only one of the six great 3-day storms of 
this basin which came in winter. The others came at seasons when the 
ground was in condition to absorb a much larger proportion, and by 
so much, diminish the percentage of run-off. The storm floods -which 
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characterize the winter stage of the Scioto are the result usually of a 
smaller volume of rainfall than the summer floods, falling over a greater 
period of time, but the proportion of run-off, due to saturated ground 
is far greater in winter and spring, than in summer. This may be seen 
by comparing the accompanying diagram of flood stages by months 
with the diagrams of amounts of rainfall by months and number of 
days with precipitation by months, given on pp. 46 and 47. 
In order to provide adequate measures for all possible floods, the 
engineers in charge of the Miami Valley Flood Protection work made 
an exhaustive study of storms and floods in the eastern half of the 
United States. (The statements of the last paragraph concerning size 
and extent of storms are from their findings.) One of the chief ques-
tions is whether the possible maximum flood can be very much higher 
than that of 1913. The stages of the Ohio at Cincinnati are known 
for 130 years; of the Seine at Paris for 300 years; of the Danube at 
Vienna for nearly 1,000 years; and for the Tiber at Rome for 2,000 
years. These show that the greatest flood in 1,000 years does not 
greatly exceed the maximum experienced about every 50 years, and 
that, therefore, "there has been no great exceptional flood that brought 
down half-again or twice as much water as the other great floods " 
The chief engineer's testimony before the Conservancy Court was 
,to the effect that "the 1913 flood was one of the great floods of cent-
uries, but in the course of 300 or 400 years we may get a flood 15 or 
20 per cent greater. We think that is possible but do not believe 
we will ever get a flood greater than 20 or 25 per cent in excess of the 
1913 flood." 1 
Spring.-About the middle of April or first of May, the low-water 
stages begin to fall lower and the storm-water crests become noticeably 
less than in March. Not infrequently, numerous storm crests continue 
until the end of June, or, as in 1917, to near the end of July, but com-
monly with decreasing height. On the average, perhaps once in each 
season, between May 1st and July 1st, a crest exceeds 10 feet. During 
this season, however, the crests, though lower, are about as numerous 
as in winter. 
Summer and early autumn.-As a rule this spring phase passes 
abruptly into the summer phase by the cessation of storm waters. 
The river falls quickly to near the O mark, then much more slowly 
and fairly regularly to below the O mark. This condition of the river 
may set in as early as the fore part of May, or as late as July 1st, and 
commonly continues with only one or two low storm crests, 2 to 4 feet 
in height, throughout the summer and up to about November 1st. 
During this period it is seldom above the O mark, except for the few, 
slight storm crests, and frequently is below Ofor two weeks or a month, 
the lowest observed, as noted above, being 1 foot below. 
1Engineering News, Vol. 77, Jan. 4, 1917, pp. 12-17. 
3-G. B. 23. 
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Fig. 9.-Detail o f Scioto Ri\'er and Valley. Xorthern part of Camp Sherman quad-
rangle. Scale, same as topographic map. Roads are indicated by a single solid 
line. lanes by a single dashed line: these ha,·c been put on only to aid in locating 
features, and arc taken from the topographic map. Short heavy lines across the 
ri,·er denote r iffles and the hea,·y numbers accompanying them refer to notes in 
the text. Bank 8-10 or B 8-10 indicates the height of the st ream bank at very low 
water, or at about - 1 foot of the Bridge Street Gage. Le\'ees arc indicated by 
a line with hachures on both sides. 
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Exceptionally, ns in 1915, the normal summer cond it iou ma~· be 
omitted entirely . The awrage low ,,·ater ;:tage during thnt summer was 
in the neighborhood of 1.5 feet. and t he Omark wa;: closely approached 
during only a few days near t.he end of :\fay and again n.t the encl of 
June, ,,·hen it fell to .1 of a foot . Jul~·, .\ugn. t , and September de,·el-
oped a succession of storm crests in nu mber nnd height surpassing those 
of some winters, with a crest of 15.i> fcC't in micl-July, only .3 of a foot 
below the maximum for the year. This wn;: succeeded by the :tutumnal 
type in mid-October a t fro m l t o 2 feet.. 
Autumn and early winter.- .-\bout the middle of October or ea rly 
in Xo,·cmber, a slight ri :::c is com monly detected . The ri,·er rises to 
the O mark, or to l or 2 feet abo,·e it . ,,·here it hnngs fairly steadily 
until the ground becomes w(:l\ sonked throughout the head waters. 
The st orm en ·;:ts· whieh distinguish the· wintn-spring concliti on com-
monly begin r:lther abruptly bte in December, or early in January. 
Ra rC'l~· the entire autumn , a:a, in 1911 ; i:< of t.he wint er type. a nd again 
the winter type ma~· not set in until fate in J ,rnuar~· as in 191-1. In 1912 
and again in 1017, the ri,·er remained :,t. or below low water until J anu-
ary 1st, typical summer stages haYing continued this lnte, with \"cry little 
interruption. 
ICE 
For military end,3, n riwr i;:, a harricr proport.ionate to t he di ffi-
eult ies thnt it oppo.-:cs to crossing. In ,,·inter, :u; soon a:< it freezes ha rd 
enoup;h thnt tran:-:port..at.ion ma~· be accomplished OYcr the ice, it eea:-:es 
to be a barriC'r. in proport io11 a::- t he ob.-.tacles opposed to rro.c;sing it 
h:i. ,·c beC'll nulled. 
The deep, quiet str('tehe:-: of the ;o;eioto TiiYcr nlw:1.vs frerze oYcr 
in winter. Thi::- i-, u,mally cornpleted e:ul~· in J :urnary ~lnd the ice com-
monly rC'mnins 0 11 until the middle of F ebn1:1ry. \'c ry ;;eldom does the 
i ee form in December, and not once in 20 ~·e:1rs clo<'s it form to the extent 
that it did in Dcecmhcr of 1917. Occ:u,ionally there is no opportunity 
to cut ice until in February . I t i;; a :-:aying among the oldN men along 
the ri,·er t hat a fter t he r i,·er first freeze,; owr. an inch :1 Hight ma~· be 
added until it reaches 8 inchc;.; after that the increment is much Je;.s. 
Howe,·er , 8 suc:cessiw nights of frcczin!! tc•lllpC'raturr nre not oft en 
experiencN.I . Amoug those who cut ice, if 8 inclw::; is not nt tnincd, 
there is disappointment, and t his t,hiekne,-,;: tnay he expected 6 ye:ns 
out of 9. :\Ir. J. I. Carson reports that in the ice gorge at Chillicot he in 
1907, he measured bloeks ,rith a thieknes:- of 2 feet.. Slcighinp; on t he 
riYer was n popular sport in pn,;,t. year:-:. anti before' t he bridges were 
built, the usual heavy ]o[lds of :i farming comnrnnity ,,·ere hauled across 
the ice. In the cxceptionu.lly cold "·iutcr of 1903-1, 7 inches of ice was 
cu t on the 15th of December and the eanal rrmainC'cl clo,;ed because of 
ice conditions from Xovember 25 to February 29, 97 days. 
6 8 C A M P S H E R M A N Q U A D R A N G L E 
Fi g. 	 1 0.- D et ail of S ci ot o Ri v er a n d V all e y; c e ntr al p orti o n of C a m p S h er m a n q u a d-r a n gl e. S c al e, s y m b ol s, et c., s a m e a s Fi g. 9. N ort h li n e a dj o m s s o ut h li n e of Fi g. 9, p. 6 6. D a s h e d li n e s i n s o ut h e a st c or n er i n di c at e o v erl a p o nt o ar e a of Fi g. 1 1, p. 7 0. 
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The river is not so apt to freeze over the riffles, owing to the greater 
velocity, but some of those indicated on the map do freeze over and 
perhaps all, on occasion. 
After the river has become frozen solidly over, (that is, over the 
quiet stretches), the ice may withstand considerable fluctuation in the 
river level without going out. If the water falls, it sags in; if the river 
rises, the excess may flow over the ice, covering it to a considerable 
depth and frequently running off without disturbing t he ice1 if it is firm 
and the anchorage does not become too much softened. If the ice is old 
and "rotten"from thawing, a rise is very apt to d_isrupt it from below, 
usually very abruptly, and an ice flood, with the possibilities of ice jams, 
is the result. 
Ice may be expected to form and remain on the river only at the 
lower water stages of the river. Probably none will remain in the river 
at a 10-foot stage and certainly no thick ice will form at that or any 
higher stage, as the stage is not maintained long enough. Here again 
it is not possible t o give precise data. 
On Paint Creek, ice behavior is reported somewhat different, sel-
dom remaining on the stream for any length of time; the reason for this, 
if true, is not known. 
DETAJIB OF THE CHANNEL 
In the following account, riffles and notably shallow places that are 
easily distinguishable in the field are numbered consecutively from 1 
upward in two series, one up the river from Chillicothe, the other down 
the river. The long riffle above t he Bridge Street and Interurban 
bridges at Chillicothe is numbered 1. The account is to be regarded as 
a reconnaissance: t he time and funds have not been available to make 
it more complete. All d€scriptions are at - 1 foot of the Bridge Street 
gage. In every case, the length of a riffle or pool is in the direction 
of stream flow. The series extending up the river from Chillicothe is 
given first. (See map, Fig. 10, p. 68.) • 
1. Riffle, reported knee deep; gravel bottom, approach good on 
north by gravel bar but faced by 30-foot tree-covered bank on south, 
deepens rapidly in hoth directions. 
Bet ween 1 and 2 a short pool reported 6 foet deep. 
2. Riffle, length of island, shallowest at its ends; gravel and cobble 
bottom; very good crossing at upper end, knee deep, gravel bar ap-
proach on east, 6-foot loamy tree-covered bank on west, not steep and 
can be quickly adapted; apparently deepens gradually up stream; 
below t he upper end this riffle is crossed diagonally by two iron pipes, 
about 18 inches in diameter which make wagon crossing there impos-
sible. 
From 2 to 3 can be waded in few places but usually 6 feet or more 
along east bank, reported 10 feet in the Blue Hole, below No. 3. Bot-
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Fig. I !.- Detail of Scioto River and \"alley : southern portion of Camp Sherman 
and north(• rn portion of \\"awrly quadrangles. Scale. symbols, etc., same as 
Fig. 9, p. 66. Dashed Jines in northwest corner indicate o,·erlap onto Fig. JO. 
p. 68. 
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t om mostly sandy, muddy at the Blue Hole. West side shallow. Mostly 
levee on east side about 15 feet high, steep or caving, generally wooded. 
3. "Shinbone"riffie, stands across stream at a high angle, and as 
a result is 300 yards across; the upstream end on the east side; very 
shallow, deepest at the north end where it is shin deep, a few logs and 
stumps but they would not impede crossing ; sand and gravel; west end 
can be approached easily just, below the south end of t he 40-foot bank 
which fac€s the river along the lower end of the Camp. East approach 
difficult because of 6 to 8 foot steep bank, a narrow wooded bottom and 
a high levee. DC'ep water obtains a.long the front of the riffle between 
it and t he east bank, waist deep 6 or 8 feet from east shore. This riffle 
owes its existence to t he gnwels tha t are being washed from the bare 
banks .iust aboYe it. 
For ha.If a mile below 4 the water is shallow and can be waded at 
several places from knee to waist deep, gravel bottom. (See Plat<' 6 C.) 
4. The Miller cut-off (topographic map) has become the river 
channel and t he former channel is now largely fill ed and grown up to 
young willows. Ko. 4 is a long riffle with very moderate current, less 
than knee deep in places, with good gravel bar approaches but with 
IO-foot bank back of bar on east. 
From 4 to 5, mostly shallow and can be waded, some of it not over 
knee deep, graYel bottom with bowlders in places, upper end with no 
approach from the Camp because of 35-foot bluffs. A few snags. 
5. Riffle, at mouth of small tributary from machine gun range; 
100 yards long; gravel; the lower part with numerous snags, upper 40 or 
50 feet free of snags and nParly knee deep. Swift, would be risky with 
18 inches more of water; water upstream deepening gradually. East 
approach by bar, good, west with c:aving 10 to 12-foot silt and gravel 
bank. 
Between 5 and 6, little cbta . Lower half probably shallow, can be 
waded in places; channel on west side, east side with bars, bottom of 
gravel and cobble. 
6. Riffle, sharply oblique from the west side. A large, gravel, 
island bar nearer the north bank, renched from the very steep 15-foot 
bank at the north side by a log flush with lowest water stage, but with 
6 feet of water on t he downstream side; in the main channel there is a 
riffle knee deep with gravel and cobble bottom, and with fairly swift 
current, but the water does not brea k across it.; by using depths to t he 
thigh, a Cl'Ossing 40 feet wide can be distinguished. This crossing is 
impossible for wagons and of limited use for men because of the north 
approach. 
Bet ween 6 and 7, no data , all quiet water and apparently deep. 
The south bank is abrup t, 10 to 30 feet high, and the channel is un-
doubtedly on that side; t he nort h ba nk is bordered by numerous gravel 
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bars and a low, forested, badly washed bottom of 100 yards width, with 
an old stream channel in it. 
7. Riffle about 75 feet long, stream narrow and swift, water knee 
deep at break, deepening fairly rapidly up stream, knee deep lower 
down in the swifter water; bottom rough with cobble and bowlders. 
Bar approach on northwest, with steep 7-foot bank and a narrow, 
washed, forested bottom back of it; on the southeast a steep, lightly-
wooded, 20-foot bank; approaches impossible for wagons at present. 
This riffle should be used with care with 18 inches more of water. 
Between 7 and 8 gravel bottom, channel on east side, where banks are 
high, but only for a few rods at south end as high as indicated on topo-
graphic map, as there is a narrow bottom;water quiet and probably deep. 
8. Riffle, less than knee deep at the head and within 20 feet above 
it where current is light; on lower slope of riffle, thigh deep and current 
rapid; bottom with cobbles and small bowlders. Probably can be 
used without difficulty in 18 inches more of water by keeping above 
the current. Approaches now impossible for wagons because of 6 to 
8 foot wooded banks. 
Between 8 and 9, no data, quiet water. For following, see map, 
Fig. 9, p. 66. 
9. The Infirmary Ford. For 100 feet less than knee deep and with 
low velocity; hard gravel bottom, some cobble. Although used as a ford 
for years, there is now no access on the west side except through corn 
fields. Approach on west can be used but bank is steep; on east re-
ported good, with easy access to pike; has been used for heavy farm 
hauling, and automobiles have crossed it. 
From No. 9 almost up to the fishing camp on the east side (the 
house mapped on east river bank at end of road on topographic map) 
is shallow, reported probably not over 3 or 4 feet, gravel and bowlder 
bottom. At the fishing camp, however, there is 8 feet. Above this at 
the sharp bend of the river from the westward, the river impinges di-
rectly on a 50-foot gravel bank, and there is an 8-foot channel near its 
base, with abruptly sloping sides. From this bend up to No. 10, the 
depth is reported from 2 to 5 feet, gravel bottom with bowlders and 
cobbles, banks 7 to 10 feet high. 
10. Riffle due north of County Infirmary. An island with main 
channel on south and riffles at upper and lower ends. Lower one less 
than knee deep but very swift, probably not usable on an 18-inch rise; 
upper one knee deep but less swift. Bottom gravel and cobble. Ap-
proaches useless because of steep 10 to 12-foot banks. Snags in north 
channel, which, nevertheless, will be found the better for boa.ts in mod-
erate stages of the river. 
From 10 to mouth of Dry Run, there is 15 feet of water with bowl-
ders on bottom, channel on southwest side, but approach difficult 
because of steep 35-foot bank. From 10 feet at Dry Run the depth de-
creases upstream to 4 feet below No. 11, sandy bottom. 
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11. Riffle, less than knee deep, of moderate velocity, 100 feet 
long, approaches can be readily made. 
From No. 11 upstream the depth is slight, from 2 to 4 feet, as far 
up as the lower end of the steep gravel bank just below the bend at 
No. 12. Numerous snags repose in this stretch, in the center and at 
the margin. The bottom is fine gravel and sand. At the gravel slide 
just mentioned at the north end of the 30-to 35-foot bank and due east 
of Andersonville, the channel is against the west wall and 8 feet deep, 
with gradually shoaling water on the east side. This deep-water channel 
extends for perhaps 100 yards above the north end of the 35-foot bank 
into the bend with a 12-foot bank on west and bar on east. 
12. Riffle, moderate velocity, knee deep, gravel, bar approaches, 
with 10-foot wooded bank behind them. Water report.ed very shallow 
for 100 yards below riffle. 
Between 12 and 13, channel on northwest bank, 6 to 8 feet deep, 
shoaling gently to southeast bank, sand and gravel bottom. 
13. Riffle 200 yards long, island bar with snags, current not 
swift, but little if any over knee deep, gravel bottom, bar approaches 
with 10-foot wooded banks on north. 
The stretch of river from 12 to the head of 13 is represented too 
long and too straight on the topographic map. This has been partially 
adjusted on the accompanying outline. 
From 13 to 14, broad channel on east bank 2 to 5 feet, west bank 
shoaling to bar, deepening for 150 yards below 14 to 6 feet and with 
both banks bluff. 
14. Riffle, less than knee deep, very moderate current, gravel bot-
tom, banks bluff, 10 feet. 
From 14 to mouth of Kinnikinnick Creek, channel toward east 
bank, about 5 feet. 
15. One hundred yards above the mouth of Kinnikinnick Creek, 
a new channel has been formed to the southward, inclosing a small 
island. A long riffle at the head of this new channel, apparently about 
knee deep, of moderate velocity, with gr9velly or stony bottom. Bank 
on south 8 feet, backed by a high levee, on north low. 
Between 15 and the bend from the eastward, the depth is about 
4 feet. In the curve, known as Muddy Bend from the character of the 
bottom, the depth is 10 feet, with 8-foot bank and rapidly deepening 
water on each side. The current is very sluggish here; a public road 
comes to within 150 yards of it on the west, with a lane in the interval; 
the opposite bank is only three-fourths of a mile from the River Pike 
on the east side; all in all, it appears to be a good site for a pontoon 
bridge. 
16. Hauk ford; about knee deep, with rough, stony bottom; the 
best crossing is said to be from the lower end of the riffle on the west 
side to an island bar, and on the upper end of the riffle from the island 
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bar to the east bank. Water deepens gradually both up and down 
stream. Approaches may be quickly made. 
From 16 to 17, deep water with 10 to 12 feet as maximum, channel 
on north shore. 
17. Riffle, probably not over knee deep, deepens rapidly at lower 
end and gradually from upper end, gravel crossing, bar approaches, 
with 10-foot b:rnks behind them. 
One hundred and fifty yards above 17, in the bend, channel 6 to 
12 feet deep on outside of bend, shoal on inside. The same depths hold, 
to 18, muddy bottom, north shore 30 feet, bluff, south shore steep 
8-foot bank with high levee behind it. 
18. Site of lngham's dam. An island, water at upper end 3 feet, 
gravel bottom. 
From 18 almost to the mouth of Deer Creek channel on outside, 
south hank 5 feet, sandy bottom. At the mouth of Deer Creek, deep 
water which probably cannot be waded and just below it is said to be 
12 feet. 
Above the mouth of Deer Creek the topographic map is in error in 
showing a stretch of river running from northeast to southwest. From 
Deer Creek northward and slightly northeastward, the river is so 
straight that the County Line bridge (one-half mile south of the County 
line), is visible. This has not been corrected on the accompanying 
outline as the exact character of the error is unknown. 
From the mouth of Deer Creek"to the County Line bridge is shal-
low and with gravel and stony bottom; by observation and reports 
most of it must be less than 2 feet. The banks, however, are 10 to 12 
feet, steep 9,nd wooded. 
19. An island 300 yards long midway of this stretch has a riffle 
at the head on the west and at the foot on the east, less than knee deep 
and of low velocity but with poor approaches. 
From the County Line bridge to the bend at 20, is a quiet, deep 
stretch, one of the broadest on the river. There are steep banks and 
almost no bars on both sides, and the water is 6 to 10 feet deep. At 
the upper end, a 12-foot depth is reported. The upper end of this 
stretch is not clearly defined, near the lower end of a broad sweeping bend 
which is represented on the accompanying map in place of two short ones 
incorrectly shown on the topographic maps. (See Plate 6 D.) 
From 20 to 21 shoals are reported and shown by tqe accumulations 
of snags, pools 6 feet deep, muddy bottom in places. 
21 is a deep riffle, with eddy water, an old ford washed out and 
probably dangerous. 
22. Riffle, seen from a distance only, midway of a long island. 
From 21 to beyond the north line of the sheet, is reported 4 to 5 feet. 
The following notes indicate the character of the Scioto River 
channel from Chillicothe southward to the wagon bridge 2! miles south 
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of the mouth of Stony Creek, and 1 mile north of Higby. The lower 
3¼ miles of this interval is on the Waverly topographic sheet. Thie 
series is numbered from riffle No. 1 of the series north of Chillicothe. 
(See map, Fig. 10, p. 68.) 
From Bridge Street bridge eastward to No. 2, broad and quiet, 
reported deep. 
~- Riffle, velocity very slight, not over 12 inches on northern 
three-fourths, hub-deep on southern part. 
Between 2 and 3 there is a deep hole. 
3. From head of bend to 150 yards above the Main Street bridge, 
all shallow, 2 to 2½ feet in the deeper eastern part, but no riffle except 
lower end where it is less than 1 foot deep. One 5-foot· hole above the 
last on east. Bottom sandy, gravelly, or bowldery, rock in places. A 
good ford at upper end with good approaches on east. 
4. Riffle, knee deep, of moderate velocity, gravel. Approaches fair. 
5. Riffle short, moderately rapid, knee deep, gravel and cobble, 
8-foot bank on west. 
Between 5 and 6, deep water in outside (west) of bend. 
6. Riffle, 100 yards long, rapid and deep in upper part, lower end 
fairly rapid but apparently of moderate depth and usable;gravel and cob-
ble; dangerous and liable to rapid shifting; numerous snags on south side. 
7. Riffle, gentle velocity, less than knee deep, gravel, approaches 
bad, banks wooded, 8 to 10 feet. 
· 8. Riffle, rapid, .gravel, approaches bad. 
Between 8 and 9 reported mostly less than 5 feet on east bank, 
west half very shallow, some holes over one's head. 
9. A long riffle, not rapid but of unknown depth in upper end, 
probably but little over knee deep; lower end fairly swift and at least 
waist deep; gravel and cobble. 
10. Riffle, moderately rapid, good cr0ssing in low water, gravel, 
IO-foot bank behind bar on west, bar approaches with brushy, badly-
washed bottom and tree-covered banks on east. 
11. A deep riffle, depth not known, gravel. 
12. Riffle, shallow, gravel. 
13. Riffle, gravel, heavy accumulation of snags on south side, 
approaches bad. (See Plate 5 A, opp. p. 56. For following, see- map, 
Fig. 11, p. 70.) 
14. Riffle, to the knees on break, not swift in low water, gravel, 
east approach good, west with IO-foot, tree-covered bank. 
Between 14 and 15, river is washing rapidly and the crossroad 
represented as connecting the Adelphi and Londonderry pikes has been 
cut away entirely. (See Plate 5 R.) 
15. Riffle, estimated less than knee deep, current very moderate, 
gravel, many ·snags on southeast side, with IO-foot bank. 
Between 15 and 16, at the C. H. & D. railroad bridge, is perhaps 
the greatest depth on the river, reported about 35 feet. 
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16. Riffle, no detail. 
17. Above mouth of Paint Creek is a long island, with riffles; 
west channel with thickly scattered snags, and with riffle near head. 
Twci channels east of it shallow with a few snags; gravel. The river 
is changing rapidly here. 
18 and 19. Riffles, moderately swift, estimated knee deep, gravel, 
approaches by bars and 10-foot banks. (See Plate 5 C.) 
Below 19 the river has abandoned the sharp bend to the east, and 
now flows directly to the mouth of Indian Creek at 20 and has occupied 
and enlarged the lower end of the er.eek channel. The upper half of the ~ld 
channel is filled with gravel, the lower half is backwater. 
20. Short gravel island bar, riffles at both ends, approaches by 
bar and 10-foot bank on west, many snags. (See Plate 5 D.) 
From 17 to 20 the holes are short and mostly shallow. 
From 20 to 21, broad quiet water, reported deep entire length, 15 
feet for long distances, channel on west side; no bars on the east side; 
approaches impossible, bank on west rises very steeply 30 feet to the 
towpath of the canal, with the old canal trench partially water-filled 
in places just behind it, the whole overgrown with trees and brush; on 
east banks 8 to 10 feet, wooded. 
21. Long, island bar obliquely across stream, full width of Coon 
Hollow, upper end connected with east bank, lower end with west by 
riffles half way to knees, gravel; approaches much as in last, on west 
side river bank and canal levee with narrow bott(}m. between. 
From 21 to 22, bars on west side, channel on east, mostly shallow, 
gravel. 
22. A deep riffle, gravel. 
Between 22 and 23, the remains of an old dam. 
23. Riffle, knee deep, moderately swift, gravel. Approaches as 
above. 
From 23 to mouth of Spring Run, just within the Chillicothe 
quadrangle, depth varies from 3 feet up to 15, around 6 feet mostly. 
From Spring Run to 24, all shallow, waist deep on average, no holes. 
24. Riffle, two-thirds mile north of Stony Creek, reported 18 
inches deep, gravel, a good crossing but west approach bad because of 
25-foot bank to canal towpath. 
From 24 to Stony Creek, reported waist deep, exceptionally up to 
6 feet. 
From Stony Creek to 25, Mill Hollow,¼ mile above mouth of Wal-
nut Creek, deep water, 15 feet maximum, not less than 8, channel on 
west side, east side 4 feet close to bank; no bars. 
25. Shallow water 3 feet or less reported here, shallow to Walnut 
Creek. 
Walnut Creek to County bridge, 1 mile above Higby, all deep, 20 
feet in places, approach on west bad because of 25-foot bank to towpath. 
PART II 
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF 
SUBDIVISIONS 
CHAPTER VI 
LOWLAND OF THE NORTHWESTERN PART OF 
THE QUADRANGLE 
This subdivision is roughly triangular and includes the entire 
northwest part of the Camp Sherman quadrangle. The north side 
extends from the valley of the Scioto west to the corner of the sheet, 
the west side extends southward along two-thirds of the western margin 
of the quadrangle. The southeastern side, or base of the triangle, is the 
irregular margin of the high hills of the Allegheny Plateau. The area 
is approximately 75 square miles. See Figure 3, p. 33, for the location 
of this subdivisfon. 
TOPOGRAPHY 
This subdivision is a part of the Interior Lowland. Because of 
the relatively low altitude of the whole it is made a single subdivision, 
but there is considerable difference in the topography of the parts. 
(See Plate 7.) 
Throughout almost the whole subdivision the bedrock formations 
are buried beneath glacial deposits, and are not reached by even the 
deepest stream valleys. The topography takes its character almost 
wholly from these glacial deposits. In the southwestern corner, two 
high rock hills, together known as Ragged Ridge, project above this 
coating of drift, outliers from the high hills of the Allegheny Plateau to 
the southward. 
The portion north of Deer Creek is a rather sharply rolling plain 
with only about IO feet relief but with many shallow depressions and 
low knolls, at from 30 to 40 feet above the flood plains of that stream 
and of the Scioto River. 
Between Deer Creek and North Fork of Paint Creek, occupying 
the northwest corner of the quadrangle, is a broad, rounded, circular 
hill, 5 miles across and 120 feet high. Except on the north, its sides 
slope gently and uniformly away either to Deer Creek, North Fork, or 
to a mile-wide, shallow valley which separates it from the high hills of 
the Allegheny Plateau to the southeast. The numerous small streams 
which drain it flow in broad shallow trenches mostly from 4 to 10 feet 
deep on the east and southeast, in much narrower trenches 20 to 30 
feet deep on the slightly steeper southwest slopes. 
(77) 
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Southwestward from Korth Fork of Paint Creek, the topography 
is much more diverse. The two rock hills of Ra,rged Ridge are by far 
the most prominent feature, rising 300 feet above the rolling lowlands 
which surround them and extend from them to the foot of the Allegheny 
Plateau. The rolling lowland surface is here 100 to 300 feet above 
Korth Fork, nnd is dissected by the s teep-walled, narrow valleys of 
small streams to depths of 50 to 100 feet. 
DR.AIXAGE A:N'D STREAl\IS 
Deer Creek.- Deer Creek flows across the northeast corner of the 
subdi\'ision in a flood plain ha lf a. mile in width. It heads many miles 
to the northward nnd is one of the large tributaries t o the Scioto. It is 
a succession of short pools and riffles with gravel bottom and at ordinary 
stages a crossing can be found at practically any place. 
Owing to the size of its basin, its flood stages depend on general, 
not local rains; accordingly the rise and fall are usually gra.dual, and it 
may remain swollen for hours, or even several days, much like the 
Scioto. On the average, it may be counted on to overflow its bottoms, 
and the Columbus Pike south of the Deer Creek bridge, twice each year, 
usually in the late winter and early spring. 
North Fork of Paint Creek.- Though not as large as Deer Creek, 
this stream also has a considerable basin in the lowlands northwest of 
the Camp Sherman quadrangle and its behavior is much like t hat of 
Deer Creek. The port ion of its valley within this subdivision is a shal-
low trench, ! mile wide and about 100 feet deep, with gently sloping 
walls above Frankfort. Three miles below Frankfort, it is 350 feet deep, 
very narrow, and with steep-sided rock walls. North Fork is a succes-
sion of pools with slight, shallow riffles, on the whole sluggish at low 
water. Its banks are low and brushy; its bottom mud and gravel. 
Deer Creek and Korth Fork flow from nort hwest to southeast. 
There are only three tributaries in the subdivision worthy of mention, 
and they lie in n. line roughly at right angles to the two major streams. 
Waugh Run, flowing northeast to Deer Creek, and Oldtown Run, flow-
ing southward to North Fork, lie in an open flat valley more than a 
mile in width which is not of their own making but is much as the gla-
ciers left the surface. The former has entrenched itself slightly near 
Deer Creek. 
. Little Creek.- This stream enters North Fork from the southwest 
opposite the Oldtown-Waugh Valley. Although its basin, between 
Ragged Ridge and the Allegheny Plateau, is about 3 miles wide, the 
actual valley is a narrow, steep-waited trench 100 feet deep cut in the 
drift of the basin. Its valley in the lower end is more open. 
Little Creek, owing to the circular character of its basin, is apt t o 
receive a local storm over all of its head,vater branches at one time in-
stead of on one or two tributaries as is the case with elongate drainage 
PLATE VII. 
A.-View from north of Asher Hill westward across a small embayment in the 
Allegheny Plateau. The distant hill is Berea-capped shale, the northern 
margin of the plateau. The gentle slope up to the foot of this hill is 
glacial till, into which streams have cut sharp ravines 100 feet deep with-
out expos.ing bed rock. One of them is marked by the line of trees in the 
mid-distance. The deepest military excavations would probably be free of 
water because of the depth of stream dissection. 
B.-View from the top of Ragged Ridge eastward across the Northwestern 
Lowland to the Allegheny Plateau of Berea-capped shale. The Lowland is 
wholly of unconsolidated glacial drift. This shows the same relationship 
on a large scale seen in Fig. A above, but the valleys are larger and shal-
lower and the conditions much more diverse. North Fork of Paint Creek 
flows from the Lowland into the plateau through the postglacial gorge at 
Musselman, the notch in the center of the sky-line. 
C.-Morainic topography around Lattaville. View southward to McDonald 
Hill, which is the margin of the Allegheny Plateau. Drift probably 150 
feet deep. 
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systems. Owing to the steep clay slopes, which occur on all of its trib-
utaries, the percentage of run-off is high. As a result of these features, 
it is subject to unusual floods. The stream is liable to rise and fall with' 
remarkable rapidity. From a small brook, ankle-deep, it has, in the 
time that it takes to drive the cows from a pasture, risen until it was too 
dangerous to attempt a crossing. The channel is wide and shallow, in 
response to such floods, with fine gravel bottom, in very few places 
stony. 
The larger tributaries to Little Creek from the southward have 
channels with perpendicular walls 5 to 8 feet high cut in the till bottoms, 
with usually a coating of gravel or small cobbles over them, and com-
monly much brush on·the banks. 
GEOLOGY 
Bed rocks 
Along the northeast side of North Fork, for a mile below Austin, 
the valley wall is composed of Ohio shale, with little or no covering. 
Southward from this, the two high hills of Ragged Ridge are com-
posed of Ohio and Bedford shales, the more southerly with a small area 
of Berea Grit forming its flat top. The Ohio shale forms or underlies 
the lowlands at shallow depths for I to 2 miles east of these hills. All 
of these outcrops together constitute the remnants of a north-south 
rock ridge that is partially obscured by drift and has been cut across by 
North Fork and Little Creek. 
Glacial drift 
The remainder of the subdivision is composed of thick accumula-
tions of glacial material which entirely cover the bed rocks. In. the valley 
of North Fork.at Frankfort which is a relatively low point on the surface 
of these deposits, the drift filling is 80 feet deep in the water works well. 
At no other place is its depth known. In the southern end of the subdi-
vision, streams in places have cut 100 feet into the filling without en-
countering bed rock. 
North of Deer Creek the drift consists of gravels, in places coarse. 
The topography is similar in kind to the large area of kame moraines 
east of the Scioto though the depressions and hillocks are much less 
prominent. This formation extends as far south as Andersonvine in 
the Scioto Valley, where it wedges out. South of Deer Creek similar 
gravels are present but the southern limit, if indeed there is a distinct 
boundary, was :aot distinguished in the time available. 
Within a short distance south of Deer Creek begins the long, very 
gentle north slope of the broadly-rounded hill that occupies almost the 
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whole space between Deer Creek and North Fork. It is composed of 
till, but the gullies which dissect it are so shallow that there are no good 
exposures. The broad valley at its eastern f<X>t, occupied by Oldtown 
Run and Waugh Run, is floored with the dark, t~ck soils of obstructed 
drainage, but the tills are doubtless continued thereunder and pass into 
those on the slopes of the rock hills to the southeast. 
The district south of North Fork is largely made up of the same 
bowlder clays, but t.here are numerous kames, abrupt, steep-sided hills 
composed of well-assorted grave]s. These rest on the bowlder clay, 
and in places make up fair-sized groups of hills, as in the embayment 
in the rock hills around Lattaville (Plate 7 C). In places,. though the 
kame topography is not present, poclrets of gravel fill depre.ssions in 
the till. · 
A series of gravel stream-terraces from 5 to 20 feet high borders 
North Fork of Paint Creek. These gravels in a few places are cemented 
into a porous conglomerate. 
WATER 
Streama.-In addition to the streams mentioned above under 
drainage, there are numerous small streams that are almost or quite 
permanent the year round. Many of these are so indicated on the map, 
though the permanence of all cannot be vouched for. Many of the very 
small streamlets which drain the gentle slopes of the broad, gently-
rounded hill in the northwest corner of the sul:>division, carry water in 
pools the season through, if they do not maintain an actual flow. 
Ground water.-In the area between Deer Creek and North Fork 
of Paint Creek, the ground water at almost all places occurs at shallow 
depths. Where this very gently rolling surface is entrenched by streams 
to a depth of 20 to 30 feet, as on Hay and the lower end of Waugh Runs 
and on the northeast wall of North Fork above Austin, ground water 
is encountered at about 25 to 30 feet; but over much the greater part 
of this broad divide, water usually stands in the wells at less than 12 
to 15 feet below the surface and very commonly at less than 10 feet 
below. In the shallow. gullies of the numerous streams which drain it, 
permanent water may commonly be obtained by setting a large tile into 
the ground. These conditions also obtain on the drift slopes at the foot 
of the Allegheny Plateau a.long the Westfall Road; and in the undis-
sected portion of the Oldtown-W a.ugh Run Valley. 
Wells on the first terrace above the flood plains around Frankfort 
and Roxabell secure water at 10 feet. Southeastward and southwestward 
this same slight depth prevails to the broken ground of the moraine 
which fills Little Creek basin. Wells bordering Little Creek obtain 
water within a few feet, practically at creek level. 
Beneath the drift. hills which border Little Creek, the depth of 
water as far as it has been determined, is variable, and in places unex-
PLATE VIII. 
A.-The slightly rolling flat Berea tableland northwest of Camp Sherman, looking northward from one-half mile 
west of View. Though underlain throughout by Berea Grit, and owing its flatness to that formation, the 
covering of pebbly glacial clay is probably sufficient here to permit almost the deepest excavations, but they 
will be found wet. 
B.-Margin of the flat Berea tableland northwest of Camp Sherman, partially dissected by steep-walled stream 
valleys. The Berea Grit forms the brow of the hill at all places and to expect men to intrench there hur-
riedly, unequipped for rock excavation, would be fatal. The slopes rising gently to the right are of clay, of 
sufficient thickness to permit ordinary intrenchments to be rapidly made, but the deeper bomb-proofs would 
encounter the tough Berea and water on top of it. View southward from one mile north of Briggs Sr.hool. 
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pectedly so. In accordance with the depth of dissection, it is commonly 
encountered at about 25 feet; but occasionally on high ground, or slopes 
with very little higher land behind them, abundant flows are met at 
depths of 8 feet, in winter and spring at considerably less depths. These 
last occurrences are usually associated with the sands and gravels of 
kames which catch and retain a very high proportion of the water falling 
on them and feed it out slowly above their till bases. A few good springs 
occur around the lower slopes of the rock hills of Ragged Ridge, where 
the drift rests on the Ohio shale. 
CONDITIONS AFFECTING EXCAVATIONS 
Excavation on the rock hills of Ragged Ridge will encounter essen-
tially the conditions that accompany the same formations to the south-
eastward. Probably the small Berea cap on the hill south of Bethel 
School does not hold water on the hilltop as it does in larger areas. 
North of Deer Creek, excavation will be in loose gravels. No data 
are at hand on the water conditions. From Deer Creek southward to 
North Fork chiefly clays, probably tough and with bowlders, will be 
encountered. Moreover, in the latter area, the shallow depth to ground 
water makes it certain that the deeper excavations would be very wet 
even in summer, perhaps impossible because of water. Practically all 
of the cultivated portions of this area are tiled and the ground is not as 
wet in spring as formerly; the name Egypt is reported to survive from 
a time when the wetness of the ground seemed to require memorializa-
tion in a distinctive name. Yet even now, in places, post holes have 
water in them in spring due to the normal condition of the ground and 
not to immediate rains. Should the tiling be e::i..-tensively broken in the 
course of excavations such as military occupation requires, there can 
be no doubt that in a single season, the affected area would revert to 
the conditions that obtained before drainage was introduced. 
South of North Fork of Paint Creek, the flat lowland terraces lying 
slightly above North Fork and Little Creek are chiefly gravel, but in 
places till lies closely below the gravels. These extend for a mile south 
of Roxabell. Excavation would be almost wholly in gravels. In the 
lowlands excavations would certainly be wet the year through. 
The low· hills bordering this lowland on the south are also chiefly 
gravel, but where the land rises farther to the southward, southwest-
ward, and westward, it is in large part tough bowlder clay. Numerous 
gravel hills rest on it around Lattaville, but west of Little Creek and 
the Porter Hollow Road, these are practically absent and the till is 
commonly 100 feet or more deep. (See Plate 7 A.) Probably, except 
in a few small places, water would offer no obstacle to the excavation 
and maintenance of trench systems in these hills, because the streams 
are deeply enough entrenched to draw it well down below the level of 
most of such excavations. 
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ROCK MATERIALS FOR CONSTRUCTION 
Stone.- There is no stone in this subdivision except the small area 
of Berea Grit on one of the hills of Ragged Ridge. No outcrop of it 
was seen and it is doubtful whether it exists in thickness satisfactory 
for quarrying. 
Gravel.- The gravels north of Deer Creek appear to be of good 
quality. Only a few small, old openings were examined, but the material 
appears to be unusually low in fragments of shale, and probably satis-
factory for concrete. Otherwise they are chiefly of limestone pebbles 
with practically none of sandstone. These localities are along the 
road approaching the County Line bridge over the Scioto and on the 
Williamsburg Road one-third mile west of the Columbus Pike. The 
creek gravels of Deer Creek below Waugh Run are too high in shale 
fragments for good concrete. They have not been examined above 
Waugh Run, where there is good reason to believe they would be much 
better. 
Between Deer Creek and North Fork of Paint Creek no gravels 
were observed except very small outcrops within a mile south of Deer 
Creek, and over most of this port ion they are undoubtedly not present. 
The t errace gravels along North Fork and the kame gravels which 
make up numerous sharp knolls from Roxabell south to beyond Latta-
ville are almost without exception too high in shale fragments for good 
concrete. As elsewhere, they are limestone gravels and the percentage 
of sandstone is negligible. These gravels are excellent for road dressing, 
and would, with care in selection, make a concrete that would probably 
be satisfactory for small or temporary structures, but not for a perma-
nent first-grade concret e. Washing would undoubtedly improve them. 
The occurrences of gravel are indicated on the accompanying geological 
map. 
The single exception, in the matter of shale content, which was 
observed, is in the undercut bank of Little Creek lf miles east-southeast 
of Roxabell, in the irregular hill at 800 feet . The upper 15 feet of a 
25 foot bank is here composed of clea.n limestone gravels with few peb-
bles exceeding 2 inches, and very low in small shale fragments. It is 
underlain by 10 feet of bowlder clay with interbedded gravels. This 
gravel is one of the few promising concrete gravels which have been 
seen in the Camp Sherman quadrangle, but the outcrop is a short one 
and the amount of shale-free gravel is unknown. 
The creek gravels of North Fork and Little Creek are very high m 
shale. 
FOREST COXDITIO~S 
NortheASt of North Fork of Paint Creek on the great, broad till 
knoll, there are several widely scattered rectangular patches of forest, 
almost all less than 60 acres, and the la rgest about 160 acres. These 
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show no control of their distribution by topography. All are hardwood, 
but the timber conditions were not determined. 
South of Korth Fork the forested tracts are irregular and coinci-
dent with the steep slopes either of Ragged Ridge or of the steep-walled 
stream trenches which are cut into the rolling till plain. They offer no 
suitable shelter for encampments because of the topography. The for-
ests are all hardwood, mostly with much undergrowth and no timber. 
TR.ANSPORTATIOX 
Five of the main roads which traverse this subdivision are radial 
from Chillicothe, from the Williamsport Road on the north to the Green-
field Road at the south. Superposed on these is a second set which 
radiate in all directions from Frankfort, which in pioneer days, as one 
of several "Old towns" was relatively much more important than at 
present. As the hills to the eastward have not been an obstacle to 
travel and have not tended to divert it around them to the northward, 
roads have been dewloped about equally in all directions. Those in-
dicated as metaled on the Camp Sherman map are all, so far as known, 
good roads, but only a single one is wide enough for two columns or 
trains, the Washington Road. 
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Fig. 12.-Block diagram of the topography of a portion of the "hills w est and northwest of Camp Sherman", with a cross-section showing un-
derlying geology. Portions of bo1dcring large subdivisions are shown at either side. The location of the area is indicated on Fig. 3, page ~ 33. It is 80 miles wide by 3 deep. The vertical exaggeration is about 5 times. The base of the block is at 450 feet A. T. The geo- f;logical formations in the foreground section are, bed rocks, from the bottom upw:ird, Ohio shale, Bedford shale, Berea grit; mantle rock, 
river terrace gravel on r ight, till of ground moraine in center and left. 
CHAPTER VII 
HILLS WEST AND NORTHWEST OF CAMP SHERMAN 
This area. is shaped like a huge goblet with hall of its base broken 
awayi it is ~utlined on the east and northeast by Deer Creek and the 
Scioto Valley, on the southwest by North Fork of Paint Creek; its rim 
on the northwest is formed by the Westfall Road from Frankfort through 
Greenland to Deer Creek; it is drawn out into a thick stem southwest 
of the Camp and Chillicothe, and terminates in a broken base on Paint 
Creek. From the base northwest t o the brim is 11 miles; the area is 
about 58 square miles. It is the region of considerable relief that is 
most accessible from Camp Sherman. See Fig. 3, p. 33, for the locatioµ 
and boundary of this subdivision. 
TOPOGRAPHY 
Hills.-The broken base and the stem to where it swells out north-
westward to form the bowl, that is, the portion adjacent to Chillicothe 
and the Camp, consists of fl.at or very gently rolling upland plateaus or 
flat-topped, irregular ridges from which the bordering slopes descend 
abruptly 100 to 200 feet, precipitously in the upper 100 feet or more, 
gently in the lower slopes. These plateaus are partially dissected or 
cut up by the short, broad, open valleys of small streams which are 
t ributary to the main streams outlining the goblet. (See Plate 8.) 
The bowl is an irregular continuous ridge extending from north-
east to southwest just below the rim, mu<?h cut up by broad, short, 
open valleys. It is not flat-topped, but composed of rolling hills in 
which occasional rounded t races of the flat tops are seen. 
The hills are lowest in the remnant of the base, southwest of Chilli-
cothe, scarcely 880 feet, and rise northwestward along the stem to 920 
feet at the base of the bowl and to 980 or 1,000 feet in the northeast-
southwest ridge just below the brim, from where they fall gently but 
directly to the Interior Plain. . 
Drainage lines.- The range of hills which forms the upper part of 
the bowl throws no large streams to the northwestward, but it sheds 
Dry Run with numerous tributaries to the east side and Mad, Biers, 
and Anderson runs and Sulphur Lick to the south side, the first issuing 
on the one side and the rest on the other side of the bowl above its base. 
The larger of these fl.ow in open shallow valleys a mile in width, with 
broadly rolling floors, into which the streams have sunk trenches usually 
10 to 20 feet deep and a few yards wide; these trenches are without excep-
tion too narrow to be farmed much, yet ample to carry all flood waters; 
(85) 
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the banks are of bowlcler clay, muddy if wet, and in phces the bottom 
is of mud. The valleys of Biers and Anderson runs and of Sulphur Lick 
are peculiar in that they are notably steeper 011 the northeast wall. 
Only small streamlets drain from the flat-topped plateaus which form 
the base of the bowl and the stem. 
GEOLOGY 
Bed rock for mat ions. 
Three bed rock formations are exposed over most of the subdi-
vision. In the extreme southeast, 011 the hills just southwest of Chilli-
cothe, two younger ones are present over about 1 square mile. 
Ohio shale.-This is a tough, black, resistant shale, locally com-
monly called slate. It forms the lower slopes of the hills at all places in 
the subc!i,·ision; but, as the rocks clip to the southeast, it forms only 
about 60 feet of the lower slopes around Chillicothe, and as much as 
250 feet or more of the lower slopes in the northwestern part of the 
subdivision. 
Bedford shale.-This rests on the Ohio shale and consists of soft, 
gray, clay shales that weather easily to clay muds. Kumerous thin 
sandstones ocr.ur in the middle and upper portions. It is 85 to ftO feet 
in thickne,:s. 
Berea Grit.-This is a hard, resistant sandstone formation about 
25 feet thick. In the lower half the sandstones are in beds up to 1 or 2 
feet thick with thin shale partings, but in the upper 10 or 12 feet the 
sandstone is continuous with numerous bedding planes. Its color is a 
light gray, but this changes rapidly to a characterless brown on weather-
mg. 
Sunbury shale and Cuyahoga shale.-On the first hill southwest of 
Chillicothe these higher formations are present, the first a thin, tough, 
black shale resting on the Berea and abo,·e it the soft gray clay shales 
of the Cuyahoga. 
Dependence of topography on formations.-The character of the 
topography and geology are shown in the accompanying block diagram 
which represents an east-west section entirely across this district, from 
near Frankfort to the north encl of Camp Sherman. The section is 
8! miles long by 3 miles wide. The topography, as is usually the case, 
is largely influenced by the character of the rocks. In case of military 
occupation of this region over a considerable period of time, requiring 
entrenchment, underlying geological conditions should be taken into 
account. 
The most prominent feature in the topography is the flat uplands 
on the hills adjacent to the Camp, and the steep slopes which fall away 
from their edges (Plate 8). These uplands are due to the resistance 
PLATE IX. 
A.-View northwest across head of Mad Run; Bowdle School is in distant gap 
on left. The distant hills are gently rounded shale slopes, mantled with a 
few feet of glacial till on the lower parts. The broad rolling valley floor 
is of tough bowlder clay or till, too thick to be penetrated by the deepest 
excavations, but carrying abundant water at shallow depths. 
B.-View southwest across the head of Bier's Run at B. M. 853. Conditions as 
in the view above, and showing one of the typical, deep, narrow, steep-
walled, brush-covered stream channels which trench the floor, the streams 
of which never overflow their banks. 
C.-View southwest across Anderson Run at altitude 755. The near foreground 
and distant ridge top are bed rock, but the intervening slopes are tough 
till. Typical of valleys standing across the direction of ice-flow, in that 
the till filling on the south side of the valley is greater in volume and 
makes a gentler slope than that of the north side. 
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of the Berea Grit, which overlies and protects the soft Bedford shales 
which form the steep slopes. The Berea does not lie flat, but like the 
other formations, dips gently to the southeast.ward; because of this the 
flat uplands are lower to the southeast and higher to the northwest. 
In the northwestern part of the area, where the hills are highest, the 
Berea has been almost entirely removed by erosion, hence the rounded, 
rolling character of the hills and the more numerous shallow ravines 
cut in the unprotected, soft, underlying Bedford shales. 
Mantle rock 
Glacial till.-The area. has been glaciated and the broad, open val-
leys of Dry Run, Mad Run, Biers Run, Anderson Run, and the valley 
followed by the B. & 0. R.R. northwest of the hospital group of Camp 
Sherman, all owe their present chare.cter largely to till or bowlder clay 
dropped or plastered in them by the ice. Originally the valleys were 
cut by streams to a greater depth than the present, and probably the 
almost stagnant glacial ice (the outermost edge lay only 4 or 5 miles 
to the southward) did nothing toward widening or reshaping them, 
except to partially fill them. The material is a tough bowlder clay or 
till with numerous pebbles and small bowlders. Along the lower part 
of Anderson Run there are cliffs of this bowlder clay some 30 feet high, 
but these are much the most prominent of their kind in the quadrangle. 
The depth of this valley filling is not known, but wells have penetrated 
to 500 feet A. T. without encountering rock in the vl!,lley south of the . 
Briggs School, which indicates over 200 feet of till filling. (See Plate 
10 A.) 
The divides between the streams just mentioned project southeast-
ward from the main ridge which forms the top of the cup. The south-
ward movement of the ice across these ridges was such that it plastered 
great quantities of the bowlder clay on the northeast slopes but left 
many southwest slopes nearly free of it. As a result, between Mad, 
Biers, and Anderson runs and Sulphur Lick, the northeast slopes of the 
divides are longer and much gentler and composed of till, whereas the 
southwest slopes are steep, short, shale slopes, as shown on Plate 9 C, 
opp. p. 88. 
The northwest hill slope which forms the rim of the cup, from 
Frankfort northeast to Deer Creek, is also largely composed of bowlder 
clay which 'almost entirely conceals the shales throughout the lower and 
middle slopes. The shale slope near the hilltops is notably steeper than 
that of the drift-covered lower slopes. The thickness of the drift cover 
is not known, but there are numerous gullies cut in it to a depth of 50 
feet which do not expose the underlying Ohio shale. A few ravines 
which do cut to it show that the average thickness probably does not 
greatly exceed this. The upper limit of this thick drift coat in general 
is about at' the 900-foot contour. 
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A considerable thickness of mantle rock covers the flat Berea up-
lands adjoining Camp Sherman.. The thickness of this coat must be 
as great as 30 feet in the higher portions. Most of this is bowlder 
clay, but in places the mantle rock is residual clay from the shales 
above the Berea. Grit. (See Plate 8 A, opp. p. 80.) 
Terrace gravels.:--A small 20-foot terr!l.ce borders North Fork of 
Paint Creek at Anderson. A very small deposit of sand and fine gravel 
rests on the till in Anderson Run Valley north of Maple Grove; it is 
probably of similar origin. At Musselman in the gorge or' North Fork 
of Paint Creek, there is a very narrow terrace of sands and gravels rest-
ing on till with its upper limit 200 feet above the stream. The eastern 
margin of the subdivision is bounded by the extensive terraces of the 
Scioto Valley subdivision, to which the reader is referred. 
WATER 
Streams.-All of the streams which drain the subdivision appear to 
be permanent in their upper and middle courses. Both Biers Run and 
Anderson Run sink entirely into the sands and gravels of their lower 
courses, the former south of the Washington Pike and the latter for 
· half a mile or more ab.ove its outlet. 
Ground water.-Three important conditions affect the distribu-
tion and behavior of ground water, each operative in its own area, the 
last two, as outlined below, closely related. The mineral springs of 
Sulphur Lick (on the divide between Sulphur Lick and Anderson Run) 
although interesting, are unimportant in a military way. 
Berea. uplands 
The flat-topped Berea tablelands, extending from Chillicothe north-
westward to 1 mile beyond View, are rimmed about, where the flat top 
changes to the steep side slopes, by n line of seeps and springs. These com-
monly occur from 5 to 10 feet below the level of the upland plain, and at 
intervals of rods or a mile along its edge. These springs frequently 
emerge from the joints in the sandstones of the Berea Grit from 2 to 10 feet 
below its highest outcrop, but occasionally they come out from on top 
of the sandstone. Practically every gully head has a spring that, if 
cleaned, would supply water except in the driest pa.rt of the year. Many 
of these springs flow persistently through the driest seasons, though the 
volume may be reduced to a falling column the size of a lead pencil, or 
even to a drop-by-drop trickle. Although never large and not forming 
bogs in any sense, occasional seeps are large enough that a calf may 
lose its life in them. 
Wells dug along the margins of these tablelands yield abundant 
water at 8 to 20 feet, the water stancling at 5 to 10 feet below the surface. 
PLATE X. 
A.-View southwest across abandoned, drift-filled valley south of Briggs 
School and west of Camp Sherman. The foreground slope and distant hill 
are of Berea-capped bed rock, but the intervening valley is of till, at least 
200 feet deep, gently rolling except where .streams have cut steep-walled, 
shallow gullies, as in the middle distance. 
B.-Kettle-hole in the drift filling of the valley shown above. Depressions of 
such depth are unusual in the Camp Sherman region. 
C.-View northwest up North Fork Valley, from angle of pike west of Chilli-
cothe and one-fourth mile southeast of elevation 677. This is near the 
one-time margin of the ice sheet, and the Berea-capped walls of the val-
ley are more prominent and steeper than in the valleys to the northward, 
shown in A above, and in Plate IX. The gently rolling surface of the 
gravel drift filling, shown on right and in foreground, gives way on the 
extreme left and in the distance to the flood plain of North Fork. 
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In the interior of the plateau water doubtless occurs at the same or 
lesser depths. 
It appears that a large percentage of the water falling on the fiat 
tablelands, due to poor slope, soaks into the mantle rock. But it en-
counters the Berea within a few feet n.nd is stopped from further descent 
by its t hin shale beds. It then slowly follows the joint planes of the par-
tially weathered Berea outward to the outcrop. There is considerable 
evidence that much of it follows the surface of the Berea and that most 
of t he volume of water lies im:'.llediately above the Berea. Apparently 
there is no body of water in the Berea, except in the joint planes and 
loose,weathered portions; the sandstone seems to be too fine grained or 
too closely cemented to permit water to enter in any quantity. 
The exact character of the water has not been determined, but as a 
rule, it is hard. Rarely a soft water spring is encountered. The springs 
at the Berea outcrop are a splendid source of stock water entirely around 
all of these flat-topped uplands. 
The drift filling of the out-flowing valleys 
A very large volume of water is stored within a few feet below the 
surface of the small, broad, open valleys within the subdivision. This 
is apparently held largely in the bowlder clay and in part by gravel beds 
in and below the clay. Wa.ter is commonly met with from 6 to 15 feet 
below the surface, or at about the level of the streams. 
Springs are present in places low in the banks or in the bed of the 
streams where they exceptionally give rise to boggy pbces capable of 
engulfing a horse. In most places the water is reached by wells. 
Drift slope on the northwest margin 
On most parts of this slope, except where it is deeply dissected, 
wells encounter water at 10 or 12 feet below the surface, even near its 
upper margin. Seeps occur in the bottoms of gullies only 10 feet deep, 
and flowing springs are not uncommon in the deeper ravines. The slope 
is given over almost en ~irely to stock raising, for which there is abundant 
water. Where the Ohio shale. outcrops there is a noticeable lack of 
water, and it is evident that the bowlder clay is the main reservoir. 
CONDITIONS AFFECTING EXCAVATIONS 
The Berea Grit uplands.-Prolonged military occupation of the flat -
topped uplands in the eastern part of this area, those next to Camp Sher-
ms.n, would be affected chiefly by the difficulty of entrenching around 
the margin of these plateaus, 1st, because of the nearness to the surface 
of the hard Berea sandstone, and, 2nd, because of water in the trenches. 
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Excavation 
Anyone following the margin of these plateaus will find the Berea 
Grit outcropping in the heads of ravines and gullies at or immediately 
below the "break" of the hill, that is, where the flat upland bends ab-
ruptly into the steep hill slopes. It is not. shown at any place on the up-
lands where it is beneath a covering mostly of glacial clays which varies 
in thickness from 2 to perhaps 10 feet at the margin, but is thicker over 
the center of the plateaus where it attains a maximum of perhaps 30 feet. 
In the inner portions of these plateaus, where the covering over the 
Berea is thicker, it is probable that trenching operations, excepting the 
deeper bomb-proofs, could be carried on at most places without encoun-
tering the Berea. But near the margins where trenches would be most 
desired, the covering is shallow, so shallow that it is sometimes impos-
sible to set tiling as deeply as is desired for even 100 yards back from the 
edge, so shallow that difficulty is often encountered in setting fence 
posts. Though the depth to the Berea varies from place to place, it is 
certain that any attempt to dig trenches along the brow of the hill 
would encounter the Berea at most places and in some within a few 
inches of the surface. Its resistance is such that blasting would be 
necessary to remove it with any rapidity. The most abrupt change in 
slope almost always occurs at the level of the highest Berea ledge. 
Back from this change in slope, the upland rises in a gently convex pro-
file, almost withqut exception 6 to 10 feet or more. As a rule, this 
slope is at the rate of about 6 feet in 50, sometimes steeper, sometimes 
less. This does not necessarily mean 6 feet of clear digging at a distance 
of 50 feet back from the brow, as in many places, higher beds of Berea 
are apt to come in. 
In a few places, the profile above the abrupt change in slope is 
mueh flatter and very gently concave. In such cases the Berea may be 
expected at a shallow depth well back from the brow. 
As a. rule, the covering over the Berea is thicker on the southern-
most of the plateaus of this subdivision, and thinner at their northern 
end. As a corollary rule, the slopes above the top of the Berea are some-
what steeper at the southward than at the northward. In practice 
one familiar with the general behavior should, after some inspection of 
a locality, be able to indicate fairly closely the altitude of the Berea 
thereabouts and the conditions affecting excavations. The distribution 
of the Berea is shown on the accompanying geological map of the Camp 
Sherman quadrangle. 
In mining operations, excavation will be greatly facilitated by 
tunneling immediately below one of the thin sandstones near the middle 
of the Bedford; while probably inadequate to serve even temporarily as 
a roof, there will be far less danger of caving than if the roof be the soft, 
clay-shale beds that make the bulk of this formation. The upper part 
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of t he Bedford is npt to carry so mnny sandstones that the excavation 
would be d ifficu lt, hut it is much the better leYel, from considerations 
o f safety of the excaYators. 
\\"nt er 
.:\Iention has already been made, under the heading of ground 
watn, of tlw lin <.1 of s:-c·ps and springs that horclns tlw flnt -topped Berea 
uplands at thei r YNY edge. These arc t he outlets for a large body of 
"·nter retained in the clayey coyer o n •r the Beren, nncl in the weathered, 
upper p:nt o f the Brrea itself. In winter and pnrti cul:nly in spring, 
the outcrop o f thr highe:"t heel,- of the Beren is nn n lmost continuo us 
zone of ;:eepagr . and nn~· ;:y;;tem of trenche;: cut nround the margins of 
these platea us, nearly o r quite reaehin)'.!; the Berrn, as would he neces-
sary, would tap t hi:-: wntC'l" zone n nd would he constant!~· " ·et. :\Iueh 
of the farm l11nd of the plateau has hc<'n tiled to permit cultirntio n 
and t hnt which hni"' not been tiled is YN~· wet in ,:pring. 
Thi;: body of w:1tN i., parcially dr:1ined :ma~· during the lntc spring 
nncl su mmN month;;. but numerou:-: s prinJ!:-. nt intt'rYn ls of n few rods 
or hundred:- of ~·:ll"(ls . continue to fl ow with d imini :=:hNI ,·olume. and 
the shn llo w welli"' n few fret back fro111 the rnaqri n. though lo ,,·ere<I, do 
not fail. Thi;; 1110:1 11,- that e,·(·n in t he d r ie,-t m onth;: . portions of the 
trend1e;,: cut to nr into the Berea will br wet. T his will be particularly 
tnir of tho;,:e portion;: near r:n·i11e or gully head;:. It i,- wr.'· probable, 
ho we,·er. that a ,:;y ;:tl'm of trenche:-: would in ;:ummcr rnpiclly drai n the 
immediatr po rtio n of the \\·ater hod.'· ;:o t hat an~· furthl'r inflow could 
hl' n·ndil~· tnk:·11 <·nn· of and would intl'rfere with t lw wntPr suppl~· in 
n r·ighhori11:i; w,·lls . 
T he sha le h ills.- Thc· n('I'(':\ hns hrrn re1110,·<·d from almo;:t all o f 
t he rolling hill ,- of the' northC'rn and northwe,-t c•rn p1>rtion oft.h r ;;uhdi-
yi,:ion, and nont• of the diffieult ir:-: dm' to it. will be rncountered. On 
the other hand. the c·on;:tru("tion of ht' nehC':-: on th C' upper hill ~lopes in 
the soft day:; of the IlC'clford formation prc;.ent;: an cntird>· new prob-
lem. \rlwn \\"C't thr y are :;tiC'ky and ,.o ft and "·uuld :-0011 c:n·e in . Though 
pcrm:rnent water on t h<'"C hill ;-ltipc;; i II plac·c:; ,:;t and:; 1m<.'xpectedl>· d o:=:e 
to the surface, with in 6 feC't, 011 the ,rhole it appc:tr;; there \\·ill not he 
the d ifficult.'· with water a;: on the Bcre:1 uplands. W hNc t he Berea is 
absent. the Bedford :<hale "·ill not form more than t he upper 80 fret o f 
nny h ill. nnd usu:111.'· lr;:s. 
Below the Bedford, the Ohio ,:Ji:1lr form :; the hill slopes, except 
where they nrc drift ronred. It i,- :i hard. black, :=:lat.,· shnle, n<' \"er 
clayey e,·cn o n long-weathNed ,;lopes, and trrnchL•s cut in it., though 
requiring eonsidcrnhle time fo r e xr:w :,tion , \\"ill be firm, permanr n t,, 
a nd a lmost certninl.'· d ry if the :mrfnrc miter i,; properly ha ndled. 
T he drift-filled valleys and slopes.- Exc:1n1t.ion:< in the floors of the 
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short, broad valleys which traverse this subdivision, will be chiefly in 
bowlder clay, tough to dig, but working up muddy in the trenches and 
not standing long in unprotected trench walls. Along the valley walls 
it may be in the tough, black Ohio shale which will require blasting, 
but will stand weathering. 
Water conditions may be anticipated by the height of the surface 
above the streams. In places this is 20 to 30 or even 50 feet and prob-
ably water will not interfere except in excavations of similar depth. 
But where the surface lies only 10 feet above, there is a fair chance that 
rifle trenches, in places at least, will carry standing water much of the 
time. Some stock wells yield permanent water at only 6 feet depth. 
Unquestionably all will be wet in the winter and spring months. 
On the drift slope of the northwest border, where the slopes are 
steep and the dissection considerable, it is unlikely that water will 
interfere with excavations except on the lower slopes. 
ROCK MATERIM.B FOR CONSTRUCTION 
Stone.-The Berea Grit is capable of supplying vast quantities of 
building stone, but it is so bedded that the conditions for its extraction 
are seldom wholly satisfactory. The stone is a bluish-gray, rather fine-
grained sandstone which is brown on thl:l outcrop or weathers to an 
unattractive brown on exposure. But, though unattractive to the eye, • 
it is strong and durable. The stone can be seen in many buildings, walls, 
and curbs about Chillicothe, some of them over 100 years old, and in 
places it has been used to pave gutters. In all of these only exception-
ally wiII a block be found that has cracked along an obscure bedding 
plane. 
The broken stone has been used as foundation for concrete roads 
by the State Highway Department, and is reported successful, though 
not preferable. 
There is no record of its behavior in concrete; though not to be 
recommended where there are abundant grav~ls of moderate fineness, 
yet for sandstone material in concrete, its performance would probably 
rank well. The fragments of crushed sandstone have no tendency to 
crumble to a sand or to disintegrate and are possessed of a crushing 
strength prob3bly not greatly less than limestone fragments of similar 
dimensions. Its resistance to heaG in a concrete would doubtless much 
surpass that of limestone. In case of its use in concrete, great care 
should be exercised to avoid fragments with clay smears on one or more 
sides. Since all of the layers in the lower half or more of the formation 
are bedded in clay shale, crushed stone from such thin beds must inevit-
ably carry many such smeared faces. The upper half of the formation 
presents no such condition and in places there are massive thick beds 
in the lower portion which would be readily usable, except for the strip-
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ping which would probably be prohibitive. The quarry sap should be 
allowed to dry from the crushed rock before using. It should not be 
used in a surface liable to abrasion, such as that of a concrete road. 
(See Plate 2 B.) 
VThe Berea is present in its full thfokness in Clark's Hill, next south-
west of Chillicothe. The following section measured on the north wall 
of the little valley north of Cemetery Hill, shows its characteristic 
composition: v' 
Sunbury shale, base seen. 
Berea gril, about 27 feet. Ft. 
9. Sandstones in beds up to 1 foot, with practically no sha~, esti-
i:nated •. - - -- - - - - - -- - - - - -- - --- ---- - · - -- • • - - - - -- --·- - -- -- 10 
8. Shales, with sandstones up to 1 foot, much contorted ____ _____ _ 3 6 
7. Contorted sandstone, "niggerhead" __ ____ ___ __ __ _•• . ___ _----- 1 9 
6. Sandstones, 1 to 6 inches·-····-·--· - · ···--------- ----------
5. Sandstone, one bed . • _. _ . ___ • • . __ •• • __ . _. _. __ . _ .• _• ..• __ . _. 
1 
1 
6 
4 
4. Thin sandstones, 1 to 2 inches, with shales____ __ ___ _______ ___ 2 8 
3. Massive, somewhat contorted sandstone .. __ .. . _ .._. ..._..... 1 9 
2. Shales with sandstones ....... - - -- --- ---------· ··-- -- ----- -- 2 6 
1. Contorted "niggerhe.ad," hard.. ___ _ • __ • • _. _• .•.• _• • •• •••. • • 2 
Bedford shale. 
The section given above is typical but 100 feet distant it would 
not be the same, though of t he same general character. The topmost 
member is the only one of importance; the other beds, though of good 
stone, would require the handling of too much waste. 
The upper beds were once extensively worked along t he entire 
southern face and mo'st of the eastern face of t his hill. It was from these 
quarries that all of the stone for Chillicothe was obtained in the day 
when there was a demand for it. The old pits are continuous for 
several hundred yards. The face is commonly about 10 feet high, and 
it was never worked into the hill; the stripping would be found light at 
practically all points, for a few feet at least, and large quantities could 
yet be obtained with less than 6 feet of stripping. The stone is irregu-
larly bedded, though not contorted a'S in the lower layers, and in such· 
thickness that it would be impossible to supply any considerable amount 
of stone more than 12 inches thick. To get out large quantities of this 
thickness would require the handling and rejection of large masse::1 
of thinner stone. Material up to 6 inches is abundant. Massive blocks 
are impossiqle. To secure these, as when a stone w&.tering t rough was 
desired, a local thickening of one of the beds in the lower part of the 
for,ation was resorted to. 
The character of the Berea in the hill northwest of Chillicothe and 
next southwest of Camp Sherman is s!hown by the following sec~ion ex-
posed in t he ravine at " Adena", the one-time home of Governor Worth-
ington, now owned by Mr. George Smith. The topmost beds are here 
present in unusual thickness. V 
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Berea grit, top not certainly seen, 31 feet 10 inches. Ft. 
11. Irregularly bedded sandstones, mostly 4 to 8 inches thick, some 
1 foot _________________________________________________ 13 
10. Thin, platy sandstones, 1 to 2 inches _______________________ _ 
9. Sandstone ________ : ______________________________________ _ 
8. Shale ___________________________________________________ _ 
7. 
6. 
5. 
Sandstone, contorted in places, but foir\w regular ___ l ft. 6 in. to 
Thin sandstones of about 1 inch, shale partings ______________ _ 
Sandstone _______________________________________________ _ 
5 
1 
1 
2 
1 
4. Thin sandstones up to 1 inch, shale partings ________ ~_________ 2 
In. 
6 
8 
6 
4 
3. Sandstone ___________ {____________________________________ 5 
2. Thin sandstones, up to 1 inch, shale partings_________________ 2 4 
1. Sandstone________________________________________________ 5 
Bedford formation. 
The following section is shown about a mile north of the Briggs 
School; the Berea is here satisfactory for quarrying, with the same 
reservations noted above. The top is not shown. JV i ~ 
Berea grit, 25 feet 3 inches. Ft. · In. 
3. Sandstones, somewhat irregularly bedded, blocks up to 1 foot 
are promised ___________________________________________ 10 
2. Thin sandstones, 2 to 4 inches, shale partings_________________ 3 
1. Thin sandstones, 1 to 2 inches, shale partings_________________ 12 
Bedford format·ion. 
3 
One and one-half miles farther north, at View, the thick upper 
sandstone is absent entirely, due to erosion. In the lower shaly portion 
that remains there are sandstones up to 1 foot, 10 inches, which locally 
thicken to 4 feet, but they are imbedded in much thin material that 
would be waste. This occurrence is apparently typical of the northern 
end of this plateau. 
A small quarry has been opened in the thick top beds of the Berea 
three-fourths of a mile northeast of Musselman. The sandstone is here 
12 or 15 feet thick, and the bedding somewhat contorted. The blocks 
come out in irregular shape and but few of them exceed 2 feet in their 
longest dimension. Much of it is rejected. This stone was used as 
the foundation for a concrete road by the State Highway Department, 
in the lack of better material, and found suitable. 
Gravel.-There is very little gravel within the limits of this subdi-
vision, though vast quantities immediately outside it on three sides. 
The narrow terrace which borders North Fork of Paint Creek for more 
than a mile at Anderson, offers a very large supply. It is not opened at 
any place, but groundhog holes show it to be a limestone gravel high in 
shale fragments. At Musselman, there is a terrace only a few yards in 
width, 200 feet above the creek, composed in the upper part of sandy 
gravel, but also too high in shale fragments for good concrete. 
In the drift-floored valleys within it, practically no gravel is present. 
A small deposit on the south bank of Anderson Run, three-fourths of 
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a mile north of Maple Grove is t he only exception noted. It contains too 
much of small shale pebbles to be good for concrete, though it does fairly 
well in sidewalks and the small constructions of a farm. The creek gravels 
of these streams, from Anderson Ru n northeast to Dry Run, are the 
residue washed out of the bowlder clay that makes up their banks. It 
is high in sandstone, in Ohio shale pebbles, and much of it is very poorly 
assorted, of no value except for road metal and not of the best for t hat. 
A gravel pit. 1 mile east, southeast of Frankfor t, exposes two beds 
of gravel, the lower coated with yellowish limonitic clay, the upper gray 
but with a clay dust. coating the pebbles. Many shale pebbles are pres-
ent and the gravels are of little value for concrete unless washed. 
The gravels immediately bordering this subdivision a re described 
in some detail under their respect ive subdivisions, but it may he added 
here t hat almost without exception they are too high in shale pebbles 
to make a first-class concrete gravel. Some of them, perhaps all, would 
make first-class gravel by vigorous machine washing. By far the largest 
supply is in the terraces of the Scioto Valley, such as Camp Sherman is 
built on. Those to t he northward, north of Deer Creek, appear to be 
unusually good, but those of Deer Creek bed a re too high in shale frag-
ments. South of Anderson (on the North Fork of Paint Creek) there are 
abundant gravels, hut almost without exception, too high in shale. A 
~ingle knoll high on the south wall of North Fork of Paint Creek near 
Musselman offers a small supply of very excellent gravel. 
FORFST CO~ DITIOXS 
The distribution of forest cover depends almost wholly on topogra-
phy. l\Iost of the forested areas are on steep slopes and they are larger 
and more continuous on the slopes encircling the Berea tablelands be-
cause t here the slopes are steepest and most continuous. The more 
rolling, rounded uplands of t he northwest are largely hare and such 
forest as occurs is in small patches, usually on t he barren Ohio shale 
slopes. The Berea tablelands are bare. 
Though the forests are capable of concealing large bodies of men 
from overhead observation, the t errain is not favorable to encampments 
or maneuvering under t heir protection. The distribution is shown 
approximately correctly on the Roxabell quadrangle, which map forms 
the west half of the Camp Sherman quadrangle, but this is not shown 
on the latter map. 
Practically all first-class timber has long since been cut but some 
yet remains in small areas or as scattered trees. Along t he steep slope 
facing the lower end of Camp Sherma n, there arc sen•rnl acres with 
numerous good walnuts, oaks, ashes, and elms up to 2 feet in diameter. 
These are in the park along the approach to "Adena", one-time home of 
Governor Worthington. l\Therever such large, sound trees suitable fo r 
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sawing are found, they are usually similarly located in the approach to 
some old residence. 
The .forested slopes are usually covered with mixed growths of 
maple, hickory, oak, elm, ash, and walnut. The proportions vary from 
place to place, commonly to the exclusion of one or more of these. The 
trees, on the whole, range from 1 foot in diameter down, and it is not 
unusual to find many trees 1 foot across. Trees of stake and post size 
are abundant. Undergrowth is usually thick. Of the places where many 
trees of the larger dimension yet remain, the following were particularly 
noted: 
The north wall of Paint Creek, above the C. H. & D. railroad (now 
B. & 0.) just west of Chillicothe for 1½ miles, mixed growth. 
The southwestern slope of the Berea tableland which overlooks 
Mad Run Valley, for 1 ½ miles, has many white oaks, in places scattered, 
from I to 2 feet in diameter, with many smaller hickories and maples 
and good undergrowth of saplings. 
TRANSPORTATION 
The plan of transportation routes is distinctly radial from Chilli-
cothe northwestward. These roads, four in number, are direct, and the 
best roads in the subdivision. Travel from northeast to southwest must 
follow very irregular routes and, on the whole, poor roads. 
The Columbus Pike along the Scioto 'River and the Washington 
Pike to Frankfort both have capacity for two columns or trains. The 
Clarksburg and Egypt roads, both piked, have many narrow defiles, 
chiefly at bridges, that restrict them to one column or train. All other 
roads are graveled and of one column capacity except the following, 
which are largely or wholly ungraveled, or otherwise worthy of attention: 
1. From Musselman down North Fork to Sulphur Lick; very poor, practically 
unused, impassable for trucks or motors and almost so for horse-drawn 
vehicles, one ford with excessively steep approach. 
2. Road N. from Musselman to Frankfort Pike and, with offset to W. one-
eighth mile, north to B. M. 974. 
3. Road on ridge N. of Shiloh "School" (a church) f10m B. M. 956 S. E. one-
half mile and then N. E. to B. M. 853, little used. 
4. One mile N. E. Bowdle School, from B. M. 1003 S. E. to B. M. 991. 
5. From View, W., S. W. one-half mile, then W., N. W. two-thirds mile, 
little used also from View E. 
6. Road S. E. from Bowdle School, ford in place of culvert. 
7. Road N. from Dry Run School to B. M. 795 on Clarksburg Road, im-
passable for Fords, because of gullies on northern half mile. 
8. Road along S. bank of Deer Creek, very nanow and rough, but passable 
· to motors. 
CHAPTER VIII 
THE SCIOTO VALLEY 
The Scioto Valley is one of the distinct topographic subdivisions 
of the Camp Sherman quadrangle. Though the valley may he variously 
defined, and indeed would be for different purposes, for the present 
object it is best to limit it to the flood plain of the river (that is, the 
portion covered by water during floods) and t.o the terraces closely 
bordering the flood plain. Bounded in this way, it is the trench occupied 
by the river just prior to the last ice invasion, which was largely filled 
during tha~ invasion, and has since been partially re-excavated by the 
river. This furnishes more satisfactory boundaries for other subdivisions 
which are based on different kinds of glacial deposits or bed rocks. 
But even this plan has not been strictly adhered to; it has seemed 
expedient to discuss the terraces next ('ast of the river and below Chilli-
cothe in the chapt<'r on the immcdiatl•ly adjacent but much older "great 
terraces southeast of Chillicothe". 
Much which has been treated under the head of drainage, water, 
timber, and transportation in the discussion of other subdivisions, in 
this case is presented in the chapter on the Scioto River. In the present 
chapter there remains to be c.insidered only the essentially geological 
features in the valley. 
The valley lies in the midd le of the quadrangle except in the 
southern part. It is about 20 miles long, varies in width from It to 21 
miles, and has an area of about 40 square miles. 
TOPOGRAPHY AND GEOLOGY 
Flood plain.-The river flows through a low flat plain from one-
half mile to a mile in width, which is wholly submerged at times of high 
water. The surface is a loamy clay soil from a few inches to several feet 
in thickness which is in part due to weathering of the underlying gravels, 
a.nd in pa.rt sediment dropped by the river. This rests, by a sharp con-
tact, on gravels. The topography of the flood plain is deflcribcd in the 
chapter on the Scioto River. 
Terraces.- The terraces which border the flood plain on one or 
both sides rise from 20 to 60 feet above the river and are also composed of 
gravel. These terraces Uflually have a surface either many yards or 
rods in width which is flat or slopes very gently toward t he river, and 
are terminated on t he river side by steep banks. In places there may 
be two or three distinct terraces, rising irregularly like great shallow 
steps back from the river. Beginning with the flood plain, they are 
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known locally as the first, second, and third bottoms. The way in 
which they were formed is outlined in the chapter on glacial formations. 
Fig. 13.-Diagram to show the relation of gravel terraces bordering the Scioto River, 
their different altitudes on opposite sides of the river, and the manner in which 
they were carved out by the stream simultaneously slowly swinging from side 
to side and cutting downward in the old gravel filling. 
The lower ones are covered by the river at high stages, the highest ones 
are never reRched by floods. Hence, though the flood plain and all the 
terraces are devoted to farming, only the higher ones are occupied for 
residences or used for highways or railroads. Camp Sherman and Chilli-
cothe occupy extensive terraces. The same relationship obtained, in a 
way, long prior to the Anglo-American occupation of the region. Until 
they were largely obliterated, there were extensive Indian earthworks 
on every terrllce on both sides of the river from the upper end of the 
Camp southward to the south line of the \liuadrangle, 11 miles. 
The depth of the rock floor of the Scioto River has not been deter-
mined. Abundant drillings show that it is generally at an altitude some-
thing less than 525 feet (or 75 feet below present river level), and two 
wells show that in places it is more than 100 feet below the present river 
level, at an altitude of less than 500 feet. The depth to rock beneath 
the terraces is increased by the height of the terrace, except close to 
the rock walls of the valley. 
Below the level of the Scioto, wells show that the valley filling is 
sand and gravel. The composition appears to vary from place to place. 
From a number of wells, sand with no pebbles the size of a pea is reported 
from about river level to 60 or 100 feet below, but elsewhere, gravels 
are recorded in the interval. This is probably due in part to different 
observers, as well as to difference in material. All are recorded as un-
cemented. 
Beneath the upper end of the terrace on which the older part of 
Camp Sherman was built, very sandy gravels with pebbles up to door 
knob size occur to 40 feet below the river. Below the lower end of Camp 
Sherman a well on the towpath 9.t the Salvation Army barracks re-
corded about 70 feet of sand below river level. A well on the premises 
of H. Knight & Son near the Main Street bridge in the east end of 
Chillicothe is reported as having 60 feet of sand below river level. Wells 
--i 
PLATE XI. 
A.-View eastward across Scioto Valley to knobs east of Camp Sherman, Mount Logan center, Mt. Eyes and 
Bunker Hill to left. At foot of rock hills on left, the Wisconsin gravel terraces are shown behind the rail-
road fill; at the foot of the rock hills on the right, beyond the railroad bridge and coincident in length 
with it, is the Illinoian gravel terrace. 
B.-Westward across Scioto Valley from hill point in southwest corner Section 4, Springfield Township. View 
from foot of bed rock slope looking across the lower rolling slopes of glacial till, which descend to the valley 
in the middle distance. On the left, the slope of Bunker Hill, flattening gradually into the Berea Grit ter-
race (unbroken snowy fields) which in turn ends abruptly about one-third way across the view at Hope-
town. Distant valley wall is Berea-capped tableland. 
THE SCIOTO VALLEY 
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on the east side of the Scioto opposite the extreme upper end of the Camp 
commonly show 70 to 100 feet of sand at this horizon. These last are 
not typical, however, because they are located on the kame moraine 
and the material they penetrate is not identical in origin with the ter-
race gravels, though the records appear the same. 
GROUND WATER 
The gravels and sands which fill the Scioto Valley generally carry 
water up to about the level of the river, and in the terraces well back 
toward the rock hills the water stands well above the river level. Al-
though the terraces may be readily distinguished topographically, their 
sands and gravels abut against, and very possibly are interfingered with, 
those of the kame moraines on the east side of the river in the northern 
part of the quadrangle. Similarly they abut against the old Illinoian 
gravels southeast of Chill.icothe,· though not interfingered with them. 
The water body which perineates the gravels of the river valley is not 
bounded by the fatei,al limits of the terraces, but is continuous with 
and indistinguishable from the waters which permeate these neighbor-
ing g:mvel masses. 
The amount of water available at any place and depth in the valley 
filling depends largely on whether the material is sand or gravel. Where the 
material is chiefly sand, it may be impossible to complete a well in the 
presence of ample water because of the constant movement of sand 
into the bottom of the pipe. In all wells in which thick loose sand beds 
have been found they have been penetrated until a gravel bed is en-
countered which not only usually carries a splendid volume of water 
but permits the satisfactory completion of the well. In exceptional 
cases, failure to find such gravel bed has caused the abandonment 
of the well. Though the sands may be filled with water, when such. a 
gravel bed is encountered, the water in the gravel almost invariably 
flows· with so much greater ease into the well, that it shows a strong 
head, rises in the pipe half the depth of the well, more or less, and is 
regarded as a distinct vein. 
Wells near the Scioto River, and extending only to the water table 
or but slightly below it, will undoubtedly be influenced by the river. If 
the river has been low for a considerable period, and the ground water 
level has fallen to near the river level, a sharp rise of the nver would 
pour a considerable amount of water from the river into the surrounding 
gravels, unless there should be locally sufficient rain at the same time to 
raise the water table in the gravels at an equal rate, an occurrence that 
would be unl'ikely due to the time that the absorbed rain water requires 
to percolate into the gravels to river level. Since the water body in the 
gravels is fed chiefly from direct rainfall, from run-off from neighboring 
hills and small streams, which might require several hours of concentra-
tion to effectively raise the ground water level, it appears that this re-
lationship may be brought into being frequently. 
___ 
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Fig. 14.-Dia~ams to show the zone of ground water partially supplied from the 
Scioto River under the influence of flood conditions. A. After prolonged 
low-water, normal ground water moVUJg toward river. B, C. Sharp rise in 
river,··with a much slower rise in the ground water flo~ng toward the river "on 
either side. This results in flow of water from river into bordering gravels. If 
the rise is unaccompanied by local rains, there will be no rise in the normal 
ground water lever on either side, except as water flows in from the river. D. 
River fallen to low-water again, ground water ·tevel falling more slowly and 
ground water moving toward river. Obviously the zone of river influence on 
ground water is not fixed, but varies with conditions accompanying the rise. . . . 
It is not possible to say what is the extent of this zone of river 
influence, either vertically or lhorizontally, but the former is prob-
ably not much more than the vertical range of the river, 25 feet, and 
the latter is probably not more than a few rods. · Except for this zone, 
the mass of ·water in the porous filling of the Scioto Valley is not to be 
regarded as Scioto ·River water. 'It- is the result of absorption into the 
valley filling of a large percentage of the rain falling thereon, or water 
running onto it from the surrounding rock hills, and, excepting the 
prism of river influence just described, it is maintained from such 
sources, not from the river. · 
· The water for Camp Sherman and for Chillicothe-is obtained in 
the gravel filling of the valley, the former a.t a depth of about 55 to 85 
feet below river level, the latter from wells in Yoctangee Park near the 
Scioto but at depths of about 70 to 80-feet below river lev.el: 
GRAVEL 
The terraces of. the Scioto River afford an inexhaustible supply of 
gravel. ·For road· dreijBing jt is ·e,i:cellent ii;i. quality, · but ·f<;,.( ~onci.e.te 
it cannot be regarded !lS fi,rst-cl.aas in its natural state. It :s a sandy 
PLATE XII. 
A.-Terrace of Wisconsin gravel and sand, freshly dissected along margin by 
steep-walled gullies. In the distance, the much older, higher terrace of 
Illinoian gravel. River Bridge, east of Chillicothe. 
B.-Flat, undissected surface of Wisconsin terrace shown in A. In distance the 
Illinoian terrace of much older, maturely dissected deeply weathered 
gravel; note the rounded gentle slopes in contrast to those of A. The dis-
sected surface of the Illinoian terrace is shown in Plate XX, Fig. B. 
--. l 
C.-Terrace composed wholly of bed rock (Berea Grit capping Bedford shale) 
bordering the Scioto Valley. View east to Sugar Loaf and Bald Hill. 
SCIOTO VALLEY TERRACES 
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limestone gravel, with a moderate percentage of granitoid pebbles 
and a sirall percentage of sandstone pebbles. The 'granitoid pebbles 
are occasionally soft from decay, and there are numerous fragments of 
shale. The last are the chief objection. Thty are from the Ohio shale 
and frequently when they are unweathered and sound and solid, may 
escape detection but they are none the less elements of weakness in 
concrete. Many localities would yield a gravel satisfactory for tempo-
rary constructions or for structures in which no unusual strength de-
mands are made on the concrete. These gravels can be greatly improved 
by vigorous washing, which not only removes the dust but the decayed 
granitoid and shale pebbles, and probably many shale fragments that 
would appear sound. It is probable that there are places that are ex-
ceptional to this general description, where washing would not be n1;ices-
sary. The only one which has been seen is at Peppers on the south line 
of the quadrangle; the gravel there seems to be unusually free of shale, 
but the face was inadequately exposed and the examination not thor-
ough. 
The general character of the gravel is shown in the pit of the Chilli-
cothe Sand & Gravel Co., at the lower end of the Camp. Three random 
samples totalling 478 pebbles from i inch to 2 inches in diameter, showed 
4.6 per cent of sandstone or crumbly granitoid pebbles and 6.9 per cent 
of shale pebbles, by number. In size the shale pebbles run considerably 
smaller than the average and the percentage by volume would be pro-
portionally less. These gravels, when washed, yield a product that is 
reported as first-class and was used as such in constructions by the U. S. 
Government; the product is accepted by the State Highway Commission 
of Ohio as grade A gravel, and used as the basis of the wearing course 
in concrete roadways, a very exacting use for concrete. 
Small pits along the Columbus Pike north of Andersonville show 
a much higher percentage of shale than the sample described above. 
The gravel in the large pit of the B. & 0. Railroad 5 miles southeast 
of Chillicothe also shows many shale fragments, which are in part de-
rived from large crumbling blocks in a layer half way up the pit, that 
cannot be eliminated in quantity production. Concrete in bridge abut-
ments made from these gravels is behaving apparently satisfactorily 
except as numerous small de1cp pits are forming on the surface where 
these shale fragments are weathering out; the pebbles are proportion-
ally as numerous in the body of the concrete as at the surface. 
Considerable gravel for local use is obtained in the river bottom at 
the Main Street bridge, Chillicothe. It is clearly a river gravel, with 
mussel shells and lumps of earth, which would prove about equally 
objectionable in a concrete devised for strength or abrasion. 
Washing may be accomplished by the river as well as by artificial 
methods. Just above the Bridge Street bridge at Chillicothe on the 
Scioto River is one of the most extensive gravel bars within the Camp 
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Sherman quadrangle. It is unique in that the municipality of Chilli-
cothe owns it, and great quantities of gravel have been removed for 
street construction, for laying of sidewalks, and for sale to the manu-
facturers of large concrete storm-water sewer pipe. The source of this 
gravel is the terrace gravels farther up the Scioto River, and it is very 
similar in character. Gravel is present on the various parts of the bar, 
in all sizes, as a result of the assorting action of currents. There are 
occa;sional shale fragments in the form of thin, fresh blades, but they 
are less numerous than in the terrace gravels. Decayed fragments, as a 
result of washing by the river, are few. Being a river gravel, there are 
occasional small mollusc shells, but not, it appears, enough to appreci-
ably lessen its value. Reports and casual observations of the cement 
walks of Chillicothe indicate that its behavior in concrete is satisfac-
tory. It appears to be one of the best sources of gravel in the quad-
rangle, though probably it would not rate as Grade A under the tests 
of the State Highway Commission. It is reported that the supply of 
gravel is maintained by additions brought down by the river in.freshets, 
but this would be contrary to experience in some portions of the Scioto, 
and is unexpected in view of the muddy bottom conditions reported 
between this bar and the gravel banks along the river at the lower end 
of Camp Sherman, the most immediate present source of the gravel. 
Below Chillicothe, from the Main Street bridge to the mouth of 
Indian Creek, there is a much greater amount of gravel in the channel 
of the Scioto than there is above Chillicothe. It has not, however, been 
examined for its possible use in concrete. The gravels below the mouth 
of Paint Creek, of which there are enormous quant.ities, are probably 
too much contaminated by the sandstone pebbles brought in by that 
stream to be entirely satisfactory. 
CHAPTE R I X  
FLAT-TOPPED PLATEAUS OF THE SOUTHWESTERN  
PART OF THE QUADRANGLE 
T his subdivision includes about 52 square miles. It lies between 
t he Lowlands, North Fork of Paint Creek, and Paint Creek Valley; in 
it is included also the abandoned segment of Paint Creek Valley west 
of Slate :Mills. See Figure 3, p. 33, for location and outline. 
TOPOGRAPHY 
The topography is characterized by bare, flat -topped plateaus of 
irregular outline, 400 feet high, with very steep wooded slopes. These 
are elongate from east to west, with narrow east-west valleys sepa-
rating t hem and with precipitous ravines partially dissecting them and 
causing the irregular outlines. The plateaus, strictly speaking, are not 
flat, but r:se gently from an altitude of about 1 ,040 frd at their eastern 
end to 1,200 feet at the west line of t he quadrangle. Moreover, near t he 
west line the flat upland surfaces are partially obscured by rounded hills 
that rise about 100 feet above them. THe plateaus are due to t he same 
F ig. 15.- Jdealized sketch of topography and geology of the ''Aat·topped platea us 
of the southwestern part o f Camp Sherman quadrangle", showing: 1. fl at-topped 
Berea uplands on right; 2, the same o n the left with rolling hills rising above 
them, characteristic of the western por tion of the subdi\·ision: 3. the border 
around the rock hills of hummocky hi1llocks which are the remnants of the \"Cr) 
old Jllinoian gravel terraces, now thorough!~- clissccted: 4. the low. undissected, 
fresh g ravel and lake-clay terraces o f Late \\.isconsin age. The vertical exag-
geration is about 5 times. The cross-~ection in the foreground shows the bed-
rock formations at the right, in ascending order. the Ohio shale. Bedford shale, 
and Berea gri t. The hill in the left back shows a rounded hill of shale O\'erlying 
the Berea which forms the tableland. In the middle of the foreground cross-
section, the drift formations resting on the Ohio shale are Illinoian gra\·els O\·er-
lain by "Wisconsin g ravels. 
cause and are almost identical in character with those lying next west 
of Camp Sherman, but they are higher, with steeper sides, and t he 
broad open valleys which are there present are here wanting entirely. 
In the largest valleys, those of Upper and Lower Twin creeks, only 
n&rrow bottoms are present, and on all larger valleys and some of the 
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smaller ones, there a re commonly sharply rolling gravel foot hills 140 
to 200 feet high, of a peculiar hummocky aspect, in contrast to and 
lying at the foot of the steep, straight shale slopes which ascend directly 
to the flat plateaus. Their character is shown in Plate 16 B, opposite 
p. 118. Low flat terraces, 20 or 30 feet high, border the sides of the 
rnll<·.vs in th<ir lower portions and also Paint Creek. 
GEOLOGY 
Bed rocks 
The hills of this subdivision are almost all rock hills. Six bed rock 
formations are present. 
Ohio shale.- This tough black shale, locally called slate, consti-
tutes the lower 300 feet, more or less, of all the rock hills. Almost 
without exception it forms steep slopes. It is difficult to excavate but 
will st.and well in trench wAlls and will be found dry. 
Bedford formation.- This is, in the lower half, a soft gray, clay 
shale, weathering easily to a sticky clay mud; the upper half contains 
numerous thin sandstones which make it more resistant. It is bet ween 
80 and 90 feet thick, and forms the upper part of all the steep slopes, 
except the uppermost 20 or 30 feet. 
Berea Grit.-This formation, which is from 25 to 30 feet thick, 
consists of sandstones, solid in the upper 10 or 12 feet, with thin shale 
partings in the middle and lower portions. It is, as elsewhere in the 
quadrangle, grn.y, weathering brown, and is capable of furnishing abun-
dant sandstone of first quality except for color and limited size of mater-
ial. It is by far the most important fo rmation in the subdivision in 
its effect on topography. It directly underlies all of the fiat plateaus 
which owe their origin to its resistance and protection of the underlying 
formations. From the flat tablelands of Plyley Ridge, Poplar Ridge, 
McDonald Hill, and Benth Ridge, it appears that every trace of over-
lying formations has been removed. 
Sunbury shale, Cuyahoga shale, Buena Vista sandstone.- These 
formations are found only in the rounded hilltops which rise above the 
Berea tablelands along the extreme western margin of the quadrangle, in 
Asher Hill, the irregular ridge west of Beat h Ridge, and Farrell Hill. 
The Sunbury shale is black and tough, like the Ohio shale on the 
lower slopes, and about 15 feet in thickness. The Cuyahoga is a soft, 
gray, clay shale quickly weathering to clay mud, some 30 to 40 feet 
t hick. The Buena Vista sandstone, seen only in its debris, occurs on or 
very near t he hilltops, a yellow sandstone, rather hard, and probably 
about 3 feet thick. 
Mantle rock 
In all of the larger valleys, Owl Creek, Plug Run, Lower and Upper 
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Twin creeks, there are extensive accumulations of glacial clays and 
gravels which form rolling hummocky foot hills up to 180 or 200 feet 
above the streams. With a little practice these hills can usually be dis-
tinguished by their peculiar topography from the higher shale hills 
behind them. 
Nowhere else in the Camp Sherman quadrangle are the drift for-
mations as complicated or as various as in the valleys of this subdivision. 
They have been described in some detail in the chapter on glacial de-
posits and the geologic map is relied on to supply their distribution. 
The relations of these deposits in a general way to the other features 
are shown on the accompanying sketch. The rolling 200-foot hills 
which border the shale hills are composed, it is believed, of Illinoian 
gravels, with limited deposits of what appears to be till. They are ex-
posed at very few places, as they are covered with thick soils, contain 
much clay, and are apparently of little value as gravels. These were 
once continuous deposits in the valleys up to the top of the highest of 
thesP hills, but were deeply weathered and cut out by streams to n:uch 
their present condition bdore thf' coming of tlw last ice sheet. It par-
tially filled the valleys so eut, with stream gravels, lake clays, some till 
and kame moraine. These last deposits ha,·e since been only partially 
re-excavated. The deposits of the two ice sheets arP in contrast topo-
graphically; the older ones stand Ingber and are thoroughly dJSSPCtPd 
into rolling hills, the later ones remain as low grawl terraces with flat 
or very g<'ntl'y undulating tops, or undulating till slopes. The deposits 
of tlw former icP sheet are deeply -iwathercd to a reddish-brown, those 
of th<' later one are yd fresh and gray or blue. 
Obscure drift deposits also occur on the top of the western ends of 
Plyley and Poplar ridges. The remainder of the uplands, except for an 
occasional foreign pebble, appear to be coated only by the soils pro-
duced by ages of weathering, the residuum of the shales which once 
rested on the Berea. 
WATER 
Ground water.-But little attention has been given this subject, 
because of limited facilities. Though the control of underground water 
by the valley glacial formations must be critical, nothing has been 
learned as to its character. 
On the Berea tablelands, underground water movement is controlled 
in exactly the same manner and in much the same amount as on the 
similar uplands adjacent to Camp Sherman. Usually hilltops of such 
limited area do not have ample water supply the year around at shallow 
depths, but such is not the case on these tops. Numerous wells 8 to 15 
feet deep around the edges of these plateaus have abundant water, usu-
ally with slight mineral content .but only exceptionally so high in alum 
as to be of no use except for stock. This water is obtained either on 
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top of the Berea or within its upper layers. Its presence on the uplands 
is due to the relatively small amount of run-off from the flat surface, 
and the correspondingly hrger amount of absorbed water. This is held 
in the clays and in the joints of the Berea Grit, perhaps to some extent 
in the sandstone itself. It cannot sink downward because of impervious 
shale layers, and it is slowly fed outward to the edge of the plateau, 
where seeps and springs are numerous the year around. 
CONDITIONS AFFECTING EXCAVATIONS 
Uplands.-Conditions of excavation are similar to those met on the 
plateaus adjoining Camp Sherman. Except along the western margin 
of the quadrangle, the Berea almost everywhere lies at but slight depths 
below the surface of the upland flats. Yet the covering of soil is suffi-
cient that it never interferes with tillage, and fence posts may be set 
practically anywhere. As a rule, the flat upland lies about 10 feet above 
the sharp break of the hill, the 10-foot rise being accomplished in about 
50 feet horizontally. At no observed point is there reason to believe 
that the sharp break of the hill is coincident with the highest Berea 
and in some places it certainly is not. How much Berea, if any, then, is 
to be expected in the 10-foot interval to the flat surface, is not clear. 
In some places, notably on the western ends of Plyley and Poplar 
ridges, where there)s some upland drift, the surface rises rather rapidly 
to 20 feet above the sharp break of the hill, and the cover is obyiously 
thicker. 
Rifle trenches of full depth are certain to encounter Berea Grit, 
which is very difficult to excavate, in most places along the margin of 
the plateaus. Farther back it appears that such trenches will not 
seriously encounter the Berea except in restricted areas. 
The problem of water in these excavations seems to be similar to 
that on the flat uplands next to Camp Sherman. It is present in con-
siderable quantities at the top of or in the upper part of the Berea, and 
when that is encountered, is apt to be troublesome. 
Slopes and valley floors.-Considerable diversity will be found here, 
but the character of excavation may be anticipated from the geological 
map. Six chief conditions obtain from place to place. 1. Slopes of 
tough Ohio shale, difficult digging but excavations permanent. 2. 
Higher foothills of Illinoian gravels; clayey gravels, excavation easy 
but impermanent, probably dry except in very deep excavations. (See 
Plate 16 B.) 3. Wisconsin gravels; material incoherent gravel. 4. 
Low terraces of Wisconsin grav~l and lake clays; the latter give these 
their chief character, exceedingly tough, wet, sticky clay, which will 
not bear its own weight but eaves or slumps, dangerous in excavations 
unless special care is taken. This material is shown in Plate 4 C. 
5. Wisconsin till; material a tough bowlder clay, difficult to dig and 
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excavations therein impermanent.' 6. Wisconsin kame gravels at 
eastern end of subdivision; unconsolidated but dry except in deep ex-
cavations. (See Plate 16 C, opposite page 118.) 
ROCK MATERIALS FOR CONSTRUCTION 
Stone.-The Berea is seldom fully shown. As usual, it is about 25 
to 30 feet thick, with heavy ledges of rock in the upper 10 to 15 feet, 
which are capable of supplying enormous quantities of building stone 
in sizes up to 1 foot thick, and may be used in concrete with the reser-
vations indicated in the chapter on "Hills west and northwest of Camp 
Sherman" (page 92). 
Gravel.-Fair gravel is abundant and generally distributed but of 
first-claiis concrete gravels, only three very limited deposits have been 
seen. 
No gravels of any value may be expected in the Illinoian deposits. 
They are too much mixed with clay and too high in sandstone. 
The chief deposits of gravel are those in the old valley of Paint 
Creek between Slate Mills and Plyley Ridge. Though there are enor-
mous quantities of limestone gravel here, all exposures that have been 
examined show too high a content of shale pebbles for first-class con-
crete, except one. At the east end of Plyley Ridge there is a group of 
kames, the highest of which is a little over 900 feet. The gravels are 
coarse, with but little sand, and are partially cemented. At one 
place almost at the top, these gravels are practically free of shale, though 
blocks up to 2 feet across occur directly above it in a bed which can be 
easily stripped off. The pebbles are partially coated with lime which 
cements them together; in places they can be dug with a pick, but else-
where are quite solid. This is one of the cleanest natural gravels in the 
Chillicothe district, but the quantity is very limited and is further re· 
duced by the masses of cemented gravel, unless a rock crusher be avail-
able. 
Three-fourths of a mile southeast of Musselman, there are gravel 
deposits on the south wall of the North Fork of Paint Creek, about, 
150 feet above the valley floor. A small opening shows a limestone 
gravel, exceptionally free from shale. Though of apparently excellent 
quality, the quantity is limited. 
The true terrace gravels of Wisconsin age on the tributarif'8 of 
Paint Creek all show, as far as examined, too high a shale content for 
any but inferior concrete. 
The gravels associated with the lake clays also are apt to show 
too much shale material, but they present added difficulties. Where-
the gravel underlies one of the beds of lake clay, it is apt to be muddy,. 
apparently, from the muddy waters which have trickled through it, and 
it is practically impossible to recover as the overlying clay, though only 
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5 or 6 feet thick, cou]d be stripped only with the greatest difficulty 
because of its exceedingly tough, wet, dense character. One notable 
exception to this is on Paint Creek just north of Sbott's Bridge. The 
gravels immediately above the flood plain are not here overlain by 
back-water clays, though undoubtedly they. are a few yards farther 
back in the hill. It is limestone gravel of small size with very little sand 
and with practically no shale fragments of the gravel size, t hough nu-
merous ones of larger size that may be readily picked by band are pres-
ent. The gravel is not clay coated. With the exception of the large 
shale pebbles, which prevent any but band excavation, and a thin cover 
of black loamy soil which should be carefully removed to avoid intro-
duction of organic matter, this gravel appears to be one of the very few 
natural first-class gravels of the Camp Sherman quadrangle. 
FOREST CONDITIONS 
Forest coat is confined almost entirely to the steep shale slopes. 
The flat uplands, the rolling drift hills at the foot of the slopes, and the 
valley bottoms, with little exception are cultivated. AU forests are 
hardwood. The slopes have been left forested because of their steep-
ness and uselessness for agriculture, hence the forests are of little use 
as a cover for maneuvering or encamping troops. 
Though practically no timber trees remain, there is abundant 
structural material of other sizes and of the common sorts. 
TRANSPORTATION 
Although the general plan of the roads is radial from Chillicothe, 
as is so generally the case within the Camp Sherman quadrangle, actually 
they are almost entirely controlled by the topography. Roads follow 
each of the east-west valleys, all metaled but wide enough for a single 
column or train only. The Chillicothe-Greenfield Road, also east to 
west, follo"·s Plylt y Ridgr, and portions of Poplar Ridge and :.\Ic-
Donald Hill are traversed by fair roads, otherwise the uplands are not 
traversed by roads. The lane which follows Beath Ridge and its west-
ward continuation can be traversed by small motor cars with care in 
good weather. Roads which cross t.hP. ridges invariably do so by very 
steep grades. 
Transportation from north to south across this subdivision is 
difficult. A single road only is practical for traffic from t he Lowlands 
southward into this subdivision, the one which passes through a very 
low, narrow gap west of McDonald Hill to the head of Porter Hollow. 
Though metaled, it is narrow. After it is the road south from the Pierce 
School onto Poplar Ridge and thence into Plug Run, which has two 
heavy gi·acles. The Cincinnati Road in Paint Creek Valley is· excellent 
and at all places widl' l'nough for douhlr colnmns or trains. 
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The topographic map is misleading with regard to a single road 
only in this subdivision. The road from P9plar Ridge northward to 
B. M. 808 on Owl Creek, though indioa,ted metaled, is of such steep 
grade, so badly washed and overgrown, as to be practically impassable 
to vehicles. 
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Fig. 16.-Block diagram of the topography and geology of the northern corner of "the hilly uplands of the southern part of the 
quadrangle". Portions of the subdivisions adjoining to the northeast and northwest are included. The area represented is 
indicated on the map, Fig. 3, on page 33. It is 5 miles wide by 4 deep, the vertical exaggeration is about 2~ times. The 
geological formations in the foreground cross-section are, from bottom upward, Ohio shale, Bedford shale, Berea grit, Sun-
bury shale. Cuyaho~a and Portsmouth shales, undivided, and Vinton sandstone. On the left and in the center are shown the 
rolling, rounded, shale hills which surmount the Berea tablelands and are characteristic of the western portion of the sub-
division; in the right foreground this tableland is reduced to a shoulder on the hill slopes and the shale hills above it become 
much more prominent and steeper, as is characteristic of the eastern portion of the subdivision. The sketch shows Paint Creek 
where it flows from its open valley into the post glacial gorge, from which it emerges into another open pre glacial valley. 
(See Chapter XVII., page 181.) 
CHAPTER X 
HILLY UPLANDS OF THE SOUTHERN PART OF THE 
QUADRANGLE 
This subdivision occupies the central southern portion of the 
quadrangle. It is an isosceles triangle with the apex missing, bounded 
by the south line of the quadrangle, Scioto Valley, Paint Creek, and 
North Fork valleys. Its area is about 65 square miles. See Fig. 3, p. 
33, for location. 
TOPOGRAPHY 
Excepting a few square miles east of Indian Creek in the southeast 
corner, the topography is a modific'ltion of the flat-topped plateaus 
lying to the west and north. West of Ralston Run !lnd North Fork of 
Paint Creek, broadly rolling uplands, all cultivated, are the chief feat-
ur~s in the topography. They end abruptty at the top of steep, wooded 
walls of narrow stream valleys cut in the uplands to a depth of 200 to 
300 feet. Well back from the margins of these uplands the land rises 
more rapidly over the divides to hills 200 feet higher than the upland 
surface but also cultivated in part. East of Ralston Run the plateau 
or upland surface is not so prominent and it is increasingly obscure 
eastward to Indian Creek. It there tak€s the form of a more or less 
distinct shoulder on the hill slopes, from which wooded valley slopes 
descend abruptly, and hilly, partially cultivated uplands rise gradually. 
East of Indian Creek, practically no trace of the plateau surface is 
present and the uniformly wooded slopes rise steeply from the streams, 
400 to 500 feet, to wooded ridge crests which consist of pointed knobs 
and narrow, slightly lower intervening gaps; cultivation is attempted 
only along the narrow ravine bottoms. 
Both the gently rolling uplands and the hill shoulders owe their 
existence to the resistant Berea Grit, the same formation which gives 
origin to the flat-topped plateaus to the westward. 
In a few places, the rolling uplands culminate in small, steep-sided 
knobs, but these are infrequent within the quadrangle, though numerous 
to the southward and readily visible from the quadrangle. 
The streams which drain the region head on the gentle hill slopes 
of the upland, flow outward in short, shallow, broad, rolling valleys, 
descending rather gradually to where they plunge over the Berea ledge 
into narrow, steep-walled valleys, 200 feet or more in depth, V-shaped 
in cross-section, and l\ith only a narrow bottom, if any at all. (See 
Plate 14, opposite page 114.) 
The valleys of the latter type find their extreme of development in 
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Paint Creek Gorge, a sEction of Paint Creek Valley, 3 milEsin length, 
- "ith wails so steep as to be unsealable at rr..ost places and valley so 
narrow that there is room only for the stream along half of this distance. 
(See Plate 15 C, opposite page 116.) 
The Berea Grit forms the upper 25 feet of all these- steep wails; 
in many places it forms low ledges, and the slopes below it are com-
monly strewn with large rocks which have fallen from it. The valley of 
Paint Creek, where it flows through this subdivision, far from being 
an exception, is the most extreme of all in these respects. 
GEOLOGY 
The topography in all its larger features is directly the result of 
the underlying rock formations. The resistant Berea Grit is the most 
important because it gives rise to the uplands west of Ralston Run and 
the shoulder on the valley walls east of that stream. The deep, steep-
walled stream valleys are cut in shales which underlie the Berea; the 
rounded rolling uplands are cut in soft shales which overlie it but are 
themselves partially protected by a thin sandstone, the Buena Vista, 
which forms the narrow, flat crrst of fre dhide between Ralston Run 
and Paint Creek at 1,100 to 1,120 feet. The few high sharp knobs in 
which the uplands culminate 4 miles southwest of Chillicothe are due 
to the resistance of yet another sandstone, the Vinton formation, which 
overlies and there protects the shales of the surrounding uplands. 
The mantle rocks are of less importance in this subdivision than in 
any other of the quadrangle. Almost without exception, the hills and 
their slopes are formed by bed rocks. 
Bed rock formations 
Ohio shale.-This forms the lowesi slopes of the hills from Indian 
Creek westward, only a few feet on Indian Creek but the lower 200 feet 
in the western part of the subdivision. It is, as elsewhere, a tough black 
shale, which forms steep, frequently bare slopes, but does not give rise 
to clays. 
Bedford formation.-Gray clay shale, giving rise to clay on weath-
ering, which forms the upper slopes of the valley walls to just below 
the Berea Grit. Sandstones are present in greater or less amount in 
the upper 20 or 30 feet. The whole is about 85 feet thick. 
Berea Grit.-Very resistant sandstones, separated by thin sha_les 
in the lower half, in all 25 to 30 feet thick. The beds of sandstone are 
fnquently 1 foot thirk. This formation constitutes the upper part of 
all the steep valley walls west of Indian Creek. East of Indian Creek, 
particularly on the Scioto YaJley, it is low down mar the foot of the 
hills, is vuy thin, 2 to 5 feet, and doEs not influence the topography. 
PLATE XIII. 
A.-View southward from alt. 934, south of Polk Hollow School, showing the gently rolling Berea tableland, 
into which narrow stream gorges are cut to depths of 200 to 250 feet, and in the sky line the higher, steeper 
hills which distinguish the main divides of the subdivision. 
B.-View northeastward from BM. 1136 in the western part of Huntington Town·ship, showin~ the Berea table-
land where it is well dissected by small streams near Paint Creek, which flows in the distant valley. The 
outcrop of the Berea Grit is just below the house and barn and at the top of the steep slopes. In the fore-
ground and on the right are the gently sloping shale hills which rise above the Berea tablelands . In the 
distant center and left are the flat-topped Berea-capped plateaus north of Paint Cre!!k. ·The slopes below 
the Berea are, almost without exception, forested, but usually only the steeper slopes above the Berea out-
crop are forested. 
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Sunbury shale.-A tough ·black shale like the Ohio shale, but only 
about 20 feet thick. •Lying as it does at the foot of the long gentle slope 
above the Berea, outcrops are few and poor. 
Cuyahoga and Portsmouth shales.-These two formations can usu-
ally be readily distinguished by the presence of the Buena Vista sand-
stone (next described) between them. However, in this subdivision 
this bed practically fails except in the portion west of Ralston Run, 
and the two shale formations .are indistinguishable. . East of Ralston 
Run, ·their combined thickness is about 360 feet, but is wholly present 
only on the two high knobs north of the Henness School and possibly 
east of Indian Creek. The shales are soft gray, clayey, very slippery 
when wet, interbedded _with numer~us, hard, thin sandstones up to a 
foot or two thick. 
Buena Vista sandstone.-This member, of great importance from 
the south line of the Camp Sherman quadrangle to the Ohio River, is 
distinguishable only on the high ridge west of Ralston Run, where it 
forms a prominent, though small, flat top at 1,100 to 1,120 feet. The 
member is thin, probably not in excess of 10 feet, and consists of thin, 
soft, yellow sandstones interbedded with shales. Its rapid loss of char-
actu to the northeastward is remarkable, for, within a mile south of 
the south line of the quadrangle, it is an important member. East 
of Ralston Run it has not been distinguished in the presence of oth~r 
thin sandstones. · 
Vinton sandstone.-These are rather hard and tough -yellow sand-
stones which, in this subdivision, are found only on the tops of the two 
high knobs north of the Henness School, one known as Riley Knob, 
and possibly on the hilltops east of Indian Creek. The thickness has 
not been determined because of poor outcrops, but on the knobs may 
be as much as 40 feet. 
Mantle rock 
The first ice sheet covered most of the subdivision but remarkably 
little trace of it remains at present. The last sheet probably covered 
the low hills on either side. All told, there appear to be only five oc-
currences worthy of note in connection with possible military occupa-
tion. Their distribution is shown on the geological map. 
1. Great accumulations of coarse Illinoian gravels occur on Black 
Run and south of Spruce Hill to over 240 feet above Paint Creek bot-
toms. They are largely composed o( sandstone debris .from the Berea 
Grit, with much clay and their general character is described in detail 
under the subdivision to the northwest. These are shown in Platel6 B. 
2. Similar gravels, but finer and in lesser amount, form low foot 
hills on the west wall of Ralston Run Valley for a distance of 2 miles. 
3. Back water clays, blue, dense, tough, sticky, and wet, probably 
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of Illinoia.n ·age, form the rolling floor of Indian Creek as far up as its 
North Branch. · 
4. Similar clays but with interbedded gravels and of Wisconsin 
age form low inconspicuous terraces along Paint Creek above the Nar-
rows. Their character is described under the subdivision to the north-
westward, and is shown in Plate 4 C. 
5. Fresh Wisconsin gravels form a limited but imposing group of 
terraces on the south wall of Paint Creek opposite the mouth of North 
Fork, attaining a height of over 100 feet above the valley bottom. 
WATER 
Ground water.-It is not possible to describe ground water behavior 
over the whole subdivision. Practically no attention has been given to 
this feature in the ea.stern half or to the valley waters in any part. 
Enough has been learned of the behavior of the upland water of the 
western half to show that it is considerably different from that obtain-
ing on the flat Berea plateaus to the westward and northward, but even 
this cannot be presented adequately. There is considerable· variability 
in the abundance of ground water on the uplands; in some places springs 
are very few and elsewhere they are abundant and strong. The factors 
which control this h'ave not been determined. Probably it is due .chiefly 
to steepness of hill slope. 
Topographically these rolling uplands are only a modification of 
the flat Berea uplands around about and from experience with them in 
three directions, one expects to find here a line of springs and seeps at 
the top of the Berea. Although there are a few, they are scarce and no 
more numerous than on slopes a little higher; the edge of the Berea Pla-
teau here presents no problem of probably wet trenches, such as is 
found on the flat-topped Berea tablelands. 
That portion of the upland which lies northeast of the gorge of 
Paint Creek is possessed of steeper slopes than usual, and there is a 
notable shortage of water. In fact, probably the most important nat-
ural condition affecting military occupation there is the lack of water. 
It has so far proved impossible to obtain good, potable waters in abun-
dance. It is true that there are a very few shallow wells .(that is, wells 
not more than 15 or 20 feet deep) which supply usable waters, though 
hard, in never failing amounts for family use, but the majority of resi-
dents depend on cisterns for cooking water and to a considerable extent 
for stock. Some of the springs and wells of which data were obtained 
supply a water so high in alum that stock cannot use it. In seasons of 
deficient rainfall it is frequently necessary to haul water from Paint 
Creek, which is 2 miles distant from some of the dwellings. 
The hills in which this portion of the upland culminates lie nearer 
the western margin of the plateau than the eastern margin; in fact there 
,- PLATE XIV. 
A.-View southward up Ralston Run, showing.the characteristic type of valley 
cut by the larger streams into the Berea plateaus. 
MB.-View eastward from one mile north of Bishop Hill. School into head of a 
U valley in the Berea plateaus. The Berea forms brink of the distant hill. 
C.-View westward from near BM. 1136, Huntington Township. The valley is 
that of Black Run, ,b.eyond it is Spruce ·Hill, the sky line is the flat.topped 
plateaus west of Paint Creek. The Berea Grit forms the flat tops of 
Spruce Hill and the distant plateaus, and the abrupt top of the steep slopes 
on the nearer side of Black Run; the gentle slopes rising to the right and 
to the foreground are cut in soft Cuyahoga and Sunbury shales, which are 
entirely wanting from the distant hills. The generally forested condition 
of the steep slopes is characteristic. 
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is none of 'the plateau on the western slope, but only moderate slopes 
from hilltops to Berea outcrops. There is a complete absence of springs 
and with them, habitations, on the western slope. 
The ~xpla.natjon appears simple why there should be abundant 
water on the surrounding flat Berea. uplands and a. diminished a.mount 
on these rolling uplands. The surface back from the Berea outcrop is 
.more sloping. As a result, a much larger percentage of the rainfall runs 
off on the surface, leaving a smaller percentage to enter the ground to 
feed springs and wells. The relative effectiveness of this factor is well 
shown on the steeper western slope, with no springs, and the gentle 
eastern slopes with springs. A second important factor is that. the ground 
down to the Berea is not made up of more or less pervious drift, but, 
excepting the elay soil, it is relatively impervious clay shales. Such 
ground water flowa.ge as takes place near the surface (that is, down to 
depths of a.bout 25 feet) is ·in the mantle rock and loose bed rock formed 
by the weathering of these shales. 
Southwestward from the gorge of Pa.int Creek to a mile beyond 
the Bishop Hill School, this upland carries very splendid springs and 
shallow wells. All a.re on the eastward slope well above the Berea, but 
with slopes rising behind them for a. half mile or more, much gentler 
than those northeast of Paint Creek. The underlying rocks a.re the 
same in both districts; hill slope appears to be the critical factor. 
Yet farther to the southwest, even though the catchment area is 
larger, the slopes a.re steeper, and there is reported notably less water. 
Alum water which is frequently present in springs and shallow 
wells is readily explained by the weathering of the shales in the pres-
ence 'of water, especially of the black Sunbury shsle immediately over 
the Berea Grit. The Sunbury shale is highly carbonaceous, hence its 
color, and contains much pyrite. These components react with waters 
flowing over them to produce iron-bearing, a.luminous, or hydrogen 
sulphide (sulphur) waters. The absence of such highly mineralized 
waters in such quantities from the flat Berea plateaus to the northward 
is readily accounted for by the almost or quite complete removal of the 
Sunbury shale from oft' the Berea by prolonged· erosion, perhaps in 
part by ice. 
A few attempts have been made to obtain water by drilling wells to 
considerable depths. As a result of .the overlying shale, tlie top of the 
Berea is no wate~bearing horizon as it is where the overlying shale 
is missing. Wells which have passed through it encounter the gray 
Bed.ford shale for about 90 feet and then pass into the very thick Ohio 
shale which is black and pyritiferous h"ke the Sunbury shale. Water 
is apt to be scarce at such depths in either of these and is almost certain 
to be highly mineralized. 
In the valleys there a.re numerous springs but, due to the proximity 
of black shales, Lhey are usually mineralized and sometimes foul to one 
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not accustomed to them. · An;exception to this is in a fine, never-failing, 
soft water spring of good volume at 'the foot of the point above. Paint 
Creek, near the Shady Grove School. · , · · 
.,. t • t', ••••• c 
CONDITIONS ·A.:FFECTING EXCAVATIONS • 
.. The digging . of t rench.es at th.e . margin .of the plateau, where the . 
upland breaks awaY..to th~·~p-valley.sl9pes, will~ foµnd ,e~c.eedingly 
difficult if the Berea Grit lies at· or close below the surface. This is 
ce~~n, o~ the wliol.~, .to ,prove much )ess fo~dable tha~ ·on_,~he fiat 
Ber~a uplands, to th~ nor~~w~d ~9 ;1V~st~~d1 because af maizy places . 1
the upland surface slopes to the Berea rim, and the Ber~a, a few feet 
• • • • ' •• • '. • • • • • • 'l • 
back, is un9er sufficient. ~ov~r. that. it i;ru,,r nqt l;>e encoun~er~d in trench- . 
ing. A similar resistance will be encountered on the higher Jtllltops 
where the Log~n sandstone is 'pr~~nt and t~ ~ . certain extent wiIJ be . 
afforded by the Buena. Vista ~andstone but not on the gentler, inter~ 
mediate upland slQpes. , IJow~ver, .w~t,ev~r may be ~~~ed ·by t~e ease 
of digging i~ ~µ _t~ese slm~es wil~ ~e ~ _part offset by the. difficulty of 
maintaining in wet weather, tre.qches iri the shales and surface clays 
weathered from th.em. Ea~t of Ralston Run, occ~onal thin sandstones, 
increasing in .num~er ~!1~·.thickne;s e9;st'o/a.i:<1, ~ti P~,'encounterei in 
these shales. . . 
. The tough~ sticky,' hl~e, ba~~~wate; ~Ia~_'o~ ,Paint Creek (above 
the. Narrows) ,and of Indian Creek should b~ avoided, both because of 
difficulty ~n ex~va.tio~ and° difficulty,, a_m<;rul'!tii;i~ almost to iropossi-
bilitv, of maintenance. . . 
.. • ' • • • I • • • • • • 
ROCK MATERIALS 'FOR CONSTRUCTION. 
Stone.-The Berea.Grit.is widely distributed with its normal thick-
ness of about 25.feei,.and in places with numei:ous.beds up to 18 inches 
thick. Its character and quality have . been indicated in .the descrip-
ions of subdi.visions west -of Chillicothe, and . these remain unchanged 
except for local variations. East of Indian Creek.it is so far reduced 
in thickness as to be worthless . . 
Gravel.-This subdivision is deficient in gravel. The -I}Jinoian de-
posits are too .high i.n clay, . even for. good roaid material. The low ter-
races along Paint Creek above t he Narrows are unproven and may 
afford limited amounts of excellent gravel; as.shown by the occurrence 
just north of. Shott's .Bridge (see description of subdivision to north-
west) but they are. much more likely ,to be worthless for concrete, or 
unwotka.ble. becaqse of the associated silt beds. . , 
,The terr~ces both great and small that border _the .south wall of 
Paint Creek Valley below Ralston Run are all, so far. as.examined, quite 
too,.high .ip. .shale fragpi.ents for -concretei though supplying good road 
dressing. ... , ·.... 
PLATE XV. 
A.-Paint Creek Valley. View down stream from below Shott's Bridge. The 
creek leaves the valley by the distant notch in the hills, where it enters 
the gorge. This is a valley almost free of such terraces as border the 
Scioto Valley, and the flood plain extends from one rock wall to the other. 
Artificial levee ·iR foreground. 
B.-Rolling moram1c surface of till filling of preglacial Paint Creek Valley 
where the ice stood across it when the creek was deflected into the gorge. 
View southeast from one-fourth mile southeast of Cattail School. 
C.-Postglacial gorge of Paint Creek. View upstream from the angle at the 
southern end of the gorge. The first widening just below the gorge is 
shown in the foreground. The ledges on the hills of the distant left and 
center are Berea Grit, which underlies the surrounding plateaus. 
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FOREST CONDITIONS 
As elsewhere, topography conditions the distribution of forests. 
From the medi3:n line of the quaqrangle westward the steep slopes from 
the Berea outcrop· to tlie' stt~a.m ~~e, alm~s~ witho~t exception·, forested. 
Because of its rolling, .hilly character, much :more of the upland is for-
ested than of the fiat Berea plateaus west and north. Here, too, the 
forest coa.~ is generally confined to the steeper slopes, particulady of 
those portio.ns which rise into knobs. · 
. From tbe median Hne eastward to Indian Creek, with the increasing 
roughness of the terrain, the ,fores.t is more generally distributed, 
thou,gh in patches. East of Indian· Creek,. they are generally present,ex-
cept for small clearings, , with heavy undergrowth of briars ~nd thorn 
that a.re almost impassable.· . 
The growth is chiefly oak .an~ hickory., with much maple. Little 
of it is of commucia.l value, though there are many scattered t rees 
suitable for ·ma.king ties. The whole, with'out exception, is second 
growth·! Much of the coat, particularly east oi'1ndian Cre'ek, is but 
little more than brush or scrub. 
• 1 
TRANSPORTATION 
Roads are largely dominated in direction and character by traffic 
to and from Chillicothe, but owing to irregularities in topography their 
plan is not radial. · Four main roads, all good, serve the country south 
of this part of the quadrangle, the Scioto River ·Ro·ad, Portsmouth Pike, 
Ralston Run Road, and ·mack Run Road. The first three a.re held 
together by the east-west road on Paint· Creek, but the la.st is quite 
independent and is tributary' to the Cincinnati· Pike:· Only one of these, 
the Port.smouth Pike, would ·accommodate two'tra.ins or columns. All 
other roads are local only and decrease in quality with distance from 
Chillicothe.' Travel in the east-west direction, except along Paint·Creek, 
is more difficult than in the·north-south direction. The only bridges 
across Paint Creek are the ones at Chillicothe and Shott's Bridge. 
There is a very stony ford at the sharp bend just below the mouth of 
Ralston Run, which could be made a v.ery important link in the trans-
portation between the north and south sides of· Paint Creek. 
·' 
CHAPTER XI  
THE LOWLAND OF THE NORTHEASTERN PART OF 
THE QUADRANGLE 
This subdivision is a roughly triangular area of lowland which lies 
east of the Scioto River between the margin of the high rugged hill-
land of the Allegheny Plateau and the north line of the Camp Sherman 
quadrangle. It is a portion of the southern margin of the great Interior 
Lowland which stretches northwestward to the Great Lakes. Of the 
portion here considered, the Scioto Valley forms the western margin 
for 8! miles north of Hopetown and the Allegheny Plateau the south-
eastern margin for 14 miles northeast from Hopetown. 
TOPOGRAPHY · 
The topography of this subdivision is, in general, broadly rolling 
and of slight relief. Distinguishable differences exist between different 
portions. 
From the Scioto River eastward to a line running due north from 
Sugar Loaf Knob, there is a belt 2 miles wide extending northward 
over 8 miles to the north line of the quadrangle, in which the relief from 
the river to most of the hilltops is about 150 feet, with very few slopes of 
more than 60 to 80 feet. 
The dominant characteristic of the topography is groups of rolling 
gravel hills, always undulating, frequently hummocky, and occasionally 
with sharp slopes. These groups are from a mile to three miles in length, 
notably elongate in the north-south line, with flat valleys from a 
quarter to a half mile wide running north and south between them. 
The smaller knolls, hillocks, or ridges which compose such a group 
frequently show the same trend, so that the whole topographic grain 
of this belt runs north and south. This is much more striking than it 
is represented on the topographic map. The terrain within this belt is 
of a character shown nowhere else within the Camp Sherman region. In 
addition to such peculiar opportunity for tactical lessons as the larger 
features may present, there is abundant and varied opportunity for 
practice in moving men over ground with numerous knolls and hum-
mocks a few feet high separated by shallow depressiop.s a few rods wide. 
This type of topography finds its most pronounced expression in 
the small hill group in the western half of Section 29, Green Township, 
where the height is greater, the slope steeper, and the hummocky char-
acter sharper, than elsewhere (Plate 17 A). 
Eastward from this belt the topography is rolling, and shows none 
of the north and south texture found nearer the river. In the southern 
part, lying at the foot of the high rugged hills of the Allegheny Plateau, 
(118) 
PLATE XVI. 
A.-Hills with moderate slope rising above the Berea plateaus, southwest of 
Poke Hollow School and north of Paint Creek gorge. Excavations will 
encounter soft clay shale beneath a few feet of clay mantle rock, except 
on the highest hilltops where numerous beds of tough sandstone occur. 
B.-Thoroughly dissected terrace of Illinoian gravel, 2 miles south of Bourne-
ville. Hills rising to 240 feet above Paint Creek Valley, of worthless 
gravels, covered by a clay soil-coat which is usually many feet thick. The 
irregularities of topography are due to stre~m erosion. 
C.-Kames at junction of Paint Creek and North Fork, west of BM. 705. The 
sharply rolling surface with shallow depressions is characteristic, and, as 
here, usually denotes coarse gravels of considerable thickness below a thin 
soil. The irregularities of topography are due to irregular deposition in 
cracks torn in the ice as it flowed past a sharp shale hill to the westward 
(left) of the view. 
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there is a belt about 2 miles in width, running from Sugar Loaf north-
eastward by Hallsville to Adelphi, of rolling hill-land. It is an im-
portant watemhed, whose hilltops attain an altitude of about 900 
feet, 100 to 160 feet above the broad open valleys of the headwaters 
streams. It is shown in Plate 17 B and C, and in Plate 1 A. The 
slopes are moderate at most places; rarely would they be called steep. 
This is the terminal moraine built up by the last great ice sheet, the 
edge of which rested against the high hills to the southward which 
blocked its path. The hills of the Allegheny Plateau rise 200 to 300 feet 
above these rolling uplands. A number of streams head on the south 
margin of this belt and flow southward through gaps into the much 
higher hills of the AllEgheny Plateau, Walnut Creek, six of the small 
headwater branches of Little Walnut Creek, and two of the branches 
of Dry Run. · · 
Northwest of this belt of rolling hilly moraine and sub-parallel to 
it, lie the valleys of Kinnikinnick and Pike Hole creeks, the former 
flowing southwest, the latter northeast, both, for the most part, a mile 
or more in width and with gentle slopes on either side. 
North of these streams are broadly rolling hills, whose mile-long 
slopes rise very gently 80 to 100 feet above these valleys. 
Kinnikinnick Valley and Creek.-The valley of Kinnikinnick is an 
ill-defined, irregular depression between hills of glacial drift, its nearly 
flat bottom a mile in width except for shallow constrictions southeast 
of Kingston and for 2 miles east of Kinnikinnick. In its upper courses, 
the channel is cut only 1 to 2 feet below the wide bordering lowlands, 
but it deepens down stream until above and below Kinnikinnick Village 
it is 4 to 6 feet deep. Kinnikinnick Creek in time of flood, seldom over-
flows its banks seriously. To be 2 feet deep out of banks, in its lower 
course, would be very exceptional. General spring rains or heavy sum-
mer thunder storms over several of its headward branches may cause 
floods. Both the rise and fall are rapid; a 6-foot rise in 3 hours is re-
ported. 
In its upper reaches, where the bottom is broader and flatter, and 
the channel shallower, a width of one-fourth mile is reported when in 
extreme flood, but this was before the farm lands were tiled and the 
channel cleared of brush. 
Pikehole Valley and Creek.-The valley of Pikehole Creek, a prairie 
ne.arly 2 miles in width, with black mucky soil, was formerly a large 
marshy tract, but by ditching and tiling it has been made one of the 
most productive spots in the region. The ditches in the middle and 
lower course are 8 to 12 feet deep, steep-waUed, and have water of 
slight current in them at all times. 
Salt Creek to which Pikehole Creek is tributary, flows across the 
extreme northeast corner of the quadrangle and is the largest stream in 
the subdivision. · 
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GEOWGY 
Glacial drift.-The geology· of the district is simple. With three 
known exceptions, the hills of the whole subdivision are co'mposed of 
gravels, interbedded with sands and exceptionally with beds of pebbly 
clay. (See Plate 4 A., These were laid down chiefly by waters inti-
mately associated with the melting edge of he ice sheet. The 2 inile 
wide belt which liEs against the hills of the Allegheny Platrnti is the 
equivalent of the terminal moraine elsewhere and is best called a kame 
moraine. The belts of gravel hills running north and l;lOuth near the 
Scioto River are kame moraines of more prominent character with 
occasional groups of typical kames where the hummocky character is 
most pronounced. These hill~ have been but little modified by the 
streams since the ice formed them. None of the larger valleys have 
been formed by stooam-cutting, the streams have merely adapkd them-
selves to the topography left by the ice. This explains the larger 
features of the drainage and the character of the valley.bottoms, where 
broad flats with obstructed drainage have slowly been changed into 
prairies with black, mucky soils, the result of marsh accumulation. 
Occurrences of bed rock.-The bed rock which underlies the whole 
subdivision at an almost unknown depth comes to the surface at only 
three points, so far as known. (1) Cuyahoga shale forms the so~th side 
of the hill south of Hallsville; this is only a very short distance from the 
margin of the Allegheny Plateau. (2) The Berea Grit was formerly 
quarried for local use within the trapezoidal area that"is the southeast 
· part of Kingston, and the overlying Sunbury shale is reported in wells 
a few rods to the eastward in Section 3. This area of bed rock appears 
to be of no great extent. (3) At Delano, the Scioto Valley Electrtc line 
has made a shallow cut in the Ohio shale, and a few rods northwest of 
this, in a roadside gutter, the overlying Bedford shale is present. 
Depth of drift.-No well record has been obtained which shows 
the depth of bed rock below the present surface, away from the few 
outcrops, though a few wells must have penetrated it. In one instance, 
a well 191 feet deep penetrated to an altitude of about 500 A. T., or 
120 feet below the Scioto River without encountering rock. This is 
on the Robert Herron place, one-fourth mile southwest of Kinnikinnick 
and apparently within the pre-glacial Scioto Valley. A well at the 
crossroads 1 mile southwest of Hallsville is 115 feet deep and reported 
without rock, but its bottom is higher than the creek to the northward. 
WATER 
Permanent streams.-All of the large streams, Kinnikinnick, Pike 
Hole, Congo, and Salt creeks, are permanent, and many of their smaller 
tributaries. The hilly 2-:r;nile-wide belt just east of the Scioto has less 
of small permanent streams than the rolling hills of lesser height to 
PLATE XVII. 
A.-Looking eastward to kames in Section '29, Green .Township, hills 160 feet 
high, of very coarse, dry gravel. 
B.-View northward over terminal moraine of Wisconsin ice sheet, in the 
southwest corner of Section 1~. Colerain Township. This rolling topog-
raphy is typical of glacial till or gravelly till of great depth. Probably bed 
rock at all places is 100 feet or more below the surface. Excavations in 
low places may be expected persistently too wet for occupation. 
'C.-Southward across rolling hills of thick Wisconsin till of the Lowland, to 
the high rock hills at the margin of the Allegheny Plateau in northeast 
part of Section 25, Green Township. Hill on left is Job's Knob. Three 
heads of Walnut Creek rise in the low gaps between and on either side 
of these knobs, and flow southward into the Plateau. This shows the ease 
of passage from the Lowland into the hilly Plateau. 
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the eastward. , This is a fair index of the depth of ground water below 
the surface in the two districts 
Ground water.-In the belt parallel to the Scioto River and from 
Hopetown northward, shallow wells even on the hills occasionally get 
water at from 10 to 20 feet and are said not to fail. This is exceptional, 
and it is commonly necessary to drill 60 feet on the hills before encoun-
tering a promising volume, and numerous wells stopped at this depth 
have since been sunk to 75 feet. Wells from 100 to 175 feet deep are 
not unusual. Lower down on the hill slopes the depth is less but even 
near the streams 40 feet may be necessary to secure water. ' Springs 
are.not numerous. The records of these wells show sands often in con-
siderable thickness and gravels with some clay. Along the western 
foot of these hills, where they border the Scioto Valley, a line of springs 
is found and wells are·commonly very shallow, IO to 20 feet. 
In and around Kingston, under the influence of the shallow cover 
over the bed rock, wells commonly encounter permanent water at 10 
to 20 feet even though it is on a hilltop. Over the low rolling drift hills 
northeastward and eastward to Whistler, permanent water is obtained 
on the highest hills at 40 feet, and at decreasing depths toward Kinni-
kinnick and Pikehole valley floors where heavy volumes of water are 
commonly obtained at IO feet or less. 
Southeast of these valleys, watEr is obtained on some' of the high 
hills at 18 feet, but 30 to 40 feet is more usual. Springs are not un-
common on the lower slopes in the southern part near the rock hills of 
the Allegheny Plateau. 
CONDITIONS . AFFECTING CONSTRUCTION OF TRENCHES 
From the foregoing it is evident that over all the hills of this sub-
division, excepting the very few places where rock occurs at the surface, 
trenches would be constructed in unconsolidated gravels and sand, 
except as there is commonly 1 to 3 feet of clayey soil. In the bolder 
hills, near the Scioto River, the soil will frequently be found missing 
and the gravels very coarse and with small bowlders. Further, the 
deepest excavations now made in the construction of trench systems 
would very seldom encounter anything else except sand and gravel. 
In the valleys, the soil is deeper, and it is probable that at many places 
rifle trenches would not penetrate the soil and surface clay into the 
underlying. gravels. 
In the 2-mile-wide belt of hills paralleling the river, rifle pits and 
their accessory shallower excavations can be dug .at almost any place 
on the uplands and middle slopes without danger of water, but the 
deeper cave shelters going to a depth of · 30 feet very probably would 
be w.et in .occasional p]aces even on the higher hill.s. Rifle pits. along 
the western foot of 'these hills where they. border the "River Road" 
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will surely have water in them in spring, and iµ places, unless carefully 
selected, throughout the year; excavations of 15 feet are liable to have 
water in them at all times. In the broad valleys between the hills of 
this belt, probably water will not interfere with trenches except in 
winter and spring, but the deeper shell-proofs are almost certain to 
encounter water at any season. 
In the more gently rolling hills eastward from the N. & W. rail-
way, the ground water stands nearer the surface than in the hills to 
the westward. On most of the higher hills, rifle pits, it is believed, will 
be dry the year round, but at many places on the lower hill slopes it 
is certain that they will have water in them in the spring. For example, 
the graves in the cemetery on the hilltop southwest of Whistler are 
reported dry the year round, but in the two within 3 miles southwest 
of Hallsville, both within 20 to 40 feet above near-by streams, the graves 
are wet, that is, with standing water, in the spring. Shell-proofs be-
tween 30 and 40 feet deep, on the hills, are apt to encounter water at 
all times, and on the lower slopes are almost certain to. 
Water occurs at shallow depths in the valleys of Kinnikinnick 
and Pikehole creeks; in the latter, especially, water would stand in the 
rifle trenches in some places 9.t all times. Wells of strong volume are 
encountered at 10 feet or even less and numerous springs and boggy 
places an acre in extent never dry out, though the valley bottom is 
well ditched and tiled. 
Of the few known localities where rock occurs·near ;he surface, the 
only one of practical si11;nificance is in the hill on which Kingston stands. 
The western portion of the hill is underlain by the Berea Grit at an 
altitude of about 790 feet, and the underlying soft Bedford shale is at 
shallow depths under the town to the westward. The Berea, though it . 
has not been seen owing to lack of present outcrops, it is confidently 
believed, does not exceed 8 feet in thickness, as against 30 feet west of 
the Scioto, and is composed of less massive beds, with more shale. 
Such is its character just west of Sugar Loaf knob. How far eastward 
the Berea underlies this hill is not known, possibly not beyond the 
center of Section 3. The shallow depth at which all wells in the town 
obtain abundant water, IO to 20 feet, shows what may be expected in 
trenches. 
MATERIALS FOR CONSTRUCTION 
Stone.-There is no stone within· this subdivision of value for con-
struction. The Berea Grit at Kingston is, as just intimated, almost 
certainly thin, and in courses probably ranging between 2 and IO inches. 
Gravel.-The gravels of the eubdivi8ion are excellent for ordinary 
road metal. They are limestone gravels with a moderate percentage 
of harder pebbles and a small and, for this purpose, negligible amount 
of sandstone and shale. They are so universally present that localities 
need not be cited. · 
PLATE XVIII. 
A.-View north to head of Walnut Creek; from center of Section 22, Colerain 
Township, where Walnut Creek enters the high Allegheny Plateau. The 
distant hills in the Interior Lowland are of bowlder clay, the Late Wis-
consin terminal moraine; hill on left is at side of valley on margin of 
Allegheny Plateau, where creek flows from Lowland to Plateau. 
B.-View north to broad, open gap at head of Dry Run. Section 35, Green 
Township_. Hays Hill on left. Road typical of this division. 
C.-View northwest, gap at head of Dry Run, Section 3, Springfield Township. 
D.--One of the higher, narrower gaps at head of Lick Run, east of Bunker Hill.  
PASSES FROM THE INTERIOR LOWLAND THROUGH THE KNOBS  
EAST OF CAMP -SHERMAN. SEE ALSO PLATE XVII, C.  
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As a result of the shale and sandstone pebbles present, the gravel 
derived from the hill banks is not good for concrete roads. The sand-
stone was derived chiefly from the Berea, and its pebbles are fairly 
hard, but if exposed to the abrasion on the surface of a concrete road, 
would quickly wear out, leaving a hole. This is even more true of the 
shale pebbles. These were derived from the black, slaty Ohio shale 
and as they occur in the gravel, are round or flat pieces, often several 
inches across, much inclined to split into thin blades as a result of 
weathering. When these gravels have been washed some distance along 
a stream bed, the shale fragments may be practically absent as a result 
of attrition, except in small sizes of a fraction of an inch, and in this 
form the gravels are much more satisfactory and have been used from 
Kinnikinnick Creek by the State Highway Commission to some extent 
for concrete foundation for brick roadways. 
For concrete in which strength is desired, most of the bank gravels 
are not of the best because of the thin blades of Ohio shale which, in a 
concrete mass are almost the equivalent of as many voids of the same 
size and shape. Some gravels, such as that from the Scioto Traction 
Company's bank at Kinnikinnick, are very poor for concrete on this 
account. Washing very materially improves the quality by removing 
entirely the more decayed fragments and reducing the larger ones. 
The bank gravels have been used locally for concrete making. 
The small bank 1l miles southwest of Kingston, S. W. quarter of 
Section 5, Green Township, is one of the best in the matter of slate 
and sandstone pebbles, that has been examined in the district. It is a 
kame gravel, however, and pockets of excellently assorted gravel are 
intimately associated with irregular beds and masses of bowlder clay 
which must be kept out of concrete. As a result, it may be operated by 
hand loading, but could not be operated by steam shovel. This gravel, 
it is believed, if properly selected in the bank, would prove thoroughly 
sll,tisfactory for concrete. 
There is reason to believe that the pronounced hills of the 2-mile-
wide kame belt on the west afford the best gravels, though it has seldom 
been possible to examine them, due to lack of openings. The very 
prominent group of gravel hills in the western half of Section 29, Green 
Township, is suggested as a likely place for prospecting. 
FOREST CONDITIONS 
No extensive forests occur in this subdivision. There yet remain 
occasional wood-lots, commonly about 20 acres in extent. These are 
invariably so scattered and small that they are useless as a screen for 
maneuvering or concealing large bodies of men, as forests have repeat-
edly served in important engagements in the European war. They 
are more thickly scattered 2! miles west-southwest of Kingston; within 
I to 2 miles southeast of Kingston; within a mile north of Sugar Loaf; 
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within a mile northwest of Hallsville; and on both sides of the road 
from Whistler northwest to Oak Grove School. 
In these small groves are usually . preserved fair stands of oak, 
chiefly white oak, with numerous ash, hickory, maple, and walnut 
trees, varying in size from 10 inches to 2 feet and usually with consid-
erable undergrowth. The group northwest of Whistler is probably the 
most extensive of all. 
TRANSPORTATION 
The chief roads in the subdivision spread fanwise northward from 
a center at Hopetown: from Hopetown to Chillicothe all road traffic 
is carried on one pike so that the Bridge Street bridge at Chillicothe is 
the real focus. From Hopetown northward and northeastward, be-
tween the Scioto River and Kingston, there is a moderate amount of 
divergence in roads· that serve the countryside northward and from 
Columbus east to Lancaster and Zanesville. At Hopetown and again 
31 miles north thereof, roads diverge sharply eastward, slightly north-
eastward, toward Adelphi and Laurelville, along the northern foot of 
the Allegheny Plateau. 
As a result of this distribution, the transportation of the subdi-
vision falls into two parts that are almost coincident. with the two chief 
topographic subdivisions. 
Near the Scioto River, and as far back from it as Kingston, the 
chief transportation lines, including the railroad and electric line, run 
north and south. This includes the 2-mile-wide belt of hills with a 
north-south trend, but the routes, while facilitated by this topographic 
trend, are not determined by it in any sense. The east-west routes in 
this section are far less important and proportionately poorer. 
Eastward from Kingston two chief roads, with several less promi-
nent roads, run east and west, and the roads running from north to 
south are narrower, poorer, and badly connected. A railroad, no,w 
dismantled, once operated from Kingston southeastward to Hallsville 
and thence northeastward along the margin of Pikehole Valley to 
Adelphi. The grade yet remains though the bridges, trestles, and track 
are all removed. In the event of movements of large bodies of troops 
southward from the plains into the plateau or in the opposite direction, 
the chief roads of the region would all pour their traffic directly into 
the narrow funnel north of Chillicothe with its throat at the Bridge Street 
bridge. Not only these but all other north-south roads are irregularly 
and inconveniently distributed to serve readily the roads leading south-
ward through the passes into the ,{\.llegheny Platel.'l,u, described in the 
follo"ing chapter, yet these would materially supplement the Scioto 
Valley roads. The deficiency in road across Pikehole Creek is in-
herited from the days when it was an undraimd marsh. 
The notes given below probably do not cover all the roads but will 
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partially supplement and correct the Camp Sherman topographic sheet . 
The following roads are wide enough to accommodate two col-
umns of troops or two trains and are adequately piked: 
The River Road, running due northward a.long the ea.st side of 
the Scioto Valley. 
The pike from Hopetown to Kingston and then northwest and 
north to Circleville. 
The pike from Kingston northeast to Lancaster. 
The County Line Pike, except for occasional narrow bridges and 
fills, and its continuation to Whistler. 
The Circleville-Adelphi Pike, some narrow places. 
The Chillicothe-Adelphi Pike, from Kinnikinnick ~o Hallsville to 
Adelphi. There are a number of short stretches with narrow grade. 
Road from Whistler south to Hallsville, narrow in places. 
All other roads are sufficiently wide for a single column or train. 
Most of them are graveled, but with foundation inadequate to with-
stand prolonged heavy t raffic. Exceptions to this, and other facts, 
follow: 
The road from one-fourth mile south of Kinnikinnick west to the 
River Road, does not exist. 
Road northwest from Kinnikinnick is but little used, a grassy lane. 
The small section of road, one-half mile due south of Kingston, 
running west for a scant half mile from B. M. 778 to road from Court-
right, does not exist. 
Road 1 mile east of Kingston running north-south on line between 
Sections 2 and 3, is not open, unimproved. 
Road 3! miles east of Kingston running south from Section 31 to 
north part of Section 7, unimproved, little used. 
Southeast of Kingston 4 miles, the northerly of two roads running 
east and northeast from the eastern part of Section 23 to the north 
center of Secjon 24 is abandoned. 
Southeast of Kingston 3 to 4 miles, north-south road in Section 
23, poor and little used. 
Southeast of Kingston 4! miles, north-south road in Section 18, 
fair but little used, grassy. 
All roads north of Chillicothe-Hallsville Pike, between Hallsville 
and north-south road in center of Section 2, Colerain Township, a re 
very poor lanes. • 
Road south, in center Section 21, Colerain Township, dirt road. 
The road which branches off of the main pike to the northeast at 
the Scioto River bridge, Chillicothe, past the rifle range, is continued 
on the topographic sheet, as a lane for half a mile north of Bunker ~ill. 
As a matter of fact it is continued as a good dirt road through the low 
gap between Bald Hill and Sugar Loaf, connecting at B. M. 818, Sec-
t.ion 33, Green Township, with t he irregular road running northeast 
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and 1 to 2 miles south of the Chillicothe-Adelphi Pike. In places it is 
broad and surfaced with limestone. This is the old "Marietta Road", 
and is yet open. Though lying outside the area, it might be an important· 
link in its transportation. 
PLATE XIX. 
A.-View northeast up Dry Run Valley, Section 14, Springfield Township. Open 
flood plain, bordered by low, unforested, dissected shale terraces, with the 
steep wooded slopes of the shale-sandstone hills behind them. 
B.-View north across the dissected Illinoian gravel terrace of Lick Run to 
Rocky Knob. The terraces at the foot of Rocky Knob, showing as snow 
slopes at a slightly higher level, are in part cut in shale. The lower slopes 
of the knobs are soft clay shale, the upper of tough sandstone. 
C.- View northwest from Sand Hill road, Bald Hill on right, the Interior Low-
land in distant center, the Scioto trench in distant left but not distinguish-
able. 
THE KNOBS EAST OF CAMP SHERMAN. SEE ALSO PLATES I, XI, 
XII-C, XVII-C, XVIII, AND XX-A. 
CHAPTER XII 
THE KNOBS EAST OF CAMP SHERlvIAN 
This subdivision is a quadrangular area lying nearly east and west 
(slightly northeast, southwest), 7 miles long and 4 miles wide. The 
western end of this quadrangle is the group of knobs from ::\fount Logan 
north to Sugar Loaf, which overlooks Camp Sherman. It is bounded 
on the east by a line that extends from the head of Lit.tie Walnut Creek 
across a low divide into Walnut Creek. 
TOPOGRAPHY 
Knobs.-This subdivision has the greatest relief of any part of 
the Camp Sherman region. It is distinguished by knobs, some of them 
isolated, others grouped into short ranges. The last is particularly 
true of the western half where the hills are highest, the relief greatest, 
and the general aspect is roughest. Mount Logan rises something over 
680 feet above the Scioto River at its foot, and the top of Rocky Knob 
is some 50 or 60 feet higher than Mount Logan. Almost without ex-
ception these knobs have steep, forested slopes. Their tops are small 
and abruptly rounded, or, if ridge-like, a succession of such tops con-
nected by a narrow, sharp-crested divide. The group extending from 
Rocky Knob north to Bald Hill, 2 miles in length, is the only one of 
which the top has sufficient area to be cultiYated or occupied. (See 
Platfs 1, 11, 12 C, 17 C, 18, 19, and 20 A.) 
Valleys.-The valleys which drain the subdivision are all small; 
with numerous tributaries, they head along the extreme northern mar-
gin, mostly on the south slope of the moraine which abuts against these 
hills on the north, and run off southward, converging slightly toward 
the medial one, which is the nearly north-south valley of Dry Run. The 
head of Little Wal nut Creek is actually outside the northern margin of 
the plateau. The two heads of Dry Run are practically at its northern 
m~rgin; the divide of one is so low that it is inappreciable, and of the 
other so low as to be in no way an impediment to road traffic. In addi-
tion, many of the smaller tributaries head in low gaps, so that there 
are seven well-defined passes along the northern margin and two poorer 
ones. These passes or gaps are shown in Plate 18 and also in 17 C. 
These valleys have narrow flat bottoms seldom over 100 yards in 
width. They are bordered by low foot hills on either side which rise 
with moderately steep slopes 150 to 200 feet above the narrow floors, 
the dissected remnants of what was at one time a series of terraces at 
about 860 feet. These low hills are largely cleared and farmed. From 
(127) 
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them rise the knobs. As a result, though the valleys are narrow, it is 
only in places, usually near the heads, that the high knobs close in 
sufficiently to constitute the immEdiate valley walls. A typical valley 
is shown in Plate 19 A. 
Streams.-Four small streams, with their tributaries, drain this 
subdivision. Of these, the portion of Dry Run within the subdivision, 
as its name implies, is apt to be dry during the late summer and autumn 
months, though water exists in the gravels beneath its channel. The 
others apprnr to be pern,anent. The channEls of all are shallow, cut 4 
to 5 fret in the strrnm wash which composes the flood plain. The 
channds of the larger tributaries heading on steep slopes may be as 
much as 8 or 10 feet deep. 
The valleys of all four are bordered by steep slopes at practically 
all places and run-off is rapid. The bottoms of all are flooded by storms 
which endure only a few hours and the rise and fall are rapid. Walnut 
Creek, the largest, may be expected to flood its bottoms once or twice 
yearly, chiefly in spring. 
GEOLOGY 
The geology, in so far as it bears on possible military occupation, 
is simple. Only the formations of importance are listEd in tl:is con-
nection. 
Bed rock formations 
Berea Grit.-On the slope toward the Scioto the Berea Grit is 
present at about 800 feet, and, in part, forms the prominent rock terrace 
at 840 to 860 feet just back of Hopetown and again at the foot of Sugar 
Loaf. The slopes below this are composed of Bedford and Ohio shales 
exc1:pt as they are drift-covered near Dry Run. {See Plate 12 C.) 
Cuyahoga formation.-The lower slopes of the hills overlooking the 
Scioto River, from the Berea up to an altitude of about 1,100 or 1,120 
feet, are formed chiefly by the moderately soft, easily disintegrating 
clay shales of the Cuyahoga. From the Scioto east to Walnut Creek 
the whole of the lower slopes are of Cuyahoga shale, from about 1,100 
feet downward to the valley bottoms. 
Logan formation.-The upper slopes of the knobs are composed of 
150 to 250 feet of Logan sandstones, mostly fine-grained, rather soft, 
but tough and resistant, with some shales. The knobs are really due 
to the resistance of these beds to erosion, and the upper slopes without 
exception are very steep because of this underlying formation. It very 
seldom, however, forms low cliffs, no matter how steep and dehris-
covered the slopes may be. 
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Coal Measures.-The very tops of a few of the highest knobs are 
formed of the coarse sandstones and conglomerates of t he basal mem-
ber of the Coal Measures. The only occurrences of importance are on 
the irregular ridge top extending from Sand Hill southward to Rocky 
Knob and on the spur toward Bunker Hill . It here forms discontin-
uous ledges, usually 5 to 10 feet high, but attaining 30 feet on Rocky 
Knob. 
Drift or m.antle rock f ormatior.s 
lllinoian gravels.- The next regional subdivision to the southward 
is made up largely of great, dissected terraces of Illinoian gravel with 
their greatest altitude at about 860 feet . The upper surface grades into 
that of the shale terraces in the Knob area, which also rise to about 860 
feet, and it is impractical to attempt to distinguish t he two by their 
topography. Indeed, the shale terraces commonly carry a sufficient 
amount of pebbly material on them to frequently make t heir distinc-
tion by any means difficult. There is, however, one large portion of 
t he Knob area in which these terraces are la rgely made up of Illinoian 
gravels, a continuation of the deposits next southward . T his is on 
Walnut Creek above Tucson and extending over the low divide between 
it and Little Walnut Creek. 
The Illinoian gravels and sand's are distinguished by their reddish-
brown color, by their high content of clay, by the low percentage of 
or absence of limestone pebbles, and by the high percentage of pebbles 
of resistunt rock, chiefly chert. Though occasionally cemented to fo rm 
conglomerates, t hey nre usually only slightly so, and m:iy in places 
readily be eroded into gullies. They exercise a noteworthy contrnl on 
the ground water and dist ribution of springs. Cuyahoga shale in places 
forms the backbone of these t erraces. 
Wisconsin gravels- These have been noted certainly in only one 
place, at the junction of the forks of Dry Run above Jarvis. Compared 
with the Illinoian gr::l.\'els, th<>y arc fresh, gmy, free of cby, and high in 
limestone pebbles. The accumulation is a ,·ery small one. 
WATER 
Streams.- Thii, is outlined in the discm,sion of the topography. 
Ground water.- Five influences, operating in as many different 
places, appear to cont rol almost wholly the distribution of shallow 
ground wn.ter. Smrch for potable· water at depths by deep drming 
almost Cl rtainl~· \\'ill be unsucec·s5ful. 
1. Hillside and gully debris and valley fiJling 
All the larger stream valleys are filled to an unknown, but probably 
not considerable depth by stream-washed and drifted debris. T he 
streams do not flow on rock except where they impinge on their va lley 
5-0 . B . 23. 
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walls. The lower ends of all the larger tributary ravines and gullies 
are similarly filled. As habitation is almost wholly confined to t he 
valleys, the majority of the inhabitants obtain their water supply from 
wells sunk in this material to depths of 10 to 40 feet . On the flat bot-
toms of the larger valleys, permanent water is usually obtained at 
depths of 10 to 15 feet. Where the slopes are steept-r, as in the upper 
ends of these valleys, or on the moderately steep alluvial fans at t he 
mouth of ravines, perm11nent water usually lies deeper, sometimes 30 
to 40 feet below the surface. Though these ,veils may penetrate to a 
slight depth into the underlyin,g shales, the t rue source apparently is 
the gravels. The water is commonly soft, occasionally wit h lime or iron . 
Springs and seeps from this material, while not uncommon at the 
foot of slopes, are not much used. 
On the whole, the body of water existing at depths of 10 to 20 feet 
below the n:urow flat bottoms l or rr.ore miles below t he valley heads is 
more reliable and "more permanent" than that obtained at greater 
depths near the valley heads. This narrow bottom is t he chief factor in 
determining small camp ioites in the subdivision. 
2. Terrace gravels 
Where the lllinoian terrace gravels attain a considerable thick-
ness, springs are commonly found at the foot of the slopes and are t he 
chief source of supply around Tucson, where there is a heavy outflow. 
3. Coal :.\Ieasures sandstone 
On the irregular hilltop from Sand Hill southeastward to Rocky 
Knob, .and on the spur extending southwestward toward Bunker Hill, 
these coarse sandstones absorb enough rainfall to maintain throughout 
t he year a few springs at or near their base, and these have doubtless 
been a contributing factor to the habitation of t his hilltop by a few 
families, the only one of the knobs which is permanently inhabited. 
T he outflow, however, is scant in dry sea.sons, and at no time adequate 
to maintain a large body of men or animals. 
4. Berea Grit 
On the 840 to 860-foot terrace overlooking t he Scioto River, a 
line of seeps and springs is found at t he level of the top of the Berea 
Grit, tha is, at about 800 feet. North of Dry Run (emptying into the 
Scioto) the rocks are buried undu considerable drift rover, but here 
also both springs and wells appear to be chiefly controlled by this influ-
ence, though the wells, commonly 25 to 30 feet deep, do not encounter 
rock and the springs may eme.-ge on Sunbury shale, which lies next 
above the Berea. 
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5. Logan sandstones and Cuyahoga shales 
Apparently these are a very meager source of ground water. They 
must, however, slo"·ly feed out considerable amounts that are concen-
trated in the vall~y wash below in bodifs that are of a size to be usable. 
COXDITIOXS AFFECTIXG EXC.-\.YATIOXS 
On the terrace overlooking the Scioto, the Berea occurs where the 
gently sloping or rolling uplands blend into the steep lower slopes. 
The cover of shales over the Berea is sufficient, and the slope upward 
from the outcrop of the Berea such that trench excavations would 
encounter it only on the immediate brow of the hill. Similarly, it ap-
pears that there would be no undue amount of water in the trenches, 
unless locally at the immediate brink, though it should be expected in 
deeper Excn.vation. 
Excavation on the tops of all the high knobs obviously must en-
counter the tough Logan, or on the very top of a few, the coarse, massive, 
Coal Measures sandstones, both djfficult of excavation. It would be 
rash to order entrenchment in the Logan with picks and shoYels, un-
less there be 12 to 20 hours in which to accomplish it. The Coal Measures 
sandstone would r equire blasting. On the river hills, 11100 to 11120 
feet, appears to be the lo,wr limit of the i:andsto1Hs, and farther east 
it descends son:ewhat, though little. The excavations will be quite 
permanent. ,rater appears to offer no difficulty here. 
The lower slopes below the 1,100-foot contour are composed of 
soft clayey shales, except as occasional sandstone beds up to 1 foot 
may be encountered. O"er considerable portions the debris of hillside 
wash is probably so thick that the shales would not be encountered 
except in the deeper excavations. In either case the material will be 
found soft and slippery when wet. 
The valley bottoms below the soil are composed largely of sand-
stone frap;ments imbedded in clay. Yet they are commonly tiled and 
excavations are apt to encounter water at slight depths except in the 
dry seasons. 
On the single large area of IUinoian sands and gravels, excavation 
will be easy and dry, probably, at all S<'asons except near the foot of 
slopes. The sands are slightly cemented, but not enough to prH<'nt 
rapid erosion in gul liu~. Trencl-~es ,\ill require complete re,·et ment and 
dugouts must be timbered. 
ROCK l\IATERIALS FOR COXSTRUCTJO~ 
Stone.-The Berea Grit is the best source of stone for masonry. 
Small quurries were formerly oper!lted in the bead of the small rnvine 
just back of Hopetown, and on the southeast slope of Bunker Hill. 
The former has less stripping and the quarry face is only 6 feet. In 
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any case there will be much waste in the stone, in the form of small 
debris. These quarries would furnish a satisfactory material for the 
foundation of roads, though not for the surface. Blocks of a thickness 
exceeding 1 foot cannot be regularly obtained, and most of the output 
will be of lesser thickness. 
The Coal Measures sandstones are almost surely satisfactory for 
masonry if care is used to avoid quarry sites where there are pebbles 
of rotten chert in the rock. Probably blocks up to 2 feet in thickness 
or more could be obtained. But the hilltops are much too inaccessible 
for extensive quarrying. The Sand Hill and the hill south are the only 
ones where road transportation is, or could be readily developed. 
Gravel.-Gravels occur in the Scioto Valley next west of this sub-
division and in the subdivision to the northward, though of poor quality. 
Within the boundaries of the subdivision only a single gravel deposit 
has been observed, and it very small, of a quality really satisfactory 
for road material. It is too high in slate fragments to be satisfactory 
for concrete. This is in the angle at the junction of the forks of Dry 
Run, one-third mile above Jarvis. It is possible that other similar 
accumulations may be found above or below it and on Dry Run but 
they cannot be extensive. The Illinoian gravels and sands are too high 
in clay and limonitic dust to be of use. The stream gravels in every 
case are sandstone gravels. 
FOREST CONDITIONS 
Distribution.-Forest distribution depends directly on topography. 
Slopes that are too steep for farming are almost without exception 
covered with some form of forest cover; this includes practically all 
the steep slopes above the !JOO-foot contour. A few only are notably 
bare, as the north end of Bunker Hill and Job's Knob in the northeast 
corner, Section 25, Green Township. Hilltops, when flat enough, are 
farmed, as is the most of the ridge top from Sand Hill south nearly to 
Rocky Knob, and the tops of Bald and Bunker hills. These :ue almost 
the only ones that are bare. Hard,rnod only obfains, except for occa-
sional, widely scattered, small pines. 
Cover.-Though covering without break irregular areas of a square 
mile or more, use of the forests as cover for maneuvers is rendered diffi-
cult by the steep slopes and the general presence of underbrush, com-
monly enough to impede progress on foot. The topography prohibits 
its use as cover for camps. Every road in the subdivision is so far free 
of such protection as to be virtually subject to complete aerial obser-
vation. 
Material for construction.-The forests of the subdivision consti-
tute the largest source of timber near Camp Sherman. It is impossible 
to describe where various materials may be obtained because, first, the 
subdivision, for lack of time, has not been examined in detail, and, 
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second, because large areas of the forested slopes are unfenced, hence 
cannot be readily bounded, and the various growths shade into each 
other. 
But little large timber yet remains, and some of that is being cut 
under the stimulus of the present great demand. None of it is the 
original stand. Scattered fair trees of white oak, chestnut, elm, hickory, 
and maple occur on both sides of Mount Logan. On the northeast 
slope of Bald Hill there is a stand of several acres of maple, ash, and 
walnut, some basswood, trees up to 18 inches in diameter. Doubtless 
other small patches exist. There probably is not as much actual timber 
in the subdivision as is to be found in the scattered wood lots of the 
rolling plains to the northward. 
White oak and hickory and inferior oaks, maple, ash, and elm, of 
a size to make one or two ties at the butt and sometimes four, are not 
infrequently found in patches and scattered on the lower slopes; and 
everywhere over the upper and lower slopes, trees of a size to make 
posts. The middle and lower slopes commonly carry a moderate under-
growth of young shoots of a size to make woven revetments. A heavy 
growth of such small poles was noted in the low gap at a little over 900 
feet southeast of Mount Eyes. 
Oaks and hickories are the dominant trees of the region. The 
white oak is usually found on the lower slopes only, and the hilltops 
carry a growth of scrubby rock-chestnut--0aks of post size. Chestnut 
is practically absent. 
TRANSPORTATION 
Transportation routes through this subdivision are almost wholly 
along north-south lines, following the streams, and as there are no 
divides of any consequence, it is possible to pass quite through it along 
several routes, unimpeded by grades. Like the streams, they converge 
southward. There are several roads that run by steep grades from the 
Scioto eastward across the high hills adjacent to the valley, hut trans-
portation in the east-west direction elsewhere is difficult. Any such 
goes to the east-west roads lying to the northward or southward outside 
the subdivision. 
The roads are poor. None of them are wide enough for more than 
one column and none of them are graveled throughout. In winter they 
are likely to he heavy. The ones indicated as by-roads on the map are 
apt to be almost impassable because of briars and bushes. Several of 
the short east-west roads are very poor, so that travel in this direction 
is even more obstructed than appears from inspection of the map. The 
one through the south part of Section 10, Springfield Township, is of 
this sort; also the one running west from Tucson through the southern 
part of Section 8, Harrison Township. 
At least one important road, not much used but almost as good as 
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a pike, is not represented on the map, the old "Marietta Pike". It 
follows the road through the center of Section 5, Springfield Township, 
which is indicated on the map as a lane, and is continued through the 
gap south of Sugar Loaf to the lane in the center of Section 33, Green 
Township. 
There are several foot paths. At least one of these is convenient 
from the lane in the western half of Section 8, Springfield Township, 
through the gap between Bunker Hill and Mount Eyes to the head of 
Lick Run. Foot paths of so'Tle drgrce of usability exist along the tops 
of most of the ridges that have any length at all. 
CHAPTER XIII  
THE GREAT GRAVEL TERRACES SOUTHEAST OF 
CHILLICOTHE 
This subdivision consists of two parts. First, a triangular area 
with its base, 6 miles long, resting on the Scioto Valley and its apex 
at Tucson; the east side is at the foot of the high hills which form the 
east wall of Walnut Creek Valley, including Rattle:make Knob (at 
Smith's store), and the north ,:ide lies at the foot of the high knobs of 
Springfield Township; the area of this portion is about 18 square miles. 
Second, from the southern corner of t,he triangle an old abandoned valley, 
l! to 2 miles wide, extends eastward for about 6 miles to beyond Lon-
donderry, with an area of ::tbout 10 square miles; it is partially filled 
with gravel and the streams which now flow across it, Walnut and Salt 
creeks, have no relation to the one which formed it long ago. 
TOPOGRAPHY 
Hills.-These are a series of four gravel terraces each more or less 
distinct. The highest rises to altitudes of 860 to 880 feet, 300 feet above 
the Scioto River; it occurs farthest from the Scioto along the northern 
margin of the subdivision, at the foot of the high knobs of the next 
subdivision to the northward, and passes up into the valleys between 
these knobs. It is almost completely dissected by stream p:ullies to a 
depth of 120 to 200 feet and only small irregular remnants of the original 
flat upland surface remain, which, however, slope distinctly to the 
southward. Thfse terraces are shown in Platfs 11 A, 19 B, and 20. 
The middle terrace is highest at the north, where, north of 1:lt. 
Carmel Church, its surface lies at about 760 feet; from there it slopes 
southward to about, 700 feet at the B. & 0. railroad, and to 680 feet 
near Londonderry, or to about 120 feet above the Scioto River. It is 
dissected by a number of long shallow gullies, 40 to 60 feet deep, with 
broad expanses of the undissected flat terrace surface between. This 
surface is the locus of one of the finest farming districts in the quad-
rangle. 
The two lowest terraces, really one subdivision, border the Scioto 
River, one at about 660 to 680 feet, the other at 620 to 640 feet; to the 
southeastward they practically merge into one. These terraces are 
fresh and undissected except for short steep gullies along the terrace 
faces. The former is shown in Plate 12 A and B. 
Drainage.-Drainage is by Lick Run, Dry Run, Walnut Creek, 
and Salt Creek, the last in the extreme southeast corner of the quad-
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rangle. All flow southerly, the three last named in open flood plains 
one-third to one-half mile or more in width. All are permanent except 
that Dry Run below the Londonderry Pike, in dry seasons, is a bed of 
sand and gravel. Depth of valley varies, depending on which of the 
terraces it is cut in. The valley of Lick 'Run is cut entirely in the highest 
terrace and is from 140 to 160 feet deep. Dry Run Valley in the northern 
third of this subdivision is cut 150 feet deep in the highest terrace, the 
middle third, cut in the middle terrace, is 40 to 70 feet deep, and the 
southern end, cut in the lowest terrace, is very shallow. Walnut Creek 
is similar to Dry Run except that for 2 miles behind Rattlesnake Knob 
it flows in a deep, rock-walled valley. 
The stream channels are shallow, of Lick Run and Dry Run about 
3 feet and of Walnut Creek about 5 feet deep. 
GEOLOGY 
Glacial gravels.-The geology is simple. The terraces are 
composed of stratified gravels which have been partially dissected since 
their deposition. 
The two oldest terraces, that is, the highest and middle ones, are 
composed of Illinoian gravels and sands,' largely red or brownish in 
color, high in chert and other resistant pebbles, and low in limestone 
pebbles, which have probably largely been leached or silicified in the 
course of time, and high in clay as a result of long weathering and dis-
integration of the non-resistant pebbles. In many places beds of dense, 
fine, sticky, gray, water-laid clay are interbedded, usually rather deeply 
below the surface. The surface, particularly of the upper terrace, has 
a thick, reddish, loamy clay soil. In places on the middle terrace it 
can be shown that the reddish-brown color is restricted to the upper 
10 to 25 feet and the clays and gravels below that are blue-gray in 
color; the depth of the reddish color here shows the depth to which 
weathering in the form of oxidation has been carried. This zone is yet 
thicker on the upper terrace. Many of the older gravels are very coarse, 
with egg-sized pebbles and larger, and some up to 1 foot or more have 
been seen. The coarser gravels, as a rule, are found well below the 
surface of the terrace. 
The low terraces bordering the river are composed entirely of 
gray, river-laid gravels and sands, the latter frequently yellowish but 
never, so far as noted, red. The zone at the top in which weathering 
is prominent is never thick, seldom more than a foot or two. These 
gravels and sands are much younger, of Late Wisconsin age. Most of 
the pebbles are limestone and chert pebbles are rare. 
Both the Illinoian and Wisconsin gravels may be cemented into 
'There may be some question as to the age of the middle terrace which is not 
nearly as dissected as the upper one, which needs not be discussed here. This phase 
is considered in the chapter on glacial formations. 
PLATE XX. 
A.-View westward from the n!"rtheast corner Section 22, Springfield Township. On right, Mounts Logan and 
Eyes, rock hills. At their foot, sloping from them to the distant left, ahd in the foreground, are remnants 
of the Illinoian gravel terrace, dissected by Lick Run and its tributaries. These gravels are deeply weath-
ered and clayey soils 25 feet thick may be expected. t 
B.-View eastward from the nor.theast corner Section 21, Springfield Township, across the maturely dissected 
Illinoian gravel terrace, to the distant rock hills of the eastern part of the quadrangle. 
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conglomerates. This is a phenomenon of depth solely, and is apparently 
found only where the beds are at least 30 or 40 feet below the surface. 
However, by no means all of the gravela at these or greater depths 
are cemented, in fact cementation appears to be rather exceptional. 
Bed rock formations.-At several localities small areas of the bed 
rock come to the surface and even form low hills above it. Their loca-
tion can be seen from the accompanying geological map. These are 
entirely of Cuyahoga shale, a rather soft, clay shale, with enough thin 
sandstone that the debris of the latter is prominent. 
Probably the Cuyahoga shale lies but a short distance below the 
surface in many places. It probably forms t he backbone of the point 
between Walnut and Little Walnut creeks, and again between Little 
Walnut and Dry Run. 
The maximum depth of t he gravels is unknown. Between Lick 
Run and the Scioto River, it certainly attains 140 feet with no rock, 
as shown by the ravines which dissect the upper terrace. No wells 
so far as they are known have approached this depth, though they 
commo~y penetrate 60 or even 100 feet. 
WATER 
.Streams.-This is one of the most abundantly watered subdivis-
ions of the quadrangle. Besides the permanent streams mentioned 
above, Lick Run, Dry Run, Walnut and Salt creeks, there are numerous 
small streams which are fed by unfailing springs. There are peculiar-
ities in behavior. For example, the small ravine with the lane in Sec-
tion 27, Springfield Township, is dry except after rains, while the next 
one to the northwest has a heavy permanent flow of water from springs. 
In this case t he first mentioned has much more sand poured into the 
stream, perhaps because of a difference in the amount of dissection 
and the character of the farming, and the flow of water is below these 
sands. The one to the northwestward has no such sand filling in its 
channel and is in the first deeply cut valley south of the rock hills. 
Ground water.-Springs are abundant, and many of them are 
remarkably strong. Wherever valleys or large gullies have been cut 
well below t he surface of either the middle or upper terrace, springs 
are a.pt to be present near the foot of the valley slopes. Since no such 
valleys are cut in the lowest or Wisconsin terraces, they are not present 
to such an extent there. The gravel and sand composition of the ter-
races is the cause for the absorption and storage of a large proportion 
of the water falling on the subdivision. This finds its way out at the 
foot of slopes bordering the deeper stream valleys unless, as is common, 
there are beds of clay in the sands which cause the water to emerge 
higher. There are many springs which are located 10 or 20 feet up the 
slopes for this reason. 
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On the highest terrace, that is, with surface at 800 to 860 feet, 
wells a.re commonly sunk 60 to 80 feet to obtain water, but a good 
supply is almost always the result. 
On the middle terrace, water is obtained at considerably less 
depths, from 15 to 25 or 35 feet, the last two being the more usual 
figures. 
CONDITIONS AFFECTING EXCAVATIONS 
All ordinary trench excavations on the surface of the highest and 
middle terraces will be in a reddish or yellowish loamy pebbly clay, 
not, it is believed, tough to dig. P robably at no place on the original 
upland surface will true gra.ve1s. be encountered, but where excavationa 
are made in much dissected portions, they may be met. The excava-
tions will be dry at all seasons, except for the moisture from immediate 
rains, and will fall in rapidly unless protected. The clay-soil coat is 
commonly 10 or 12 feet thick. In the places where Cuyahoga shale is 
ind;cated on the accompanying geological map, excavation will -be in 
clay shale with thin tough sandstones. Troops cannot be expected to 
dig in with intrenching tools on t hese last areas, unless much more time 
is allowed. 
Excavations made on the slopes of stream valleys are certain to 
encounter these clay soils in much less thickness, and sands, gravels, 
and tough sticky blue clays very difficult to dig are almost certain to 
be met. In every case these gravels and sands are not of the sort to 
cave badly, though excavations slhould be protected against it . The 
cemented gravels, which occasionally are found on the lower slopes, will 
yield with difficulty only to the pick, and should be avoided. Trouble 
may be anticipated from water on all lower slopes, and judgment must 
be used. 
Excavations in the two lower terraces and valley bottoms _will 
encounter far Jess soil, and probably at most places will meet the gravels 
at less than ~ feet. The gravels at the surface are not at all consoli-
dated and will cave quickly. Water may be encountered anywhere 
below 15 feet. 
There are interbedded in the gravels of the middle terrace, beds 
of lake clay, tough, wet, sticky. T he pick may be easi ly driven into 
this, and can then be extracted only with patience and at the cost of 
loosened and possibly broken pick handles. Though exceedingly dif-
. ficult to excavate, these will, as long as wet, flow and cave slowly and 
excavation in these clays, or under them, should be avoided if possible. 
It is improbable that they will be encountered in rifle trenches any-
where on the uplands, though in any excavation beyond 15 feet t hey 
are apt to be met. On the slopes of the small valleys which dissect the 
terraces, they a.re certain to be met in the central and eastern .portions 
of the subdivision; they are practically absent from the hills along t he 
Scioto River. 
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As long as tunnels in the middle terrace are kept to the gravels 
and beds with considerable residual clay content, their excavation 
is the usual problem of gravels, somewhat lightened by a slight cementa-
tion; excavation will be easy and maintenance of the tunnel a matter 
of timbering. But if tunneling is attempted in connection with any 
of the beds of lake clay, special problems must be met. It is exceed-
ingly difficult to dig, and creeps slowly under slight load. 
Tunneling in the lower Wisconsin terraces bordering the Scioto 
will encounter only sands and gravels, unconsolidated except in a few 
places. 
Depths at which water-bearing gravels may be expected are indi-
cated approximatdy by the depths to ground water given above, but 
will fluctuate with the seasons. 
MA'TERIALS FOR CONSTRUCTION 
Stone.-No stone suitable for construction exists in the subdivision. 
Gravel.-The 'Wisconsin gravelR in the terraces next the Scioto 
River are the best available supply. They are excellent for road mate-
rial, but not wholly satisfactory for concrete because of the fragments 
of Ohio shale in them. A large pit has been opened by the Baltimore & 
Ohio Railroad just west of Dry Run. In certain layers there are large 
slabs of Ohio shale which are too much decayed and too fragile to be 
successfully eliminated in whole from the product. In addition there 
is much small material of the same sort scattered through it. The 
result, when used for concrete, may be seen in near-by Baltimore & 
Ohio Railroad concrete bridge abutments, of which the surface is pitted 
with scattered holes up to 1 or 2 inches in diameter where shale fragments 
have weathered out. The output could undoubtedly be much improved 
by washing. 
An old pit at Peppers, on the south line of the quadrangle, was too 
badly tumbled in for satisfactory examination, but the gravel appears 
to be unusually free of shale fragments. 
On the whole, the older gravels of the middle and upper terraces 
may be regarded as unavailable for concrete material. They are fre-
quently high in sandstone pebbles, usually in clay, and are apt to have 
their pebbles and grains coated with limonitic dust. In places, how-
ever, poor outcrops have been seen of beds that promise an excellent 
quality of gravel if the clay content is not too high. These were par-
ticularly noted in the railroad cut 1 mile northwest of Schooley. It 
is possible that the overlying cover of sands, clays, and soils would 
prohibit the working of the gravel even if it proved satisfactory. It is 
free of shale pebbles and low in sandstone. 
Creek gravels are poor in every case. All are too high in sand-
stone, some of them estimated 75 per eent, and Lick Run gravel is 
very high in black shale fragments. The sandstone fragments, more· 
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over, were derived chiefly from the Logan and Coal!Measures sand-
stones which are particularly wealk in small fragments. 
Sand.-The only large source of sand, requiring no screening, 
which has been noted, is in the Wisconsin terrace of this subdivision, 
one-fourth mile south of the Main Street Scioto River bridge, where 
pits may be opened, and in the bed of the streamlet flowing through 
the center of Section 27, Springfield Township. 
FO.RESTS 
There are no extensive patches of forest. Such forest cover as 
remains is chiefly controlled by t he topography; over the steep sides 
of ravines and gullies and their narrow bottoms small trees have fre-
quently been left standing and very commonly such slopes are badly 
grown up with undnbrush. This is especially likely to be the case in 
the ravines of t he highest terraces. Of the rectangular wood-lo~s of 
10 to 20 acres, which are numerous in the northern third of the quad-
rangle, practically none remain. The flat lands of the middle and lower 
terraces arc essentially clear of forest. 
TRANSPORTATION 
Transportation routes are fundamentally radial from Chillicothe. 
In the northern half of the triangular portion they are chiefly east-
west in direction, where they pass around the southwestern end of 
the knobs, shifting to northerly to serve the valleys of the Walnut 
creeks. In the broad, abandoned valley and along the Scioto, it is 
northwest-southeasterly in response to these natural courses of travel. 
The Richmondale Pike, which foll9ws the Scioto Valley, is ample for 
two columns, but the Londonderry and particularly the Adelphi Pike 
are narrow in places. , 
Transportation in the north-south direction is more restricted. 
The routes are lacking in continuity and the roads a.re poorer. 
A single change only need be noted, but an important one. One-
half the length of the short.road at the mouth of Lick Run, which con-
nects the Adelphi and Richmondale pikes, was washed away by the 
1913 flood, and has never been reconstructed. 
CHAPTER XIV  
THE HILL COUNTRY OF THE EASTERN PART. OF  
THE QUADRANGLE 
This subdivision is remote from Camp Sherman and inaccessible, 
one in which military maneuvering would be difficult. Lack of time 
and resources have required the cutting short of the work at some 
quarter and it has seemed expedient that it should be at the expense 
of this subdivision. It has not been entered during the present work 
but the geology of it is known from earlier work. 
The subdivision is trapezoidal in outline, comprises about 50 
square miles and the longest side, 14 miles, is along the eastern margin 
of the quadrangle. 
TOPOGRAPHY 
The topography is the roughest of any part of the quadrangle, 
though the hills are not as high as elsewhere. The region is one in the 
complete stage of dissection. Streams have cut valleys into it, and 
their tributaries have cut ravines and gullies until no portion remains 
of the original upland which must have been present. There is a long, 
narrow, crooked, medial ridge or main divide lying roughly north and 
south, with numerous valleys heading against it and with many long, 
irregular, narrow, branch ridges ramifying outward from it between 
these valleys. The ridges are broken into a succession of distinct tops 
by shallow gaps but these seldom break the continuity seriously. The 
hills on the medial and branch ridges are of essentially the same height, 
except that those along the western margin rise somewhat the higher. 
GEOLOGY 
The geology is simple. The Cuyahoga shale forms the lower slopes 
at all places. Its upper limit is probably about 900 feet in the south-
eastern part and at about 1,050 to 1,100 along the western margin. 
It is a blue-gray clay shale, weathering rapidly to clay muds, with 
thin interbedded sandstones. Over this lies, the Logan formation, 
tough, gray or yellow sandstones. On the very tops of the hills, coarse 
Coal J\1easures sandstones are present in small amounts in a very few 
places. 
There are no glacial gravels except along the borders. Along 
the northwest margin the Wisconsin gravel moraines lie against this 
subdivision. Where the valley of Walnut Creek lies against the western 
side, local deposits of Illinoian gravels may be expected like those whieh 
make up the west wall of the valley below Charleston. 
(141) 
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WATER 
Ground water.-No data have been obtained on ground water. 
It may be pointed out, however, that the bed rock geology is essentially 
the same as that of the knobs next to the westward, described in an 
earlier chapter, and the valley floors are Povered with debris of local 
origin in the same way as in the Knob subdivision. A similar behavior 
of ground water in the valleys may be expected. For the most part, 
however, th~ debris cover on the valley floors is not as thick and the 
streams commonly flow on the Cuyahoga shale. The volume of avail-
able ground water may be expected proportionally less. On the slopes 
and hilltops, the supply of water at many places is precariously short 
in summer, and, on the whole, may be regarded as limited. 
CONDITIONS AFFECTING EXCAVATIONS 
This may be best inferred by reference to the effect of the Cuyahoga 
and Logan formations in the Knob subdivision next to the westward. 
MATERIALS FOR CONSTRUCTION 
Stone.-)fo stone is known which is satisfactory for construction 
work, and it is unlikely that any exists. The Logan formation, however, 
contains much that could readily be used if necessary. It can occasion-
ally be seen in old chimneys and foundations where it has withstood the 
weather well. It is, however, an intractable sort of stone to work. 
Gravel.-Within the entire subdivision there probably exists no 
deposit of gravel even good for road material. Such gravels occur im-
mediately to the northward and perhaps just within the northern 
border. The creek gravels are all of sandstone fragments. 
FOREST CONDITIONS 
This is the most extensively forested subdivision of the Camp 
Sherman quadrangle. With the exception of an occasional tree, these 
are hardwood forests, with oaks and hickory dominant. It is probably 
safe to say that considerably more than nine-tenths of the hill slopes 
are forested or grown up to brush. In districts where farming is diffi-
cult, as it is in this, the timber crop is likdy to be kept closely cut. There 
probably are no extensive bodies of timber, though small patches of 
moderate size and of tie material may be expected. 
TRANSPORTATION 
Roads, with few exceptions, are poor. There is only one that is 
a through route, the Adelphi Pike, which runs through the narrows of 
Walnut Creek, thereby avoiding grades. All others serve local commu-
. nities only. Their general plan, like that of the drainage, is radial from 
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the central ridge. It is a fair index of the roughness of the ridges, that 
few of the roads follow their tops; most of the inhabitants live in the 
valleys and the roads run up the valleys to their heads and then across 
the ridge by exceedingly steep grades to the heads of other valleys. 
Where they cross a ridge, they are apt to be very stony in the upper 
portion and rutted and washed throughout. 
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PART III 
THE GEOLOGICAL FORMATIONS AND  
PHYSICAL HISTORY OF THE  
QUADRANGLE  
CHAPTER XV 
THE BED ROCK FORMATIONS 
THE MISSISSIPPI BASIN AND ITS SEDIMENTS 
The bed rocks of the Camp Sherman quadrangle are all of the 
sort known as sedimentary. They are sandstones or shales, and were 
formed first as deposits of sand or mud at a time when conditions were 
favorable in this area to receive such sediments. The same rock strata 
that occur in the quadrangle also extend for miles beyond its limits, 
and in order to understand these conditions, it is necessary to picture 
the whole of the Mississippi Basin, from the eastern margin of the 
Appalachian Mountains (and including them) westward to the Rockies 
and from Canada south to the Gulf, as a great shallow ocean basin, 
much like the present Hudson Bay. It was in this that these sediments 
accumulated, later to be hardened into rocks, during an exceedingly 
long period of time. The floor of the basin rose and sank from time to 
time, so that the water was now shallower, now deeper, and with this, 
shore conditions, with mud and Si,,nd might obtain at any place, to be 
succeeded with deepening water, by clear water and limestone forma-
tion. Sometimes it was quite dry, and again deltas spread across it. 
This resulted in a succession of deposits, various in character as the 
conditions surrounding their deposition changed. The sedimentary 
rocks laid down under any one of these conditions, during a definite 
period-of time, are called a formation. Many formations were deposited 
each on top of the next older, to be covered in turn with a later one. 
In this way they accumulated to a thickness of several thousand feet. 
After these had been compressed and consolidated into the rocks 
as they now occur, the whole basin was elevated to form land, ac-
companying the folding of the Appalachian Mountains. It then ceased 
(at least in Ohio and neighboring states) to be a basin of deposition 
and the rocks became subject to stream erosion. All the valleys of the 
region were formed by streams cutting downward in these rocks, and 
all of the outcrops are the result of erosion exposing the rocks to 
observation. 
The period of sedimentation was very long, millions of years, and 
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is called the Paleozoic Era. The conditions of erosion endured equally 
long and are comprised in what are known as the Mesozoic Era and 
Tertiary Period. In this chapter, are described the rocks themselves 
and their formation; in the succeeding chapter is described the history 
of their erosion. 
ROCK STRUCTURE 
When the region was uplifted to form land, the uplift was not 
uniform everywhere, hence the rocks at some places do not lie flat. 
Indeed, except a very few places, they are gently inclined. This is 
true in the Camp Sherman quadrangle. The rocks are inclined, or dip 
to the east-southeastward, and the slope, measured on one of the forma-
tions, the Berea Grit, is about 27 feet per mile on the average. The 
direction in which there is no dip, or the strike, in general is about 20 
degrees east of north, but varies locally. 
As a result the rocks occurring at any given altitude across the 
quadrangle differ from place to place. Older rocks will occur near the 
western margin and younger rocks near the eastern margin. 
THE FORMATIONS 
The bed rocks of the Camp Sherman quadrangle range in age from 
late Devonian to early Pennsylvanian. The mantle rocks, of which 
there is an unusual development, are Pleistocene and Recent, and are 
treated in another chapter. 
The bed rock formations are as follows, the youngest at the top: 
Pennsylvanian
Pottsville sandstone___________________________________ 10 to 40 feet. 
Mississippian 
Logan sandstone_________________ ------------------ 275 feet. 
Cuyahoga shale_ ------------------------------------35 to 450 feet. 
Sunbury shale__________________________ ---- __________ 15 to 25 feet. 
Berea Grit___________________________________________ 8 to 25 feet. 
Bedford shale -- --- 85 to 90 feet. _____________________________ ___ ___ 
Devonian 
Ohio shale ----------- about 450 feet. 
The Ohio shale 
This is the oldest formation occurring at the surface in the Chilli-
cothe quadrangle. It is a hard black shale which splits into thin plates 
and flakes on weathering but does not weather into a clay. It is locally 
called slate. It derives its black color from i:,he large amount of car-
bonaceous material in it, sufficient that under favorable conditions 
accumulations of loose shale may take fire and burn for weeks; this 
gives rise to red banks which have by some been thought a possible 
source of the name of Paint Creek. 
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In the hills west of Frankfort, near the western margin of the quad-
rangle, a thickness of 360 feet of this formation is exposed. This in-
cludes almost the whole of its thickness and it seems unlikely that as 
much as 30 feet of the basal portion is below the level of North Fork. 
The form:;,tion is there probably between 380 and 400 feet thick. This 
estimate is based on the occurrence of limestone 70 feet below North 
Fork in the waterworks well at Bainbridge, or at about 650 A. T. Oc-
casionally, also, concretions several feet in diameter occur imbedded 
in these shales, slightly above the bottom of the deepest stream valleys 
along the western margin of the quadrangle; these are present only 
near the bottom of the Ohio shale, and their exposure is further evi-
dence that almost the whole formation is above drainage. 
The dip of the rocks to the southeastward carries this formation 
so far underground that at Chillicothe only about 80 feet of the lower 
hill slopes is composed of Ohio shale, and east of Chillicothe, where 
the Scioto sweeps against the foot of Mount Logan, only 25 feet at the 
top of the formation remains above the river level. 
The flowing well at the curb on South Paint Street, Chillicothe, 
opposite the paper mill, encountered the limestones below the Ohio 
shale at a depth of 409 feet, 44 feet of which (probably excessive) was 
attributed to the "Hamilton shale". This indicates that the Ohio 
shale at Chillicothe is at least 425 feet and possibly 445 feet in thickness. 
One of the chief characteristics of this shale is the occurrence of 
marcasite (iron sulphide) in grains and small nodules throughout. 
This, together with the high content of carbonaceous matter, has given 
inception to chemical reactions that have mineralized the waters flow-
ing through the shale at practically all places. Indeed, it is sometimes 
difficult to obtain water satisfactory for household purposes in the hills 
composed of these shales. The waters flowing from them are commonly 
high in iron and occasionally carry sulphuretted hydrogen, alum or 
other ingredients to such extent as to be unusable. When they carry 
magnesium sulphate or other salts of medicinal virtue, as do the springs 
north of Sulphur Lick and 7 or 8 miles northwest of Chillicothe, hotels 
and "lick" resorts are commonly developed around them. It is reported 
that in some places sp,ings flowing from these shales have deposited 
travertine and limonite (hydrated iron oxide), the latter in the form 
of ochre. Probably these deposits, now largely removed, were the 
occasion for the naming of Paint Creek. 
The Ohio shale gives rise to very poor soils. Often it does not 
maintain sufficient vegetation to prevent washing, and frequently the 
steeper slopes are bare of any vegetation except stunted rock-chestnut 
oaks. 
Excavation in the material is not easy; the designation shale is 
apt to be misleading in this respect. It is tough and resistant, but 
will readily withstand the weather. 
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Beilford f ormaiion 
This formation is about 85 feet thick. It occurs in full thickness 
in the east wall of the Scioto from Sugar Loaf south to Mount Logan 
but is not seen east of this because it is below the level of the streams. 
West of the Scioto it is found in all the rock hills except those bordering 
the Scioto near the south line of the quadrangle, where it is below 
drainage. Its thickness is about 85 feet and variation from this is sur-
prisingly small. 
The lower half consists of soft, gray, clay shales with perhaps 
three to five thin hard sandstones, 2 to 8 inches thick. Near the midd1e 
of the formation, sandstones a fraction of an inch thick appear, usually 
ripple-marked, and frequently occurring as 2-inch-wide fonsEs where the 
sandstone thins out in the troughs between ripples. These increase in 
numbers upward so that near the top the formation consists chiefly of 
rippled sandstones up to 1 or 2 inches thick with very little shale in 
the partings. The ripples trend northwest to southeast in every case, 
and this direction obtains without exception from the Ohio River to 
Lake Erie. It is dearly the result of parallelism to the shore line of 
that time, which probably lay to the northwestward. 
One of the few fossil-bearing horizons of the region occurs in the 
basal 3 to 4 feet. This horizon carries a fairly abundant fauna from 
central Kentucky northward to Cleveland, but the bed is seldom ex-
posed and then in steep walls, can only be collected when moderately 
damp, and on the whole is a very unsatisfactory source of fossils. 
This formation is found in the upper part of the steep slopes, just 
below the flat uplands that characterize the region west of the Scioto. 
Though excavation is relatively easy in the lower half, any excavations 
are apt to cave in almost immediately. In the upper half such work 
will be much more difficult but more permanent. The occurrence of 
the formation is such, however, that extensive excavations in it are 
unlikely. 
Berea Grit 
This formation consists of blue-gray sandstones, hard and durable, 
and, from the military point of view, is the most important bed rock 
formation in the region. 
The distribution is practically that outlined above for the Bedford 
formation. From Chillicothe westward it is about 25 feet thick, and, 
by its resistance to weathering and erosion, has given origin to the 
flat-topped plateaus which are the chief feature in the topography of ' 
that portion. It outcrops at the very top of the long steep slopes which 
descend from these plateaus, and the flat uplands are practically coin-
cident with the top of the formation, except that soil covers it sufficiently 
that farming is not interfered with seriously by the Berea debris. 
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Farther south, in Huntington Township, where younger formations rest 
on the Berea, it gives rise to n. broad, sloping upland bench that· is the 
most prominent feature in the topography. Where the Berea has been 
removed, exposing the less resistant Bedford, the hills are rolling with 
many more small gullies, as in the hills 4 to 7 miles west and northwest 
of Camp Sherman. 
On the east side of the Scioto River, the Berea occurs from Sugar 
Loaf south to Mount Logan, but its thickness is only about ·g feet. 
Formerly it was exposed and quarried at Kingston but no outcrop 
now exists. Even in this thickness, the Berea is the chief cause of the 
rock t erraces at, 840 to 880 feet back of Hopetown and at the foot of 
Sugar Loaf. 
Along the west side of the Scioto River, southeast of Chillicothe, 
the Berea is of even lesser thickness, from 2 to 4 feet, commonly con-
sists of t wo or three thin courses of sandstone with shale beds, and 
exercises no influence on topography. It is only a few feet above the 
level of the N. & W. railway tracks and at t he mouth of Stony Creek 
is below the level of the t racks. 
The lower half or more of the Berea. is of exactly the same char-
a.cter as the upper half of the Bedford, except that the sandstone beds 
are thicker and more numerous, commonly up to 1 foot. The sand-
stones are similarly rippled and the ripple direction is the same. Nev· 
ertheless the base of the Berea is a sufficiently distinct horizon that it 
may, on any outcrop, be easily established to within a very few inches. 
Where the usual thickness of about 25 feet is present, the upper 10 or 
12 feet is practically continuous sandstone, but with um-ippled bedding 
planes at intervals of a few inches or a foot. The beds in the lower 
half are frequently contorted and rolled, in which condition there is 
much variation in thickness of the bed and it does not admit of working 
as do the undisturbed beds, though just as hnrd and durable; this is 
the form known to quarrymen as "nigger head". It is only found in 
those portions which have, or originally had, shale beds or partings. 
The Berea Grit was formerly extensively quarried at numerous 
localities from the Ohio River to Cleveland. With the decline in use 
of stone fo r building and structural purposes most of these places have 
ceased to produce. It was once quarried near Chillicothe in a fairly 
large way for stone for local use. This is treated in detail under con-
structional materials, and it is sufficient to add here that the stone was 
very durable and strong. It may be seen in numerous old buildings 
and stone walls, gutters, curbs, canal locks, etc., around Chillicothe. 
It has two defect s. It is of such hardness and is possessed·'Of so distinct 
a reed or texture causing it to split parallel to the bedding, that it was 
of little use when carving was desired. The second defect is that the 
pleasing, soft, light gray color of t he fresh stone is quickly blemished 
by brown stains, due to the oxidation of pyrite grains in the stone. 
7-G. B. 23. 
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If care is exercised in the selection to avoid stone with partings, neither 
of these features is of consequence in ordinary masonry work. 
From the point of view of military occupation of the region, the 
Berea is an important formation. It forms the brow of all the flat-
topped hills which dominate the topography west of the Scioto River, 
and in t he digging of trench systems over the region, should be avoided, 
as far as possible. The Berea, moreover, dominate.s the flow of shal-
low underground waters to such an extent that a line of springs and seeps 
is found around the margin of all of these plateaus. This is indicat ive 
of the water conditions which would obtain in excavations which might 
there encounter the Berea. 
S unbury shale 
This formation consists of tough black carbonaceous shale, locally 
called slate, exactly similar to the Ohio shale. It may be easily distin-
guished, however, by the beds above and below it, and by its slight 
t hickness. It is about 15 feet thick near the western margin of the 
Camp Sherman quadrangle, and thickens slightly to the eastward to 
about 25 feet along the Scioto River. 
The distribution is the same as for the Berea Grit unless it has been 
removed from the flat uplands and this seems to be the case over ex-
tensive areas. South of Paint Creek, and again along the western 
margin of t he quadrangle as far north as Asher Hill, where a consid-
erable thickness of overlying formations are preserved, the Sunbury is 
duly present and occasionally seen. It also occurs on the hill immedi-
ately west of Chillicothe, where it outcrops along the south margin. 
This last, however, is probably t he o~y place north of the North Fork 
of Paint Creek where it is preserved, and it is apparently entirely absent 
from Plyley Ridge, Poplar Ridge, McDonald Hill, and Beath Ridge. 
This appears to be t he result of prolonged weathering which has re-
moved all of the overlying formations except a residuum of soil several 
feet thick. Possibly, in the interior of these flat uplands, where t hey 
are highest, below the soil, remnants of the shale may remain; some 
evidence for this exists in the character of t he water which is strong in 
iron or alum at some places. The Sunbury reacts on waters flowing 
through it the same as the Ohio shale, to form mineral springs, so that 
on at least one upland area, that between the Narrows of Paint Creek 
and Slate Mills, it ·is difficult to obtain suitable water. 
The Sunbury shale weathers easily, so t~at it forms gentle slopes 
above the Berea ledges. For this reason it_,~·s not often seen in good 
outcrops. The best one in the quadrangle is at the junction of the two 
headwaters branches of Lick Run, on the east side of Mount Logan. 
This is also its most easterly occurrence. 
The Sunbury shale yields a few fossils on search, a small Lingula, 
a small Orbiculoidea, and minute teeth from an unknown source, called 
conodonts. 
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. Cuyahoga formation 
This formation consists of soft, gray, clay shales with occasional 
thin, reddish-brown sandstones a few inches in thickness. 
It is found in its best development east of the Scioto, where it 
:forms the middle or lower slopes of all the rock hills from the Scioto 
River east to the borders of the quadrangle. Along the eastern margin 
·it is probably 450 feet thick, but the lower portion is below drainage. 
It thins to the westward so t hat at Mount Logan it is about 350 feet 
thick, the upper portion of which is probably a part of t he overlying 
Logan formation, as explained under that heading. West of the Scioto 
t he thi~kness diminishes further. Eight miles south of Chillicothe, 
where t he Portsmouth Pike crosses the divide between Indian and 
Crooked creeks, it is about 260 feet thick (this is outside the Camp Sher-
man quadrangle); on the divide between Black Run and Ralston Run 
it is about 120 feet, and in the \ow knobs rising above the Berea plateaus 
at the west margin of the quadrangle, it is only about 35 feet. West of 
the Scioto tl~e Cuyahoga is found only in the southern third of the 
quadrangle. 
The determination of these thicknesses depends on the proper 
identification of the overlying member,. the Buena Vista sandstone. 
This has been accomplished almost entirely in the Piketon quadrangle 
. next to the southward, where the Buena Vista is much more continuous. 
The rather coarse reddish-brown sandstones of this formation 
are thickest and most numerous in t he eastern and southeastern part 
of the quadrangle and thin westward so that they practically disappear 
west of Ralston Run. A few miles east of t he quadrangle in Hocking 
County, t he formation is composed almost entirely of coarse sandstones 
and conglomerates and the changes within t he quadrangle ate but a. 
part of the larger change from conglomerates to shale. 
Where largely unprotected by overlying sandstones, as it is in 
·the southwest corner of the quadrangle, this formation forms gentle 
slopes. South of Chillicothe the brown sandstones are restricted to 
the lower half and their upper limit determines the top of most of the 
hills over the small area between Ralston Run and Indian Run. East 
of Indian Run, and particularly ea.st of the Scioto River, where this 
format ion is capped by the resistant Logan sandstones, it forms steep 
slopes, not, however, as steep as those on the overlying sandstones. 
No fossils are known from the Cuyahoga formation in the Camp 
Sherman quadrangle, expept the Hex,actioellid sponge, Hydnoceras, and 
Grammysia, which are rarely found in the easternmost portion. 
Logan formation 
The formations below the Logan in the Camp Sherman quadrangle 
persist throughout the area of their outcrop without much change in 
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character. The Logan formation, however, changes materially in char-
acter within a few miles. It is typically one of sandstones, and as such 
is well developed in the eastern part of the quadrangle, but these pass 
largely into shales to the westward. 
Several members of this formation have been recogni,,,ed within 
the Camp Sherman quadranj!le, but their outcrops are, as a rule, poorly 
exposed, and in places are consid!erably interrupted. A complete inter-
pretation of them could not be attempted under t hese conditions, and 
the one here presented is based on their relations, as worked out in 
Scioto an~ Pike counties from 20 to 50 miles farther south, where the 
outcrops are far better and more continuous. What has been observed 
in Ross County is, however, all in keeping wit h t his explanation. 
The chief fact in this interpretation is that, t-0 the southward, 
the Byer member changes into shales westward, except the basal por-
tion which persists and is correlative with the Buena Vista sandstone. 
Similarly the Allensville member within a very few miles changes from 
a fine pebble bed to shales indistinguishable from the underlying ones. 
Possibly the lower part of the Vinton also passes into shale. To t~is 
shale member, extending from the Buena Vista upward to the Vinton 
member, the name Portsmouth shale has been applied. 
In that part of the Chillicothe quadrangle lying west of the Scioto 
River, the Logan is represented largely by shale, the equivalency to 
the formation east of t.he Scioto being much as in the following table : 
Wesl of Scioto East of Scioto 
1------
1 
Vinton, about 30 to 40 feet. I 
I I Vinton, 50 to 135 feet. 
l ?--1 
I t-f 
I 
I 
1---
I-- Allensville, 6 inches to 36 feet. 
Portsmouth shale, 170 feet. I I 
I I 
I I Byer, 4-0 to 115 foet. 
I I 
I I 
Buena Vista so.ndstone, 6 to 10 feet.. I 1---1I I I Berne, 1 to 2 feet. 
East of the Scioto River.- The Logan formation consists typically 
of fine-grained, rather tough sandstones and shaly sandstones, gray 
under cover, but yellowish or buff on weathered outcrops. These sand-
stones are found in the tops and upper slopes of all the rugged hills 
lying east of Walnut Creek in the eastern part of the quadrangle, and 
of the knobs extending from these westward to Mount Logan and Sugar 
Loaf. Typically, that is, as it oc,curs east of Walnut Creek, in the east-
----
---
~ 
J !
• l, 
•1 :ii ~· 
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Fig. 17.-East-west geological sections across the southern portion of the Camp Sherman quadrangle. The upper is semi-diagrammatic, in that  
hills and ter races not in the line of sections have been brought in, with a slight perspective, to give more completely the distribution of the  
formations, to suggest more fu lly the character of the changes in them from place to place, and the d_ependence of the topography on them.  
The horizontal scale in each is about. 1 inch to 3.43 miles. The vertical scale of the upper is about 14 inch to 700 feet. The lower shows  
fou r measured rock sections in detail, with thicknesses in feet, vertical scale 4 times that of the upper diagram.  
..... 
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ern part of the Camp Sherman quadrangle, four members can be readily 
distinguished as follows, the youngest at the top: 
Vinton member, fine.grained, gray and yellow sandstones and 
shales_ -- - - - -- -- -·----- --- - --- ------ _----- ______________ 50 to 60 feet. 
Allensville member, fine-grained, yellow sandstones with numer-
ous beds of pebbles up to 2 mm. or 1\ inch in diameter ___ lO to 30 feet. 
Byer membe1, fine grained yellow sandstones_________________80 to 115 feet. 
Berne member, conglomerate with pebbles one-eighth to one--
fourth inch in diameter---------------------------------- 1 to 2 feet. 
Berne member 
This member is present on the head of Bull Run in the northeastern 
part and on the head of Poe Run in the southeastern part of the quad-
rangle, from I to 2 feet in thickness. Though it is found persistently 
from here eastward to Logan and nortl:iward to Newark, usually with 
this thickness, probably it does not extend as far west as Walnut Creek. 
This is the first member to disappear westward within the Camp Sher-
man quadrangle. 
Byer member 
This member, of fine-grained, yellow, tough sandstones is from 
80 to 115 feet thick along the eastern margin of the Camp Sherman 
quadrangle. From Walnut Creek westward to Chillicothe, the out-
crops are very poor, but it is evident that no such thickness occurs. 
It has not been possible to obtain the exact thickness anywhere, but 
it appears certain that it is not over 40 feet along the Scioto River, and 
probably it is less. 
From what is known of its behavior to the southward it is highly 
probable that this diminution is due to the passage of its lower portion 
into shales to the westward. Such sandstones as persist are of typical 
Byer character. At all places west of the Scioto River within this 
quadrangle, it is equally probable that the upper beds of the Byer are 
also represented by shale. 
Allensville member 
This is the critical member of the Logan formation because the 
Vinton and Byer are, at present, indistinguishable unless separated by 
this member. It persists from the Ohio River northward two-thirds. 
of the distance to Lake Erie along the eastern margin of its outcrop 
belt, hence it is an important subdivision, but it disappears westward 
by rapidly changing into shales, just as the Byer sandstone does, and 
in about the same place. 
The distinguishing lithological character is the numerous beds from 
a fraction of an inch to 2 feet thick, of quartz pebbles, none of them 
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exceeding one-eighth or one-sixth inch in diameter. It attains a thickness 
of 25 to 30 feet, seldom exceeded in t he State,· a.long the eastern margin 
of the Camp Sherman quadrangle, but west of Walnut Creek is usually 
much thinner, and, owing to poor outcrops, is seldom seen except as 
stray blocks in the debris on the hill slopes. Its occurrence has been 
satisfactorily established on all the knobs overlooking the Scioto River 
above Chillicothe, from Mount Logan to Sugar Loaf, but it is very 
thin. Its thickness is apparently 6 inches on the small 1,140-foot point 
of Mount Eyes just north of the gap which separates it from Mount 
Logan, and similarly 6 inches of small pebbles represents it on the road 
which crosses the ridge just south of Sand Hill, where the rocks for 29 
feet above and 10 feet below are nicely shown. Its debris has been 
seen on numerous slopes from here_ eastward to Walnut Creek. 
In a few occurrences the approximate altitude can be determined 
and there is occasionally an unexplained discrepancy of 15 or 20 feet 
away from the expected position. From this it appears that, whereas 
it is represented by a single thin bed of pebbles, it is not represented 
by the same thin bed in al,l occurrences, but by a higher one at one 
.Place, and a lower one elsewhere. 
Vinton member 
Taken over a considerable area, there is no lithological feature 
which will distinguish this member adequately from the Byer, and its 
fossils, while quite distinct, are practically inaccessible over most of 
the region. In the eastern part of the Camp Sherman quadrangle it 
is decidedly more shaly than the Byer, but this distinction is lost as 
the Byer becomes more shaly westward, and on Job's Knob, Section 
25, Green Township, the Vinton is largely bedded sandstone, as indeed 
it is in all the more westerly occurrences of its outcrop belt . 
East of Walnut Creek it varies in thickness from 50 to 75 feet but 
as it usually forms the hilltop, its whole thickness is seldom present. 
West of Walnut Creek greater thicknesses are found. In the knobs of 
Section 12, Springfield Township, 2 miles west of Walnut Creek, the 
Vinton member is something over 100 feet, probably about 130 feet , 
and overlain by Coal Measures sandstones; however, practically none 
of it is shown. Where the road goes over Sand Hill just east of the Scioto; 
the Vinton is about 50 feet thick, and overlain by the same sandstones. 
On Mount Logan it is about 135 feet . This variation in thickness of 
the Vinton member is due to the irregular way in which it was eroded 
before the Coal Measures rocks were laid down upon it. 
An unusual feature of the Vinton is a bed of gray, crystalline, 
hard, sandy limestone, usually reddish on old outcrops, which occurs 
3 feet above the base in the Sand Hill road. The same bed has been 
seen from Mount Logan to Sugar Loaf, and what is believed to be the 
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same one is well shown on J ob's Knob, 4 miles northeast of Sugar Loaf, 
in the northeast corner of Section 25, Green Township. But whereas 
the Allensville member occurs 3 feet below this bed at Sand Hill, at 
Job's Knob, though the interval is not exposed, the greatest amount of 
debris occurs 40 feet below this bed. Probably the Allensville is rep-
resented by different beds in the two localities, as suggested above. 
West of the Scioto River.- West of the Scioto, there are but a few 
small occurrences of rocks of t he Logan formation. I t is chiefly shale 
and the members are so different in character from those east of t he 
river that they must be described separately. 
Buena Vista sandstone 
This occurs in the southwestern part of t he quadrangle on the 
highest ridge tops. I t is here unimportant and would not be distin-
guished except that farther south it is a prominent member over 500 
square miles, and a valuable quarry stone. The occurrences in the Camp 
Sherman quadrangle are the nort,hernmost ones in the State and prob-
ably it never extended much beyond t his, but passed into shales or 
thinned out. 
On the high di vide between Ralston Run and Black Run in Hunt-
ington Township, the Buena Vista is from 7 t o 10 feet t hick, composed 
of.a few beds of sandstone each from 2 to 5 inches, separated by thicker 
beds of shaJe. The sandstones are gray, weathering yellowish, break 
readily a nd cleanly under the hammer, and usually show Spirophyton 
markings. These features distinguish it from the sandstones of the 
Cuyahoga a little lower which are harder, reddish-brown, with limon-
itic plates along the joints, and generally free from Spirophyton. A 
mile south of the margin of the sheet, at Selby Knob, the Buena Vista 
is 15 feet thick, and its sandstone beds are thicl<er and more numerous. 
This member occurs at several places along the western margin 
of the quadrangle where rounded hills rise above the Berea plateam~, 
from Farrell HiJl north to Asher Hill. The member is here probably 
4 or 5 feet thick (no good outcrop has been seen) with rather harder 
sandstones. 
The Buena Vista gives rise to distinct flat-topped plateaus similar 
to, but, in the Camp Sherman quadrangle, much less prominent t han 
those of the Berea . This is best shown in the narrow flat top of the ridge 
between Black Run and Ralston Run, where t he Buena Vista stands 
at between 1,100 and 1,140 feet. · 
A few miles to the southward, in Pike County, the Buena Vist a 
can be followed eastward into t he lower part of t he Byer member. 
In the Camp Sherman quadrangle t his is not possible because t he Buena 
Vista either disappears entirely to the eastward and northeastwa rd, 
or becomes so inconspicuous as to be indistinguishable on the grassy 
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and wooded slopes of the few hills which might carry it. The only 
places where its horizon is surely preserved, but the bed is unknown, 
are the 1,200-foot hill 1 mile northeast of Paint Creek Narrows, and 
three hills rising from 1,180 to 1,260 feet on the south wall of Paint 
Creek within 4 miles southwest of Chillicothe. These hills present 
either no outcrops or very poor ones. 
In the rugged hills of Fr!l.nklin Township between Indian Creek 
and the Scioto River, Logan sandstonEs cap the few hills rising from 
1,000 to 1,040 feet, but are very poorly shown. The base is at about 
the proper altitude for the Buena Vista, but their thickness appears 
to be considerable, though with much shale. For lack of sufficient data 
they have been mapped merely as Byer. The hills are too low for them 
to be Vinton. This assignment is established as approximately correct 
by the exact determination of the Buena Vista 3 miles to the southwest-
ward, base at about 1,025, where the Portsmouth Pike crosses the divide 
between Indian and Crooked creeks. 
Portsmouth shale 
The Portsmouth shale, which is the equivalent of the Byer, Allens-
ville, and probably part of the Vinton sandstone to the eastward, is a 
soft, gray, clay shale. There remains on the high hilltops 60 to 100 feet 
of it along the western margin of the quadrangle, from Asher Hill 
southward. It would be unhesitatingly classed with the shales below 
the Buena Vista, if the importance of that bed had not been learned 
elsewhere. 
On the three high hills within 4 miles southwest of Chillicothe, 
this member is quite indistinguishable from the Cuyahoga, in the 
present poor outcrops. It appears, however, that it there constitutes 
the upper 1·,o feet of a total thickness of shales of about 360 feet. This 
proportion is obtained onfy by projecting the position of the Buena 
Vista into this shale mass. 
Vinton member 
West of the Scioto, this is preserved only on two small knobs which 
rise to 1,260 feet, one of them known as Riley's Knob, 4 miles south-
west of Chillicothe. The sandstones are typical "Logan", as shown by 
the debris. They are fairly hard, gray to yellowish. No fossils were 
seen and the equivalency of these beds to the Vinton is established as 
probable only by the whole structure of the Cuyahoga and Logan 
formations set forth above. The thickness on these knobs is not cer-
tain, as the base is obscure, but is probably about 40 feet. 
Pennsylvanian rocks ' 
Several of the high knobs east of the Scioto are capped with coarse 
*S-G.B.23. 
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reddish or yellowish quartz sandstones and conglomerates. These 
frequently form low ledges which are 'as much as 30 feet high on Rocky 
Knob, where the formation is thickest and best shown. Possibly, it 
is 40 or 50 feet thick there, but usually there are only 10 or 15 feet of 
these rocks. Mount Logan, Rocky Knob, Sand Hill, the hill east of 
Bunker Hill, and the tips of the knobs in Section 12, Springfield Town-
ship, are the only ones which carry it. Probably there are occurrences 
along the ridge top east of Walnut Creek (at least one is known), but they 
have not been followed in detail. This sandstone is undoubtedly one 
of the members of the Pottsville formation, but which one is not ap-
parent. 
CHAPTER XVI  
TOPOGRAPHIC HISTORY TO THE BEGINNING OF 
THE GLACIAL PERIOD 
TOPOGRAPHIC EVOLUTION OF THE APPALACHIAN PROVINCE •AND 
MISSISSIPPI LOWLAND 
Of the physiographic history of the Camp Sherman quadrangle, 
down to the Pleistocene or Glacial Period, little can be written. The 
rock formations of the region were laid down as sediments beneath 
the surface of a shallow sen. which intermittently occupied the Missis-
sippi Basin from the Appalachians t.o the Great Plains. These forma-
tions, described in the preceding chapter, belong to t he great Paleozoic 
Era of geological time. They became consolidated from sediments to 
rocks long before the end of that era, when they were elevated above 
the level of the ocean by movements of the earth's crust accompanying 
the formation of the Appalachian Mountains. 
As long as the rocks lay below sea level, they were protected by 
the water, but when lifted even slightly above sea level, streams flow-
ing across the newly-formed land surfaces would at once begin erosion. 
The period of disturbance which closed the Paleozoic, and converted 
this broad area. from a basin receiving sediments to an upland subject 
to erosion, was one of the profound changes in the history of the con-
tinent . 
There is ample evidence that Ohio and the adjoining states to 
the eastward and southward were not lifted at once to their present 
altitude. There is proof within this region of at least five uplifts, with 
long periods between when the crust was stationary. If stationary 
long enough, that is, hundreds of t housands of years, streams would 
cut the whole surface to the condition of a plain. Such a plain is called 
a peneplain. Marked uplift of a land mass increases stream velocities 
and is followed by increased downward cutting; but long after the 
streams have cut downward into such an uplifted land surface, features 
remain on the uplands that are the result of the period of quiet pre-
ceding the uplift. To such an extent is this true that many regions 
which are now hilly and rugged uplands dissected by deep stream ~al-
leys, carry in their hilltop portions the evidences that they were once 
plains but little above sea level. In other words, they are uplifted and 
dissected peneplains. 
If the period of quiet, though very long, is not long enough to 
form a plain, a system of broad, open valleys may be developed on 
t he land, with divides rolling or in high relief, depending on various 
conditions. The streams of ~uch a region, when uplifted, would be 
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rejuvenated and would cut narrow trenches, in depth proportional to 
the uplift. Here evidences of the old valley floors would remain in the 
hilltops long after the uplift, and indeed frequently after the whole 
region had been cut into small ravines and hills. 
Over eastern and southern Ohio, eastern Kentucky, and the ad-
joining sta~es to the eastward, there are found, at one place or another, 
the 'proof of at least four long periods of quiet, when streams were 
tending to reduce the relief to a plain, and of the intervening uplifts 
when stream action was quickened. Evidence of as many as three may 
be found at one place. Moreover, the evidence at one place corrobo-
rates that at other places, though the correlations are by no means yet 
complete over the whole. 
Such an episode as the removal of all hills by stream erosion and 
the establishment in their place of a plain extending over several states 
requires a vsst length of time, and, if one attempts at all to think of 
the time lapse in terms of human experience, it must be in millions of 
years. 
THE CAMP SHERMAN QUADRANGLE, A PART OF THE APPALACHIAN 
PROVINCE AND MISSISSIPPI WWI.AND 
The Camp Sherman district unquestionably behaved, during all 
this prolonged period of land evolution, in no way different from the 
region between New York and Alabama of which it. is a very small 
part. When the whole was uplifted, it was also; when t.he whole re-
mained stationary for a prolonged period with widespread reduction 
of the region by stream erosion, such must. have been the condition 
within the Camp Sherman quadrangle. Yet surprisingly few traces 
remain within its boundaries of the stages in evolution which are shown 
in surrounding districts and which it also must have passed through. 
The succession of stages can be made out much more completely 
to the southward, between the Camp Sherman quadrangle and the 
Ohio River, and it. is possible to understand something of the loc::tl 
topographic history in this light. But nothing has been published on 
this district and of many of the problems of southeastern Ohio knowl-
edge has not yet advanced beyond the controversial stage. Obviously, 
under these circumstances, it is useless to attempt to present anything 
but an outline of the probable topographic history of the Camp Sher-
man quadrangle. 
THE CUESTA TOPOGRAPHY OF SOUTHERN omo 
Repeated mention has been made of the diversity in the topo-
graphy of this quadrangle. The various types found over the rock hills 
of the plateau portion, though apparently but little related to each 
other within the quadrangle, may be readily correlated and under-
stood from relations obtaining between its southern margin and the 
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Ohio River. Moreover, this understanding is essential to a proper 
interpretation of the stages in topographic history of which remnants 
are believed to exist in the Camp Sherman quadrangle. 
In addition to the major escarpment which extends from New 
York into Tennessee, past Chillicothe, mention was made in an intro-
ductory chapter of a minor escarpment that extends from the Camp 
Sherman quadrangle to the Ohio River. The major escarpment passes 
northwest of Chillicothe to beyond Frankfort and there bends south-
ward, crossing the Ohio River 20 miles west of Portsmouth. The low-
land which borders it to the westward stands at an altitude of about 
1,000 feet. From this the escarpment rises abruptly 300 feet or more, 
and from its crest a rolling plain or plateau, flat over large areas, ex-
tends eastward, cut by deep, steep-walled, narrow stream valleys. To 
the eye, this upland appears to stretch away to the eastward horizon-
tally, except for local irregularities, but actually it descends through a 
distance of about 20 miles until it is no higher than the plain at the foot 
of the westwardfy facing escarpment. The major Escarpment is shown 
in Plates 1 A, 7 A, B, and C, and 17 C. The upland is shown in 
Plates 8, 13, and 14 C. 
There it encounters a row of steep-sided, pointed knobs which 
rise 200 to 300 feet above it, and stretch in a roughly north-south line 
from Sugar Loaf, above Chillicothe, to Scioto Brush Creek, in central 
Scioto County, where they become a second upland of hills. South of 
this, the plateau to the westward increases in height so that this second 
upland cannot be distinguished from the westerly one. From the south 
line of the Camp Sherman quadrangle southward to Scioto County, 
these knobs are isolated or in small groups, with gaps of miles between 
them; in Scioto County, they give place to continuous, extensive masses 
of high, rugged hill country, with an occasional large stream valley 
brrnking through them from the w{stward to the Scioto River. The 
hills which rise above the plateau are sl:own in Plate 13 A, though 
not in typical development. 
In Scioto County, the hills east of the second escarpment all rise 
to about the same altitude, and a view from the top of any one shows 
an essentially even, horizontal sky line. There are, however, no flat 
tops or rolling uplands as to the westward; the hills are narrow, irregular 
ridges, all forested, and the whole region is completely dissected by 
deep, steep-walled ravines. This is the most rugged and least used 
portion of the State. Though the hills appear to rise to the same height, 
and by their tops to mark out a flat plain, they gradually diminish in 
height to the eastward until, some 20 miles away, they, also, are no 
higher than the Interior Lowland west of the chief escarpment. 
The chief or westernmost escarpment, which faces westward, and 
the long gentle eastward slope from its crest constitute a cuesta. Since 
1 6 2 C A M P S H E R M A N Q U A D R A N G L E 
t h e e a st sl o p e is l ar g el y c o m p o s e d of fl at or r olli n g u pl a n d s, it is a c u e st a 
i n t h e p arti al or y o ut hf ul st a g e of di s s e cti o n. 
T h e s e c o n d or e a st er n e s c ar p m e nt, a n d it s l o n g, g e ntl e, e a st sl o p e 
c o n stit ut e i n S ci ot o C o u nt y a s e c o n d c u e st a, b ut it h a s b e e n s o t h or-
o u g hl y c ut u p b y str e a m s t h at n o r e m n a nt of a fl at u pl a n d n o w r e m ai n s 
a n d it is a c u e st a i n a st a g e of c o m pl et e, or m at ur e, di s s e cti o n. N ort h-
w ar d, fr o m S ci ot o C o u nt y, t o t h e C a m p S h er m a n q u a dr a n gl e, t hi s 
c u e st a h a s b e e n y et f urt h er di s s e ct e d, u ntil o nl y s c att er e d k n o b s r e m ai n 
of t h e o n c e c o nti n u o u s hills. T hi s p orti o n is i n a m u c h m or e a d v a n c e d 
st a g e of di s s e cti o n, t h at of l at e m at urit y. 
T H E R E L A TI O N° 	 O F F E A T U R E S I N T H E C A M P S H E R M A N Q U A D R A N G L E T O T H E C U E S T A S O F S O U T H E R N O HI O 
I n t h e C a m p S h er m a n q u a dr a n gl e, t h e fl at-t o p p e d or r olli n g pl a-
t e a u s w hi c h g e ntl y sl o p e fr o m t h e m aj or e s c ar p m e nt e a st w ar d t o t h e 
S ci ot o Ri v er, ar e t h e e a st er n sl o p e of t h e fir st, or w e st er n m o st, c u e st a. 
T h e y ar e d e s cri b e d :ts t hr e e s u b di vi si o n s of t h e q u a dr a n gl e, ( 1) " T h e 
hill s w e st a n d n ort h w e st of C a m p S h er m a n, " ( 2) " T h e fl at-t o p p e d 
pl at e a u s of t h e s o ut h w e st er n p art, " a n d ( 3) " Hill y u pl a n d s of t h e 
s o ut h er n p art of t h e q u a dr a n gl e. " T h e hi g h k n o b s fr o m M o u nt L o g a n 
t o S u g ar L o af, o v erl o o ki n g t h e C a m p, ar e t h e e s c ar p m e nt of t h e s e c o n d 
c u e st a, b ut it s r el ati o n s t o t h e e a st er n sl o p e of t h e first ar e h er e o b s c ur e 
b e c a u s e t h e S ci ot o c ut it s v all e y al o n g t h e li n e of j u n ct ur e. O nl y a 
s m all r e m n a nt of t hi s sl o p e n o w r e m ai n s at t h e f o ot of t h e s e. c o n d e s-
c ar p m e nt, t h e r o c k b e n c h at 8 0 0 t o 9 0 0 f e et b a c k of H o p et o w n a n d 
dir e ctl y o p p o sit e C a m p S h er m a n, a n d t h e n arr o w r o c k t err a c e at t h e 
w e st er n f o ot of S u g ar L o af, s h o w n i n Pl at e 1 2 C. T h e s e c o n d c u e st a 
is h er e c o nti n u o u s f or s e v er al mil es, b ut fr o m it s e s c ar p m e nt e a st w ar d, 
t h e st a g e of di s s e cti o n is a d v a n c e d m at urit y; o nl y s c att er e d k n o b s wit h 
l o w g a p s r e m ai n a s f ar a s W al n ut Cr e e k; t hi s is t h e s u b di vi si o n of t h e 
q u a dr a n gl e d e s cri b e d as " T h e k n o b s e a st of C a m p S h er m a n''. T h e 
st a g e of di s s e cti o n is m u c h m or e a d v a n c e d t h a n i n t h e s o ut h er n e n d of 
t hi s c u e st a i n S ci ot o C o u nt y, b ut c o n si d er a bl y l ess s o t h a n t h e c e ntr al 
p art i n Pi k e C o u nt y w h er e o nl y i s ol at e d k n o b s r e m ai n. T hi s di s s e cti o n 
is s h o w n i n Pl at e 1 B. " T h e hill c o u ntr y of t h e e a st er n p art of t h e 
q u a dr a n gl e " is a y et m or e e a st erl y p orti o n of t h e s a m e c u e st a w hi c h 
i s still l o w er a n d h a s  b e e n o nl y m at ur el y di s s e ct e d. 
T h e c a u s e of t h e c u e st a s h a s b e e n t o u c h e d i n a n i ntr o d u ct or y 
c h a pt er. T h e y e xi st b e c a u s e of g e ntl y i n cli n e d b e d s of r e si st: mt s a n d-
st o n e wit h i nt er v e ni n g b e d s of n o n-r e si st a nt s h al e s. T h e w e st er n m o st 
e s c ar p m e nt ( w hi c h a s s u m e s it s n or m al n ort h- s o ut h tr e n d o nl y b e y o n d 
t h e w e st er n m ar gi n of t h e q u a dr a n gl e) is d u e t o t h e o ut cr o p, at it s 
cr e st, of t h e B er e a Grit. T h e g e ntl e e a st sl o p e of t hi s c u e st a i s d u e 
v er y l ar g el y i n t h e C a m p S h er m a n q u a dr a n gl e t o t h e e a st w ar dl y- di p-
pi n g B er e a Grit, b ut s o ut h of P ai nt Cr e e k, t hi s s urf a c e f oll o ws hi g h er 
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rocks, chiefly the Buena Vista sandstone. The soft shales which overlie 
the Buena Vista are removed by erosion, except in the knobs and es-
carpment of the second cuesta, where they are in turn overlain and 
protected by the Logan sandstones. 
STAGES IN EVOLUTION 0:1<' THE TOPOGRAPHY OF THE ALLEGHENY 
PLATEAU 
The word peneplain was first used to designate a plain of vast 
extent from which essentially all hills have been removed by an enor-
mously long period of stream erosion. The conception then was that 
the whole was essentially a plain, but in some places with low rolling 
relief and above which, in other places, hills or even mountain groups 
might rise, due to the superior resistance of their rocks or some ad-
vantage of position whereby they withstood or escaped erosion. To 
such an eminence the name monadnock was given, from Mt. Monad-
nock which is the type of such features. Such a plain is the result or a 
geological period of erosion and is, obviously, the surface of the earth 
at the end of such a period. Wherever any such plain, completed at 
some time in the geological past, can yet be detected, it is clearly the 
land surface of that time, and is so designated even though it has re-
mained practically unmodified down to the present and is the land 
surface of the present also. If it has been uplifted and dissected, so 
that only traces of it remain, perhaps only as a uniformly unbroken, 
flat sky line of hilltops, with no remnant of the surface enduring, it is 
yet to be distinguished as the trace of the land surface of that period 
in which it was cut. 
The conception of the peneplain was established on a firm b!l.sis 
by the description of the one of which traces are now found in the uni-
form tops of the Appalachian Mountains, the Cretaceous or Kittitiny 
peneplain. There followed at once the discovery that there had been, 
since the uplift and dissection of that peneplain, other long periods of 
erosion which were interrupted by further uplift when the region had 
been reduced to one of broad, well-defined valleys and low divides, but 
before it had attained anything like the plainness which the original 
conception of the peneplain demanded. The traces of such old valley 
floors and low rolling divides are now known from over most of the 
eastern United States, thoroughly dissected, following uplift, by steep-
walled valleys 200 to 500 feet or more in depth, preserved only in the 
very tops of these hills, and to be reconstructed by passing an imaginary 
plain from hilltop to hilltop. Obviously, any trace of these old valleys 
and divides is to be regarded as the land surface of the particular geo-
logical epoch in which ii; was cut, and dated back to that epoch, when 
that is determinable. It is unfortunate that the word peneplain was 
used in describing such an uncompleted plain, because it rapidly came 
to have a double meaning, (1) its original use for what is or was essen-
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tia.lly a plain, and (2) as a synonym for any former land surface which 
could be traced, no matter how imperfect a plain it may have been 
when it was reuplifted. This was later in part conected by the proposal 
of "stra.th" for the remnants of former narrow valley stages, now pre-
served as rock terraces or benches on the valley walls well above the 
present streams. . 
In western Pennsylvania. four former land surfaces were developed 
in succe~on, each after a prolonged period of stability of the earth's 
crust. The Cretaceous peneplain was first formed after inconceivably 
long erosion, a plain standing but slightly above sea level. Its trace 
is now preserved on the tops of the Appalachian Mountains. After it 
was completed, the whole land mass of eastern North America was 
uplifted several hwidred feet. This increased the slope of the streams, 
which cut valleys into the former plain, nearly down to the new sea 
level, below which they could not ,cut. After another period of erosion, 
the divides were cut away and a new plain was formed several hundred 
feet below the first one, thereby removing all trace of the Cretaceous 
peneplain except in the mountains which were not reduced because 
of the greater resistance of the rocks in them. This second plain 
is the Harrisburg peneplain. Later the whole reg\on was again up-
lifted and there was further entrenchment of the streams to the 
level of the Worthington plain. The t ime during which the land was 
stable, following this, was less than in the previous cases because the 
district was not reduced to a peneplain but only to the stage of broad, 
open valleys, with low rolling divides between, the Worthington pene-
plain. It was not, properly, a peneplain in western Pennsylvania, but 
in southeastern and western Ohio, and central Kentucky, large areas 
at this time were reduced quite to that condition. Another uplift 
caused entrenchment of the streams in these broad valleys, to the level 
of the Parker stage, but only a relatively short period of stability ensued 
and the valleys formed were not nearly the width of those on the Worth-
ington land surface. One more uplift causecYfurther entrenchment to 
or below (where the valleys are partially filled with gravels) the present 
level of the.streams, which have opened .out broad valleys and removed 
all traces of the Parker floor except in occasional favorable places. 
The .Harrisburg peneplain is continued westward across the Ohio 
River into Ohio, and forms the hilltops of much of northeastern Ohio 
and of the river counties, Jefferson, Belmont, and the northern half of 
Monroe. The old valley floors of the Worthington stage can be rea<lily 
distinguished in the rolling uplands of these counties. Just west of 
the western line of these counties and southward from the median east-
west line of Monroe .County in the Ohio Valley, the hilltop surface 
falls away to an altitude of about 1,000 fee~ or less, the level of the 
Worthington plain, which here over several counties of southeastern 
Ohio. was cut to the aspect of a peneplain, from which all traces of the 
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Harrisburg plain had been removed except for possible vague glimpses 
in a few high divides. These two plains 'in the "lowland" of southeastern 
Ohio were called by Tight respectively the Tert.iary and Cretaceous 
peneplains,1 a correlati"n that followed on Campbell's application of 
the phrase Cretaceous peneplain in northwestern West Virginia.' It 
is impossible here to discuss the problems of these correlations or to 
present even the evidence in support of the new one here adopted but 
it is believed to be adequate. 
From the lowlands of southeastern Ohio, with hilltops at an alti-
tude of 900 to 1,000 feet, the land gradually, imperceptibly to the eye, 
rises to the westward and to the crest of the easterly of the two cuestas 
described above. It there drops abruptly by a 200-foot escarpment 
to the gentle eastErn slope of the westerly cuesta, along which it rises 
to 1,300 feet at the crest of the next escarp~ent, the margin of the 
Allegheny Plateau, to descend abruptly to the rolling hills of the 
Interior Lowland. The surface of t;he Interior Lowland along the foot 
of the escarpment and for some 30 miles or more to the westward is a 
rolling irregular upland at an altitude of 1,000 feet, more or less, dis-
sected by streams to a depth of 200 feet or m'ore. It is at essentially 
the same altitude and of much the same character as the Lexington 
peneplain which forms the surface of the Interior Lowland of central 
Kentucky, which is similarly dissected by streams, and in the writer's 
opinion, is to be correlated therewith. This suggests as highly probable 
the correlation of the Lexington peneplain with the Worthington pene-
plain of the southeastern Ohio "lowlands" and of western Pennsylvania, 
a correlation which, in the writer's opinion, is in. much closer accord 
with what is known of Allegheny Plateau topography than any hitherto 
proposed. 
PROBABLE HISTORY OF CUESTA SWPES OF SOUTHERN OHIO AND 
CORRELATION WITH PLATEAU STAGES 
The problem of determining the chief stages in the topographic 
evolution of the Camp Sherman quadrangle is the one of determining 
the significance and history of the gentle eastward slopes of these cuestas. 
The eastern slope of the westerly cuesta has already been described as 
an upland surface partially dissected by streams, but with many rem-
nants of the original surface. This, to the eye, has every appearance of 
a peneplain in a youthful stage of dissection. Similarly the eastern 
slope of the more easterly cuesta, where it is intact, has the character 
of a peneplain but in the mature stage or stage of complete dissection. 
l'fhe first of these names lacks definiteness because there are several erosional 
stages of Tertiary age, and there is no evidence in support of and much against the 
assumed Cretaceous age of the upper .. 
2'fight, Prof. Paper, U. S. G. S. No. 1; pp. 24, 27, 1003.  
Campbell, Charleston Folio, U.S. G . .:J. No. 72, 1001.  
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But much of the detail of the topography of the westerly cuesta 
is due to the unequal resistance of the gently inclined, alternating soft 
shales and hard sandstones which compose it. So much so is this the 
case that the flat uplands which resemble an old peneplain are largely 
coincident with and directly determined by immediately underlying 
resistant beds. In the Camp Sherman quadrangle, this control of the 
uplands by hard-rock formations is complete. The thoroughly dissected, 
eastern slope of the second cuesta, likewise, is coincident with resistant 
beds of a somewhat different character which, in part. at least, accounts 
for the difference in stage of dissectio n. 
Two interpretations are possible which are not mutually exclusive. 
1. That tho dip slopes as now found were developed wholly as a result 
of the removal of the non-resistant beds from the resistant beds by 
erosion, without the intervention of a stage in the reduction of the region. 
2. That the dip slopes of the cuestas were formed by the method 
under I, essentially as they now exist, exclusive of the features pro-
duced by subsequent entrenchment, at a past geological period as a 
part of the land surface of that period, and that, accordingly, these 
slopes are correlative with some one of the old land surfaces which 
denote such past periods. 
It is not necessary to discuss the first of these if the evidence for 
the second is ample. The evidence is believed sufficient to assert that 
the dip slopes of southern Ohio are dissected, old, land surfaces. Along 
their eastern margin they pass imperceptibly into horizontal rolling 
or diss2cted upland surfaces that are independent of hard-rock forma-
tions and that appear to admit of no other correlation than with the 
Worthington or Lexington peneplain. The isolated knobs of the eastern 
cuesta in Pike County rest on this surface in a way which is, apparently, 
conclusive that they are monadnocks thereon and that the eastern 
cuesta was dissectt:d to the stage of isolated knobs standing on that 
peneplain, before the rejuvenation and dissection took place. . 
This leads to the conclusion that, during the Lexington-Worthington 
stage, southern Ohio was essentially a peneplain with two cuesta mo-
nadnocks rising above it. The dip slope of the western one was undis-
sected and is yet well preserved over large areas. Though perhaps not 
properly called a part of the Lexington peneplain, it is a part of thy 
Lexington land surface. The dip slope of the eastern one was, at the 
time this peneplain was most nearly complete, almost certainly maturely 
dissected and a region of hills, just as it is now but with less relief. 
For this reason its sky line of even hilltops, sloping gently to the east-
ward, has a somewhat different significance. It was not, at the time 
of completion of the Lexington peneplain, a gently sloping plain; if it 
ever was in that condition, it must have passed through it much earlier 
in the Lexington epoch to attain the stage of dissection which the 
outliers of the cuesta, the "Knobs" of Pike County, show existed when 
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the Lexington plain was completed. Nevertheless, the rugged surface 
of t he eastern cuesta. is a part of the Lexington land surface. 
APPLICATION OF STAGES OF PLATEAU HISTORY TO CAMP SHERMAN 
QUADRANGLE 
The probable interpretation of certain features in the Camp Sher-
man quadrangle may now be considered, in the light of this interpre-
tation of t he topographic evolution of southern Ohio. The flat but 
slightly sloping plateaus of the southwestern part of the Camp Sherman 
quadrangle, Plyley, Poplar, and Beath ridges, McDonald and Spruce 
hills, are remnants of the once continuous, eastern dip-slope of the 
western or Berea cuesta, as has been pointed out .before. This surface, 
it is believed, was essentially continuous and unbroken,· except near 
its western margin, at t he time of completion of the Lexington pene-
plain; at that time the whole region was at a lesser altitude than at 
present, that is nearer to sea level, and none of the streams had cut 
below a level that now stands probably between 900 and 1,000 feet 
above sea level. Where t he eastern limit of the slope lay at the time 
of completion of the peneplain, that is, where it passed into s.n essen-
tially horizontal position near the level of the contemporaneous stream 
plains, it is impossible to say, J:?ut probably it. was very close to the 
present 1,000-foot contour on these slopes. It unquestionably termi-
nated at this altitude against the high rolling hills of Huntington Town-
ship which rose above the old plain and are the rounded knobs of the 
dissected eastern cuesta. From Black Run eastward to Indian Creek, 
numerous rounded hills rise to an altitude of about 1,000 feet, between 
these scattered knobs, with no explanation in the underlying rocks 
for t heir uniformi ty in height, as they are cut in shale. This 1,000-foot 
level is probably the Lexington penepla.in, but so dissected, being in 
shale, as to be scarcely recognizable and quite impossible of recognition 
as a peneplain except as one is known to exist at this level in surrounding 
districts. Similar areas occur east of t he Scioto River, all small and 
disconnected. The ·rock terrace between Hopetown and Bunker Hill 
and the amphitheater-shaped head of Dry Run between Bunker Hill, 
Sand Hill, and Sugar Loaf, both are areas of rounded shale hills wit,h 
altitudes from 800 to 900 feet. Occasional rounded, dissected, narrow 
terraces and isolated low hills formed of shale lying in between and 
south of the knobs and east of Chillicothe, and a considerable group 
of such hills southwest and west of Lickskillet, all point to the pres-
ence of a gradation plain at one time at an altitude something over 
900 feet, which has now been entirely destroyed. Whether attributable 
to the Lexington stage, or to a somewhat later plain, the "900-foot" 
plain around Cincinnati, it is impossible to determine. After the Lex-
ington peneplain had been UP.lifted and its dissection had begun, the 
sloping plain cut op. the Berea would be further extended eastward as 
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the streams cut down to that formation, and the present continuation 
of the dip slope to an altitude of 900 feet is not to be regarded as in 
any way indicative tha.t that was the extent. of the dip slope in the 
Lexington stage. · 
All that can be said regarding the probable early history of t he 
hills of the second or eastern cuesta is indicated above. Its history 
is yet more obscure tha.n that of the westerly one. 
It was probably at this time that the difference in topography 
between the Allegheny Plateau (comprising the two cuestss) and the 
Lowland to the northward was developed. No remnant of the Lex-
ington peneplain remains in the Lowland third of the quadrangle, 
however, for it has all been removed by subsequent further erosion. 
Uplift terminated the formation of the Lexington peneplain; the 
streams, with steepened slopes and swifter currents cut their valleys 
downward as deep trenches in the old plain, tributaries also cut similar 
but smaller trenches, and much of the present topography is due to 
this rejuvenation. 
The history from the time of this uplift to the opening of the glacial 
period was not simple, as is well enough known from the surrounding 
districts. However, no certain trace of it has been picked up within 
the quadrangle. The streams entrenched themselves in this quadrangle 
to about the level of the present Scioto flood plain. This is shown by 
the presence, 1, of many old valleys at this level and higher to the 
southward and southeastward, now abandoned by the streams that 
made them and partially dissected by later streams, and, 2, by rock 
benches at the same altitude as theold valleys, on the sides of the present 
valleys, remnants of former high-level floors. At that time the Scioto 
River flowed opposite to the present direction.· It received the drainage 
from much of West Virginia and southern Ohio (the Ohio River was 
not then in existence) and carried it all past the present site of Chilli-
cothe but to t he northward. The old floors of that time occur in south-
ern Ohio, along the Scioto and its tributaries, and are. well shown in 
the abandoned Beaver Valley east of Waverly, but they slope to the 
northward and near Chillicothe they would, if present, pass below the 
modern river bed. These are termed the Teay or California stage, and 
are correlative with the Parker floors of western Pennsylvania . After 
the entrenchment from the Lexington level t o the Teay or Parker level, 
there ensued a considerable length of time, sufficiently long that the 
larger streams opened out valleys a mile or two in width, the floors just 
mentioned. D uring this time the soft shales, unprotected by Berea 
Grit, which must have formed the Lexington peneplain in the northern 
or Lowland third of the quadrangle, were so far removed that the sur-
face of that part of the quadrangle was without exception lower than 
it now is. Later there was another uplift which permitted the streams 
to cut their valleys yet deeper, at least 100 feet below the present Scioto 
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but how much more is not known, and the valleys were again widened 
to about their present width. 
Whether this last uplift preceded or followed the first advance 
of the ice is not certain. In any event, this brings the history of the 
land surface of the district approximately down to the opening of the 
glacial period. All of the larger features and many of the smaller ones 
of the landscape, except of course those added by the ice, had been 
formed essentially as we now find them. The Allegheny Plateau in 
the southern two-thirds rose high above the northern lowland third. 
It was dissected to the southwestward by numerous deep, steep-walled 
valleys cut into the flat-topped plateaus; the knobs of the central por-
tion, those opposite Camp Sherman and Chillicothe were much as we 
now see them, with rather open. valleys between them; the eastern 
portion of the quadrangle had been cut into endless rough hills and 
valleys; the Scioto and Paint Creek valleys were as we now find them 
or were much deeper, and most of the smaller ravines as well as larger 
tributaries were established much as they now exist, except as the ice 
caused certain disarrangements of the drainage to be noted later. 
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CHAPTER XVII 
GLACIAL FORMATIONS AND HISTORY1 
GENERAL REL.ATIONS 
After the rocks, the bed rocks, of the region, had been carved into 
the topographic forms that now exist; aHer the Interior Lowland and 
Allegheny Plateau had been brought to the condition of lowland and 
highland respectively; the Scioto and Paint Creek valleys established 
much as they now appear; after the Allegheny Plateau had been dis-
sected to its present aspect of hills and smaller valleys, gullies, and 
ravines, the region was invaded by glaciers from the northward. These 
glaciers covered the northern part of North America, and extended 
southward well into the United States. The ice slowly moved south-
ward across the present Lake Erie Basin into Ohio in strong volume, 
but it encountered resistance in the eastern half of the State in the 
form of the hilly Allegheny Plateau. As a result, the eastern half of 
Ohio was glaciated only in the northern part. Across the western Ohio 
lowlands where there was no such obstruction, it flowed much farther 
southward until it crossed the Ohio River in the vicinity of Cincinnati. 
As has !}lready been noted, the margin of the Allegheny Plateau 
extends across the Camp Sherman quadrangle in an irregular east-
west line, with the lowland to the northward, an exception to the north-
south direction obtaining elsE'Where across the State. The ice in its 
southward course into this quadrangle encountered the margin of 
the plateau, rising some 300 to 500 feet across its path, and was largely 
stopped by this obstruction, though lower, outlying portions, such as 
the hills northwest of Camp Sherman, were quite overrun and buried. 
Not once, but five times, the ice sheets invaded the northern part 
of the United States, and after each invasion there was a long period 
when climates as mild or milder than that of the present prevailed. 
So long were these interglacial epochs that they were comparable in 
duration to the time that has elapsed since the last retreat of the ice, 
possibly 35,000 to 5'.J,000 years ago, and indeed thne is no reason 
known why we may not now be living merely in a mild interglacial 
epoch, rathu than in postglacial time, as it is commonly named. 
It is in the .Mississippi Valley that the evidence is found of five 
ice invasions. In Ohio there is distinct evidence of three of these 
occupations. Probably nowhere else in the State is the evidence of 
two invasions more conclusive than in the Camp Sherman quadrangle. 
1It is a pleasure to record the generosity with which Mr. Frank Leverett placed 
at the writer's disposal, his field maps and data on the region. These have been freely 
used in the preparation of this chapter. 
(l71) 
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The two invasions here represented were the last, or Late Wisconsin 
ice sheet, and one of the early ones, called the Illinoia.n. There are 
some features that seem to have been formed by one of the intermediate 
she.ets, perhaps the Early Wisconsin, but the evidence accumulated to 
date is too obscure for presentation. 
Each of these ice sheets left two chief kinds of deposits, those made 
more or less directly by the ice itself, called moraines, and those gravels 
dropped chiefly by the streams flowing away from the edge of the 
melting ice with enormous loads of debris. The las~ may be found 
many miles beyond the limit reached by the ice itself. 
Both sheets left heavy deposits of debris. The deposits of the la.st 
ice sheet, however, entirely covered those of the preceding in t he portion 
of the Ca.mp Sherman quadrangle which it invaded, as, indeed, it did 
over almost all of Ohio. It did not, however, extend quite as far south 
as the earlier one, and it did not obscure some of the stream gravels of 
that sheet. 
The features which serve to distinguish the two sets of debris are 
the result of difference in age· and location. The Illinoian deposits have 
been exposed to the agents of weathering for so much greater length 
of time that many of the less resistant pebbles are disintegrated, and 
the more soluble ones have been largely removed, so t hat very few 
limestone pebbles are found, while other limestone pebbles have been 
changed to chert, and there is a great amount of reddish clay matrix 
in the gravels, the residuum, in part at least, from this weathering. 
In addition, strea.mlets have been eroding these accumulations for a 
very much greater length of time than t he debris of the 13:st ice sheet, 
and the older deposits, as a result, are gullied into knolls, hummocky 
hills, and small ravines in a way that is not seen in deposits of Wiscon-
sin drift. These t wo characteristics, composition and topography, 
together with the location of the Dlinoian deposits south of those of 
the Late Wisconsin sheet, serve to distinguish the two accumulations 
readily in this region. 
ILLINOIAN DRIFT 
I ce deposits, ~tent 
It is not possible to distinguish sharply the farthest limit to which 
the Illinoian ice sheet advanced, because there remains to mark its 
outermost occupation, only a thin scattering of pebbles and bowlders of 
foreign origin over the uplands outside the limits of the Wisconsin sheet . 
. Indeed i~ is not wholly certain that there is within the quadrangle any 
till, that is bowlder clay directly deposited by the ice, which can be 
attributed to this ice sheet. Certain very coarse accumulations t hat 
appear to be in part till, on the upper end of both Twin creeks, have 
been tentatively so referred. Relying solely on the upland pebbles, 
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this ice sheet unquestionably covered Ralston Run and the region to 
the westward and the upland between Paint Creek and North Branch 
of Indian Creek quite to the latter. East of the Scioto, the outer limits 
appear to have followed Walnut Creek1to near its head, and from there 
extended eastward across the hills. 
It is not certain from direct evidence, that this ice sheet covered 
the high knobs east of Camp Sherman. It slowly pressed through the 
1ow gaps between them1 even occupymg the passes between Bunker 
Fig. 18.-0utline map of Camp Sherman quadrangle showing, by shading, the ap-
proximate area covered by the Late \Visconsin glacier, and by heavy dashed line 
the approximate outer limit of the lllinoian sheet. Manuscript maps graciously 
loaned by Mr. Frank Leverett have been the basis of this map, but the bound~ 
aries here adopted, in'places, are extended somewhat beyond his. 
Hill, Mount Eyes, and Mount Logan, attaining a height of 450 feet 
above the present Scioto; this is shown by the presence of debris up 
to these heights. It is held probable, however, from indirect evidence, 
that this ice sheet covered at least the Sand Hill-Rocky Knob ridge 
and Mount Logan. Innumerable bowlders of Pottsville sandstone, 
which could only have been derived from these hilltops, occur abun-
dantly scattered over their southern slopes, and some very large ones, 
10 or 15 feet in their longest dimensions, are present in association 
with the Illinoian gravels, where they could not possibly have come 
to rest by gravitation and stream action alone. These critical bowlders 
are in the northeastwardly flowing gullies of the southeast quarter of 
Section 16, Springfield Township. 
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Gravels 
At the present time, streams of water from the melting ice invari-
ably tlow from the edge of gfaciers in all but very high latitudes. Those 
flowing from the ice edge in Ohio were of very considerable volume, 
for they were fed by the ice wastage for miles behind the actual edge. 
Such streams today are almost always loaded with gravel and sand, and 
are milky wit h fine mud. So great is the load of sand and gravel, that 
t he streams now flowing from the edge of glaciers are mostly aggrading 
or filling up their beds to great depths by the excess which t hey are 
unable to carry. Should such water be impounded by ice obstruction 
of outlet in a depression, such as a long valley system, the new outlet 
of which is decidedly higher than t he main portion of the basin, gravels 
and sands will be built up, interspersed perhaps with beds ·or fine clay 
settled from the mud<fy waters at times or in places where coarser 
materials do not happen to be accumulating. Such obstruction of 
outlets was of common occurrence in connection with the movement 
of the Pleistocene ice front. After the removal of an ice sheet, streams 
were free to resume something of their normal habits, though frequently 
with new outlets or reversal of direction, and being no longer loaded by 
debris from t he ice, dissection and removal of t he great gravel accu-
mulations in their valleys commonly went on. Obviously, the longer 
the time t hat has elapsed since the retreat of the ice, other t hings being 
equal, the more complete will be the dissection and removal of such 
deposits. 
There remain in t he Camp Sherman quadrangle, great terraces of 
gravel, more or less completely dissected, remnants of a once much 
more extensive valley fi lling which was accumulated by t he streams 
flowing from the Illinoian ice sheet. These occur within the area which 
was covered by the Illinoian sheet at the time of its greatest advance, 
and must have been formed after that ice had withdrawn somewhat 
from the outermost position. Of t hese, there are two chief areas, (1) 
Paint C1·eek Valley and its tributaries, (Plate 16 B), and (2) the t erraces 
east and sout heast of Chillicothe (Platrs 19 B and 20.A and B). 
1. Paint Creek Valley and its tributaries. - In the southwest 
corner of the quadrangle, on Plug Run, Lower and Upper T win creeks, 
Black Run, and on the wall of Paint Creek south of Bourneville, there 
are !')Xtensive areas of hummocky hills rising to 200 or 240 feet above 
the st reams. They form distinct foothill borders to t he higher, steeper, 
shale hills behind .them, and their hummocky character is in contrast 
to the more even shale slopes. They consist of gravels which are com-
posed chiefly of pebbles of resistant rock. If t here ever were many 
limestone pebbles, they have been largely removed by weathering. 
That this is the case is evidenced by t he great amount of reddish clay 
in which the gravels are imbedded, and the thick soils which coat t he 
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hills, clays of much the type produced by weathering of limestone. 
South of Bourneville, these gravels are composed in places, almost 
entirely of Berea Grit fragments, many of them of large size and obvi-
ously from local sources. The gravels on the Twin creeks without 
doubt were largely dropped by streams flowing from ice on their heads. 
The highest of these hills rise to an altitude of about 900 to 940 
feet and, thottgh very few of them attain this altitude, it appears that 
this represents the original level up to which the valleys were entirely 
filled with these gravels. At one place, a mile west of the Round Top 
School on Upper Twin Creek, there is yet preserved an area of about 
one-fourth square mile of the original surface of this deposit, flat and 
undissected except by small stream gullies around its sides. This rem-
nant, it is true, stands mostly at from 900 to 920 feet, but the amount 
of weathering which has gone on of materials in these deposits is such 
that they must have settled considerably and irregularly, more where 
there was a higher content of limestone or thicker mass, and less where 
they are composed more largely of Berea fragments or where the thick-
ness was less over the slopes of rock hills. 
No exposure of these gravels has been sufficient to show their 
structure. , It is not known whether they are alluvial, that is, laid down 
by streams which are building up their beds, or built up in waters 
ponded in Paint Creek and its tributaries behind an ice dam. 
Much less extensive deposits of similar gravels occur on Ralston 
Run, but whether these are to be associated in origin directly with those 
farther west is not clear. 
The same gravels occur at the foot of the east end of Plyley Ridge 
and at creek level on Anderson Run one-third mile north of Anderson. 
Both of these are largely overlain by Late Wisconsin deposits and only 
exposed by stream valleys cut into them since the latter ice sheet re-
treated. 
2. Terraces east and southeast of Chillicothe.-These deposits 
extend from Chillicothe eastward to the hills behind Walnut Creek, 
southward to the Scioto Valley, and thence eastward in a broad open 
valley to the extreme southeast corner of the quadrangle. They are 
limited to the north by the hilly country of Springfield Township, 
except for broad areas of these deposits which extend up Walnut Creek 
and its tributaries into these hills. 
There are two very distinct terraces within this area, one with its 
upper surface at 800 to 860 or even to 920 feet, commonly 200 to 260 
feet above the Scioto River, the other with its surface at 680 to 740 feet, 
or 80 to 140 feet above the Scioto. The first occupies the portion of 
the area, roughly, north of the Chillicothe-Adelphi Pike, the latter lies 
south of this pike except for very small portions. The higher terrace, 
with its original surface ·mostly at 820 to 860 feet, is much the more 
uompletely dissected; in this respect it is comparable with the Paint 
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Creek occurrences, though the dissection of the latter is the more com-
plete. However, only limited remnants of the original surface, southeast 
of Mount Logan, now remain. 
The lower terrace is decidedly in contrast with the upper one, in 
that the dissection is immature and extensive areas remain intact. It 
is unquestionably a later surface. The surfaces of both, where intact, 
slope appreciably to 'the southward. 
The short length of time available for work has not permitted a 
complete determination of the materials composing each of these ter-
races and comparison of one with the other. On superficial examination 
they appear to be much the same, though it is suspected that the material 
of the lower terrace was formed under different conditions and is the 
less weathered. Because of lack of sufficient evidence to permanently 
separate them, they have been treated together as Illinoian in age, but 
it is probable that the lower terrace is much younger in age, though 
certainly antedating the Late Wisconsin epoch; very probably it is 
Early Wisconsin. 
The older terrace consists largely, if not entirely, of gravel and 
s:1,nd, which varies much in composition and coarseness from place to 
place. Much of it is poorly assorted and obscurely stratified. Near 
the Scioto River the amount of foreign material is high, but between 
Lick Run and Little Walnut Creek the amount of unrounded, local 
material is so great that it is often difficult, in the absence of exposures, 
to know whether one is dealing with rock or drift slopes. Some of it 
is very coarse, with blocks up to 1 foot in diameter, and bowlders up 
to 15 feet in longesG dimension are associated with it, though not cer-
tainly imbedded in it. These gravels and sands are believed to be 
largely if not entirely river laid. 
The sands and gravels are now much weathered, limestone pebbles 
in places are wanting entirely and are never common; pebbles of re-
sistant rock types are everywhere in evidence, and they are usually 
reddish or brownish in color. A considerable reddish clay matrix is 
usually present, probably the result of weathering. A thick coating of 
reddish-brown residual clay soil forms the surface. In places the deeper 
gravels are consolidated into a conglomerate. 
It has been suggested1 in explanation of that portion of these 
deposits in Lick Run Valley that two lobes of the Illinoian ice sheet, 
one flowing down the Scioto Valley and the other down Walnut Creek, 
met and enclosed between them and the Mount Logan-Rocky Knob hill 
group, a considerable depression which at once became a lake and was 
filled by gravels, sands, and clays. This explanation was applied only 
to the occurrences around Lick Run, but the deposit extends far up 
Walnut Creek and is not to be accounted for by such localized conditions. 
'Campbell, M. R., The Country around Camp Sherman, on back of the first 
(1918) edition of Camp Sherman quadrangle. 
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The upper limits of these gravels and the ones on Paint Creek are so 
nearly identical that it is suspected that they were determined by a 
common condition, and that the problem is not a local one. The writer 
is not able to state either that lake sediments are absent or present in 
these higher gravels. However, all that were seen by the writer are in 
the lower E1rly Wisconsin terrace. 
As already stated, the surface of the lower terrace is less dissected 
and to all appearances younger. In addition, it is flat except for a 
uniform, gentle, southerly slope and it penetrates up small valleys cut 
in the higher terrace and behind rock hills. These features all indicate 
that it is the original surface of the deposits which form it and not a 
degradational terrace, produced in the process of erosion of the higher 
terrace. They further emphasize the grea.ter age of the higher terrace, 
because these deposits were accumulated in part in valleys cut in the 
higher terrace, which must have reached a stage of dissection approach-
ing that now observed. 
The lower terrace is composed of sands and gravels, the structure 
of some of which indicates that they were spread out in standing water. 
In addition there are beds of water-laid cl.ay, blue, nearly gritless, 
tough and tenaceous, wet and sticky. The clays are exceedingly difficult 
to excavate, yet when wet, will flow under their own weight if not re--
strained. Clay beds as much as 10 feet thick are known. The gravels, 
sands, and clays are interbedded. 
The gravels and sands in the upper 20 to 30 feet are oxidized to 
R yellowish or reddish color, and the upper 10 feet, more or less, is a 
reddish, yellowish, or brownish, loamy sandy clay with numerous small 
pebbles of chert and other resistant rocks imbedded in it, a residual 
soil it is believed. Below the oxidized zone the sands, gravels, and clay 
beds are unoxidized, blue or gray in color. Insufficient attention has 
been given to the rock composition of the unweathered gravels for 
generalization but limestone pebbles are present in considerable abun-
dance in places in the lower terrace. 
A small area, much dissected, of water-laid clays which fill the 
lower end of Indian Creek Valley 20 to 40 feet above creek level, appar-
ently belongs to this same set of deposits, but has been largely removed 
by the stream. The stage of dissection is the sole reason for their refer-
ence to one of the early ice sheets. 
The deposits of the lower terrace, with their surface but little 
broken, are continued eastward to Salt Creek as the floor of a large 
valley which is now occupied only by streams which cross it, as Wal-
nut Creek and Salt Creek. This abandoned segment reunites with the 
Scioto south of the Camp Sherman quadrangle. The same dep<Eib:J 
form great terraces on the west wall of the Scioto above Waverly, 
rising to a maximum altitude of 700 feet. East of Waverly they form · 
the filling up to 700 feet or more of a valley entirely unoccupied by 
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t he stream tha.t ma.de it, to beyond the Ohio Valley and back into 
West Virginia nearly to Charleston. 
These clays and some of the associated sands, unquestionably, 
were formed in a standing body of wa.ter, imponded in this valley system 
which, prior to that time, had its outlet to t he northward past Chillicothe. 
Obstructed by ice, the lake ,vas formed and remained until it found a 
new outlet by breaking across the hills between Ohio and Kentucky to 
form the Ohio River as we now know it. By that time the silts and sands 
had accumulated which have just been described. 
INTERVAL BETWEEN ILLINOIAN AND LATE WISCONSIN ICE EPOCHS 
In the upper Mississippi Valley there is evidence that during this 
interval, which was very long, there occurred two ice occupations, 
with three intervening epochs of mild climate much like that of the 
present. As indicated in the last section, the 680 to 740-foot terrace 
southeast of Chillicothe may be the result of one of t hese ice sheets. 
Th.ere are also very gent ly rolling obscure hills of drift on the uplands 
immediately southwest of Camp Sherman, and also on the western 
end of Plyley and Poplar ridges that may belong within this interval, 
though the only reason for excluding them from the Late Wisc.onsin 
is that t he slopes are very gentle as though softened by length of t ime. 
The Late Wisconsin tills have been found directly south of all of these 
in valleys, and it may well be that these occurrences are only the weak 
upland phase of the Late Wisconsin drift. 
If these occurrences do not represent this interval t hen the only 
known record of this long time in t he Ca.mp Sherman region is one of 
erosion; for the lllinoian gravel terraces, by t he time of the Late Wis-
consin occupation, had been dissected to practically the condition now 
observed. This is known because the Late Wisconsin gravels lie in 
large valleys cut in t hese older gravels, whereas the smaller streams 
flowing over the Wisconsin gra.vels have had time to scarcely more than 
cut channels in them. Moreover, weathering has, since the Late Wis-
consin gravels were formed, only formed a weathered zone and soil bed 
about 1 foot thick. From this it must be apparent that the Illinoian 
gravels which are weathered to unknown depths (the ·700-foot terrace 
to something more than 30 feet depth) have been exposed to weathering 
and erosion a far longer time than the Wisconsin gravels. When it is 
recalled that the Late Wisconsin sheet is now generally believed to 
have begun the recession from its outermost position at least 35,000 
to 50,000 years ago, it follows that the interval between the Illinoian 
and Late Wisconsin occupations must have been a matter of ·hundreds 
of thousands of years. 
LATE WISCONSIN DRIFT 
The remains of this ice sheet . are much clearer and fr~her than 
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those of the earlier sheet. The areas to which the Illinoian drift giYe 
character are relatively small, both in the State as a whole and in the 
Camp Sherman quadrangle, but about half of the total surface of the 
quadrangle is composed of drift from the Late Wisconsin ice sheet of 
such depth that it is so shown on the geological map. 
Extent of ice 
The outer limit to which this ice sheet attained can be much more 
satisfactorily determined, though it is not now possible to locate the 
exact line throughout its length. This ice sheet did not overrun the 
margin of the Allegheny Plateau to the extent that the earlier one did. 
East of the Scioto River the ice piled up along the lower slopes of the 
escarpment but did not, apparently, cover even the outermost hills, 
such as Sugar Loaf. It undoubtedly surrounded several of them, so 
that they appeared as islands in a sea of ice. 
In the westernmost part of the quadrangle, from Lattaville west-
ward, the ice was stopped by the abrupt, northwardly facing escarp-
ment of the plateau. The two chief hills of Ragged Ridge (west and 
slightly northwest of Roxabell) for most of the time of ice occupation 
were islands standing 40 and 80 feet respectiYely, above the ice fields, 
but it is possible that at times they were quite covered . 
. Between Lattaville and the Scioto River there is a broad, north-
wardly projecting wedge of the plateau within which the hills are 200 
to 300 feet lower than on the two sections just mentioned. Nor is it 
probable that the opposing escarpment was as steep. Here the ice 
overran the escarpment quite to the base of the wedge, and from the 
center of the base, it pushed a short lobe 2 or 3 miles southward into 
Paint Creek Valley. North of North Fork of Paint Creek probably 
every hill was covered by ice except the two small ones due west of 
Chillicothe and south of the Cincinnati Road. It almost certainly 
overran the whole of Plyley Ridge because fairly heavy accumulations 
of fresh, ice-bid, bowlder clays occur on the south wall of Owl Creek, 
next to the southward, throughout its length. 
A lobe of ice undoubtedly pushrd into the Scioto Valley past 
Chillicothe, although fresh, unweathered bowlder clay has been 11oted 
at only two places as evidence of it, one at an altitude of about 7 50 feet 
in the ravine north of the Cemetery Hill at Chillicothe, and the other 
at an altitude of 680 to 700 feet on the hills in the obtuse angle between 
Indian Creek and its North Branch, 4 miles south of Chillicothe. 
Ice deposits 
The outer limit of the ice sheet described in the 19.st division is the 
southern limit of the deposits formed in direct connection with the ice. 
These are of two types, moraines and kame moraines. 
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Moraine.-This is restricted, practically entirely, to the portion 
west of the Scioto River and south of Deer Creek. It consists of tough, 
gray, bowlder clay, not very stony. It forms the surface of the lowland 
of the northwest corner where it was laid down chiefly beneath the ice 
sheet and has been but very little modified by stream action since. 
South of North Fork, heavy accumulations of bowlder clay were formed 
in the heads of all the valleys taking their source on the escarpment. 
The ice clearly piled well up against this slope, and locally pushed up 
onto the adjacent tablelands. This is probably all terminal moraine 
and has been cut up by numerous stream valleys to a depth of 100 feet. 
(See Plat£s 3 and 7.) 
The ice partially filled the broad open valleys of the plateau north 
of North Fork of Paint Creek with ground moraine and to a notable 
extent plastered bowlder clay onto the north slopes of hills, but left 
their south slopes but little changed. As a result the northern walls 
of the valleys are commonly steeper than the south walls, a feature 
that is found, also for the same reason, on Owf Creek. Streams have 
dissected these deposits slightly. (See Plates 9 and 10.) 
On the east side of the Scioto River, the first terrace above Chilli-
cothe, between the N. & W. railway and the high hills, is of similar till, 
but overlain by gravels. 
More details are given in the regional descriptions and distribution 
is shown on the geological map. 
Kames.-Wherever a large flowing mass of ice of the sort under 
consideration becomes badly cracked or broken, so that surface waters 
pour into the cavity, quantities of assorted gravel are apt to accu-
mulate in the cavity, restrained by the ice walls, to finally form a hill 
after the ice melts. Such hills are called kames. They are distinguished 
not only by their stratified gravel composition, usually with very steep 
bedding (the bedding may be brought to the vertical -attitude by ice 
movements around the deposit), but also by their steep slopes, isolated 
position or sharp grouping, and sometimes by the trend of a group. 
Several a.re found around Roxabell, chiefly to the southward, and 
around Lattaville. The reason for the latter is no~ clear, but the former 
lie in groups or lines that trend distinctly toward the gorge of North 
Fork of Paint Creek. The ice flowing into this gorge may have been 
sheared and broken so as to result in the formation of kames. There is 
a striking group of low kames at the lower end of Paint Creek Gorge, 
south and southwest of Anderson. These are arranged radially in lines 
curving from easterly to southeasterly, and focusing at the lower end 
of the last rock hill at the mouth of the gorge. These appear to have 
been formed in cracks or channels developed in the ice as it spread 
from the mouth of the gorge, and perhaps encountered a weak south-
wardly flow from over the hills of South Union Township. These 
deposits southward lose their sharp character and pass into a rolling, 
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hummocky plain of little relief and numerous depressions, but composed 
of stratified gravels, perhaps best called a kame moraine. (See Plate 
16 C.) 
Kame Moraine.-East of the Scioto River with the single small 
exception of bowlder clay in the river terrace, just cited, the deposit,s 
from this ice sheet all show the assorting influence of water. The whole 
great lowland area of the northeastern part of the quadrangle consists 
of stratified gravel and interbedded clay deposits of 'the kame-moraine 
type. The topography, described in detail under that subdivision, is 
rolling ·and diverse. There is little dissection of the region by streams, 
far less than in the tiU sheets south of Roxabell, which may be due to 
the ready absorption of rainfall into the gravels and the correspondingly 
reduced run-off, as well as to lesser gradients. The gravels are typical 
kame gravels, frequently interbedded with beds high in clay and probably 
of direct glacial origin, with bedding commonly highly inclined and 
occasionally almost vertical. (See Plates 1 A, 4 A, 17 Band C, and 18 A.) 
Along the Scioto River, from Hopetown northward; these are 
grouped in north-south belts of more pronounced kame character. 
These have their most extreme form in a prominent belt of true kames 
running northward from near Sugar Loaf, which is apparently the key 
to the origin of the meridianally trending belts next the river. Though 
the ice was stalled against .the escarpment to the eastward, a lobe 
flowed southward down the Scioto for several miles which must have 
required a considerable ice current to maintain. Sugar Loaf is at the 
angle between the escarpment and the east wall of the Scioto Valley. 
Northeastward the ire was stagnant, westward and northwestward it 
was in motion. This would cause and maintain a zone of tension and 
fracture between the two which would corner primarily at Sugar Loaf, 
and secondarily at the 880-foot rock hills immediately east of Hopetown. 
The line of prominent kames near Sugar Loaf appears, almost certainly, 
to have originated in connection with this tension zone, and with it, the 
less pronounced belts farther northwest. (See Plate 17 A.) 
The area west of the Scioto and· north of Deer Creek appears to be 
similar in character to the kame moraines east of the river, but the 
relief is much less. This portion wedges out southward and is terminated 
near Andersonville. 
Terraces and gravels 
Prior to the coming of the Late Wisconsin ice sheet, the larger 
streams had cut out valleys in the lllinoian gravels to greater depths 
and widths than their present flood plains. As the Wisconsin ice sheet 
melted away, the debris-loaded, swollen Scioto refilled its valley with 
gravels to a height at least 60 feet above the present river, and North 
Fork of Paint Creek to 20 to 40 feet above its present level. A single 
small terrace remnant on Paint Creek south of the mouth of North 
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Fork, now standing over 100 feet above the stream, indicates that the 
valleys were filled to this depth above the present streams. 
With the retreat of the glacier from these stream basins, both the 
volume and the load decreased, but the latter most, and the streams 
began to cut into and remove the new gravels. They swung slowly 
from side to side as they cut downward; in this way, flat flood plains 
were cut at successively lower levels, to be removed later as the streams 
swung back at a lower level. In some places, the stream in a return 
swing did not entirely cut its way back to the old position, and a rem-
nant of the filling remained with a small portion of one of the earlier, 
higher valley floors as its surface. These form a series of terraces on 
both sides of the streams, at various levels. Camp Sherman is located on 
one of these terraces. (See Platfs 6 C, 12 A and B, and Fig. 13, p. 98.) 
It is only on the two streams mentioned (except possibly Deer 
Creek which was not examined) that extensive .terraces of this type 
occur. Yet there were several streams in the quadrangle which carried 
the melting water.s of this ice sheet. It is rather unexpected that they 
do not occur more extensively on Paint Creek above its gorge, which 
must have carried large volumes of water for some time after the ice 
withdrawal was begun. The other streams are small and headed on the 
ice front at the time of its maximum advance. East of the Scioto these 
were the several branches of Walnut Creek and Lick Run, west of the 
river Plug Run and Lower Twin Creek. On Lick Run there is known 
only a single low remnant of these gravels. On the head of Plug Run 
gravels were seen but not examined. On Lower Twin there are more 
extensive but yet low terraces of this age. This sparseness on the small 
streams suggests that the heavy gravel loads were fed to the streams 
chiefly as the mass melted backward, and aftu it had withdrawn from 
the hrnds of these small strrnm s. 
Lake clays and associated gravels 
There are, along Paint Creek and in the lower ends of its tributary 
valleys, terraces composed of stiff, tough, tenaceous, fine, gray clay, 
interbedded with gravels. The terraces rise to about 40 feet above the 
flood plain of Paint Creek. There appear to be at least two clay beds, 
one of which is 6 feet thick. The interbedded gravels are probably 
stream laid in intervals between the backwater conditions. The con-
dition of ponded water in this valley up to this level was possibly pro-
duced by slight advances of the ice, of short duration, ;vhich covered 
the outlet at The Narrows to a depth equal to the height of the clay 
beds. One of these clay bEds is shown in Plate 4 C. 
Drainage changes 
When a large mass of thick ice flows into the outlet of 9, valJey, 
the stream flowing out at that place is obstructed and the waters im-
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ponded. They will rise until they find a way out over the ice, or be-
tween the ice and adjacent hills, or, if the ice is high enough, will rise 
until they overflow the lowest point in the rim of hills around the valley . 
.If the obstruction remains long enough, the stream will cut its new 
outlet lower, and perhaps so low that it will continue by the new outlet 
after the withdrawal of the ice. 
Such incidents were common along the ice margin, and its a result 
many anom!tlies in drainage are found. The normal character of a 
stream valley in a region of flat-lying sedimentary rocks, such as the 
Camp Sherman quadrangle, is to be narrowest and have its steepest 
walls and highest divide t'round its headwaters, and to widen down 
stream. These relations, however, are occasionally reve,,rsed. 
Two excellent examples of such changes occur within the Camp 
Sherman quadrangle and can be readily appreciated from the topo-
graphic map. 
Paint Creek.-The valley of Paint Creek is from 1 to l} miles wide 
down to 5 miles west of Chillicothe. There it abruptly turns to the 
right and enters a gorge 300 to 350 feet deep, the walls of which are 
the steepest slopes within the quadrangle, and which is so narrow that 
there is not room for a road between creek and wall. The pike from 
Chillicothe to Cincinnati was first placed in this gorge, but it has been 
wholly removed by the stream. This is The Narrows. These con-
ditions persist for It miles when it widens somewhat but continues 
very narrow to where Ralston Run Valley enters it. It does not, how-
ever, even with the accession of North Fork, attain a width equal to 
that above the Narrows. These conditions are shown on Plate 15 
and in Fig. 161 page llO. 
From The Narrows, however, an open valley continues in line 
with Paint Creek Valley and equal to it in width, with a rolling floor 
slightly higher than that of Paint Creek. This valley connects by a 
short, narrower valley with the Scioto directly opposite Camp Sher-
man, the valley followed by the Baltimore & Ohio railroad. Though 
this last valley is narrower than the remainder of Paint Creek Valley, 
its rock floor is at an unknown depth, something below 500 feet above 
sea level, and it is generally believed to be the preglacial outlet of Paint 
Creek. In The NarrowR, Paint Creek flows on rock, but about a mile 
above where it enters the gorge, the rock floor is something more than 
45 feet below the present flood plain. 
The outlet was blocked when the Late Wisconsin ice sheet stood 
at its outermost position. The waters found their way out over the 
hills to the southeastward into a short t,ributary of Ralston Run which 
thereby suddenly became the main valley of Paint Creek Valley. Every 
feature of this part of the valley bespeaks its humble origin, its narrow· 
ness, crookedness and steep walls, and particularly its attitude to 
Ralston Run Valley and the tributaries to it. 
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Similar changes outside the quadrangle to the southwestward 
apparently discharged a large stream of water into Paint Creek and 
thereby add€d greatly to its drainage basin. 
North Fork of Paint Creek.-Clearly there was a preglacial divide 
where Musselman is now located, from which short tributaries flowed 
to the east and nort.hwest. The rock floor at Frankfort is 80 feet below 
the present creek level. In this case it appears that the preglacial 
drainage had little in common with the present drainage. The most 
prominent lowland is formed by the valleys of Little Creek, Oldtown 
Run, and Waugh Run, and extends from southwest to northeast, with 
Roxabell and Frankfort in it. This is believed to mark the chief pre-
glacial drainage line. Northwest of this lies high land, the rock hills 
of Ragged Ridge, and the broad upland of the northwest corner of the 
quadrangle. Bed rock occurs on both walls of North Fork where it 
crosses this obscure highland; suggesting that there is here a partially 
buried rock ridge running north and south. The preglacial topography 
has been almost entirely obliterated by till and has been buried to 
depths at least as great as 80 feet. North Fork of Paint Creek is, then, 
not merely a reversed stream, but practically a new stream which flows 
across both the old divides and drainage lines. (See Plate 7 B.) 
Other drainage problems.-Enough has been seen to know that 
interesting details remain to be worked out of the drainage along the 
ice margin. In places streams flowed along the ice margin, between it 
and the escarpment against which the ice lay. Obviously these were 
only temporary streams which shifted with a slight change in the ice 
front. These results, it appears probable, would be of local interest only. 
Some of these streams have remained permanently where they 
were so established. A small stream which heads one-half mile south 
of Lattaville and flows westward to the head of Porwr Hollow was 
determined when the ice front lay banked against McDonald Hill. 
Two miles west-southwest. of Lattaville is a yet more striking occur-
rence, in the stream which flows eastward and northeastward from the 
foot of Asher Hill. Iis course also was clearly determined when the ice 
neatly filled this valley head. The water from it found its way out along 
the foot of the ice, against the hill slope, and a Rt.ream became estab-
lished there. When the ice melted away, apparently rapidly, another 
set of streams formed and fl.owed down the slope of the moraines thus 
uncovered. Both st.reams have since become deeply intrenched, the 
one next the hill largely in shales at the side of the valley, the other in 
till near its center. 
The slope of the surface of the ice sheet 
Mr. Frank Leverett has brought to the writer's attention some scat-
tered observations which promise that in this region may be determined 
fairly accurately the 'slope of the· upper surface ·of the last ice sheet. 
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Neither Mr. Leverett nor the writer had t ime to pursue this problem, 
as the former's time was very limited and that of the latter was devot-
ed to determining only where the drift was thick enough to be of 
significance in any possible military way. 
The ice, which must have been of very great thickness over northern 
Ohio, was thinned southward by melting and fiowage into warmer lati-
tudes. This thinning was sufficient to give the upper surface a distinct 
slope. Near the outer margin there was not, it appears, a steeply sloping 
wall of ice of any considerable height. 
Four miles south of Chillicothe and three-quarters of a mile north-
west of Massieville, till of this ice sheet occurs up to about 700 feet. 
Three and one-half miles north of t his, in the ravine southwest of Chilli-
cothe and immediately north of Cemetery Hill, bowlder clays occur 
up to a.bout 750 feet. Three miles northeast of the la.st, in the northwest 
corner of Section 17, Springfield Township, the upper limit appears to 
be at a.bout 780 feet. Yet a mile and one-quarter farther, on the north 
slope of Bunker Hill, drift obscures the rock to 900 feet, and is common 
up to 920 feet; though it occurs as sparse pebbles up to 960 feet, the 
first figures 900 to 920 feet, in kind of observation, are much more in 
keeping with the other observations in the series. One and three-fourths 
miles north-northeast, drift fills the gap between Bald Hill and Sugar 
Loaf and extends easily up to 950 feet. 
While not prepared to assert that these few rather for tuitous 
observations are indicative of the highest drift at the points of examina-
tion, or that the slope thus outlined was the slope of the ice surface, 
which indeed must. have fluctuated considerably with slight advances 
and retreats during a very long time, and which undoubtedly for limited 
periods stood considerably above this profile, yet it is believed to ap-
proximate fairly well to the average slope of the ice in the Scioto Valley. 
This indicates, for a dfatance of 8! miles, an average slope of about 18 
feet per mile except in t he first real constriction of the Scioto Valley 
south of the lowlands, where a slope of about 100 feet per mile is indi-
cated. The north slope of Bunker Hill received t he direct impact of ice 
.Bowing down a channel 4! miles wide. Owing to a. rock bench due west 
of Bunker Hill, extending to Hopetown, the main current of ice was 
here reduced to a. width of 3 miles or less, a.nd the east bank of the main 
current was at Hopetown, not Bunker Hill, although shallow ice covered 
the bench to Bunker Hill. 
These circumstances unquestionably must have operated to cause 
a damming back of the ice above Bunker Hill, its concentration and 
more rapid fl.ow in the narrower throat a.t Hopetown, and a steeper 
slope to the southward from this point, comparable to the rapids in a 
stream. 
These figures, "it must be emphasized, indicate only the slope of a 
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small lobe of ice pushed forward from the main mass into the Scioto 
Valley. 
The use of the upper limit of abundant drift as data from which to 
deduce the slope of the ice surface from place to place, does not appear, 
however, to be reliable for all parts of the escarpment. This method 
permits one to draw no conclusions as to ice slope along the hills bordering 
the lowlands around Frankfort and Roxabell. On the hill slopes from 1 
mile south of Greenland to opposite Frankfort, this upper limit; is at 
about 900 feet. For I} miles southwest of North Fork along the hill 
facing Dry Run, the upper limit seldom attains to 900 feet. But from 
here southwestward and westward, the limit of heavy coat stands 
higher, attaining to 1,050 feet in t;he hills around the head of Dry Run, 
where the ice unquestionably overrode onto the 1,100-foot uplands and 
into Owl Creek next to the southward. 
In the valley bead around Lattaville, drift is abundant to over 
1,020 feet, but was not noticed above that. In the next valley to the 
westward, due north of Asher Hill, drift is common up to 1,060 feet. 
Yet on Ragged Ridge, 5 miles due north of the last, abundant drift was 
noted only up to 1,060 feet, where it ends abruptly, though the hill 
almost certainly was ice covered. 
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BED ROCKS KEY MAP  
RECENT VALLEY DEPOSITS LATE WISCONSIN DRIB'T PRE -WISCONSIN, MOSTLY I LLI NOISAN DRI FT. PENNSYLVANIAN B !!:REA G- .RIT 
TERRACE GRAVELS POTTSVILLE SANL>S'I'ONE _
D 
Hard., _fi11e-K7aintd, (ml/1.m or gray ~and.ilo11e, commonly FloOl/,;Plai,v; andflat valley bo/luntS, tvetl thONgh they are•--,.r--~--:;1-. 1.' F. R.RACE GRAV ELS 
25, IQ $0,feet-lllicA:., ,ma' r.omposea'-u/!Jeds usuaUy f rom an foci,. nn't!"""..J{oatkd, are u ncolored. S eve,ral A:.i<1ds>-o/--aten"al are Gray';,unconsotidatedtrravels ,:mo,it!y of limestone pebb~ s - - Coarse sandstom:;- -zo- tD--.,Ofeet in thickness, pebbly urDeeply. weathered gnweis composed ufpebbles ofinsoluble /() 1 /oat thick. On the Scioto River at the .wuth line of therepresmted in these areas. On the flood plain borderillg ••• in terraces bordering stream valleys, usually with anty a/ew r ock , 51u;/t as chert. gneiss, sandstone, etc., rarely of lime- plaus. Confined almost excluS1vely to the top of the hi.trh quadrangle, this formation is reduced to about 2feet. ThisI large streams, such as Scioto River. the Paint Creeks and inches o/ soil covering them. Southeast of Chilticothe, the stone, covered with. ,·eddish clayey soils 25 feet or more k nobs east of Camp Sherman, wMre they may form low is the mo.1t impo,·tant formation in the reJ(ion west of theDeer Creek, this is chiefly clayey alluvial soil. in places material is partly sand. Except near stream level, ma_y be thick. Wodhless for conc,-de matenal. Deeply di.1secfed ledjfes. Can be excavated by Masting only; soil covering 
River. The ./fat tops of the plateaus north of Paint Creek are almost i,nmedi-reaching6 to 10 feet thickness or more. Along the narrow valkys in the rock e:i::pected dry. Tile best source of concr ete material in the quadrangle, but by streams and abundantly water-bearing 11ear level of the thin or absent. Occasional weak springs occur near the bau ately underlain by 1l and owe their on.'gin to its resistance. South of Pafothills a/ Ike eastern and soul.Item pad ofthe quadrnng"fr, the soils are usually practically all will require washing to make a fi r st grade concrete. Rarely streams. Excavations on hills will be d,y except for run-off /ram rainfall, but the wate,- content is unimportant . A suitable stone for m asom y, if care- Creek it l(ives rise to a series o_fbr oad gently rollin,r upland.; deeply dissecteda thin coating over a mass ofstream-washed sarrdstone delrihAf. On Pikehule wooded except on slopes. but will require complete protection. Stiff. wet lake clays will be encountered fully selected, but inaccessible. 
Creek, the material is a thick peal suit {"muck"), a reclaimed swamp, in- in beds between gravels near stream level and in lite deepe,· portions, almost 
capable o_f suppo,,ting heavily Loaded wheels whe11 wet. Soils similar to the LAKE OC.AYS AND GRAVELS impossible o/ e:i::cavation, and in which exrav11tions rould scarcely be main-
last hut more clayey are _found in KinnikinnU"k, Oldtown, a,;d lVaugh Run tained; these must be avoided. De.fore.1ted e:uept steepn· slopes.Valleys, ail oj them treacherous to heavy tra,,spurtation after prolanged wet Beds o_f lake clays up to 6_/erl in thickness, dense, gritless, 
weather, and should be avoided in tank operations or in movement o_f heavy damp, e:rceedinl(ly difficult to excavate w1tf1 a pirk, cavin.tr 
artillery. Excavations in all suck areas may be expected to encounter water rl'adily. Yields sticky, wetday soils. Slwuldbe avoided in ex- LAKE CLAYS 
within a very few fed of the surface. will require compkte r.:vetment, and cavatUms or maneuvers. The associated gravels are almost Characler and behavior same as Wisconsin lake clays
should be avoided. These areas are rarely wooded and then only in small eqtwlty dt/ficult lo excavate because a/ tke over-lying clays. described above. 
patches. -
by streams which lzave cut th ,·ough Ike Berea. At Ike outcrop this formation 
will p resent difficulty in excavations and entrendm1en! shcrnld nat be orderedMISSISSIPPIAN 
except with su/Jicient tim e and adequate tools. On the ./fat-topped plateaus ii
LOGAN SANDSTONE 0 will he encountered at ska/tow depths. a/ten several rods _from the brow of tke 
Fine-grain1Jd l(ray or yellow sandstones. 275 feet thick i n hill. A line ofsprings occurs arm111d the top ofits outcrop wherever it 1rives rise 
eastern portion o/quadrangle, much less in wester,, portion . to an esse 11tiaity flat surface; these are commonly high in alum and accasWnalty 
These sandstones always form steep slopes with little or no unusable. The water comes, not from the Berea but from the over/yin.tr days 
suit; the sandstones are tou;rh and can he excavated with pick (see "Recent or Glacial Clays" above) and may be lt-ouble.rome ta trench 
and shovel only with J:reat labor. Free ofwaft:r. Excava- systems. So1tlh of Paint Creek, the Berea wilt seldom be a factor in trench 
KAMES & KAME )l(QRAlNF.8 twns will require tittle or no revetment. Slope.1 an u:;uallv wooded. systems except at its immediate outcrop, because of the slopes risinl( /rem it, 
RECENT OR GLACIAL UPLAND CLAYS and water at this horizon wilt he iugiiJrU}le. An excellent stone fo,· masonry.
Grat,els and gravelly cloys. rarely consolidated, 1uually h>res/s commonly cover hill slopes lo lhe top o/th.e Berea Grit.
PORTSMOUTH , CUYAHOGA, A.ND S U N RURY SHALEcovered with a Jew inches of clay soil. In places may  
these are in part a/ glacial origin, as northwest ofCamp  
T hin coaling o/ clays on.flat-topped plateaus. In places 
furnifh excellent co11crete g,'ai•el if properly selected. MORAINE W#h the exception o/ the 1.5 lo20 foot black Sunbury shale BEDFORD SHALEThickness more th.an 50 feet at practically all places..Shennan, hut in the southwestern portion they apt,ear to be Apparently boulder cl(,,ys; material coarse, age uncertain. at tke base, these are !(ray clay sll.ales with thin sandstones,Ulater condit:Ons va,-ious, dependin.tr on elevation aboveresidual from the weathering of clay shales . 'They rest Soft 1rray clay shale, ()() feet thick, with numberless thinExcavations as de.scribed above under Wisconsin moraine; in all, some300to4(J(}feetthick. /flheretheseshaiesunder-• di,ecUy on the very hard Berea Crit, are seldom more than surro11ndinl( sirea1m. As a nde, can be relied on in sandstone tenses and a tew thicker sandstones in !he 11pperLie the steep slopes east of Scioto River, stony clay sails ofno water .10 feel and are commonly less th.an 5 feet thick at the margins of the plateaus, wet weather /or tank operation. Un.forested except for pari wl,icfi render that portion more resistant. Gives riseonly a/ew inches th.ickneis wiit be tcrnnd mantling tl1e shales:
but in the interiors may poJSibly attain 30 feet. Excavation of regulation small wood-lots. to stiff stony clay soil which., when wet. will prove heavy towe.st a/the n"i·e,- :vkere the slopes are gentler /'.hese soils may he several feet
trenches at the margin ofsuck plateaus can be expected only by troops equipped tanks ur ordinance. Can be excavated without difficulty butthick. Excavations can be made with trench tools . wiit require revetment,MQRAlNl!lwith picks. and pre/erahty prepared to blast: entrenchment cannot be accom- but may he expected d,y ij surface w,iter is kept out. When the shale is trenckes impermanent; dry. Outcrop slopes usually steep and wooded. 
plished on a /ew hours notice. Water in L-onsiderable volume •nay he expected Ct.'-~ ... ,-,. • ~ Tcrngh boulder clays , commonly 50 to JOO feet thick, can be encounter ed in excavatwn, the thin sandstones m ay be found troublesome andeverywhere at the base ofthese clays, hut probably can he exhausted in time by .:~-i~, -~_.f.;,."":- readily excavated, l!J.Ou<rk not rapidlv ,· excavation i,n- on the rid.1re ,:n the so1otkwester11 part of H1mtingto" township, south of B . !If..:v~'t"' ~.;i,;..;,i,~ .... ~. <> " DEVONIANdrainage, ditches or pumps, Excavatioits will require revetme11t. Rarely ··:..-:,..;.. ,..~.·--,,··.. permanent and must be rei'l!ited. Wafer almost always 1136, a stubho,·n sandstone member near the 1100 foot contourshould be avoidedCo ntour i.nt -, ,va.l 2 0 fee t. wooded. OHJO SHALEl"ftl',. "• ~ '-.. p ,·esent. in abundance, at depths corresponding to height in hasty entrenchment. Springs within the outcrop area of these formations4 ~.... 4. , ' above ndghbo,ing drainage. Seldom,/orested, except on are uncommon. Ou lhe steep slopes east of the Scioto suck a1-e impe, mauent Black. carbonaceous .,hale. several hundred/eel thick, but 
steep ravine wall$ southwest o/ Roxabetl. but west o/tlte Scwto and south of Paint Creek, 01.·casio11a! springs with year- base not exposed. Almost without exception, this is exposed
roundjfow ocr:ur; these are always o_fgood water. Sprit1g·s are more numerous only on .1/eep slopes either with no soil covering or one of a 
at the base o( the~e formations at the top of the Berea Grit but the waters are few rncltes oniy, Very tough. tmd dtj/icult to dig, exca11a-
c,:mmwnly liig!J i n ir on or al-1!m _from tke Sunbury shale. East ofScwto River, tio11, should be blasted. Does not weather into ctaya11dwilt
the outcrop of these formatwns is almost wholly wooded. Jn /he few ptaces /11rnisk adequate foundation (or heavy artillery and ample support lo heavy
where slopes are gentler, they may be hare. Westward froni Scwt o River and - Fo,·matior. dry, except for rare occurrencetra11sp0>1alio>t. slopes permiding. 
•PP~O> ~ATC ~EA• south of Paint Creek, woodland is generally present depending on the slope . ~,cc, .,-,.,• •• ,, o_/wafer in joints; such water heavily impngnated with iron or alum. Slopes
West o/ R alston Run it is scattered in patches only an the sleeper slopes. usually u,ooded. 
